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The Abstract of a Thesis for the Degree of Doctor of Philosophy. 

of the University of., Salford 

October 1979 

Title: The role ot creative art in community education - art 

education and art therapy. 

The thesis looks firstly at creativity dnd the creative 

processp approaching the subject from a whole range of different 

viewpoints# such as the psychological, philosophical, biogruph- 

icai and anthropological angles. ' Following from this there is 

an exploration of the ways in which creativity way be awakened 

and unfdlded. Special attention is given to the conditions and 

situations that are likely to encourage creative development 

and to the blocks and diff. iculties tfiat inhibit its expression. 

Particular reference is made, on the one hand, 'to art education 

and to the art, leisure, and teaching studento and on the other 

handt to art therapy and the psychiatric patient* The themes 

of the individual and the community are explored in a comple- 

Inentary'Way in the final two chapters, ' 

The thesis emphasizes the viewpoint of the student and the 

patient, but since these people do no. t exist in a vacuum, this 

involves looking also at the teacher, the therapist and society. 

With reference to the psychiatric field, other specific questions 

arise, for example: How may creative opportunities assist the. 

heali ng process? What are the reciprocal influences of art 

and mental illness? 

Throughout the thesis the term 'art' is'used in the visuul 

sense, but references'are made to creativity in other fields 

-where parallel conclusions apply. The emphasis has been pluccd 

on the adultq bu. t the subject of 'Creativity and the Teaching 

Student' involves some references to child. art and 'Creativity 

and. the Community' involves all ages, - 
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Iritroduction 

.- There are a number of reasons why creativity and the 

encouragement of its unfolding are important. 

There is of course the obvious value to the individual in 

terms of the enrichment of personal life and the giving of a 

deeper weaning, to the human situation. 

There is also the Importance of creativity for society. 

Creative people require and may demand-freedom and the opport- 

Unity for nonconformity. If there are a number of individuuls 

so motivated in a society it will be that much harder for dictutor- 

ships and all for. ms of oppressive and'hierarchical regimes - 

whether of ýhe right or the left - to maintain a lasting hold. 

Sometimes highly creative persons who are prepared to go out 

on a limb for what they believe are regarded as eccentric, wild 

or even mad; howeverp they are really a safeguard against whut 

might be called the pathology of conformity. 

In our own century, for example, over and over again the 

nightmare of what can happen to people in police stutes and 

military style systems has b6en shown only too clearly. 

Words such as torturep curfew# barbed wire# political censor- 

ship and disappearances come readily to mind: At the Bluecoat 

Gallery in Liverpool the sculpture of Marisa Rueda from Latin 

America was on show* (June#1978) At first one felt'a reaction 

of horror that what looked like a butcher's shop was on display- 

only there were parts of the human body that seemed to cry out 

in agony. Then gradually it was realised that sometimes art has 

to be like that. What else can art be about when people disappear 

from the streets! Ultimately the artist has to attempt to 

prod. uce a reaction against hate. 
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Introduction 

rhis chapter is concerned with the nature of creativity. 

It expresses a theoretically inclined exploration of the concept; 

and should be seen as a foundation prior to the. consideration of 

the process in its educational and therapeutic context. 
.A special problem arises in considering creativity in relation 

to education: It is often associated with genius, and the genius 

is by definition a very rare type of person, possessing unusual 

mental powers and exceptional combinations of personal qualities 

leading towards a dedicated life style. Although education may 

be very interested in providing the best conditions for the 

growth of such an individualt it must also be open to democratic 

procedures, 
The steepness of the straight path is prohibitive to most 

people. But there is another way of considering creativityp 

there is the spiral route. This opens out great possibilities 

to the majority and therefore is of special meaning to the 

educationalist* This diffuse kind of creativity is the tendency 

to do anything creatively. It is concerned-with the joy of 

expression, adventurei experimentation and delight. The.. proOuct 

itself may be of only relative importancep sometimes an imprOvfý&- 

tiono Creativity in this sense is associated with a level of 

awareness, It is most developed in what A. H, Maslow describes 

as the self-actualizing person. I 

Some people object to the use of' the term crcutivity in 

this sense, 0.1), Ausubelp for exumplep says thut the tru, ly 

crcutive person is much rarer thun the intelligent peraft und 

there is something qualitatively different about such a person* 

He takes the view that the creative traits are only supportive 

correlates of creativity. If the democratic idea is taken too 

'far it leads to a watered down version that becomes meaningless, 2 

On the other handp C, R, Rogers speaks of creativity as an 

important outcome of the ideal educational and therapeutic- 

process: This persong he says: "With his sensitive openness to 

the world, his trust of his own ability to form new relationships 

with his environment, he would be the type of person feow whom 

. creative products and creative living emerge. " 

This is an-important aspect of Roger's fully functioning 

person. 
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In this chapterv the psychological viewpoint is concerned 

with creative truits and the creative process, with brainstorming 

and Synectics; reference is made to the physiological basis of 

creativity and to psychedelic experience; the philosophical view- 

point is concerned with perceptionv Eastern philosophy, the creat- 

ive. unconscious, cosmic art,,. occ'ultisin and also freedom; the 

biographical approach focuses on Van Gogh and Paul Klee; the 

section dealing with historical and anthropological perspectives 

turns to the Mandala and Great Goddess archetypes and to the art 

of the Pacific Northwest and finallyp the educational viewpoint 

hints at the process of teaching along creative lines. 

The somewhat abrupt juxtaposition of contrasting themes 

relating to creativity is intentional. 

I 

\ 
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The Traits associated with Creativty 
There would seem to be a cluster of traits associated with 

creativitye T-he criteria have been researched by'such people 

as V. Lowenfeld, J. P. Guilfordg. A. J. 'Cropley and E, P, Torrance, 4 

The most important factors may be summarised as follows: 

1. Sensitivity. This is linked with awareness, curiosityp 

perception and the ability to think beyond the sterewtyped 

response. 

2. Fluency. This is often divived into verbal,, associat'lonal, 

expressional and ideational fluency, Perhaps the latter is the 

most important, Attempts have been made to test it by asking 

a person to produce ideas to fulfill certain requirements in a 

limited time. The namingt for exampleg of objects that are hard# 

white and edible or giving various uses for the common brick. 

S. Flexibility, This is associated with ideational fluencyt 

since rigidity of thought acts like a brake inhibiting the flow 

of ideas. 

4. originality. This. is the ability to give uncommon responses 

to questions and unusual solutions to problems. There is some 

speculation as to whether originality is perhaps an attitude of 

unconventionality, which predisposes an individual not to perform' 

in the usual or accepted manner. 
5* Elaboration. One of the tests given to examinees for: this 

factor required them 'to construct a complex object from-one . or 

two simple lines, 

These traits seem to hang together to indicate the pattern 

one would use if. asked to 'make' a creative individual. However,, 

actual creative peop, let as distinct from idealized ones, may not 

fit exactly the tests that have been devised for them. 

The time factor with reference to ideational fluency is an 

example or this. Ilerbert Read was a creative and prol'ound thinker 

and writer in a wide range of subjects. Barbara Hepworth said 

that if she showed him her-latest piece of sculpture he would 
look at it for half an, hour before bringing himself to speak. 

Yet she valued his silence far more than the ready verbal reactions 
of others., 5 Charles Darwin's theory of evolution must be seen as 

creative* In the Introduction to The Origin of Species" he says 
that on returning from the'voyage of the 'Beagle': "After five 

years' work I allowed myself, to speculate on the subjectl and 
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drew up some short notes; O... to. 6 

Divergent Thinking 

In 1950 J. P. Guilford pointed out that almost all the tests 

and achievement,., examinations used by American psychologists and 

educationalists were 'convergent', that is they were asking for 

oniy one predetermined correct answer for each item. The truly 

creative pcroon is likely to hit on a new answert or range of 

possible answers - often not thought of by the examiners - in 

other wordsv to be divergent. 

Traits such as fluency, flexibility and originality come 

within the general category of divergent thinking. Closely 

related is the factor identified as tolerance of ambiguity. 
Guilford expresses this as a willingness to accept some 

. uncertainty in conclusions and decisions and a tendency to 

avoid thinking in terms of rigid categories. it 7 

The divergent type'of person sewches widelyq lie is capable 

of intellectual exploration, Thinkifig is not seen as a routine 

but an adventure* 
Schiller understood, over one hundred years agov that it 

hindered the creative work of the mind if. the intellect examined 

too closely the ideas that were pouring in. The advice he gave 

was not to reject too soon or discriminate too severely. 

A. J. Cropley describes creative thinking in terms of data 

coding. He refers to the creative person as a wide categorizer. 

The more a person accepts data which'appear to have nothing in 

common as though they are relatedg the more likely. he is to make 

unusual data combinations. The more likely he is to make the 

cognitive leap involved in thinking creatively. 
Cr-opley suinntar4ses the characteristics of creative individuals 

in the Cognitive domain by: 

possession of wide categories; 
2 willingness,, to take risks; 

3 willingness to 'have a go'; 
4 high levels of flexibility. " 

Professor Ross L. Mooney describes the creative person as 

one who dares to be differentp distrusts pat formulas and dislikes 

doing. the same things the same way all the time. 9 

Perhaps there is a conformity barrier and a certain 'type of' 

individual enjoys breaking *to 
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The Creative Process 
This is indeed a truly wonderful and in some degree a 

mysterious affair. But wany attempts have been inade to follow it 
thr, ough. 

As far back as 1926 G. Wallas identified four stages in the 
forming of' u new thouihit: Preparation, incubationp illumination 
and verification. 10 

In the 1930's Catherine Putrick studied creative thought in 

poets and artists and used these four stages. 11 

There are likely to be endless variations on this theme and 
the stages way be intermingled, 11oweverp for the purposes of' 
descriptiong it is convenient to separate them. 
Preparation: This may involve a long period of hard work. It 

will vary according to the individual and the type of creative 
work. It is the time for collecting datap readingp observing, 
thinking, note-takingt reviewing the field, absorbing the 

. situation, It is the stage in whi. ch'the problem is investigated 
from*all directions. 
Incubation: At this stage the problem may begin to be definedp 
but the individual is not consciously, thinking about it. The 

unconscious processes get to work. This is the period the poet 
Stephen Spender has called the experience of 'Muddled suspense'. " 
During this time trial and error attempts may be made at a 
solution, but avenues may be-cul-de-sacs. This is the time rot 
black coffee and pacing. up and down. Ideas may be alternately 
rejected and accepted; there is a subconscious searching for 
fertile combinations. 

According t: o the mathematician Poincarep ideas rose in crowds 

-and he appeared to be a spectator of a number of 'hooked atoms' 
which combine'd and re-combined throughout a restless night. 12. 

Part of the process of the incubation period may involve the 
kind of sleep so deep that two hours be required between sleeping 
and waking. 

Wallas took the view that nothing should interfere with the 

working of the unconscious or partially conscious processes, of 
the mind when faced with difficult problemie 
IlluminatioW., This is inspiration'and it is often a sudden 
experiencep apparently out of the blue. But it is a sign or 
-longg conscious and unconscious previous work. The inspiration 
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seems like a gifto but it is necessary to be open to receive it, 

Verification: The final stage is the conscious working out' 

process; the testing of the hypothesis or giving form to the 
idea. At this stage both skill and critical understanding may 
be required, 

The-first and last part of the creative process may be 

suld to be conscioust the middle phases partly miconscious or 

a UI)C Oil Lie iou a. 
Variutions on the Creative Process Theme 

Other terms way well be used for the four stagesq for 

exumpleg saturutiont frustrationo insight and elaboration. 
Another clussificationo particularly suited to scientific 

workq may be the three stages of the formation of the hypo- 

thesis, the testing of the hypothesis and the communication of 

results. Vinacke has given consideration to the four phases 

of the creative process proposed by Wallaso Ile has concluded 

that: "It is nece ssary to c, onceive orcreative thinking in 

terms of dynamic interplaying activitýies, rather than as more 

or less discrete stages. " F3 

A. Osborn considers that: "The actual creative processp 

without following any rigid sequencet consists of some or all 

the following phases: 1. Orientation: Pointing up the problem 

so** 2. Preparation: Gathering pertinent data .... 3. Analysis: 
Breaking down the relevant material* ... 4. Hypothesis: Piling 

up alternatives by way of ideas .... So Incubation: Letting upp 
to invite illumination .... 6. Synthesis: putting the pieces 
together .... 7. Verit'icationi Judging the resultant ideas .... v'14 

In "Applied Imagination" speciric suggestions are made to 

accomplish these ph#ses. *iI 

Creative traits and the creative process were describ6d in 
my M, Edo disseiiation - but ip les 

,s 
cetail: "Creative Art'. 

Education. for Adultslto 1976,. pp*5-10. 
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The Creative Process and the Creative Individual 

An undwstunding or the creative process muy be used in order 

to expluin the nature and certain motivational aspecLs of the 

creative individual. The latter needs creative experience and 

expression as a way of life and fulfilmente It is therefore 

necessary for such a person to develop the characteristics and 
habits that the process requires. 

Certain intellectual componentsp such as awareness und 

motivational factors such as drive, dedication to work and 

resourcefulness may be fairly obvious, particularly in relation 

to the 'preparation' phase* What is more significant may be the 

somewhat. mysterious requirements of the incubation period. 

There are many references in the literuture to the anxieties 

of the incubation period. The individual needs to accept those 

anxieties that are associated with creative process. The process 

is an adventure and those who overvalue certainty and security 

may not be temperamentally. suited to'this. Tension tends to be 

regarded as in some degree neurotic; but the tensions of the 

incubation period are a genuine part of the process. 

D. J. Jones has undertaken an investigation into eight non- 

vocational adult art classes, He asked the students questions 

including: "Is what you are doing creative? " He became fascinated 

by'the process rather than the product, and observed: "Students 

feel threatened by the unknown depths of'their own unconscious* 
It is this aspect of the process which gives rise to anxiety 

states, For this reason anxiety was seen. as a possible indicator 

of creative invol vement. " 15 

Aiming. for a preconceived idea of the painting inevitably 

leads to frustration and discouragement, but this, says Jonest 

is not the anxiety of the creative process. 
It is important for a teacher or therapist to be able to 

distinguish between these different types of anxiety* 

Being able to work'with the unconscious is the key to the 

problem at this stage, It is necessaryt as J, S. Morgan saysv to 

accept the partnership of the unconscious and the conscious* mind, 

A channel for insight is often made by providing ýime to 

browset day-dream and gaze out of the, windowe It is necessary to 

enjoy the elements of surprise, irrationality and contradiction 

in one's own naturee 

0 
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The Conditions Required for Creative Ideas and Expression 

According to C. W, Taylor there is very little knowledge 

concerning the effect of' environment and training on creativitys 

lie says that in most creativity studies the effects or the ' 

environwental variables have been uncontrolled and unknown., 17 

As there is a great diversity in creative people, the 

conditions they require are likely to vary. However, certain 

things may be regarded as important for further consideratione 

Perhaps the conditions conducive to the emergence of creative 

ideas are unique to the individual* blore thought needs to be 

given to encouraging a student to discover his own appropriate 

conditions. 

There is somethingfragile about the creative climate. The 

most important factor may be freedom from distractiong, but just 

what constitutes a distraction will vary with the individual, 

Society has an interesting part to play; the culturep the 

institutiong the organisation can helý. The way this should be 

done is by offering the unrestricted atmosphere* 

As J, W. flaerele sayst the creative individual must feel that: 

"those responsible for his environment display towards him 

attitudes of permissiveness and acceptance .... the climate 

necessary for maximizing creative potential. " 

"The act of working in a place one finds congenial for work 

provides for a sensory input of cues that have in the past 

provoked thoughtp sustained endurancev or perhaps been fruitful 

in evoking original ideas. The effect of such stimuli cannot be 

ignored, particularly in any explanation of sustained creative 

thinking. " 18 

As already statedv problem anxieties may be wholesome; but 

situational frustrations are harmful, inhibiting the flow of 

creative ideas and diverting-the energy needed for creative erforte 

It is therefore well worthwhi-le to establish a physical and 

Psychological haven.. the writer's study or the artist's studio 

are not merely specialist roomst ideally they are symbolic, They 

are sanctuaries of refuge and protection. 
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Creutivity und the Group Approach 

It is interesting to explore certain forms of creativity 

in the group situution: 
Brainstorming 

In 1939 A. Osborn organised the technique known as 'brain- 

storming'. Ile was an advertising executive associated with 

workshopsp institutes and research dealing with creative types 

of behaviour and ýroblem-solving in New York. The following 

rules were proposed, as guides for brainstorming: 111. Judicial 

judgment is ruled out. 2. Free-wheeling is welcomed. 

3. Quantity is wanted'. 4. Combination and improvement are 

s'oughto" 19 It is recommended that the subject to be considered 

by the brainstorming group be as specific as possible. The 

atmosphere needs to-be one that encourages the flow of ideas, 

wild, unusual and divergent. The leader must make sure thut 

ideas are not criticized, judgment mu, st be deferred. Nothing 

inhibits the spontaneous flow of original ideas more than 

criticism, Evaluation belongs to a later phase and may be done 

by other people* Ultimately. it may be impossible to get uwuy 

from the creative power of the individual. However, at certain 

stages the problem-solving experience may be enhanced by minds 

in concert, The ideal number of participants for this technique 

may be between five and ten* 

One has only to think or how ideas emerge in a tentative 

way in the average committee to realise that speculation is 

regarded as dangerous, The two most noticeable features of-the 

traditional group of this kind are: keep to the familiar and 

reach a solution as soon as possible, But in order to reuch u 

creative solution it is necessary to be open'to the subconscious 

and the irrationalo to play the 'what if' game and guurd against 

premature attempts at a solution, Ideas that crystallise too 

quickly exhibit a lack of plasticity* The discipline of derer- 

ment is important: Solutions are the payoff!, But to hell 

with them . *.. Otherwise I'll invent the same thing over aguin. 11 

says W. J. J. Gordon. . 
20 1 
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Synectics 

'The word Synecticsq from the Greek, means the joining 
together of different and apparently irrelevant elements. 
Synectic theory applies*to the integration of individuals into 
a problem-solving group. The peoplev for example, that have. 
made up the Cambridge, Massachusetts Group have included such 
diverse specialists as various combinations of paintersq actors, 
chemists, philosophers# sociologists, anthropologistsq zoologists.. 
marketing meng mathematicians and musicians. 

The Synectics Group is often concerned with invention. type 
problems, but it is also involved in uncovering the psycho-. 
logical mechanisms basic to creative processes. There is an 
awareness that ultimate solutions are rational; the process of 
finding them is not. 

There is a recognition of the importance of the emotional-. 
and the 'irrational elements,, Attempts to get away from the 

accepted and obvious ways of thinking are achieved by such 

means as making the strange familiar and the familiar strange. 
One striking characteristic of a Synectics group is the use 

made of metaphorical. language. The creative process is set in 

motion by analogy. Four forms of analogy have been iddntified: 

personal, direct, symbolic ahd fantasy, Personal analogy is 

concerned with empathic experience: Keats leaping into the seu 
in order to become one with the elements or Turner being tied 
to the mast of a ship in a storm. Direct analogy uses actual 
comparison of parallel factsp such as Brunel solving the prob- 
lem of underwater construction by watching a shipworm tunnelling 
into a timber, the worm constructing a tube for itself as it 

moved forward. Biology has been discovered to be the richest 
source of stimulation by means of direct analogy. 

Cavendish had a habit of currying on widely dissimilar 
Inquiries UL thq same time. lie said that this permiLted him 
to continually compare the phenomena and theories or one brunch 

of science-with those of another* A painter such as Kandinsky 

found direct analogy with musical composition, Symbolic analogy 

uses abstract, objective or impersonal images to describe a 

problem. One group working on a jacking mechanism cume up with 
the Indian rope trick, The ideal symbolic analogy is a concise 
abstraction with a built-in-surprise or paradox, 21 
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Analogy mechanisms are really ways of making the familiar 

strange. This applies particularly to Fantasy analogy, where 
the concern is with the world of make believe. The creative 

process may often be set in motion by stepping o, utside of the 

reulms of obvious logic and rationality. T here is a special 

message for educators in this kind of research. It is not only 

the poet that may need metaphor, but perhaps the physicist 

also. It is. not only the biologist that requires a knowledge 

of the life histories of plants and animals, but perhaps the 

engineer also. Technological breakthroughs are inhibited by 

traditional approaches. The inventor needs to give himself the 

same freedom as the artist and who dare place a boundary 

against what may be relevant to the artist7 

I 
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Creativity and Physiology 

What now of the brain structure of creativity? 

In order to attempt an answer to this question it is necessary 
to turn to recent research on the two hemispheres: 

In "Nadia, ' Lorna Selfe paraphrases the work of Levy as 
follows: The two cerebral hemispheres are assumed to compli- 

ment. one-another in the integrated functioning of the brain, 

Each side of the brain is able to perform certain functions which 

the other side is not equipped to do, The right hemisphere is 

as s-umed to 'synthesize over space', while the left hemisphere 

funalyses over tilne'. The right hemisphere notes visual similar- 

ities to the exclusion of conceptual similarities. The left 

hemisphere does the opposite. The right hemisphere perceives 

forint the left hemisphere detail. The right hemisphere codes 

sensory input in terms of imuges; the lel't hemisphere in terms 

of linguistic descriptions. The right hemisphere lacks iA phono- 

logical analyser; the left, hemisphere lacks a Gestalt synthesiser, 

The right side of the brain while optimally designed for its 

work, is extremely poorly organized for temporal analysisq 

abstract conceptualizationg detailed feature detection, linguistic 

coding and phonological analy-sis. On the other handt the left 

hemisphere appears to be very poorly organized for spacial co- 

ordination. Visual images are fragmented into components Und 

only a small fraction of the information contained in a visual 

stimulus is extracted* 
The description which Levy giýes is expounded after a wide 

examination of a mass of sometimes contradictory experimental 

evidence. floweverv the model of a left hemisphere dominant for 

language and a right hemisphere dominant for perceptual pr-ocesses 

is generally accepted*" 22 

As stated along similar lines by Carl Sagan: "The left hemi- 

sphere processes information sequentially; the right hemisphere 

simultaneouslyt accessing several inputs at once* The left hemi- 

sphere works in series; the right in parallel. The left hemisphere 

is something like a digital computer; the right like an analog 

computer*, ' 23 

Robert Ornstein, a Californian psychologistp has been inspired 

by oriental studies to tak. e a left-brain type of look at the., 

nuture of' the right brain. At. the Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric, 
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Institute in San Francisco it has been observed that as normal 

is 

people change froin analytic to synthetic intellectual activities 

the Electroencephalograph activity of the corresponding cerebral 

hemisphere varies in the predicted way, During the working out 

of arithmetical problems, for example, the right hemisphere shows 

the alpha rhythm characteristic with idling. It would seem. that 

the somewhat brash, nature of the left hemisphere may mask the 

more subtle and intuitive qualities of the right brain. It has 

to wait for the appropriate peace and quiet in order to function, 

As Ornstein points out#, it is as though the sun has to set before 

the stars are noticed, 24 

Altered states of consciousness9 as in dreaming and meditat- 

Jon., are of interest in this researchp for at such times the 

right brain comes into its own. Howeverp during the highest states 

ol* awareness there would appear to be a tendency towards bilaterul 

symmetry. The corpus callosum consists of a bundle of two hundred 

ýmillion fibres connecting the two hemispheres of the brain. As 

Sagan says: "To solve complex problems in changing circumstances 

requires, the activity of both cerebral hemispheres: 'the path to 

the future lies through the corpus callosum.,, 25 

-- During the last two years or so there. have been wonderful 

machines made in this country called IýIind Mirrors. one such 

machine would cost over 91p250t this give a hint of type or thing 

and of its delicacy and complexity. It is possible, by watching 
the flashing lights of the blind Mirror when wired up to a person, 
to observe something bf the mystery of the wental processes, 
During meditation Alphap Theta and Delta waves may mak e' balanced 

patterns in both hemispheres. The white hot creative flash of 
inspiration itself is not only a figment of the imagination. 'The 

blind Mirror is capable of recording it as a perfect bubble-shaped 

form a split second before the individual is aware of his idea. 

Einstein is now realised to have been a truly creative scientist 
in the way he must have first responded to his intuitive right 

brain promptingst working them out later with left brain logic 

and precision. This subject is taken up again in Chapter IV 

_with 
reference to the 1979 Dartington Conference where much. 

at; tention was given to the-'two' brains. lloweverg perhups it 

should be stated, that there are differing'vicws regarding'the 

specific functions or the hemispheres.. 
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Psychedelic E'xperience 

In "Psychedelic Art" by Masters & Houston is the following 

observation: "Of the classes of phenomena most common to the 

psychedelic experience, a few have particular relevance for the 

artist. They include (among others) accessibility of unconscious 

materials, relaxation of the boundaries of the ego, fluency and 

flexibility of thought, intensity of attention or heightened 

concentration, a breaking up of perceptual constancies, high 

capacity for visual imagery and fantasy, symbolizing and myth- 

making tendenciesq empathy, acceleratea rate of thought, Iregres- 

sion in the service of the ego, ' seeming awareness of internal 

body processes and organs, and awareness of deep psychical and 

spiritual levels of the self with capacity in some cases for 

profound religious and mystical experiences.,, 26 

What is so interesting about this statement is that it almost 

reads like a list of what psychologists regard as the creative 

traits and the wain components in thq creative process. 

Can it be that drugs such as mescalineq, peyote, psilocybin 

and LSU-25 are able to induce creative states of mind? What 

seems to be likely is that the drugs provide experiences which 

may be used almost in the same way as travel to exotic places. 

one of the most significant aspects of the creative mind is the 

interest in the new and the novel idea. The creative process 

involves altered awareness* It would therefore seem that any- 

thing that serves to break down barriers and open up the out-of- 

the-ordinary st. ates of mind may be potentially helpful. 

Perhaps artists stand to profit most from psychedelic types 

of experience. However drugs can only provide the spring-bourd 

and perhaps the feeling of insight. The individual himself has 

still got to make something of it. Unless the individual'is 

rooted in a creative way-of life the psychedelic experience itself 

may be all too ephemeral. 

With reservations of this kind, it is nevertheless worth 

looking at the psychedelic experiences. The very words and 

descriptions themselves are certainly stimulating: one can find 

references to mind expanding and heightened awarenessq to joyoust 

ecstatiCt mysticalv pantheistic states. There may. be distortionS 

of time and space; swirling, kaleidoscopic sensations and decondi- 

tioning processes to contend with. 

All this creates an openness to new ways of being and to U 
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bl-cuching of' the divisions between the conscious and unconscious 

levels. 

Isaac Abrams is an interesting example of a highly original 

artist, his pictures abound with the flora and fauna of the 

psychedelic world. lie had his first LSD session in 1965 and 

never painted at all before this. 

Arlene Sklar-Weinstein is an example of a prqf. essional artist. 

Prior to LSD her work was academic and tightt afterwards it became 

free-flowing and very lively. There was a shift from the concrete 

towards the abstract and the cosmic myth. 

There is a certain parallel between the psychedelic experience 

and some of the mystical'traditions of the East. Masters and 

Houston say that one of the most complex of the American psyche- 

del'ic artists is Allen Atwell. He has lived and studied in the 

East and absorbed the traditions of the Tibetan masters. His 

most amazing work is an environmental painting in a psychedelic 

temple-in New York. The painting covers the walls and ceiling 

and adjoining spaces. one has the feeling of being inside a 

mind, rather than merely looking at a picture, 

The mystical language seems to be used in an attempt to 

describe the psychedelic experience, After taking mescalin 

Aldous Huxley speaks of the sacramental vision of reality. The 

bamboo legs of his chair shine with the Inner Light. He says: 

"I spent several minutes - or was it several centuries? - not 

merely gazing at those'bamboo. legst but actually being them - or 

rather being myself in. them; oýt to be still moýe accurate. being 

my Not-self in the Not-self which was the chair,,, 27 

This reads very much like Zen Buddhism. Zen is personal 

and subjectivev in the sense of being inner and creative. 'Z6n-' 

unconditionally emphasizes one's immediate experience as the 

final fact, Zen attempts to free the mind from dualistic tangles* 

Howevert returning, to art. Where does psychedelic art fit, 

in relation to developments generally? There would seem to be a. 

link with Expressionism. and intensity. of feeling; with'the 

intentional ambiguities of Cubism; with psychological orientations 

of Surrealism and with the Vienna School of Fantastic Realism. 

There are links, with. Action Paintingt Pop Artq Op Art, Kinetic 

Art, Happenings and Pleasure Domes* The Multi-Media approach 

using soundt film and oscilloscopes may often be essential to 

convey the dynamic panor'ama of life, 
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uuriiig 1 067-68 s. Krippner utude u study or ful proCessionul 

artists, mainly 1'rom New York. The artists were required to 

have had at least one experience with psychedelic drugs. They 

were approached by means or questionnaires and interviews. 

Krippncrls l'undamental question was concerned with how the 

artist felt his work had been affected by psychedelic experi- 

ences. This study seems to be a more meaningful one than those 

where psychologists or psychiatrists themselves establish the 

criteria of creativity. 

Sixty-four of the artists felt that the content of their 

work had been much enhanced by eidetic imagery. Forty-nine or 
the artists felt that their technique had improved.. A wide 

variety of expression was represented and many of the artists 

engag . ed in more than one form of expressiong none felt that 

their-work had suffered as a result of their experiences, 28 

Two other aspects of the situation should be mentioned: 

, Firstly, as Barry Schwartz, sayst "Artists who want to express' 

the emotion, insight or essence of psychedelic experience will 

create works that are highly individual in their rendering and 

not always visual-ly recognizable as psychedelic, to 29 Secondlyp 

there are artists who have psychedelic sensibility, yet they 

have not used chemical stimulation. Perhaps they are already 

aware that "All things are Part of One Thing"; perhaps Lhey 

are already in "The Enchanted Land of the Imiagination", Perhaps 

they have an inherent tendency towards fantasy and cosmic mythp 

towards symbolism and subjectivý experience. This way be 

possible through introspective inclinations, meditationt 

intuitive gifts or just ihe basic chemistry of their natural 

statee 

-k 
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Analyticul Cubism 

Picasso's 1910 portrait of the deuler Kahnweiler 



Philosophy# Perception und Creativity 

The ideas arising from a consideration of Cubism offer un 

opportunity for-an exploration of questions of appearance und 

reality and their relationship with creativity: According to 

19 

R. Rosenblum "Cubism emerges as one of' the major transforinat- 
ions of )Vestern Art. The discoveries of Cubism controverted 
principles that had pr'evailed for centuries. For th 

'e 
traditional 

distinction between solid form and the space around itp Cubism 

. 
substituted a radically new fusion of mass and void. In place 
of earlier perspective systems that determined the precise 
location of discrete objects in illusory depth, Cubism offered 
an unstable structure of dismembered planes in indeterminate 

spacial positions. Instead of assuming that the work of art was 
an illusion of a reality that lay beyond itg Cubism proposed 
that the work of art was itself a reality that represented the 

very pr6ýess by which nature is transformed into art. 
In the new world of Cubismt no fact of vision remained 

ubsolut(k: A denset opaque shape could suddenly become a weightless 
truiispurency; a shurp firm outline could abruptly dissolve iiito 

a vibrant texture; a plane that derined the remoteness of' the 
buckground could be perceived simultaneously in the immediute, 
C. oregrouna. Even the identity of objects was not exempt from 

-tliese-visuul contradictions. In a Cubist work, a book could be 

metamorphosed into a tablep a hand into a musical instrument. 
For a century that questioned the very concept or absolute truth 

or value, Cubism created an artistic language of intentional 

ambiguity. " 30 

According to. E*H. Gombrich': "Tn Cubism even coherený rorins 

are made to 'play hide-and-seek in the elusive tangle of unresolved 

ambiguitiesell 31 

John Nash,, . with particular reference to the early 20th 

century experiments of Braque and Picassov speaks of the import- 

ance of' the element of mystery; of the need to accept what is 

offered in order to enjoy a new perception of the world* 32 

Experiments such as Cubism seem'to emphasize the fact that 

the world of-optical illusion is ba. nal; but in trying to go 

beyond it is reality discovered? Is there a reality out there 

and if so can -its fundamental nature be understood? Uoes the 

visual world only become the real world by the processes of 

thought? Is the real world always the ýrivate one? Is ultimate 

Truth the private world of God? 
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Wiere, amid the multiplicity of ever shifting imagest 111UY 

we find an anchor? Perhaps there is no such thing as an object 

as it really is. Perhaps each person forms his o. wn image. It 

is. in this area that the roots of creativity may be found. The 

individual has the opportunity of making something unique out 

of the interweaving of his perceptions with his personal reactions 

to his perceptions. What he selects and chooses to emphasize 

becomes his experience. The artist imposes reality on the 

surrounding chaos. 

When one sees a new and exciting work of art, the question 

may not be-'Is this a discovery-regardi-ng the true nature of the 

world? Butt rather the acceptance Of an adventureq does this 

work extend'the boundaries of the Posgible? However, it may not 

be easy to escape illusion entirely: According to 6.11. Gowurich 

"The Lrue mirucle of the language of art iis not that it enables 

the artist to create the illusion of' reality. It is that under 

the hands of a great master the image becomes translucent. In 

teaching us to see the visible world afresh., he gives us the 

illusion of looking into the ýnvisible realms of the mind. " 33 

) 



Lustern Philosophy and the Creative. Unconscious 

Embedued in the esoteric wisdom ol' the East is to be found 

21 

the central idea of creative powerp inspiration a. nd enlightenment, 

Far back in the mists of time, the essential core of Indian 

metaphysical thoughtt as expressed in the Vedas, is of One 

Universal Being, neither male nor female, raised high-above all 

conditions and limitations of-personality* The secret teachings 

of the Upanishads concerns this Universal Selft referred to as 

Brahman - 'It or 'That'. It is paradoxical, transcendentg yet 

immanent. In one sense the individual self or atman may be seen 

as a ray from the Universal Self: Thou. art That; therefore ti, iere 

a direct pathway to the source of inspiration: 

According to the-Katha Upanishad: 

"A sharpened edge of a razorp hard to truverset 
A difficult path is this - poets declare! 
What is soundlessp touchlessp formless, imperishable, 
Likewise tastelessv constantq odourless, 
Without beginningv without endq higher thun the grebt stable - 
By discerning Thatp one is liberated from the mouth or death. " 

. 
In the Man dukya Upanishad four states are described: Miking, 

d. reamingt profound sleep and liberation, This sounds like another 

kind of descripti-on of the creative process! 34 

The Bhugavad-Gitat that jewel of Indian poetry from the Epic 

period of Hinduismt takes its inspiration from the Upanishads, 

Chapter X gives a glorious pantheistic survey* In the Gitu, the 

Supreme is at once the transcendentalt the cosmic and the invivid- 

ual realitY: 

"Yea'. Firstq and Last, and Centre of all which is or seems 
I amv Arjunal Wisdom Supreme of what is wise, 
Words on the uttering lips I am, and eyesight or the eyes, 

;; 
e*"splendour, of the splendidg and the greatness of the greutg 

Victory I am, and Action! and the goodness of the good .... 
The policy of conquerors, the potency of kings, 
The great unbroken silence in l. earning's secret things; " 
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. 
The sublime-elev*enth chapter describes how Krishna reveals I. 

to'Arjuna the vision of the Universal Form, blazing as fire, as 

the sun all-dazzling to the gaze, 

Through the Indian teaching of Yoga there is an important 

message for all creative thinkers and workers. The word literally 

means the Iyokei; it is the yoking of the personal self with 

the cosmic force. By a process of training involving such things 

as the control of the breath, the concentration of thought-and 

meditation it may eventually be possible to reach out towards 

higher levels of consciousness. 

According to the teachings of Patanjalip Yoga means the 

complete suspension of the transformations of theýthinking 

principle. N'on-attachment, is seen,. a4 the preliminary of real 

intuitional knowledge. 

The training of the Yogi is usually undertaken by a number' 

of stages. if the mind is to become one-pointed both inertliu 

and the habit of flitting from one thing to another have to be 

overcome'. 36 

The purpose of the trainingp in the initial phases, seems to 

be the bringing of the student to the. verge of the unconscious, 

From creative concentration the Yogi comes to the state free 

from effort, to contemplation. Výhen the mind is concerned only 

with the object of thought no energy is lost in distruction, 

Ilarold Rugg deacril)es this stuge as profoundly productive. lie 

says: "'nas supplies further confirmation of the conditions 

favouring the creative act: the concentration of Uttention, 'the 

interval of suspense, ' and then the.. sudden flash of illuminuti. on 

which the East c, alls the 'creative climax'. " 37 

Expressions such as a leap in the dark or floating in air 

come to mind to suggest-this kind of experience*. 
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Creative intuition may also be said to be at the heurt of 

the ancient Chinese teaching of the Tao* Emphasis is pluced 

on following the natural, spontaneous way in a state of relaxed 

detachnkent., When the tense conscious mind is transcendedp the 

individual is prepared for imaginative experience. But siFopli- 

city goes hand in hand with profundity in Chinese philosophy*, 

The words of Lao Tou are paradoxicalp enigmatic and mysterious., 

In the very first 'chupter' of the Tuo Te Ching this at leust 

is made clear: 

"The Tuo that cun be told is not the eternal Tuo. ' 

The nume that can be named is not the eternal naluce" 

And in Chapter iourteen: 

"Look, it cannot be seen - 'it is'beyond form. 

Listeng it cannot be heard it is beyond sound. 

Grasp, it cannot be held - it is intangible .... 

Stand before it and there is no beginning, 

Follow it and there is no end. " 38 

Zen Buddhism is another example of Eaptern philosophy with 

a message for the creative seeker. Zen is personal and subject- 

ive,, in the sense of being inner and intuitive, Unless it grows 

out of yourself, no knowledge is really of any value to you. 

Through Zen the. old way of viewing things is abandoned and the 

world acquires a new significance: Not for the 4en Buddhist the 

contemplation of-emptiness. -Zen is mental upheaval. 

Nor is Zen having an interview with the Creator, it is seeing 

into the work of creation. Zen wants absolute freedomp even from 

God. 'No abiding place' means that. 

Zen evades all definition and explunation. 

Zen works miracles by overhauling the whole system of one's 

inner life, and ope'ning up undreamed of worlds. 39 
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As John Livingston Lowes saysp in "The Road to Xanadu". 

"There enter into imaginative creation three factors which 

reciprocally. interplay: the Well, and the Visiong and the Will. 

Without the Visiont the chaos of elements remains a chaos and 

the Form sleeps forever in the vast chambers of unborn designs. 

Yet in that chaos only could creative Vision ever see this 

Form 40 

Coleridge's own words from Kubla Khan may be used to suggest 

the three factors: 

The Výell is "the caverns measureless to man" of' the unconscious 

mind. 

The Vision is "the sunny pleasure-'dome with caves of ic e 

The Will is the urge to "build that dome in air, 

That sunny dome: those caves of icel" 

Hurold Rugg has made a special study of what he called the 

transliminal mind - "the mind across the threshold between the 

conscious and the unconscious: He described it as u dy6umic 

antechamber in which creative flashes occur. 

"Most significant, it is the only part of the continuum 

that is clearly free from censorship, It is off-guard, relaxedo 

receptive to messagesq but it is also magnetic, with a dynumic 

forming power, I think of it as 'off-conscious. ' not unconsciousp 

for the organism is awakeg alert, and very much in control., It 

is, hypnoidalt resembling the light trance of autohypnosis. It 

satisfies the criteria of the intuitively identifying mind of 

intense concentration, characteristic of the work of an Einsteinp, 

a Cezannep a Lao-tzu, a true Indian Yoginp or a Zen master-artist. " 

41 
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Cosmic Art 

At this point it may be of interest to mention some research 

that was undertaken by R. F. Piper & L. K, Piper on the theine of' 

Cosmic Art. The research covered 30 years and over 29000 artists 

in 64 differen. t countries were interviewed. Over 2,000 photo- 

graphs of works of art were collected and this visual material 

was supported by inspirational writing. The artists were usked 

the following six questions: 

1. Can you formulate the special symbolic meanings in your work7 
2* Please put down a frank, cleart compact statement of the mood 

sentimentt idea, or vision which you experienced. 
3" Please name any religious, metaphysical or occult societyp 

organisation or movement in which you are, or have been 
actively-interest6d,, and indicate its effect upon your, v-i6'w-., 
point and art. 

4. If you have had any extraordinary mystical, aesthetic or 
psychic experience# or conceptions of Godt beautyp or the' 
spiritual lifeg which might explain your creationt would you, 
kindly summarize theml 
Please state briefly your idea of Godt of mang and of Man's 
goal or purpose in existence* 

6* If you have formulated any striking or illujiiinating 
0 
aphorisms 

or maxims ubout artt religion or God, *pleuse record thcok. 

Ifoiankind is entering a space-conscious age, a cosinic uge, in 

which his conceptions of space and time are becoming immensely 

enlarged in three fields or directions - in stellar galaxies, in 

the intricacies of the atom, and in the psychicq religious, und 

aesthetic realms of human awareness. 

Consequentlyq cosmic artists face unprecedented challenges to 

create works that communicate the emotional significunceg truth, 

and beauty of these expanding vastnesses in their countless 

aspects,, # 42 

The titles of the pictures suggest psychic, inspirationalp 

metaphysical or transpersonal, themes such us.; 'Glorious Perception' 

'Radiationtp_'Transformationlp 'Creative Forces', 'The Divine 

Omnipotence', and 'The Ascending Self'. 
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CreatiVity and Occultism 

Occult Art may be regarded as an aspect of Cosmic Art. 

Reference to "The Art of the Invisible" is appropriate here: 

This remarkable researched exhibition came to the Institute of 

Contemporary Artap Londong from the Bede Gallery, Jarrow, from 

3. April 6 Mayl 1979. The exhibition, described in the sub-title 

as "The Spiritual in Art - the Art of the Spiritual". looks at 

the-influence of theosophyq anthroposophy and other spiritual 

movements on the first-European abstract artists su"ch as Kan*dinsky. ý 

and Mondrian. At the entrance to the exhibition it-stated: "The 

Art of the Invisible" explores for the first time the considerable 

impaCt Of OCCUltism on Modern art, 11 43 
0 

The patterns of influence are many and complex, Hindu and 

Buddhist meditation diagrams have,, for example, much in common 

with modern abstract art. Tracing some of these links and associ- 

ations is a fascinating field of exploration. Madame b1lavatskyt 

the founder of the Theosophical Societyp was of Russian origin' 

like Kandinsky. He was well aware of her ideas and quoted from 

her "Key to Theosophy" in his "Concerning the Spiritual in Art". 

. 44 
Kandinsky wrote of the only hope for humanity in terms of the 

rediscovery of the spirit. lie wrote of form and colour in metuý- 

physical language. lie felt that as scientists such as Max Planck 

and Einstein had shattered the old solid picture of the world; he 

could destroy the. old 'realistic' type of' urt und rcpluce it with 

visual harmonies symbolic of the underlying spirituul nuture of 

the universe. To Kandinsky art work was virtually a living body 

that helped 
I 
to shape*. the spiritual reality. Painting was a, 

power to be directed towards the refinement of the soul, In this 

sense abstract art was not to be seen as art devoid of content; 

but rather as art with a vibrating and mysterious content* 
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Mondrian hud joined the Dutch branch of the Theosophical 

SocIeLy in 1909 and in 1913 he, was asked to write an article 

"Art and Theosophy" for the inaguzine-I'Theosophia" As Arnuson says: 

I'Mondriun, through his 'equivalence or opposites, f was seeking 

the expression of a unity that in its turn would be expressive 

of the higher mysticul unity he sonsca in mun und the unMrsooff 
45 

To Mondriunp the horizontal line crossing the vertical, geomet- 

ricai shapes such as the 6ircleg trianglep pentacle and double 

triangle could all be understood in relation to occult teachings, 

lie was also aware of the mystical significance of colour. lie 

saw art as the means towards the creation of a new and unified 

environment, 

The mention of Rudolf Steiner brings many associations to 

mind, perhaps to many people particularly the subject of education 

and the Steiner schools. Howeverg he was first trained in math- 

ematics in Viennat then he became interested in Goethe, editing 

his scientific works for a journal. In 1987 he moved to-Berlin, 

'and by ý902 he had joined the Theosophical Society. Steiner's 

theosophy was closely linked with Christianity and European mysti- t. 

Cism. He became editor of the journal'Lucifer'and kundinsky was' 

I 
one of its readers. 'Later he lectured in Holland and iýlondriun 

was in his audi'encedý In 1907 he gave 14 lectures at a congress 

held in Munich. There was an exhibition of Theosophical Art to 

coincide with the conference and Kandinsky was a participant at 

this conference. In 1913 Steiner formed his own Anthroposophical 

I 
society. 

In 1901 and 1902 two books were published Of special signifi- 

cance:, "Thought FI orms" by C, W, Leadbeater and Annie Besunt and 

:, thlan, Visible and Invisible" by., Leadbeater. Both books hud water 

colour sketches by John Varley*, 'Both books tuke. the view thui--,, ' 
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there is no fundamental difference between spirit and matter; 

that there is a corresponding expression of feelings and thoughts 

in terms of form and colour on the physical plane. 46 

Odilon Redon was an artist aware or Indian poetry and theosophyp- 

his art may be described as imaginative rather than abstracto In 

a film shown during the exhibition Redon spoke of art as express- 

ive and evocative, as a door opening onto a mystery. fie spoke 

of the unconscious as the wine of life and the sea as the voice 

ol' infinity* 

As sLuted in the cataloguep other aspects of the genesis ol' 

abstract art could have been explored for an exhibition of wider 

scope. It would also be of interest to explore the possibilities 

of links of a direct nature between tHe occult and other modern 

art movements, as for example with Surrealism. As stated in 

"Art and the Occult"o there is Yves Tanguy's desert or void: 

"the zone of hope and peril" .... "This is where Max Ernst's'eye 

of silence' broods at the hinterland or desert and labyrinth. '# 47 

There is probably material for a BBC 13 part series on the whole 

subject. 

By way of a personal note: I began painting abstract and 

. fantastic pictures around my miditeens, at the same time I discov- 

ered the Theosophical Society. A few years later I gave lectu'res 

on such subjects as "Behind the facade" and "Art and Theosophy" 

and I wrote articles on similar themes in their journal. The 

ancient wisdoin was a source of inspirationg but at that time I 
I 

knew nothing of how it had also been so to Kandinsky and hiondriane 
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Cr, eativity and Freedom 

Creative people are the leaders in the world of ideus. 

.. 
They need freedom in order to function satisfactorily, Imposed 

-hierarchical institutions and illiberal attitudes are an 

anatheina to them.. They cannot easily be conditioned and there-,, 
fore present a threat to dictatorships of all kinds. It is 

Possible to write the story of oppression through the experi-. 

ences of the artists involved. Kandinsky, for instancep left 

Russia ror Germany and then in 1914 returned to Russia. But 

on account of the Soviet Government's official attitude towards 

abstract. art he return 
, 
ed again to Germany in 1921. He taught.. 

at the bauhaust but this being a liberal institutiono was closed 

. 
by the Nazis in 1933, this time Kandinsky went to Paris. 

Kokoschka became a critic of the Nazi regime and escaped to 

England in 1938. *Kirchner, one of the founders of the form of' 
Expressionism known as tThe Bridge', had over 600 of his pictures 

confiscated by the Nazis and shown in the Munich exhibition of 
'Degenerate Art'. These events and his failing health led to 
his suicide, Heckelt another expressionist artist, fled to'- 

Switzerland. in 1944p after about 700 of his pictures had been 

removed from German museums and his Berlin studio had been 

destroyed. Yet another expressionist, E. Noldýe,, an artist 

.. capable of painting with explosive power, had over 1,000 of his 

works*confiscated in the 1937 Nazi art purge and was forbidden 

to paint. To add to the--irony of the situation his Jerlin st * Udlo 

was destroyed by bombing! 48 

By their attitude and actions the Nazis showed that they 

, were aware of 'the great political potency of artists,, both in- 

terms of their 'creative behaviour' and their products, In 

Russia the prospect for the artist looked promising in the-early, 

years of the Revolution with pioneers such as Malevitch., Gabo 

and Pevsner. But by 1922 the Party line favoured story-telling 

realism which could work as propaganda and many avant-garde 
In the 1930s Gabo caught up with some artists left the country. 

or his friends in London. The result of-persecution has often 

been the spreading of the ideas or the Oersecuted. Political 

-dictatorships pay artists a compliment. by recognising, that free-_ 

and original ideas are dangerous', to their-cause. The type of 

art t hat'is spontaneous and-lively tends1to encourage daring and 

'Jnnovatoryýthinking. 
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The Biographical and Autobiographical Approach 

Some light may be thrown on creativity and the creative 

process by considering what creative workers or their biographers 

have-to say on the subject. Two artists in particular have been 

selected for this section. In the case of Van Gogh, his letters. -' 
to his brother form an almost continuous record of an intensely 

personal search involving the extremes of pathos and rapturej*_-As 

regards Puul Kleep there are several reasons for the choice: 

Firstly, on account of his original mind; secondlyt the sheer 

quantity of ideas given expression over his life as a whole; 

thirdly, because he has written down his own feelings about the. 

mystery of the creative process and finally, the somewhat erratic.. 

nature or creative work i. s illustrated by his very personul'work- 

ing methods. lie had,, for example, long periods or inertipa 

followed by bursts of' violent activity, when he would set up a 

whole group of easels* 
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Ni'fl. Stein writes of' the individualized conditions favouring 

creativity: "There are some who can begin their work only 

after all the pencils are sharpened; others work best on type- 

writers. There are some who can only work when the desk is 

'cleared for action. ' but there ure others who prefer a disorderly 

room or studio. hhile some prefer quiet, others prefer music 

and even noise. Some will insist upon carrying out their rituals; ' 

others may know rituals they prefer but may not alway*s indulge 

in them for fear of what others around them may think*" 

Quotin g from a number of investigatorsv Stein desýribes a 

variety of ways in which creative individuals have been known' 

to utilize techniques suited to the'ir personalities* Listed 

below are some of his references: 

Emile Zola avoided d"ylight and pulled the shades at widpa .y to 
work in artificial light@ 

Kipling wrote only with the blackest ink he could find, 

Ben Jonson believed that he performed best while drinking great 
quantities of teap and while stimulated by the purring of a cat 
and the strong odour of orange peel. 

Schiller kept rotten apples in his desk and immersed his feet 
in ice-cold water* 
Shelley and Rousseau remained bareheaded in the sunshine, 
BOusseut worked in a cold room with his head wrapped in I'urs, 

ý-Milton, Descartes and Rossini lay stretched out. 
Leibniz secluded himself for very long periods. 
Thoreau built his hermitage. 

Proust worked in a cork-lined roomp Carlyle in a noise-proof' 
chamber. 
Bulzac wore a monkish working garb and liked to work at night 
with the help of* much strong black coffee. 

Guido Reni could paint' 0 and de Mussct could write poetry. 9nly 
when dressed in magnil'icent style. 

Mozart worked following exercise. 40 

These idiosyncratic tactics may be said to help the individ- 

ual to feel: relaxed but alert. . In some-cuses an attempt-is mude 

to arrange a Situation that offers security,, 
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The Feelings and Ideas of Van Gogh 

Van (; oghg in his letters to his brother, has written, much 

of interest regarding the whole creative process and the way the* 

-urtist works: 

1881 - 1883 

"They will always, either in or outside the family, judge 

me or talk about me from different points of view, and you will 

always hear the most different opinions about me, And I blame 

no one for itv because relatively few people know why an artist 

acts in this way or that. " 

"And I must be calm and quiet in order to work; it is diffi- 

cult enough anyhow. I think the success or failure ol' a drawing 

depends greatly upon the mood 
, 

and condition of the painter. 
Thcreforeg I try to do what I can to keep cheerful and clear- 
heuded, but sometimesp as nowt, a heavy depression overcomes meg 

and-then it is damnation.... 

It .... J3ut I am so angry with myself because I cannot do what I 

should like to dog and at such a moment one feels as if one were 
lying bound hand and foot at the bottom of a deep dark wellp 

utterly helpless. " 

"oosolet me be true to myself, and in a rough manner express 

severet roughp but true things. " 

'lose* I should like to know since when t. hey can forcet or try 

to force an artist to change either his technique or his point 

Of view! I think it very impertinent to attempt such a thing. " 

it is in 
, 
life as in drawing: one must sometimes act 

quickly and decidedly, attack a thing with energy9 trace the 

outlines as quickly as lightning. " 

"The fishermen know that the sea is dangerous and the storm 

terrible, but they have never found those dangers sufficient 

reason for remaining ashore. " 

... And I am not a person who works slowly or tainely. Urawing 

becomes a passion with met and I throw myself into it more and 

more. " 

..., oAt the point yhere you drop the description the real throes 

and anguish of creating begins; .... 

was purely a question of colour and tonev the 
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iridescence of the colour scheme of the sky - first a violet 
haze, in which 

' 
the red sun was half, covered by a dark purple 

cloud with a brilliant fine red border; near the sun reflections 

of veriniliont but above it a streak of yellow that turns into 

green'and then into blue, the so-called cerulean blue; and here.. 

and there the grey clouds that catch reflections from'the*sun. 11 

"I like painting so much, Theo, that because of the expe 
* 
nsp 

V. 
shall have i; o repress myself rather than urge myself on. it 

becomes too expensive if one is not economical with the'paint; 
butp boyp it is so delightful to have so many new and good 
materials; *. *. " 

"The figure of a' labourer some furrows in a ploughed ri"eld'' 

-a bit of sund, sea and. sky are serious subjects, very d irri- 

cult, but at the same time so beautiful that it is indeet worth 

while to devote onets life to the task or expressing the poetry 
hidden in them, " 

"Now I feel myself on the high seas; the painting must be 

continued with all the strength I can give it. I know for sure 
that I have an instinct for colour, and that it will come to me 

more and more; that painting is the very bone and marrow of me. 
I feel in myself such a creative power that I am conscious the 

time will arrive wheng so to speak, I shall daily and regularly 

make something good. I should not be at all surprised if it 

happened some day. But very rarely a day passes that I do not 
make something. " 

"ieeling is a great thing, and without it one would not be 

able to do anything, " 50 

Antwerp, 1885 

"They are building state museums for hundreds of thousands;. 

meanwhile the artists can go to the dogs. " 

"After this class, 'from half-past ten till half-past elevenp 

I work from the model at the club; I have become a member of two 

of these clubs.... " 

"When I compare myself to the other fellows there is some- 

thing stiff. and awkward about me; I 1look as if I hud been in 

prison for ten years.... 11 

"I finished yesterday the drawing which*I made for the 

competition of t'heýevening classo -It is the figure of'GermanicUso' 
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others are just alike, and mine is absolutely different* But 

the drawing which they will think the best, I have seen it made; 
I was sitting jvst behind it. It is correct, but it is dead. 

And that is what all the. drawings are that I saw. " 

"One cannot' predict'anything with certainty. But if one 

analyzes one sees that the greatest and most energetic people 

of the century have always worked against the graing and have 
, 

always worked from personal initiativ6 - both in painting and 

in literaturee 

.... the more of thpir lives I trace, the more I find always 

the same story: lack of moneyp bad health, oppositiong isolationt 

trouble from beginning to end. " 51 

Arles, 1888 

"I am. in the middle of'Pierre et Jean, '-by Guy de hiaupassunt, 

It is good. In the preface he declares the liberty of the artist 

to exaggerate4 to create in his novel a world more beautifulp 

more simple, more consoling than ours, and goes on to explain, 

what Fladbert perhaps meant when he said that 'Talent is long 

patience, and originality an effort 'of will and of intense 

observation. ' 

I believe in the absolute necessity for a new art of colourp 

of designt and - of the artistic life. " 

"There are some wonderful nights here* I am in a continuul 

fever of work'. " 

"I don't see the future black before me, but I do see it 

bristling with difficulties. " - 

"First, I had a period of absolutely absorbing work; then 

was so exhausted and so ill that I let things go, " 

"I want to get my drawing inore, spon. taneous. I tAm trying now 

to exaggerate the essentialq andy of set purpose, to leave the 

obvious vague, What Pissarro says is true: You must boldly 

exaggerate the effects either. of harniony or discord which dolours 

produce, exact drawing, exact colourp is not the essential, thinge" 

"The cornfields have beeri a reason for workingg just a. s were 
iI 

the orchards in bloom; I have onlY just time to get reudy for. the 

next, -cum, )aign, thut of the vineyurdsp und between the two sho. dId 
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like to do some seascapes. Týe orchards meant rose and white, 

the cornfields yellow, and the seascapes blue. Perhaps I shall 

begin now to look about a bit for greens. There's the autumno 

-and-that will give the whole range of the lyre. " 

-. 111 feel wore and more that we must not judge God on the basis 

of this World; it's a study that didn't come off. " 

work because I mustp so as not to suffer-too much mentally*" 

118heer work and cLlculationp with one's mind utterly on the 

stretch, with a hundred things to think of in a single half-hr. " 

"When anyone says that such and such a work was done too 

quickly, you can reply that he has looked at it too quickly. " 

"To my amazement, I am already in sight of the bottom of my. 

purse. You realize that when I have taken out money for food & 

lodging. 'all the rest goes for canvas and paints. " 

"Now that I hope to live in a studio of my own. I want to 

make decorations for it; nothing but big flowers, If I curry 

out this idea there will be a dozen phnels. The whole'thing 

will be a symphony in blue and yellow, and I am working at it 

every morning from sunriset for the flowers fbde so soon# and 

the. thing is to do the whole at a flash. " 

"But lay idea is that at the end of it all we shull have 

founded and left to posterity a studio where one's successor 

could live, where one finds one works more tranquilly. In other 

words, we are working for an art and for a way of things which 

will last not only our lifetimep but which can still be curried 

on by others after us. " 

"It is looking at thingsfor a long'time that ripens you and 

gives you a deeper understanding. " 

"Today againg from seven o'clock in the morning till six in 

the, eveningp I worked, without stirring except to eat a bite'a 

step or two away. " 

"These colours give me extraordinary exaltation. I-huve no 

thought of fatigue; I shall do another picture this very nighto 

and I shall bring it off. I have a terrible lucidity when'ýnuture 

is. so beautiful; I am not conscious of myself any morep and the 

pictures come to me as in a dream. " 
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Paul Klee 1879 - 1940 

"lee was born in' Switzerland. His father was German and 

taught music and his mother was interested in art. Klee had 

drawing lessons from the age of five and by the time he was 

seven he had already created his first illustrated story book 

showing costumed plants and animals. 

At the age of nineteen he decided to. study art in Munich. 

In 1901 he made a journey to Italy and studied early-Christian 

and Byzantine paintings. In 1905 he visited Paris and later 

made several more visits to France. Ue also studied the exhib- 

itions of Orench Post-Impressionist painters in Munich. 

Klee's first exhibition was held in Berne in 1910. In 1911 

he linked up with the Blue Rider artists led by Kandinsky and 

blarc. lie contributed to the second blue Rider Exhibition in 1912 

lie said that it all happened because of a deep inner necessity 

because the conventional world was no longer bearable and every- 

thing threatened to'suffocate in weariness and lies. 

The Blue Rider was equated in Klee's mind with freedom. ' lie 

had reached a point from which he could look deep into the realm 

of free form and, coloure 
In 1914 he received much inspkration from a visit to North 

Africa, During the war he undertook administrative work and 

carried on drawing* In 1921 he moved to Weimar to. take up a 
teaching appointment at the Bauhaus. During'the 1920s Klee and 
Kandinsky played a leading part 'in giving the Bauhaus an inter- 

national reputation. 53 

In 1931 Klee became a professor at Dusseldorf Academy. In 

1933 he was dismissed by the Nazis and he returned to Berne. 

Klee's art followed many stages of development. At the 
beginning of'the 20th century he produced Goya-like drawings 

and etchings expressing bitter humour. Later he came under the 

influence of Post-Impressionismp. Fauvisni and Cubism. Finally he 

emerged as a highly ori-ginal artist with a personal message, 
derbert Read described his work as the "Art of Free Fancy"* 

A lyrical quality of line is an essential characteristic of his 

art. - Many of his pictures have, a fairy-tale feeling, revealing 

a Gothic world of'elfish flowers and fabulous creatures, 54 

Klee was extremely versatile: He was able to submerge himself 

in the art of deranged peoplev and he gave to the art of children 
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a mystical extension or meaning. He studied physics, mathematicso 
biological science and the world under the microscope. Philosophy 

and psychology 
' 
or the unconscious mind were very important to 

him. Klee inherited the idea of the unconscious as part of the 

German cultural tradition, lie thought of painting as a spontan- 

eous -type of activity and felt that the best pictures could not 
be willed into being. 

In his diary, the Creative tgredog-he wrote: "The work of 

art is above all, a process of, creation; it is never experienced 

as a mere product. " 

Werner Haftmann has described Klee's working process as 
f, ollows: "Summoned to action at the moment of inspiration, he 

begins without'any, conscious , let alone object-directed intention, 

Entirely engrossed in his work, thinking oply of orgunisation, 

he articulates, orders and moves his pictorial planes, and 

intensely meditating on the emerging world of forms, follows up 

every lead suggested by the developing design. The subtly 

organised patterns grow slowly out of the chaotic background, 

and as one layer of colour succeeds another, the picture gradually 

acquires its broad'melodic outline and evocative richness.,, 55 

Again, Haftmann vividly describes the process: "Klee was a 

tirele-ss workert but he knew that one must be patient with an 
image if it is to yield up its meaning, lie was busy all day at 
his work-tablet scrapingg primingt spraying# dabbing, scratching. ' 

drawing or, hanging up damp sheets of watercolour on a line to 

dry.. All around his. studiog on easels and on the walls, were 

Picturest some begunt some half-finished or almost finished, but 

each with its own troubles and demandsp Klee moved among them' 
like a magiciant going from one to another listening*atýentively 

to the requests of each. " 5r' 

Klee sensed that there was some-thing deep within himself 

that demanded to be made visible. He was aware of being possessed 
by colour. But also he regarded the creative process in the. 

same terms as a plant growing and unfolding. 
At the Bauhaus he taught his students the importance of not.., 

relying on ready-made forms. He_ stre. 4sed that in order to avoid 

artificiality it, was necessary to work ones own way through a 

process and not cut in'part way through, or take over someone 

else's' finished product, 
Klee was highly sensitive to the 20th century currents of 
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scientific and philosophical thought and his art lies below the 

visible surface. lie wrote in'his "Creative Credo". in 1920: 

"In former times artists represented things which were to be 

seen in the worldv things which they liked to see,, or would 

have liked to see. Today the relativity of visible objects is 

made evidentp testifying to the belief that that which is visible 

is merely an isolated example in relation to the totality of 

existencep and that most real truths lie hidden, Objects appear 

in a widened and multiplied meaning, often apparently contradict- 

ing the rational experience of yesterday. " 57 

lie wrote: . 
"Art does not reproduce what we see. It makes us 

see.. " 
The very titles of his pictures reveal his interest in the 

surreal world: 
Hour of Destiny at a* Quarter to Twelvet Trembling Chapel, 

Slight Collapsev Cosmic Florap Error on Green, War of the Birds, 

Revolution of the Viaducto Fish Magiap Materialised Ghosts, 

Untamed Waterst Fear of Becoming Doublet Under a Black Star. and... ' 

Meditation, ' 

There is something mystical about the way Klee'writes:. -. In,.,. * 

"On Modern Art" he refers to the womb of nature, the source of 

creation and the secret key. He speaks of the pounding heart 

that drives us downp deep down to the source of all, 

"What springs from this sourcet whatever'it may be cul. ledt'- 

dream, idea or phantasy - must be taken seriously only if it' 

unites with the proper creative means to form u work of urt, 

Then those curiosities become realities - realities of art which 

help to lift life out-of its mediocrity. 

6 
For not only do theyt to some extentg add more spirit to the 

seen, but they also make secret visions visible. " -58 

i 
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Ilistorical and Anthropological Perspectives 

Further light may be thrown on the nature of creativity by 

looking at the art of other times and other cultures. The 

concept of creativity may be understood by selecting one 

archetypal form, the Mandala. 

The mandalu 

Jung made u. perilous journey into his own unconsciousq know- 

ing well enough that those who make the journey do hot always 

I'ind their way back. lie wanted to investigate a way of communi- 

cating with the unconscious leading to a deeper and fullqr 

existence. After nightmarish experiences he began at last to 

paint Mandalast those archaic symbols of wholeness. 

The Mandala has had psychological significance from the 

earliest expressions of human consciousness to 20th-century urt, 
It is a sanskrit word, meaning circle or magic ring, There are 

as many forms of the Mandala'as there are situations. The two 

basic types are the; Cosmic Fortress oý orientation map and the 

Transmutation of Demonic Forces. 

The Mandala relates to the largest structural processes as 

well as the smallestr to the macrocosm as well as the microcosm 
it is the universe and the atom. 

As stated by J. & N1. Arguelles: "Universally'inherent in 

man's consciousnesso the Mandala, has continually appeared in his 

constructionsp rituals and art forms. From its various manifest-,. 

ations we can derive three basic properties: 

a centre 
symmetry 

cardinal points#. e" 59 

The Alandala is both art and magic, it is inagic through art* 
As, we'scan the art forms of the world we find endless variations 

on the theme in many'diverse cultures. 

Stonehenge, for example, is a meg-alithic Mandala created-by 

prehistoric man. A palaeolithic 'sunwheell has been discovered 

in Rhodesia, The Aztec Sunstone or Mexican Calendar is over 

eleven feet in diameter, it is rich in symbology and metaphysics 

with its outer circle formed by two firi6 serpents representing 

light and darkness* The sand drawings used in the ceremonies of 

the Pueblo Indians are likewise of this type. The circular Sioux 

Indian ceremonial Sun Lodge isýbuilt with twenty-eight poles und 

a ridge pole at the centre. This p6le represents the. spirit at' 
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the heart of the universe. The Mandala is to be found in*many 
Celtic designs, in the symbol, of the cross and the rose windows 
of cathearulso in the ancient symbol of the swastika - reversed 
by the Nazis - and in heraldic forms such as the Tudor rose. 

For Lite must interesting Mandulas we need to turn to the 
Eust: In uncient China it is embedded in Taoism and the Golden 
Flower. In India it may be found in the exquisite patterns in 
Juiii temples and in the great Hindu temple of' th. e Black Pagoda, 
built in the 13th century, w1th gigantic chariot wheels that 

were also sun symbols. From Nepal there are Mandalas in which 
triangles with a circle represent the sub-divided energyý of the 
Great Goddess. 

The most beautiful and intricate Mandalas come from Tibetan 
Buddhism - this-tradition is now somewhat dispersed. Some-of 
these designs are very elaborate indeed, using symbolic colours 
and thousands of interlocking forms. They are used for meditation,. 
To meditate on the centre is to realJse the eternal nowp 4nd 
now. is all that will ever exist. 

Jung, with his interest in the collective unconscious 
rediscovered the Alandala for the western world in "The Secret of 
the Golden Flower" and in his work with'psychiatric patients', 60 

Jung thought of the circle as symbolising nature or the 

or the cosmos as a wholep both the subconscious and the super- 
conscious. The square,, another Mandala form-variant he saw as 
that, which is projected by man and related to rational aspects* 
It was necessary for the two to be integrated in order to have 
the holistic view. 

In "Education through Art" Herbert Read describes the 
tendency towards this type of design in the 'mind-pictures' of 
children. 61 

The Mandala can be used for many purposesp including rit4alse, 

.. self-orientationp meditation, therapyv decoration and the. Gestalt 

perception of-relationships and patterns* 
Because the, Mandala implies a relationship between man 'and 

the cosmos it points-the way towards inner harmony. 

By considering one basic theme and its manifold for 
ims of 

expression, something that might be called innate creativity 

emerge's as a fundamental human, attribute. The Mandala coulO well 
be used to show to a traveller frowouter space: A symb7l of how 

. man sees himself. 
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The Great Goddess or Great IMot1her 

Another archetype, of special interest with reference to 

creativity, is that of the Great Goddess. The worship of the 

Goddess was an integral element in the culture of Europe in 

megalithic timest says E. O. James. 62 8he was a significant 

influence from India to the Mediterrýanean, and evidence from 

archeology has revealed the'unique position occupied by the 

Goddess throughout the ancient world. 63 In the ancient Indus 

Valley civilisationp for example, figures have 
* 
been found in the 

ruins of many cities. Some of the feinale representation-st says 

Leonard Cottrellp give birth to rivers and to plant life, denot- 

ing the broad powers of creation that usually belong to the 

mother goddess. 64 

Miriam and Jose Arguelles state that the primordiult ull- 

UCCO1111 iioduting spaciousness is the fundumental quulity ol' the 

feminine, Ili-or hidden deep within the ull-embracing uccommoda- 
I 

tion ol' this forebodingly majestic space, one recognizes the 
inspirational spark that gave birth to the archaic but timeless 

imagcs-of the Great Mother. 11,6*5 They are aware that uncovering 

the path of the feminine is an ongoing and inspiring experience, 

leading through labyrinthine-routes. The labyrinth-itself is 

an ancient configuration arising in. the art of Egypt, hiesopýota- 

mia, Crete and Ireland. The present. day Hopi*indi. ans cull their 

labyrinths "Mother Earth". 

many peoplep and by no means always and only men, are afraid 

of the existentialp non-dualistic and non-conceptual awareness 

that is symbolised by spacious immensity. Such people feel safer 

With fixed points, secure boundaries, problems located within 

specific schemes and closed worlds. They try to escape from the 

terrifying goddess of the skies. Yett behind their apprehension, 

they sense that the feminine quality of infinity may be depicted 

and personified as wisdom, as something deep, mysterious and 

. all'pervading. 

, Here then is an archetypal image possessing strong links 

with*the very nature of the creative unconscious and with un 

essential aspect of the creative process itself. 

r 
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The Art of the Pacific Northwest 

Having roamed the world fO'r vaýiations of one Imuge; it may r, 

now be helpful-to view creativity from a distinctly local angle: 
To consider the art forms of people belonging to one specific 

culture. 
The Indians of the Pacific Northwest are particularly 

suitable: Seven linguistic groups share'a common culture. They 

inhabited a region along the shore, stretching thirteen hundred 

miles 1'rom the Alaskan panhandle down to the Columbia River*'. 
They have represented one of the most artistic*cultures of the. -- 
tribal world. 

It is interesting'to speculate on why these people ha'ye'-, been 

so productive and in such an imaginative way. A number. of factors 

seem to contribute: Firstly, they evolved an economy providi. ng 

plenty of leisure time. The sea became their wain source of 
food. There were several varieties of fish, shell fish and 

water mammals. In the spring and suipmer they fishedg they 

preserved the food and were free for the long winter months. A 

very limited. uniount of' agriculture was pructiced in theol'orm of* 

tobacco growing. They had a plentiful supply of wild berries. 

The dense vegetation*of cedarg fir and spruce provided their raw 

material for their houses and tools* 

Apart' from their convenient abundance and free'time, they 

developed a mythology linked with elaborate ceremonials demanding 

varied artistic expression. 
There was an estimated 70gOOO people living within the tribal 

boundaries at-the end of the eighteenth century when the first 

Eu ropeans arrived. 
They believed that their primal ancestorýs had been given 

special privileges by myth people: The supernatural beings of 

earthq sea and sky. In the skyp for example, lived the 'rhunder- 

bird, and there were great houses and stairways descending to 

eurth, In the sea there were supernuturul fish and sea monsters, 

There was also an underworld of Ghost people. 

Some of the privileges to be handed down. to their descenduntS. 

took the form of property. In the northern groups'the property 

was inherited through the maternal, line; in the southt mainly 

through the paternal line. The tribal groups were organised 

according to social rank, The potlatch was a very importupt 

social occasion relating to the establishment of social cluimse 
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The potiatch was a ceremonial feast, involving the giving of 

presents and hospitality, the validating of privileges a"Ind the 

public assertion ol* claims to heraldic crests. Totem poles 
displýying the clan and personal animal-human symbo ls were there- 
fore erected. 

During the winter dance season a whole village could take on 
the atmosphere of a pageant. There may be carnival displays, 

1'eastingg oratoryp drama, singing, initiation ceremoniesq spirit 
dancing, mimics, illusionist activities associated with the 

myths and elaborate rituals. 
A large part of the strength and psychological impact 01' the 

Northwest Coast art derives from the conviction aspect. The 

, people really believed in the essential truth of their nature- 
inspired myths. 

All this implies fantastic scope for the visual arts. Muny 

people would be required to work us artists, and some were 

obviously more gifted thun. others. It was as if art, magic and 

craftsmanship were one. It is interesting to note that these 

tribes had no specific word meaning art. Artistic a'ctivities 

were so interwoven into their lives that they were not seen as a 

special or separate function. 

In looking over the-hundreds of photographs from the 
66&67 University of British Columbia and the Portland Art Musbullit, 

Oregon, one receives a very strong impression of highly im; Agina- 
tive work and a high degree of vitality. Special mention should 
be made of "Sacred Circles'll the Two Thousand Years of North 

Anterican Indian Art, the Exhibition organised by the Arts Council 
in 1976. It was as if the Hayward Gallery had been-built to 
house the exhibits: The stark9 grey, vast and modern setting 
for the starkt colourful., ': powerful and primitive art. 

In the Catalogue it states quite simply: "Some*of theworld's 

finest sculpture originated on the Northwest Coast of North 

America..... it 68 

The range of art objects produced by these tribes is itself 

stimulating: There are masks of eagle, ravent bird-monster, 

crooked-beakt dogp beart otter, wolf, killer whale, thunderbirdo 

sun, moong sleeper and buffoon. There are ceremoniul skullsý 

cedar bark headdresses, dance apron$ and woven blankets worn'as 

cloaks* There are the magificeptly carved totem poles, heraldic 

4 
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posts and model canoes, ceremonial staffspweapons and harpoons. 

many examples of seal-shaped feast dishes and a colossal dish in* 

the form of a stylised human figure -a great hollowed out log 

from which a variety of foods could be served. 
1,, ecause ancestry was based on mythology about animals; the 

peo . ple felt a close relationship to the'animals and used them as' 

decoration on their houses, clothes and utensils. Sometimes they 

used a symbolic presentation, perhaps a beaver would be represented 

by the*large incisor teeth and a large tail. Sometimes the 

characteristics would be combined, a wolf would become a sea wolf 

with flipperse. A mask that was part man and part bird would be 

considered more potent in terms of magic on account of the dual 

featureso 

Important elements were sometimes enlarged for emphasisp, ' 

stylised eyes were used at joints in a design and even whole 

animals may be inserted within the body of a large animal. 

Throughout the range of art objects there is the perfect 

blend of form and function* There is elaboration without. confusion 

and flamboyance without vulgarity* The patterns are as lively as. 

anything produced by Picasso, whether they be of an abstract-,.,: 

nature or developed from the observation of animals. A, sense of 

cultural unity is apparentp yet there is scope for originality. 

. An amazing quality of craftsmanship is combined wi. th a sensitive 

use of local materials: A killer whale design may be painted on 

a twisted spruce root hat; a raven mask made of wood, seaweed 

and bark; a chief's headdress made of woodp. shellt ermine and 

sea lion whiskers. 

Differences in style may be observed between, for example, 

the 'riingitv Haida and Tsimshian tribes in the northern group 

and the bold forms of the Bella Coola and the Kwakiutl tribes of 

the Central Northwest* In the Kwakiutl areas there has been a 

great development of secret societiesp involving ritual carving 

associated with the ceremonies. 
Kwýkiutl style may be described as expressionist with the 

violent use of coloue, the distortions or, rorms and the visuuIly 

explosive qualities. Complex masks often open up or have inter- 

changeable parts for drýamatic'dances. 

Hybrid styles are often found on account of cultural exchanges- 

between the tribes. ' 
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European contact was established in the 18th century, At 

first this contact nicunt an increase in wealth for the Indians 

by the trading in furs, This new wealth accelerated the develop-- 

went of the economy and more carvings, totem poles and art objects 

were produced. There was also the opportunity to use new materials 

-such as clothp beads and copper. People that had shown great 
ingenuity in designs using the porcupine*quill may now turn to 
bead-work, Howevert as time went by many Indian custows were 
frowned upon, the potlatch was outlawed by the. Canadian law and 
villages became dependent on commercial fishing. Under these 

conditions the arts declined and by 1900 suffered greatly. The 
Kwakiutl managed to carry on an unbroken tradition. The work of 

contemporary artists is much sought after by collectoese 69 

Reference to a culture of this kind illustrates a number of 
important points about the nature of creativity. There are also 

a number of important lessons for art education and for society 
to be discussed later* 

Reference to this subject was made in the AI*Eq* dissertation: 
"Creative Art Education for Ad'ults'11*1976., pp. 30-34. The 
theme'has been developed*furtherlhere since visiting the 

-exhibition "Sacred Circles". 
? 
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Creativity and Education 

Teachers of art are by no means agreed on how the subject 

should be tuught. They range from those who believe in an 

explicit and-structured way of approach at one extreme to those 

who rebel against the idea of the teacher as a performer at the 

other end of the scale. The latter group use subtle, indirect 

and unobtrusive strategies in order to build up an atmosphere* 

It would seem that they are the ones most interested in the 

creative process. 
Two pioneers of' creative art education for children paved 

the way for greater freedom and flexibility and should be 

mentioned: In 1897 Franz Cizek opened an art class in Viennu 

which carried on for forty years. He said: "I teach children 

by not teaching at all in the accepted sense .... 11 When asked. 

what he didy he replied: "But I don't do. I take off the-lid 

and other art teachers clap the lid on. it 70 Marion Richardson- 

was another powerful influence on art education, in this casev 

in England during the first half of the 20th century* She suid 

of creativity: "I could free it but I could not teach iteit 71. 

When the pioneers said that they did not teach they were giving 

the word a wider meaning by their philosophy and methods. 

In the adult field many influences may. be observedo'from 

the new freedom of 'Child Art' to the Bauhaus ideal linking 

art and craftsmanship through basic design. Through an artist 

such as Paul Kleep who taught at the Bauhaus, the stress on 

informality and discovery was apparent. There was the feeling 

that-much might be achieved by direct communication with nature. 

Cla-sses were held out-of-doors, under trees, by the river, w. ith 

animals or on the mountains. This is related to a concern for 

the provision of appropriate conditions under which the creative 

potential of individuals may unfold. Ideally, a school or, 

college building is only a base camp from which a series of 

journeys may be undertaken. 
Ken Rowat, previously Senior Lecturer in Fine Art at Leeds 

Polytechnic, says: "Whatever art might bet one thing Is certain: 
72 it cannot'be directed, planned, confined or, meusure The 

most exciting educutional situationý arise when the students 

not only find their own answers to problems, but find their own 

problems as well. Adventure is closely linked'with creiAtivity.. 
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CHAPTER II 

Creativity and the Art Student 



Introduction 

This chupter is concerned firstly with the personal experi- 

ence of' teaching art to mature students at a College of Adult. 

Education. This is followed by a series of accounts of visits 

to art colleges: 

Manchester Polytechnic, Foundation Course, Fine Art and Design 

Departments. 

Leeds Polytechnic, Fine Art Department and observation of 

interviews. 

Crewe + Alsager College of Higher Education, Faculty of Creative 

Arts, 

Birmingham Polytechnicq School of Fine Art and especially the 

work of Joanna Oigger. ' 

The Royal College of Art. 

Chelsea School of Art, Painting and Sculpture uepartiocnts. 

St &1artin's College of Artv Painting and Sculpture I)epurtwentS. 

since the main reason for the visits being to discover ways 

in which creativity may be encouraged a summary of the findings 

is given. Reference is also made to the problems and blocks LO 

creative expression that arise. The chapter ends with an account 

Of a longitudinal study of problem finding in art in Chicago. 
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College of Adult Education Students working for 101 & 'A' Level 

Qualifications in Art 

From personal experience of eight years of teaching mature 

udultsp it is possible to give some idea of how they may take 

the first steps towards creative expression. 

The adults in question were aged between 18yrs. -50yrs. A, 

typical example may be a woman in her mid-thirties with two or 

childron, When they first arrived many of the students 

had not done art before, or they had only been tuught along 

formal lines. 

Their general abilities tended towards the average range. 

Some were higher educational material; but perhaps they had not 

been stimulated at school,. or they mýy have wasted their time or 

responded to other pressures* Later on they may have regretted 

the limitations of their lives and wanted'to extend their 

horizons. 

They were, on the whole, inclinded to underestimate their 

abilities. At'first they were rather apprehensive about their 

new situation, Basically, they were highly motivated since it 

takes courage to decide to change a life style. 

If I had thought about it at the time, they were ideal 

material for an experiment in creative development. They were 

almost raw recruits and willing to persist with an'educationul 

process for a meaniniful length of timet come what may. Paradox- 

ically, they Were rather passivep in the sense that they did 

not tell me what they expected the process would or should be 

like. They were prepared to trust the process in a way that 

showed true maturity. They were willing to experiment, because 

they knew - oý gathered from my approach - that ingenuity and 

imagination were required forýthe examinations. 
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I found thut with an '01 Level Art class of about twenty . 

studentsv after two hionths things were really happening. (They 

had two 
) 

two hour sessions per week and homework). Usually, 

around seventeen would be able to achieve a satisfactory level 

in terms of creative expression, perhaps half the class would 

be capable of producing really exciting pictures and one or two 

would show marked creative ability. 

The students were often surprised at the way the subject 

would take a grip on them; the way they became totally absorbed 

for whole week-endsp neglecting everything else. It was as if 

the world cume alive as a visual experience, rather than merely 

u utilitarian field of operation. 

Perhaps there are as many ways ot teaching or encouraging 

people to become creative as there are practitioners in the 

field. Perhaps atmosphere is more important'than method. 

However, it may be useful if I outline my own method with regard 

to abstract artp as an example of a p. rocess of known duration 

with specific results* 

Abstract Art and the Basic Elements 

If I had told the students that an-abstract picture is 

really a 'mind* picture, and asked them to produce a landscape 

frora their minds; they would probably have been frustrated. 

In one sense the mind is so full, it is difficult to decide 

what to use, On the other hando the mind can go blank when it 

is faced with certain'situat. ions* 

I have therefore found it helpful to isolate the basic 

elements concernedt giving a week to eacht in the-initial stuge, 

Colour and tone may be taken first. It is of course 

possible to study tone separately in terms of black, white and 

grey; but psychological. 1y it is more stimulating for the studentst 
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when they have just bought new paints, to plunge directly 

into colour: The fascinating science of cOlour', the spectrum 

rangep harmoniesp compiementariesp discordsp tints and shades, 

fdllowed by experiments in the mixing of colours. Awareness of 

the power and beauty of colour may be achieved by looking at it 

in the most intense form, as transmitted lightt perhaps the sun 

shining through stained glass or the way sunlight may transform 

green leaves into emeralds. A kineýic art object showing ever 

changing colours is very helpful. Art goes beyond rules and it 

is necessary for the student to respond in a personal way. 

Colour to the artist is a highly charged emotional subject. 

Colour rescued from content is free colour, but it is probably 

never completely divorced from some associations in terms of 

our world. This leads on to symbolisni and the psychology of 

colour. 

The whole subject may be linked with art history: Turner's 

late work, for example; Impressionism and especially Monet; 

Illue Rider Expressionism and Kandinsky's theories of colour and 

the link with 'pure musical sensation; Orphism,, and the way 

Delaunay saw colour as form and subject. 

A new world is revealed* After the first week it is almost 

impossible for a student to even stand at the bus stop without 

being conscious of it. 

Secondlyl the theme of line and rhythm may be considered.. 

Lines are sometimes horizontal, wavy and restful; or they may 

be diagonalg jagged and energetic. These simple observations 

are essential to an understanding of abstract art. The students 

may be encouraged to collect objects with specific linear feat- 

urese It is stimulating to picture a room overflowing with this 

type of selected material. There may be 'coils of metallic 
I if 
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waste from lathes, curling lengths of wool or string, r'ockg and-' 

pebbles showing veining patterns and particularly the banding 

designs in ugatest pieces of wood with clear gruining, feathers, 

leaf-skeletons, cross-sections of fruit and spiral shells, 

plants with twisted stems or corkscrew tendrils und thearudiat- 

ing gills of mushrooms, There may also be microphotographs 

revealing the linear mazes of plant cells, marine protozoa Eind 

nerve tissue. 

Students have used the 'lines' in flowing watert the outlines 

of clouds or trees and the skyline of the city for their points 

of departure in abstraction. 

I(eference may be made to music, the sound of cats, the wind 

and a bird in flight, in order to draw attention to the way in 

which rhythm, noise and movement can be transferred into visual 

. 
images, 

A picture, such as 11okusails "Hollow of the Deep Sea Wave"p 

may be cited as an example of rhythm and movement expressed in 

visual terms. 

At this point students need to consider how. lines may be 

Used to express moods and feelings - anger or-peace. They need 

to select the most appropriate toolsp to think about the types 

of pencilsp crayonsp chalks and brushes, the inks and paints 

and the surfaces of papers. 

Lines have ýhickness, directi on, quality and character 

arising from the choice of tools and the sensitivity of the* 

artist. 

With reference to the work of children, Florence Cune says 

that there is a value in physical, rhythmical exercises and that 

there is a transference of physical freedom to the work of art. 

"There is real value in encouraging children to make bold lines 
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and curves using the whole body. " 

jWults also stand to benefit from being bold and adventurous* 

. 
Logicallyt the third stage in the development of an under- 

standing of abstraction would seem to be concerned with the 

relationships of shapes, The whole question of balance and 

harmony is involved. In moving from line to area new kinds of 

problems ariset such as dealing with mass or tonal weightp the 

scale of the shapes with reference to backgroundq the linking 

of the shapesp the significance of the background areas that 

the shapes may create, the invention of interesting shapes and 

the technical difficulties associated. with covering the areas 

themselves with paint. - 

Ideally, each of these problems could be considered in turn. 

However, with a course of this kind I found that only two weeks 

may be available. * It follows that the learning'process was very 

much intensified at this period. 

The students were really learning how to compose. Composit- 

ion is concerned with innovationg therefore with pure ereative 

ubility. Composition is concerned with interrelationships, 

superimposition, interpenetration and the re-echoing of shapes; 

all matters that are easier to deal with than the purely invent- 

ive aspect. I therefore decided to delay the more creutive 

work until the second week, When students with perhaps only u 

limited visual vocabulary try to invent they muy get into u 

rut, using endless variations on amoeboid patterns. So,, for 

the first exercise I gave them the shapes; the circle and the 

triangle or the square and the rectangle. In this way they 

only had what might be called a juggling problem. 

ýor the more inventive aspect I asked them to seek out 

everyday objects from ho. me, They already'knew that geometricul 
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shapes have a simPlev intrinsic beauty. They now needed to 

see an egg whisk or a tin opener in a new light. They needed 
to simplify or elaborate, enlarge, modify or distort the forms 

out Of their objective existence. At this stage they were 

encouraged to translate the forms into flat pattern. Around 

this time they were in the process of discovering that the whole 

world may be regarded as raw material for the abstract artist. 

Also around this time students were usually beginning. to 

feel that they were on a road leading to creation and they* 

became very excited, On one occasion a student usked a'group of 

her friends round for coffee. To their amazemept they were 

given Paper and crayons and asked to make something out of a tin 

Opener. She showed me the, series later. Some of the pictures 

Were like surrealist fantasies: There were dreamlike imtses of 

metallic-beaked birds and advancing armies of spiky dragons. 

Of special interest to me was the fact that the student was 

Perceptive enough to see that what I could do - in an apparently 

effortless way - with my studentsp she could do with her own 

friends, her students. In other words, some degree of creut ive 

abi lity is not very far below the surface in most people. It 

only requires a little playful assistance to draw it out. 

Of Course there are degrees of abstraction: From Realism 

to Pure Subjectivism is really a continuum. In a sense one may 

'alight at any station along the line. But ubstruct urt muy 1W 

rougilly defined us the just quarter of the journey. The I'luin 

PrObleut is to get the students to travel far enough: 
' 'See how 

much further you can carry that idea into the aDstractowas 
.a 

Comment I Often made during those eight years. 

Another approach may be concerned with Zooming in on u form. 

There 
are many cubist style patterns. to be discovered inp for 
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example, the spaces between the branches of a section of a 

twig. Then further exploration may be made of the patterns 

lurking in a section of the section. 

At this stage intensive visual stimulation is very helpful. 

'rhis may include skeletonsq shellsp crystalsq plants 'and engin- 

eering diagrams, 

fourth topic for consideration is texture. For this, the 

students should observe and touch a variety of objects. The 

idea of a table for the display of textures may seem rather 

like the modern methods of teaching infants - crumpled leaves, 

spiky chestnut casest smooth, shiny chestnuts, gnarled %ýood 

and knobbly gourds. Tactile qualities are important to the* 

artist and there is probably something of the child in. every 

artist, With abstract pictures the surface treatment, or 

texture should form an integral part of the idea, rather thun 

something merely added on. Students need time to discover-thc 

various effects that may be achieved. They should improvise at 

home, not only with brushes and crayons, but with anything they 

find. One student produced some lively markings with a loofah. 

Abstract work is often enhanced by drugged brushp sLippled, 

- grained und spruyed effects. Musing effects result from the 

use of a tooth brush, for spattering, und masks for obtaining 

variations in shape and tone. 

Finally, form should be mentioned. Not all abstract 

pictures are 'flat' pattern. Sometimes the illusion of the 

third dimension is required. A painting entitled "The Future" 

may require forms disappearing into the distunce. Perspective 

in the normal-sense is not needed. In a non-representutionul 

work forms may blend into the backgroundg forms may be distorted 

and the idea of a single viewpoint may disappear. In this way 
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, ttiere is often the feeling of depth, but also of ambiguity, 

An introduction to the basic elements of colour and tone, 

line and rhythm, harmony and relationshipsq textureq form and 

depthp way be said to take six weeks. It is then necessary 

-for students to bring together a. number. of these elements in 

one picture. For this a list of titles. may be welco! ne,, as long 

, as they are used to convey a mood,, or hint at an idea, rather 

than for leading to obvious and explicit statements. 

The following selection of titles gives some indication of 

the runge of themes. Some of them are even numes of' race-horses: 

eire und Water; nie nuunted rower ; Cry 'for Freedom; 1. xoLic 
FLintusy; 'I'lic Enchuitted Journey; Airborne; way und Niglit; Green 
GoddekiS; Cruzy Vegetution; Symphony in Purple; Mugic'Wirror; 
Breuk Free; Violence at the Centre; Impossible Journey; Neptune; 

, 1,, cd 1)unce; 11ridge of Dreums; Corridor's of-Time; U(rign in NuLure; 
Insect Druma; Silver Serenade; Wild Echo; Swift Shadow; Itainbow; 

:. L)oubie Sensation; Grey Mirage; Soaring ilight & Always Happy. 

As the pictures came in, inspired by these titles, I found 

that informal. displays for the purpose'. of group discussion were 

very useful* The students received a, creative stimulus front' 

seeing the work of other members of the class. 'It-helped them 

to discover something of the range of possible interpretations. 

collage 

Another approach to imaginative work may be made through 

the use of collage techniques; In this alternative. to painting, 

students used materials as varied as velvet, tissue paper, seeds, 

string, pipecleaners, wasp paper, cuttle bone, steel woolt 

Venetian glass and the cast'skins of snakes such as the bou. or.. ' 

the python, 

The students built,. up compositionsp often of an abstruct or 

-fantastic nature, suggesting jungles, volcanoes or-the drc; Am- 

world. One year they responded in a particularly, creative way 

to-a competition entitled: I"The 
Edge, of the Possible".. I 
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Alung the Borderline Between Abstraction and 1.. 'eprescntation 

Sometimes I provided specimens as a starting point for 

compositions. For example: slices of peppers-or tomatoes, 

sections through a cabbage, shellso prawns, solid fuels una 

wood shavings or coloured inks poured over. metal foil in a 

glass jar. The students were encouraged to develop features of 

interest such as line, qhape, growth or structure. They were 

askeý to combine close study with the avoidance of a straight- 

- forward statement. This type of exercise tended towards the 

kind of pictures that represented a halfway stage between 

abstraction and the more direct observational work. 

Some of the most'creative ideas seem to arise from this 

blending of intense awareness of the"real world' with an 

equally intense feeling for elaboration, exploitation and 

variations on a theme. One has only to think of what Barbara 

Hepworth made of a wave, what Henry Moore has done with pebbles 

and Graham Sutherland with thorn bushes. 

Examinations 

At Christmas there was an examination, at Easter there was 

the 'Alock' examination and in June the GoCoE. examination 

itself, It might be thought that with so many examinations. it. 

would be difficult for the course to be really concerned with 

creutivity. There is often criticism of examinations, for urt 

especially. But provided the approach is flexible the, exuminut- 

ions do not kill the creative spark. In fact the situation IAIAY 

be rather the reverseq as they tend to stretch the student. 

Nobody knows how creative they can be until they have,, been 

extended. Examinations are one-of the, ways by which student. 

motivation may be reinforced. 

Of course everything depends on the nature of the 
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examinations and what the examiners are looking for. iviany art 

examinations tend to be rather flexible these days. 

The C. C. E. Ordinary Level Art composition paper for 1975, 

from the J., A. B., may be taken as an example:. The paper was 

issued ubout three weeks in advanceg and in Section A it stated: 

"If you choose a question or subject from this section your 

treatment may-be of any character you wish - figurative or non- 

figurativep represen'tational or non-representational, etc. 

1, Alake a composition based on one of the following: 

(a) With Flags and Banners. 

(b) Figures on the escalator. 

(c) The fountain. 

(d) Collection. I 

(e) Guthering together. " 

There was a choice of another four imaginative titles, in 

this section. 

At a meeting arranged by G. C. E. examiners in iýianchestcr in 

the early 1970s the following attitudes emerged: 

1. A liberal. approach to the work. 

2. Questions such as 'eggs' or 'Scuffolding' should be regurded 

as starting points. 

3. The examiners may not be looking for anything in particulur, 

evidence of adventure and creative enjoyment important. 

4. Art people are not rigid; they are''open-minded and not euger 

to give specific instructions. 

5i Some measure of freedom is desirable rather than students 

following a set formula. 

6. Examiners not anxious to display examples of G. C, E. workp 

ig, case people may think thut only this type of-art i. s wunte d. * 

7. Examiners cannot possibly know what they want in udvance in 

art. The main advice to students-is for theia to show a 

sensitive response and that they have 6een extended iý some 

way. 
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The Advanced Level Art 

I have rather concentrated on the 101 Level work, because 

I wanted to give an account of a method of encouraging creative 

development from the initial stages. 

However, it should not be thought that the 'A' Level classes 

were less interesting. In fact they were even more exciting 

in terms of deeper creative involvement. They ure less easy 

to Oescribe in general terms: There was usually less overt 

class teaching and a more subtle, individual type of guidance 

and stimulation. 

, euching art is really teaching for freedom. It is of 

fundamental importance that conditions must be provided for the 

students to do the unexpected. 

If the teacher selects the problem and exp"lains the ineuns 

what are the students to do? 

If you want the unexpected to happen its no use over- 

structuring or the predictable will happen. 

Certainlyq there had to be some structure, but it was not 

imposed., it grew out of an individualts personal requirci, tents. 

'If there were an'average of ten or twelve people in an 

advanced level class, there were likely to be'the same number - 

of approaches. But one thing all the-students had to learn. - 

and it in no way interfered,; with their. creativity - and thut 

was to spend up to twelve hours on one large picture. 

Often, the preliminary studies for a painting would'require 

excursions to sources of inspiration. For example, visits werc 

made to the aquarium of a zoo for "Underwater Fantasy" muteriul 

and to the greenhouses of the university for ideas relatin g to 

"Botanical Wonderland". 

The students had six hours-per week of art at the advanced 
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stage, usually 2hrs. each for imaginative compositiont the 

observational work and the written topics related to the 

appreciation of art and art history. This gave time for the 

students to form an integrated group. From September until the 

examinations the following June they became like an art club, 

sharing ideas, enthusiasms, problems and in fact their whole 

philosophy of life. I was always a part of the total group 

experiencet never someone apart. 

There was the opportunity for coffee breaks together, 

sherry at the Cafe Royal, visits to art exhibitions in London 

and Liverpool as well as Manchester. There were evening meals 

out together and intense discussions until midnight. 

VV hen the time came for the examindtions, the composition 

paper was issued three weeks beforehandl to allow opportunity 

for the preliminary studies. Then twelve hours for the wor. k'-,.. -, '. 

itself, within a further three week period. 

, Nlost students found scope for creative expression within 

this frameworkq indeed the examination composition was often 

their best painting, 

The following list representsa selection of titles and 

themes given by myself for interpretation during the course. 

Some were intended for-abstract work, as paintings or colluges, 

others could be used in a surrealist or imaginatively realistic 

wayq according to the preferences of the students: - 

The Haunted Garden. 

Lunar Adventure. 

jýed Horiznn. 

Dream Temples. 

Cascading and Exploding Forms. 

Red Symphony. 

"The Universe is not only queerer than we suppose, but queerer 

. than we cun suppose. " J. B. S. Huldunc. 
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'fit was a mirac le of rare devic . e, 
A sunny pleasu re dome with caves of ice. " 

S. T, Coleridge. 
"Tyger Tyger burning bright,, 

In the forests ol' the night. "' 
W. Blake. 

Tlie secret Valley. 

One mile beyona Hell. 

Double Sensation between Sleeping and_Wuking. 
Neon Domes and Tubes. 

Zoological Wonderland. 

Coloured Candles. 

Magic City. 

Germination and Growth. 

Movement through Red towards Blue. 

Excitement. 

I also used paragraphs for visual interpretationg such as: 

The Cave: Despite my violent reactioit I glided down# down, down 

The New Island in the North Atlantic: "Flashes of lightning'lit-* 

up the eruption cloud and peals of thunder cracked above our 

heads S, Thorarinsson* 

A Selection of Titles from the G. C. E. Advanced Level Exuminutions 

Danse Macabres 
Time Machine, 

Chess. 

Aces and Kings. 

Bruss theme, with percussion backinge 

Power Unit. 

Deep Dive. 

-Germinating Forms. 

Slot Machine. 

Close-up. 

Free-fall. 

Exotic Plants. 

Permutation. 

Arabesque. 

Uncontrolled Atomic Power, 

Winter Forws. 
The Vortex. 
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Magic City 

I 

margaret Croila Jý 

2. Lynda McCann 

I'he work of two students with very different styles is 

shown ovel leat'. They both tend towards a poetical type of' 

abstraction. Margaret's painting suggests an interest in 

visual impact; Lynda is concerned with the expression ol' 

1'eeling through tactile qualities. 

Both students show signs of personal conviction and 

originality. Nevertheless, margaret haa probably looked 

at ptiotogruphs of' Middle Eastern air-port architecture 

and Lynda's approach owes something to Van Gogh's Starry 

Night. 

margaret's Niagic City is 'out there', to some extent. 

Lynda's painting suggests a city within the self, or 

symbolically, not of this world. 
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Advanceu Level Written Work 

Until after 1971 the students sat a3 hrs. examination on 

the History and, Appreciation of PAinting; uniwering such 

questions as: Can we blame the. artist if his uttitude and work 

reflects the . madness and horror of his time? and Choose one. 

period, of about a deoude, which you believe to be the. most. if: 

ipportant in the development of'twentieth-century art., Cxpluin -, - 

the reasons for your choice and name those artists, and works., 

particularly identified with the period. 

In 1972 the Personal Study was introduced as an-alternative, 

offering the, opportunity for a four: thousand word investigation 

into a topic related to the syllabus. The-, studies, were made- 

. 
between October and Nlarch-and7involve'd visits,. to. artl-galleries 

and the collection, of appropriate illustrations. IThe-subjects 

chosen included, for example, "A-study ol* the influences-of-1--il 

war on artists"; "The motivations, of. the. art of marc. Chagull"; 

I "uehind the Eyes: Kandinsky"i The material was gathereaitogether 

and placed in a file, rather like a-short book. -An 
'fact one- 

student made the remarki "Ifere is', myself" as-she, handed-in her.. 

errorts. The title pageý of---l'auline, ýQuitin"s--i-lerson; Al.. SL'udy on 

"i'xpressionisin und Uer Blaue Reiterl'-ý(1974)-iaude., u IiVL. ly, ,i 

introduction to the topic. 

One of' the most sophisticated Personal. Studies wus., called: - 

I'Subjective and objective, illusionism-in arLI''by-Susun"Mison. 

She uescribed it as a subjective anu*lysis, ol' objectiveýreulity! 

illustrated by: 111. Optical distortions by artists, with upparenL 
and full visual and mental facilities, e. g. M. C. Escher. - 
2.. The efi'ect of psychosonatic, disturbances, on, the-product'in,,.,,. i 
artq e, g,, Van dogh. 3,. The influence. of drugs, on visuul 
experience, 
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The A-anchester Polytechnic 

Foundation Course 30/11/77 

on the occasion of this visit it was possible to wander round 

u whole range of rooms arranged for a wide variety of workshop 

experiences. one student said that she had been told by a tutor 

that, she would n't see a pencil during her first week.,. becuuse it., 

was iwportant to unuerstund that initial training in art must be 

exploratory and unexpected. Groups of students were learning 

about processes such as etching and screen printing. - Some were 

following the*theme of 'Persian Carpet' designs. Thcre were 

opportunities for experimentation in colour: Vetineer's "A Muid- 

servant Pouring Milk", was being used as the starting point for 

abstract compositions in orange, yellbw and blue. There was 

evidence that an exhibition currently. running in the main hall 

was providing a source-of ins*piration I; ernat Klein the designer 

and his work. Bernat Klein is fascinated by the tension and 

exc iteakent of red, by the extravagant phapes of Parrot-Tulips und 

by the sequence way of working - through, for example, photograph, 

painting, tapestries, weaves, prints and on to clothes and. furn- 

ishings. There were collages inspired by'l. ýernat Klein and those 

students with an interest in textures were making fabric moUls 

and butterflies. Another group had spent four days uround the. 

Central Railwuy Station and their work ranged from glass themes 

und-broken window patterns to sketches of pigeons. There was 

also evidence of controlled drawing with interesting vegetubles 

and fruits such as leeks and powegranates being used. 

On the subject of creativitYt one student said that-he thought 

Of it as something you pull out of your own head. lie dcscribeC 

the ideal art studio as a palace of peace and serenity-ull"Ost 

like a monustery. 
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The Manchester Polytechnic 

Fine Art uepartinent 

1.975 

The fine art is conducted in an annex. The building is 

like a factory or workshop. Many of the students operate in 

large, individual areas, mainly without windows. The general 

impression is of being cut off' from an awareness of day or 

night, the weather, the seasons and the, larger environment, 

On this particular afternoon a group of first year students 

were producing 'self-portraits'. One st-udent said that her 

early life had been very sad, and so she was making a huge tear 

drop, It consisted of a tear-shaped black plastic frame filled 

with metallic foil. Another student was painting a game of 

snakes and ladders over a human shape, as this was how she saw - 

- her future* In fact both students expressed anxieties. about 

their future. 

The second Year students of painting and sculpture were 

following individual lines of exploration: One student was 

relating biological forms and cell structures in particula. r to 

architectural themes. The experiments were being carried out in 

wax, polythene and burnt paper. Another student was painting 

a series on the theme of 'Reflections'.. Yet another student was 

using the human formp and by a process of gradual distortiont 

she was creating landscape and abstraction. 

In the sculptural area there were casts of the human form 

in the process of developmentp fantastic religious figuresp 

abstruct structures in wood and displays using polystyrenep rugsp 

piano keys, cloth houses and spring mattresses. 

A third year student had made a large mushroom of vurious 

'materials,. showing the gills in layers of cloth. She saidthut 
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she saw the Dcpurtment as a 'mushroom world'. - 

The first year arrangements had been changed. They had 

been very free and they were modified to place the emphasis 

on basic drawing. One of the third year studentsq with some 

exp6rience of. the free approach, said that it was so open that 

she had been bewildered, but that now she felt it had gone too 

far in the other direction. 

Just where overt teaching should fit into creative art 

education and how much there should be are difficult questions. 

every college has its own solutiont but one feels that they Are- 

temporary solutions and it is desirable that this should be-the.... 

case., It would be unimaginative to think there could-be--a.. *. '! -: ". ' 

final statement in this field, 

17/11/77 

on the occusion of this visit the first year degree 

students in sculpture were working on u set theme: 'JoshuU 1010 

iiere t1kcre was scopc for muny imuginutivc-constructionaP war, 

destruction, the five kings of the Amorites, the cave and the 

great stones: 

"And the sun stood still, and the moon stayed, until the 

people had avenged themselves upon their enemies. Is not this 

written in the book of Jas her? So the sun stood still in the 

midst of heaven, and hasted not to go down about a whole day. 

And there was no day like that before it or after it, 

The students were'not expected to work in an obviously 

, 
derivative way, but to make what might well be described as u 

creutivc-response, Une studentq foil example, hud piled up 

blocks of concrete, unu she was in the process of druPi'19 

pieces of sacking and pouring wet pluster over the blocks. 

This, she said, was to show how something very strong und 
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powcrful could be ruined by something apparently soft and weuk. 

In the first ypur painting course the students were exploring 

colour, and the walls were singing with their work. There were 

displays of coloured forms for them to use as a point of depurt- 

ure I*or their abstract experiments with hues and tones. 

. One student said that she was having difficulty observing 

and mixing thq whole range of reds in the display. floweverp 

it was a difficulty offering a challenge and excitement. It 

was, a new world for her, and yet a world she realised had been 

there all the time. In the early stages creativity is often 

discovery rather than invention. In the arts perhaps there' is 

not such a line of demarcation between discovery, and invention 

as there may be in the sciences* 

The tutor said that the first year students were given 

these structured exercises to introduce them to the language 

of colourv formp texture and relationships. This was plunned 

in the hope that they would apply. their. knowledge in an individ- 

ual way in the following years. 

The second year students had sheltered retreats in which 

to createg display their ideas and working drawings and collect 

their materials and sources of stimulation. This could well 

be important, not only physicallyp but also psych. ologicullY- 

One student was working on a theme related to a photogruph 

she had taken of a window and a ledge with a tiger cowrie shc1l 

and an apple. 'One could see her drawings'following t1irough to 

her large painting in oils. There was something almost classical 

about the calm sense of proportion and the subtle tonest the 

balunce and the severity. But perhaps ther, e. wus also u hint of 

surrealism in her-Magritte-like statement. There was a feeling 

of'poetry too. -with the shell-at one end of'the horizontal- 
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eanvas arid the apple at the other. This was not unlike the 

way Paul Nash worked, using simple objects or organic forms 

as 'personages'. It was as if there was a tension between the 

two forms, a magnetic force or comiiiunication. It was both 

haunting and enigmatic. Painting in this way is creativet there 

is, a hint of the unknown, the mysterious anu the un. certain within 

the apparently known, obvious and certain. 

Another student was working on a series of pictures, using 

u set of playing cards as the spring-board for his ideas. lie 

was painting on a large canvas, black marks agLinst a textured- 

white background. He explained that the idea had evolved from 

the cards. Some of ks earlier studies of sequences of cards 

showed the clubs and spades losing their specific identities* 

becoming very simple black marks, This kind of work may be 

described as creative because there is a feeling of growth, an 

evolution of an idea through a number of stages. Each stage 

may be interes ting in itself, as well as leaving the way open 

for further developn. ents* 

Another student had experimented with a series of 'spattered'. 

pic. tures using a toothbrush.. She was. following a pointillist 

technique, skillfully juxtaposing the coloured dots to suggest 

the third dimensions 

the second year students said that they. were given. the 

freedom to pursue their own ideasq using whatever materials they 

wished, taking whatever time they required. Freedom was also 

apparent in the method of approach; some were using musses of 

sketches, others taking a more direct route. 

The tutors appeared to be giving advice and guidance rather 

than directions. This would seem to be pedagogically correctt 

regarding the students as travellers and offering help with 

their very personal journeys. 
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'26/6/78 The Degree Show 

Puintin 99 Fine Prints and Sculpture 

The Pictures in the exhibition ranged from the rather- 

severe type of geometrical abstractions to the very free-flowing 

kind of work with the emphasis on dazzling colour relatiýonships. 

One student had experimented with plank-like forms criss-crossing 

in a whole series of striking paintings and photographs'. Another 

student used endlessly re-echoing diagonal lines in vivid greens. 

One series of abstracts had a chair, stool and deck-chair painted 

to : match! 

Some of the representational work was delightfully free: 

there was a painting suggesting the laburnum archway at Bodnaný, 

a huge hanging basket and a scene hinting at the. mood of Monet's 

, water lilies. There were prints of dogs depicted us muchine 

. purts und clever Cigures in colluge conveying movemcnt, ulM06L 

like robots, 

In contrast to the very colourful pictures, many of them 

very large and adventurous; the sculpture seemed somewhat quiet 

There was no. sign of bright colours in this area of the show* 

Howeverv the forms were most interesting: One display consisted 

of wooden abstractionst beautifully grained, rounded-and, inter- 

twined* There were fan like spiral forms offering differing 

impressions from every angle. 'There were structures in woo,, d 

and metal suggesting towers or early. machinerye 
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A Visit to the Manchester Polytechnic B. A. uegree Show - 

Interior Design 15/6/79 

Creative imagination was combined with specialised 

crufLsmanship Ln wood, inetal, ceramics and glass at this show. 

The displays ranged from furniture to jewellery and goblets. 

In ceramics there were tiles, fjAntastic figures, Indian heLlds, 

giraffes in trucks, shell-like forms, iAbstract shapes anG endless 

vkAriations on the vessel, including complete cot'i'ee sets. In 

glass the work of' Elizabeth kyder was particularly ex, -, 
iting. 

E. kyucr 

da 
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MancliesLer Polytechnic March, 1 979 

ýWod, metal und Ceramics Course 

The tutor in charge of this course said that he thought a 

good foundation course was very important. Students coming onto 

the B. A. course direct from school weee so much less mature and 

less developed urtistically. Ile thought it important that they 

should have time to think of themselves as artists before they 

became designers. 

Interviews for the B. As course usually took half an hour. 

It hud been found thut two people doing the interviewing wus 

probubly the ideal number, or students might be intimiduted. 

The students were required to bring their work and this gjAvc 

the interview an informal character. 'There was un interesL in 

seeingg not only work done us part of projects related to the 

foundation courses, but also sketch books und spare time drawing,, 

painting and general topics. The department looked for signs of 

lively imagination, creative inventiveness, busic artistic skills 

and churacter and dedication. Creative potentiality may be some- 

thing difficult to describe in words, but it' it is present. it can 

be recognised. If a student wants to become a designer, using 

wood, metal or clay, he needs to understand that the imugimAtive 

aspect is only part of the task. Actually producing the object 

requires hard, dedicated work. This is the reason why quulities 

of character are significant. A student needs to have the kind 

of determination likely to surmount difficulties. 

It is assumed that anyone applying to a three dimensional 

area of study will not mind learning the practical skills and 

getting their hanus dirty in the process. Once accepted a studenL-. 

has the chance of exploring all the three jaLteri4ls in the first; 

... year', selecting two in. the second yeur and speciulising i n. th e- 
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I Lhird year. The tutor said that, given time, ulmost anyone 

could be tuught a practical skill such us throwing a pot. The 

Creative aspect'probably could not lie taught. That is something 

an indiviuuLl has to be born with. However, it is regardea us 

the responsibility of* the department to develop the creative 

potential of the students. To some extent this may be done in 

the design field by planning projects in order to specifically 

encourage imaginative growth. Elements such as form, feeling, for 

texture or decorative features can be incorporated in the basic 

'requirements 
of these projects. Without the inherent creative 

drive 'a student would be useless on a course of this kind. lie 

would soon become bored, merely able to go through the motions 

of the process. Normally,. by the thiýd year students are really 

working as individuals, though originality does not have to ifleLn 

t. he creation of a totally new object. Students may 4e refining 

th. e form of a teapot or a chair in relation to function. 

On looking round the department it, wus possible to-see the 

clesign rooms and workshops where the students were learning to 

use a whole range of tools related t6 the shaping ol' wood, * I'letul 

and clay* The exciting processes of glass-blowing und jewellcrY 

making could lie obsel-ved ut; well as the crcuLion oA' cCrumic l'orills 

and furniture, - 

licpartirient of Industrial Design - Lngineering_ 

The tutor in charge of this department said that'thcrc was 

u strong emphasis on creativity, innovation und inventi, ve ubilitY-'-. 

and. also on knowledge and skill. lie said that there were munY 
differing viewd about the value of foundation courses and that 

they tended to be geared towards fine art. He seemed mLinly 

concerned about the problem of the specific, functioli of t. he 

Polytechnic as aistinct from that of'the university, Ile usked 
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the question: "Whut is research in design - does anybody know? " 

He said that the BA students studied mechanical and electrical 

eiigincering, plastics and polymer science. There could be no 

cusy route to the acquiring of' practical skills and tl'u(! crafts- 

munship, time afid dedication were important. Students were 

concerned with'refining existing forms more-often than creating 

coaipletely new products. There was often the. problein of trying 

to make something safer or cheaper. A TV camera, for example , 

may cost S: dpooo, could somebody design it for half the cost? 

The department offered the opportunityfor further stUdy, 

anu there was an AII. A. course. Ilere'the difficulty arose of 

wnat u thesis should be like on such a practical subject as 

industrial de'sign. Perhaps it would be iiiore helpful if students 

went out into industry. for a while after their first degree und 

returned for advanced study at a more mature stage in their 

understanding of the subject. Although they may not always 

realise it in inaustry and the commercial world, it is from 

students following such courses that innovution is likely to 

c ome 
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Leeds Polytechnic 

uepartment of Fine Art 

18/5/78 

Ken Rowat, a previous senior lecturer in fine art at Leeds 

Polytechnic,, made the following observation regarding the art 

. 
education situation in general: ... very few tutors have any 

significant insight or knowledge concerning the nature of the 

creative impulse and its development in various personality 

types. Thus they are incapable of spotting potential at inter- 

view or of nourishing talent when it makes its first vulnerable 

appearance. to 2 

From this remark one might gather that perhaps Leeds fine 

art tutors were interested. in trying 'to remedy this situations 

The Leeds Department has in fact something of a reputation for 

being interested in the creative impulse. 

It is not altogether surprising to find the following state- 

ment in the Review: 

"In recent years it has become increasingly apparent that 

interviewing applicants is of utmost importance and that a depart- 

ment like this which is open-ended and which always receives a 

large number of applicants must be very clear about the factors 

involved. It is important to accept only students likely to 

thrive in our particular climate and to refer those, even if 

talented, who would develop better elsewhere. We huve-tried to 

improve our interviewing technique each year; at present we use 
I 

two teams of three or four staff and a student representutivel 

each team as far as possible being balanced e. g. painter/sculptor 

hawk/dove, and we look for 'self-motivation,, ideas, compulsiong 

potential rather than craft skills or derivative polish. The 

outcome of this intensive operation spread over two or three 
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weeks obviously has u strong bearing on the operation and 

SUCCCSS 01' LIM CoUrSe. " 3 

The nume report gives the aims and objectives with special 

ref'ercticc to the development of the creative personality: 

"Basically the student will pursue the experiential study of 

art; with imagination, invention and a growing specialist know- 

ledge as the main implements. In the terms of the individual's 

development as an artist this means providing a range of 

experience relevant to the concept of creativity. This platform 

- combined with the tutorial systemg will allow for the emergence 

of artists and the education of creative individuals manifest- 

ing their creativity in their activities and the works they 

produce. Flexibility allows for the possibility of students 

e. quating their activities with the society in which'they live. '" 

I When two of the tUtors were asked about their philosophy 

and methods for encouraging the growth of creativity, they were 

quick to say that they had not got a philos. ophy or a inethod. 

However, this is not as negative as it sounds. They really 

meant that they had not anything that could be pinned down and 

structured. Být very definite denials are themselves an indica- 

tion of a philosophy and a method. Perhaps they had a type or 

philosophy based on freedom and a method designed to allow the 

concept of freedoin to enjoy its maximum scope of expression. 

In the course of the discussion the tutors referred to the 

importance of accepting the diversity of the students' ideiis; 'of 

delighting in waiting. and being surprised and'of their awureness 

of the many types of creativity. One of them said that lie 
I 

often' 

advised the students to avoid developing along a straight line, 

to be prepared to adventure round corners and welcome ambiguity. 

They said that no two students we . re alike so they could not have 
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plans for them in advance. 

However, during the course of the visit, it emerged'ithat 

the department operated a flexible tutorial systemp with the 

second year students able to choose their own tutor. It was as 

-if something of the intellectually creative atmosphere of the 

Universities of Oxford and Cambridge had been transplanted and 

adapted to the aesthetic sphere. 

It was possible to wander round the department and talk to 

the students* Although the Polytechnic building itself was the 

usual austere and clinical kind of thing apparently so much 

liked by urchitects, the fine art department had been modified 

into u 1humun-centred' area. In some wuys the depurtment wus 

not unlike a ship. The main studio area was partially divided 

by large screenpa flight of steps led to the 'upper deck' with 

its large cabins for the Ist and 2nd year students. 

one of the third year students said that there wus no sign- 

ing in or set time requirementst but many students became so 

deeply involved that they often worked in the evenings and also 

sometimes at week-ends. 

One student was working on a large abstract picture, another 

was making a beautifully simple crouching figure in alabastert 

a third was experimenting with shadows and a fourth painting 

dark horizontal lines to represent music- Yet another student 

was trying on a knitted form, with the sleeves ending in unimul 

heads. She said that as she related to the body this kind of. 

'. sculpture' Was-the most appropriate for her purpos. e. She hud 

been out in one of her forms, perhaps to demonstrate the links- 

between art, performance and*funp or to set people wondering'. 
-, 

-,.., 

one of the most striking impressions conveyed by the uppeur-, 

ance of the department was of the multi-media upproach and the 
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ainazing range of materials and objects in the process 6r being 

used. For examplet there were sprouting potatoes painted in 

silver, a cat in wire netting, shoes made of brushes, heads 

with machine parts, a piano with cotton wool keys, a piano with 

cylindrical keys, a pelvis translated into machine strucstures, 

a large plaster and plastic eye with wire eyelashes, a wire 

frame washstand covered with orange foam, pebbles in sacking 

pocketst wooden eggs, huge fabric portraits, varnished buns, 

plans for a knitted octopus, a face with a camera eye, a series 

of modelled heads in white, black, spotted and cross-hatched, 

delicately painted corrugated card buildings, exciting-tapestry, 

animal paintings, prints, a head with lips where the eyes are. 

usually f ound. 

On looking over the students' working areas it wus apparent 

that the department must offer a wide range or opportunities 

I'01- IcIsIlIkII19 Luchalcul uiid cruI'L skills. In I*uCL Likere were 

eleven service areas, each representing a specialist'activity 

with the appropriate staff and facilities, and all available 

to all the students at any point on the course. 

The eleven service areas were: ceramics, performancep filnit 

etchingv fine prints, plasticsq textiles, woodwork, metalwork, 

sound and photography, It was interesting that they were called 

service areas, suggesting that technics should serve the creat-, 

ive impulses. The students may use or move into a service area 

either as a result of personal initiative or tutorial guidunce. 

Upderlying the tutorial approach of most of the staff is- 

the belief that learning technique for its own sake inhibits 

ideas. However, the subtle relationship between ideas. and 

technique has to be understood: "As student-ideas b. egin to 

emerge from the exper 
1ý 
imental groping characteristic of first 
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year work, technique is seen as a necessary servant in the 

p rocess of trunsforming idea into urt. '' 

Looking round the depurtment certuinly provoked tllOllvllLS 

beyond technical considerations. There was the hauntingg rather 

disconcerting feeling that amid the weird, whimsical and Idio-. 

syncratic expressions something was coming acr*oss about the 

nature of late 20th century human situations. There was some- 

thing disruptive, partly exciting and partly frightening* Perhaps. 

the latter was the more obvious influence. 

The students working at the time of the visit seemed rather 

gentle and thoughtful people. They were apparently expressing 

something beyond their own personal feelings. 

I Without making realistic visual statements of violence, 

terrorism, vandalism, oppression and alienation; nevertheless, 

there were overtones of these things. There was a sensitivity 

to excruciating and traumatic experiences taking form in savage 

humour, pathological images and 'aggressive' r6aterials. 

An exhibition of'the 2nd Year work was taking place at the 

time and the same feeling was conveyed by some of the art in the 

show. There were pieces of a doll's body, violent forms in red, 

black and purple, shadow people, nightmares and a collage of 

faces and faces within a face. There were hints of Francis Bacong 

Burra,. Magritte, and Tapie's and the seventh side of the dice 

mentality. 

The Leeds department places a special stress on Performance-_ 

Art. There was a dynamic explosion of student leisure-culture 

in the sixties and there is now a performance area. The students 

are encouraged to see performance as an extension of painting 

and sculpture. 

The underlying aims of the department may be sunimed up by - 
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a reference to the type of goals the staff have in mind for 

the third year students: "Above all, they should have a confid- 

ent awareness of the nature of the difficult and mysterious 

creative process as it works in them individually. This confid- 

ence will be largely due to the fact that from-the beginning of 

the course they have been asked many questions but seldom given 

ready-made answers; have been presented with many possible routes 

but never made to follow any particular one. " 

An open-ended situation'Is always vulnerable to abuse and 

sometimes is abused. The ideology stands or falls on the basis 

of self-discipline and self-enquiry on the part of the students. 

Success depends on appropriate selection and on staff with a 

profound belief in this approach to art education. It also 

depends on freedom from restrictions in terms of methods of 

working at all levels. 

in conclusion it may be of interest to quote from the remarks 

of two of the external assessors from 1970: 

Patrick Heron 

"Needless to say, I was greatly stimulated by my four days 

at the School and by the enormous excitement and variety of so 

much of what we were shown. 

Ile ... There is absolutely NO compliance at Leeds this year 

with such tailor-made requirements as are dictated at present 

by "success" in London and New York. Leeds has gone its own wuy 

yet again. it 7 

Adrian Henri 

11 .... The overall standard of work, in this coliege is as high 
as any (to my knowledge) in the country at the moment, including 

-the 
London P, ost-graduate colleges. Secondlyg, and more importuntlyq 

there is a genuine variety of expression and use of media, a 
feeling of encountering a number of separate and distinct person- 
alities. That argues for a great curiosity and openness of ideas 
on the part of the staff. " 8 
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Department of' Fine Art 2/5/79 

The three photographs shown opposite relate to this 1079 

V18't to t1kC JJ0P, UrLJ11Cnte 11, he first one silows ttic working Lrea 

'Ind currelit themes of a 2nd Year Chinese girl* The painting 

'" the middle of the top row Is her self-portruit. The second, 

pllo"SruPh Is of an oil puinting by a 3ra Year Germun girl* 

IS* ý'erY large anu has subtle tactile qualities difficult to 

reveal in a reproduction. The third picture is of a model of 

4 ý; iant spider by Susan, a 3rd Year student. the spider is 

made Of rolls of bandages, plaster, resin and paint. It has a 

Pair Of female human legs as well as its spider-like ones. 

Susan said thaý it may be regarded as a metamOrphic image which 

was inspired by a dream. In the background is a golden web# 

ambiguously delicate for such a creature to have made. 

At the time of this visit other work to be seen included 

SeVerin-L-like 'abstractions and jester figures; paintings of 

large heads in black, white and grey; freely painted lanOsCaPeS 

in orange and black; 'realistiC studies of shellsp fruit and 

flowers; 
colla'ges and three life-size wodels of women at the 

h4 irdressers, one with hair made of rope. A student was arrvng- 

ing twisted strips Of metal across the floor. ile said that he 

was undecided what the final result would be. The forms were 

rather like question marks and he said that he was uncertui 
.a 

where art was going. 

110wever, the main 'reason for this visit 
. 
was really to take 

the Opportunity of observing some of the interviews for entry 

to the Department in the comIng year. 
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Leeas Department of Fine Art 2/ 51 p 79 

Observation of* Interviews for entry to Degree Course in eine Art 

On arrivul-a candidate was in the process of being interviewed 

by two tutors,, assisted by a student representative. His lurge 

portrolio seemed to consist almost entirely of his foundation 

course workp including many life and still-life studies. The 

panel would have liked to see more evidence of his own free time 

efforts. The candidate described the Foundation Course L'rom a 

Lancashire art college as following too much of a routine. There 

was over emphasis on teaching. students how to draw what'they sees 

flowever, in offering some defence of the college, one of the panel 

expressed the view that perhaps correct observation is an import- 

ant beginning, leading on to, the exploýation of ways of expressing 

feelings later. The candidate said that he was interested in- 

jausic and in relationships between space and sound. When asked if 

he had any questions to ask the panel he enquired about the tutor/ 

student position. lie was told that tutors do not run after the 

s-tudents, it is for the students to make the approach as und when 

they wish to discuss their ideas. 

After he had gone the panel seemed somewhatdoubtful about 

whether he was entirely suitable for the course, although certain 

good points about his work were mentioned, It was difficult to 

pinpoint what might be wrong, but perhaps he was too low key and 

not adventurous enough. If he was so interested in inusic in 

relation to the visual arts perhaps he should have brought along 

some evidence of his likely lines of development in this urea. 

Peter, the next candidate, said that his foundution. course 

coliege had been too .. -. obsessed with technique, drawing and check- 

ing. When asked what he wanted from Leeds he said that he wanted 

to be given a push, and then the opportunity to look for himself. 
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One of' the tutors said that Leeds may not give a push, but there 

may be stimulation from what was going on around. The student 

representative said that student initiative was important, it was 

best to begin with the attitude of wanting to put something in, 

A discussion followed about the nature of t'ine art und of' the, 

-need to 1'eel challenged. The question of communication arose. 

Veter said that he was confused about the function of the artist. 

A tutor said that he did not paint in order to Communicate. Then 

there was the questioý of how important the-actual art object was* 

Peter asked abo'ut work expected from the course. A tutor said 

that although the object was not the be all and end ull, yet 

something in the', way of tangible results was expected. However, 

this could take the form of performanCe rather than permanent 

structures. 

Peter hud brought along a great deal of' work, some of it the 

foundatiun course material, but also examples or more personul 

: and experimental ideas. Another tutor had by now joined the ponel 

und there was obvious interest in Peter's views. -lie was asked 

what he thought of present day artists, and if he could name uny 

that he could feel special sympathy towards. There were ulso 

questions about his choice of reading material and his hobbies.. 

As regards his own art, he said that the painting he liked the 

best was one that held an element of mystery. Once aguin the 

question: -Why Leeds? was asked. Peter said that he h6d heurd ol 

the liberal outlook in-the fine art department. fie was warned 

not to expect too much. "Its not the raving pl; -ce it. was five 

years ago" said one of the panel. 

When he had gone there was a general feeling of agreement 

that he would most likely be suitable for-the course. Perhaps 

it was'not so much the 6nswers he had given as the questions he 
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hau raised that awukened the interest ol' the puncl. 

A third curididute observed. Was Sus"n. She had been on u 

foundation course and also completed the first year of' tier degree 

course. When asked why she wanted to move to Leeds her answer 

wus. rclUtCd Lo ttic nee(i ror a Imixed mediu' atmosphere ruLlier thun 

ijtjrciy puinting c. xperience. Susun had brought along a grcuL deal 

of work. In her portfolio there were many interesting themes. 

Colour was obviously an important aspect of her, expression, her 

style of painting was lively and exciting. Some of her art wus 

of u large scale nature and this was displayed around the room. 

L)iscussion with the panel centred around her visual materiul and 

was very informal and sometimes light-hearted. Susan said thutý 

the work of Van Gogh and Munch had mad6 an impact. One of her 

series of paintings related to the 'Scream'. idea.. She was also 

involved with ph'otography'and had pictures ol' a 'Rebirthing' 

experience which had become a type of performance art. Susun hud 

made use of a wide range of materials from wood and plustic to 

-fabrics and bamboo. She saw her art partly in terms of a theru- 

peutic process. One series of paintings of a very expressive 

quality had been produced by the experience of watching burning 

books. There was a faývourable reaction towards this candidute 

from the panel. ' 

un looking back over these three interviewsq there wus u 

strong feeling of, a specific line of approach.. The panel were 

ueliberately informal and frienoly. It was stated several times 

that they did n ot want to bite, only to find out whut makes u 

person tick, They seemed to be looking for a high degree of 

independence; for people on the edge of discovery; for flow of 

'ideasp both visual and intellectual and for that mysterious or 

all qualities, potential. They wanted students who would estublish 



tllclr own mode of creative expression; using the staff at both 

extremes of the afl'inity/opposition poles., They wanted some kind 

of indication of the likelihood of a visual commitment, A certuin, 

element. of personal bewilderment niay be interesting, but an 'attit- 

ude less negative than pencil-sucking despý, ir was required. The 4, 

panel said that the interviews were planneu to take half an hour. 

However, it was apparent that they were not anxious to impose a 

rigid time control over the situation. They oý)viously wanted the 

candidates to feel free to take the interview in their own hunds 

to some extent. They succeeded in creating the kind of atmosphere 

that wus relaxed and stimulating at the same time. 

As a point of comparison, it should be noted that in the 

departments of Industrial Design and Wood, Metal and Ceramics, 

for examplep tile interviewing panels are likely to have slightly 

dil'i'uretiL requirewenL8 frow their cundidut; cs. In Alurichester u 

tutor said that although these departments looked for the signs 

of high creative potential, certain features relating to chavacter 

were considered equally itaportant,, particularly indications of 

the ability to work hard and persevere. ' The acquisition ol* 

practical skills of an advanced nature only becomes possible 

through continuous effort over a period of time. Students 

selecting these areas are mo4c likely to be orientated towards 

-specific career structures and economic security than the fine 

art students. 



Crewe + Alsager College of' Iligher Education 

. 1, iie i-aculty of Creative Art s 13/2/79 

In 1976 pluns were made for a new type of course to be 

developed in the area of creative arts at Alsager College. It 

is known as the B. A. (Combined Studies) lionours degree course in 

Creative t"irts. Normally a student would possess two A Levels or 

Foundation experience, a proven interest in one of five'arts and 

a developed interest in another. A whole day may Uc devotea to 

considering the suitability of a student for the course. A 

sLudent is expected to plan a course pattern from the units offered, 

The six units per year include - in the first and second yeurs - 

one core unit, four units selected from two arts and an iiauitignul 

free choice. ýVhat makes this course ýpecial is the way the 

students are expected to integrate their chosen arts, studying 

. t1le reluLion8hips between them, rather than l'ollowing their Lwo 

wain intercSLS along separate lines. The five arts fro; u which 

they way make their selection are dance, musicp drama, visual 

arts and creative writing. The course orfers a balance bcL%vccn 

the theoretical and the practical, with an emphasis oil the IiAtLer. 

Tile tutors spoke with enthusiasm for the course, especi; illy the 

w4y the greater freedom of the third year would provide the 

students with opportunities for developing novel ways of combin- 

ing the arts, and the way this knowledge could be expressed in 

their dissertations. 

A range of buildings on the site offer varying opportunities 

for creative work. Perhaps some of the more interesting ones 

being those not originally planned for educational purp oses! A 

saloon bar was in'the process of being. transformed into an im6gin- 

ative exhibition'area and large rooins., with a'certain amount of 

expense,, were becoming. dance and theatre. workshopsv with scope for 
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both trauitionul anu experimental performance. A particulLrly 

good arrangement was provided for the fine arts students: This 

was "Ucathfields", a large old house outside the campus, almost 

a retreat, where students could become completely absorbed in 

their work in a relaxed and informul atmosphere, with the fine 

trees in the grounds providing a source of inspiration. 

In loo king over a number of buildings one carried ahuy an 

over all impression of' the activities which may be described us 

fOllOW8: one student concerned with the visual arts und music, 

was in the process of developing huge abstract paintings express- 

ing the feeling of specific musical compositions; another wus 

exploring the frugmentation idea with many examples of shattered' 

images in paint and collage; there were serial displuys of' colour 

themes in relation to sound and intriguing musical sculptures. 

student involved with the visual arts and drawa wus working-on 

the designing of costumes for ? Oklahoma'; another was working 

on the association between the visual and poetical uiid was design- 

ing experimental woven. hangings to interpret the poems of' Ted 

Hughes. A novel was being written that would have value in the 

dr awatic field and some paintings of underwater scenes were to 

be used as stage *settings. There were visual biographies or the 

life and work of Pop musicians. One student was muking u limited 

edition style of quality book, with poems personally selected unu 

paired with appropriate pictures. She was thinking about such 

mutters as paper, type-faces, lay-out, headings, borders und 

binding and studying existing exawples. 

There was encouragement to think, not only about the urts in 

relation to each other, but also to consider art and societyt 

art and politics and art and psychology and perception. One 

StUdent was concerned with the idea of ambiguity. ýnd wus 
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experinienting, with various visual tricks and illusions. At the 

entrance to his studio area he had written: Ili)o not Ldjust your 

mina there is a fault in reality. " 

-- Students with an interest in ideas involving ceramics, 

jewellery, metal or piastics fina that, in conjunction with the 

technological departments of the college, they may uevelop skills 

in these areas. The stress is placed on innovation and it hus 

been l'ound that this is easier in the visual arts than in drumu, 

dance or music where there are often traditions of Ueveloping the 

interpretative aspects. It is necessary to give encouragement to 

improvisation and originality by, breaking down barriers between 

these arts. 

0 All the lecturers associated with this course seewed to 

be very enthusiastic. Perhaps this was partly because they 

were aware of being caught up in a new venture and they were 

eager to see what the students made of the possibilities, 

suggested. With the Indians of the Pacific NorthwesL it was 

upparant that one of the reasons Lor such Interesting work was 

cultural need. The various festivals and'religious ccreinonic's 

made demands on the people to relate painting, costume design, 

drama, music and dance in a natural way. Our own society has, 

become more complex, ' there is a certain dicotomy between the, 

artist and society. The art educator has to rethink the rine 

art programme*with social problems in mind.. 
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birmingham Polytechnic 

6chool of vine Art Exhibition 29/6/78 

There were outdoor cafe scenes, not unlike the interest the 

Impressionists showed in this type of subject matter, but with 

more attention to detail! ( sometimes art seems to be going in 

circles). There were examples of social realism sucli as: man on 

motor bike, man painting a wall, man with cat, men playing cards 

ana musicians. There were nudes and still life studies showing 

varying uegrees of influence frow Post-Impressionism, Niatisse 

and Braque. i'here were landscapes, seascape, horses, birds, 

fishes, snakes, palm designs, studies of elm, lime ana sycamore. 

A lively example of the non-figurative painting in red and green- 

blue is shown above. It is necessary to imagine this picture on 

a large scale to appreciate the effect. 

6culpture in wood, metal and mixe(I wedia was on show, then 

suduenly a surprise: 
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Birmingham Polytechnic, School of Fine Art 

Visit to Exhibition, 29/6/78 

The Work of Joanna Digger 

Enter a room off a lurger sculptural display area, not 

through a door, but through a gauze curtain; enter unother world, 

quiet, remote, wagical'and serene. Step onto pebbles Lnd white 

sand and feel the texture of these materials alternately through 

the feet. Most of the room was curtained off with fine gauze. 

Looking through there was an area of pebbles and stone chippings, 

plannea in a geometrical pattern of eight radiating spokes, 

carefully edged with wood to separate it from the lighter sand 

buckground. The effect was really to create a wandala, At 

regular intervals following a circle, ithere rose up frow the 

ground slender wo'oden rods arranged in radiating formations. 

Immediately below the ceiling the mathematical criss-crossing 

of cord formed intriCatt desi. gns, Cord. was also used to cross 

from ceiling to floort making patterns in space* The lighting 

was subdued. 

No title was given to this work. ' In a sense a title wus 

not required. the message seemed to be: make what you can'of it. 

from your own experience. Ideas that came to mind were of the 

spirit of primitive religion; undertones of wild, Celtic feeling; 

Zen.!; uddhist gardens; a meditation centre or u Sufi spiritual 

retreat or Khalwat: "The retreat to an isolated cell in order 

to 'remember' God is considered by many orders to be the ukost 

important of all Sufi disciplines. It is an aid in uchieving a 

state of permanent inward retreat. " 

Extreme mathematical precision and syttiruetry cowbined with 

implicit poetry. In terms of content this very modern sculptut-e 

was like a symbolic-representation of the atom or the cosmos. In. 
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Lcrms of the feeling conveyed it was like an uncicnt, sacred 

1) 1ucc. . 

l'urning uway croill Lhe CUrLuincd urcu, there wus u mod(. -l ol' 

u similar tileme o1i a smaller scale. Un a tuble were three bookop 

showing sources of inspiration, probably collected over three 

ycurs. There were muny exciting pliotogruplis und some pocLry. 

The phoLogruphs reveal un interest, in prehistoric sLones, 

wild nature, great tree roots, abbey ruins, roof patternsq idio- 

syncratic buildings such as an orangery with a glass domed form, 

The poetry indicated a way of thinking along parallel lines 

with Joanna's sculpture. A poem about a visit to the Cistcrci"n 

Abbey of Rievau*lx in Yorkshire in iMarch 1978 refers to silence 

and echoes, s"cred ground and hauntiný feelings: "Souls, w"nder, 

back, again" and concludes with the following verse: 

I'mighty stones, 

Almighty hand, 

Strength, stands, against, control, 

body, minds, souls, enclosedp still, in, brokent stones. " 

But returning to the sculpturer it may represent a temple, 
4 

perhaps of a very personal nature. One could ask of course, but 

not just now. 6etter for the moment to accept it as the gutewuy 

to many ideas. Here, certainly was the expression of a very high 

level of creativity. Using basically simple materials - wood, 
I 

stones, sand, cord and gauze - so much was being said about. PuSt 

and future and about geometry and intuttion. 

To quote again from Sufism: "The spiritual retreat can rem! Ain 

effective, after one leaves the khalwat, only if one continues 

to remember. " ', 9 
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The ýVork of Joanna Digger Explained 

In August a letter from Joanna provided the interesCing 

informution that she was spending-the summer with a small 

travelling circus-thcatrc show, then touring the Norfolk Broads. 

With tier friends they forwed a group of four peoplep perrorming 

on the beaches, in public houses and on village greens. She 

s"id that it was all extremely stimulating and opened tier eyes 

to many other aspects of art. Joanna said that her work at. 

college was always bordering on performance, offering audience 

participation and an invitation of total involvement. It w4s 

significant that her Birminghum sculpture had indeed provided 

a personal experience or involvement or a proround nature. 

Slic offered ruroter informution wid comments on her return 

home to Stourbridge in the uutumn. In the mcantimc she hud 

been given photocopies of the two previous pugcs* 

23/10/78 

Joanna wrote: 11 .... It was really interesting to see someone 

else's eye view of what-I-had done and interpreted in many ways 

how I meant it to be.,. 

I am not going to write a report of what I did in the sume 

way, but I am going to start with some chronological ideas or 

1 
how I built up towards the sculpture. 

I-have always been interested since childhood in*myths and 

legends and fairy stories, deepening in puberty to an interest 

in science fiction and, then later to folklore and thus-inevit! iblY 

to religions surrounding folklore and a verY basic need in 

people towards this area. The area that I speak of is a very 

wide one as fa r as I aw concerned; coveringj for example, yogut 

telepathy, witchcraft and religious architecture of every typc* 
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It 11cluLes to every urcu of' the unknown that is speculuted 

LIP011 ClIdIeSSly alld culled by my sister-in-luw (ut' ur chueologisL) 

'tile lunutic 1,11ingel. Site is probubly right, but it is ulwiAys 

Lite fuscinution of' the unknown that holds mc und I um sure many 

other people ulso.. It is the sort of thing that leaus explorers 

into central Africa and sends ii-tediums into trances exploring the 

centres of their minds, 

I started off in the Second Year - having overcome my tend- 

encies to try and make Art with a capital A- by making a tree 

wan and hut, both of which were half tree, half hut or man. This 

was started off through my love of trees and woods, which I I*ind 

to be very silen. t, intense places. An individual tree is a joy, 

with the strong central column dominating everything, as a 

central column d ominates all my work. A tree is a focul point, 

I tried to make my feelings clear about this when I camped in 

the Forest of Dean. for a week, and built a type of shrine around 

a tree and a part of the tree. In reality the tree did n't need 

my poor additions as it was a shrine in its own right. 

My work continued along the lines of using natural materials. 

I began to realise that to express my own feelings I needed to 

take the circumstances in which these feelings were strongest, 

and create an atmosphere in which I might be able to coiiimunicute, 

these feelings to other people. That possibly I might give them 

also the opportunity for whatever they have felt within thut ' 

type of area to come to ahead, 

In other words if they are standing within a 'work of art' 

they know is supposed to be trying to communicate somethingg 

they might be more receptive than perhaps just walking through 

a wood or into a church* Hence I set out*to make a rocal point 

for all the atmospheres that I have'felt-. 
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Most of my work leading up to the sculpture for " yeur 

bel'ore was bused on architecturet on a growing need I'or soine 

type of* structure upon which to hang my rcelings. So again, 

taking the ccnLral I'oChl point themep I built out 1'rom there,, 

I looked 4t Avebury, ' Ch"rtres,, Yorkshire's Abbey ruins and ut 

Buddhist temples; then at smaller more intimate placest such 

us an orangery, a f'olly, a tiny medieval church and clumps of 

trees upon hills, the list is endless. I was trying to find 

the key to the appeal that all these placeg had for me. 

So it is a private search, the stages ot' which I reveal 

in an outward form for anyone to interpret in their own way. 

The trouble is that if I eventually discover whut the unknown 

is and whut'it holds for ine, then it, will not be unknown any 

longer and will-lose its fascination. But of course I will 

never find out because there is always something else around 

the next cornpr, the cycle is endless, 

Talking of cycles, the Solar Circus with which I was 

working this sumifier, was based, upon the idea of eternal cycles 

ana o1* things having no end. It was worked uround the birth 

ancl death of the solar system woven in with the phoenix legend. 

To'be honest we created our own myths, I was the. star traveller, 

a type of narrator-ringmaster perceiving the cycles and able' 

to foresee the future. Although we started the show with the, 

birth of the sun, we could equally well have started with its 

death. ' 

But lets go back to my environment. The original ideu was 

to make it for you to wulk within it like a church and be the 

focal point yourself' of all the lines of force that crossed 

through the room. The pathways on the floor were intended l'or 

the person moving within to-be forced into certuin positions 
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unu beconic part of the scuipture and be aule to change ! he 

sculpture with his or her presences 

However, 1 discovered arter I had made itt thut wlien you 

entereu it its magical quality was diminished and the peace and 

unattainableness were lost. It somehow lost its purity Uith an 

intrusion from mankind. So I blocked off the doorw; ay to the 

inner room with gauze, thus preventing any ideL of entering it, 

even though the desire to go in was stiii there. It was quite 

obviously made for human beings in terms of scale and pathways. 

Like architecture it was totally related to people in a functional 

WLLY 0 

The environment set rae thinking of the beuuty ol' an inuccess- 

iule thing and reminded me of pot-holling experiences. There 

would be little c"weos in crystals and pools with untouchable 

stuluCtiLCu drippjLng into them. There was tile kilowledg(. 1 OWL it' 

you did touch th Cill they wou ld be irreparably dumagcd by the dirt 

from your hands. Sometimes you could look through small holes 

in the rock and see a I*airytale land laid out before you in the 

spotlight of your helmet lamp. 

I suppose my love of caves has been unother subconscious 

influence upon my work. I like to make things enclosed, such as 

cages and huts, forms that I can put my back to, hence the 

influence of buildingst though only old ones, those tiiut have 

had a chance to, acquire an atmosphere. Theagp_ing proccss seeMs 

Of to aid the feeling of a place. The only way that I can thint'. 

using. my work is within a gardcn. If I ever get a permunellL 

address my first act will be to make the garden into a sculPLurc. " 



Commcnts arising from Joanna Uiggcrts Account 

Joanna's way of working has been described in some dctuil 

06 

as it is highly relevant to the main themes of this thesis. (in 

the one hand her sculpture is essentially creative and her 

method of approach clearly demonstrates how one particular 

creutive individual may arrive at her own unique form of arýistic 

expression. it is also important from the point of view of art 

education to consider tier lines of development and what this 

implies in terms of her basic requirements. 

It is as if the student were saying to the teuchcri This is 

Ilow my creutivity evolves, muKe use oj* the informution in the 

way you urrunge. situations for your own studentse -rus is really 

a case of thinking backwards from the' product and looking to its 

sources ol* inspirution. 

In Jounnu's cuse she developed as an artist with ussistu"ce 

from the fairy-tale, the myth and the legend; with stimulution 

from the occult, prehistoric sites, wild nature and muny types 

of architectural contact through personal journeys. 6oth people 

and also opportunity for solitude appear to be important. C4vingt 

campingg drama and ritual come into the story; but it is not so 

much the activities themselves that are significantp us the very 

personal way in which they are used. 

Because all this has such a special meaning for the urt 

educator reference will be made to this appect in the foliowing 

chapter. 
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The Royal College of Art 

School of Painting 
ýO 

15/6/78 

In visiting the various colleges and hospitals it i. s 

essential to play the approach by ear. In order to receive the 

most meaningful ideas and information an attempt has to be made 

to tune in to the atmosphere. 

In the case of the School of Painting of the Royal College 

the feeling conveyed was as follows: Here it will not be 

necessary to ask too many questions, better to move around, 

making casual comments and looking at work in progress, waiting 

for the student to speak. 

iirst it should be said that all, the work of the Royal College 

is post-graduate. The School of Painting seemed almost like u 

home for the students. They could, if they so wished, use the, 

building fronk 8a. m, to 10p. m,, seeing-their tutor about once u 

week, They had either their own $studio' areaq or in some casest 

three or four students may share a larger room. 

one student spoke of a haunting affection for his own native, 

rural Ireland as he prepared the background for a hazy blue-green 

. 
landscape. Another student talked of experiments with cones and 

mirrorso he wanted to suggest that when you are coming you are 

also. going! He also appeared to be preoccupied with the inevit- 

ability of the third world war. Another student discussed the 

nature of the creative-process and the importance of the element 

of unexpectedness. He stressed the power of the unconscious and 

referred to the way colour seemed to take over and have a life of 

its own in his pictures* 

The student whý showed me round was particularly interested 

in drawing objects from unusual angles. She also liked to explore 
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relationships between art and physics, being currently involved 

with ideas regarding the translation of the Doppler effect into 

visual imagery. 

One of the most stimulating students was a graduate from 

Salford University. He had studied aeronautical and mechanical 

engineering. Having left school at fifteen, he hLd taken the 

route to university via apprenticeship schemes and evening 

classes. However, he eventually decided that working with 

computers imposed certain limitations and he turned to art. 

Here again Graham's route was through evening classes and he 

also undertook personal study. His particular interest seemed 

to be in the painting of exterior walls. At the time of the 

visit he was writing about projects and problems of compromise. 

On the subject or creativity he said: "Perhaps peo0le collect 

thoughts rather than have them. " 

Later,, in the barp one of the students appeared carrying a 

heavy book. He had been to the libraryv but not the college 

library. fie said that he thought it important to belong to more 

than one library. He saw the danger of being limited in one's 

range of' thoughts and themes by the awareness of' a particular 

librarian or group of' people. The book that he had borrowed 

was concerned with the secret teachings throughout the ages and 

was called: "Alasonicv Hermetic, Cabbalistic and Rosicrucian 

Symbolical Philosophy". It contained many complex and intriguing 

diagrams. He saw the possible links between ancient esoteric 

wisdom and modern approaches to painting. Several other students 

wrote down the title of. the book. 10 

It is understandable-that many artists like part-time teach- 

ing with this kind of student. The cross-fertilization of ideas 

is likely to be beneficial in creative terms for the tutor as well 
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us the student. 

During the course of informal discussion with a group of' 

students several Lopics emerged: On the subject of work, some 

tilought thut perhaps an opportunity for projects would be helpful 

towurds more social interaction. rhey sometimcs felt isolated 

following their own individual lines all the time. oil tile sub, jcct 

of 'Style' they said that the college did not impose one, but 

they admitted thut it could seem like it; for example, the 

present tendency towards social realism, could appear imposed. 

on the subject of suitable student intukel it was uppurent 

that the college wanted to encourage more foreign people. VVith 

only a total of 75 students covering three year courses people 

from other cultures could easily have a marked influence. Cross- 

cultural stimulation is seen as an important type or experience. 

on looking round the School of Painting, the impressions or 

the type of work completed or in progress may be described as 

follows: There were some very exciting paintings of knights 

with skeleton faces riding horses in wildly rearing positions. 

The other students said that the artist had been in the crusades 

in a-previous incarnation. There was a series of paintings of 

almost cubist style pianos and other musical instruments, blending 

into the backgrounds, in vivid reds, greens and purples and one 

almost abstract picture called "The Death of Parity". Some weird 

nightmare pictures were too re4listically painted to be coral'ort- 

able. Horrificp Goya-like pictures of men eating parts of liumun 

bodies, had beautifully painted backgrounds making them seem 

even more terrible. There was a fair amount of almost down to 

earth social realismq with varying degrees of Pop'art influence. 

It was especially interesting to see an element of diversity 

coming from a few foreign students: vivid. red and orange scenes 
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by an African and hints of the Njiddle East in 5oinc of the 

pictures. There were some delightful paintings in one are; A of 

a large room by a Japanese girl: Some followed Hokusai themes 

and a splendid waterfall was perhaps a little too reminiscent 

of "i3ridge on the River Ina", a colour print of the mid-1830's 

by Eisen. It Was not a copy, in a sense it was very imaginative 

and unusual. It just set one thinking about the extreme rarity 

of pu're originality. Then again perhaps this girl had seen this 

kind of waterfall rather than the print in question. PerhaPs 

influence did not come into it. Basic, subtle cultural types of 

influence are of course to be found everywhere. With more foreign 

students the college--is likely to have some interesting avenues 

to explore. 

The Royal College of Art Degree_Show 1978 
---------- 

In a modern college building at Kensington Gore the work of 

other schools was displayed. 

Ceramics and Glass 

Silversmithing and Jewellery 

Textile Design 

Furniture Design 

Industrial Design 

'Graphic Design 

Environmental Design 

Queen's Gate 

Sculpture 

The Painting Sýhool had held their exhibition in may. 
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The exhibits and displays suggested qualities in the students 

such-us: imagination, ingenuity, inventive ability and intense 

and concentrated specific skills: 

1-*or example, there were exquisite pieces of glass, designs 

of tableware suitable for handicapped people,. pendants in silver 

and glass and acrylic bracelets. Amid the extensive textile 

displays were woven fabrics inspired by sand patterns in the 

desert,, heat-treated plasticp fabrics for childreng, knitted 

structures, batikp tapestry. using linen wrapped sisal, ideas 

from polandt textiles linked with current fashion trends,, '.. 

inspiration from the plant world and varied surfaces for wall.;. 

coverings* Some of the students should speak for themselves: - . 

Sur ah Bungey: "My work is all, to do with surfaces. am 

interested in treating muterials, to create new and, unusuul 

effects* Some are purely decorative and very exclusive, others 

have more practical and commercial possibiLities,! '... 

iieryl Gibson: "Let's start at the beginning and design 

something quite special-and personalp ýsing all the tactile, 

qualities yarnst chemicals and finishingsýhave to. offer, ",,, *., 

Claudine Mitaty: "My research in tapestry consists of--. * 

expressing imuges and atmospher. es-provoked from nature,,.. 

especially the mystery and, beauty of insects. " 

Hilary Scarlett: - "I'su involved with producing u range of 

semi-transparent fabrics. -I want to build"up'a collection of 

layers - uniting wovcnp knitted and printed surfuccs-thUL'can- 

be, used on their own or co-ordinuted with each oýhcr.. " . 11ilury 

goes, on to speak oflinfinite possibilities and,, accidental fresh 

imugL, s by means of addition and subtraction.. 11 -,, 

In other display areas there were examples of furniture 

linking comfort with industrial production taethods;. u. verticul 
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hanging garden,, an, automatic photographic machine, a walnut 

counting device, a superb electric lawnmo%%er and cars aiming 

to conibinc sculptural excitement with practicality. There 

were many kinds 01' consumer products, all with a strong visuLl 

identity. And, so one Could go onp, graphic designt graphic 

information, illustration, photography, environmental projects, 

iiiedia themes, filia shows and design research. co-ordinating 

psychology and design in our rather overwhelming technological 

world. 

The sculpture displayed in a large hut along'Queenls Cate 

seemed to place an emphasis on austerity: almost no colour, 

very little in terms of rich texture and not much to remember 

of* elevated forms and relationships.., There was no overwhelming 

technology here, just a strange feeling of world rejection 

conveyed-by woods, paper, cold metal, foil and transparent 

sheetingp everything white and grey in white rooms. 

Balloon goes up in the name of art 

Perhaps this'brief account of the Royal College should I)c 

concluded by a reference to something that happened in Murch. 

lt wus a two-duy event by the studenLs. cRtitled 'Inside Out', 

Une of' the orgunisers was Graham Cooper mentioned curlier. 

The idea wus to send up 500 balloons as an invitation to the 

general public to become involved with arts There were muny 

bizarre and imaginative exhibits and perrormunces including a 

Mad Hatter's Tea-Iartyq, an opportunity for cluy-throwing and a 

continuous series of slide-showsl lectures and demonstrationse 

gehind the 'Happening' was the idea, felt by many students, 

that art should, be. made to work in an everyday environment and 

not be too remote and'elitist. The experiment was a bold attempt 

, at barrier breakingo both within the College and outside, 
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The koy4l College of Art 

6chool of 
- 

eainting jegree 
-s 

how 

Nicolette Ismay 

Untitlea, oil paint, 96"x 80511 

8/5/79 

It was interesting to visit the Degree Show of the achool 

of painting, having seen the work of' some of' the same students 

in their studios in June, 1978. There were nine pictures by 

Nicolette Ismay; using acrylics, pastels, oil paint and collage 

techniques they exploited colour relationships and shattering 

feelings of' movement, they contributed to the generally bold anu 

lively effect in the entrance hall of the exhibition. The work 

on display was diverse and by no means over concerned with social 

realism, as the visit to the studios in 1978 might have suggested. 

fhe way in which students from different parts of the world 

are encouraged at the iCA could be well observed in the show. An 

artist from the Sudan had prouuceu large, partially abstract 
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''paintings, using vibrating colours as expected from a person 

with an African background. Picasso had found inspiraLion for 

Cubism in *ýfrican Art. Here was a student drawing his inspira- 

tion from two cultures - in the reverse order. Takae Horton was 

referred to as the painter of the waterfall in 1978. She had 

-succeeded in linking mathematics and art in a series of 'Grigami 

Constructions'. Her most exciting and original painting had taken 

many months to produce, The complex, intersecting planes gave a 

subtle feeling of depth, the sombre browns, blues and oranges 

and the blurred images gave a magical quality to the work. vakýse 

-said that it really represented memories of a festival. Every 

year, in the ruru. 1 parts of' Japan, there were festivals of' thunks- 

giving to the Godse bhe said: "I would like to thunk the great 

characters who let me study in my own way. And I um happy thanks 

to the protcction., ý of my mountain Gods. " A student from 

biauritius had worked on a project for his degree and was concerned 

with 's"thythint. He said: "Individuality is living up to our 

personal rhythmv not the one equated with the strict temporal 

sequences of our organised societies. ireedom is respecting this 

principle and upholding intensityq and not duration, as the 

criterion of the validity of experience. " Among the students 

exhibiting there was a PhD candidate concerned with the relation- 

ship b etween abstract art and Islamic ideas,. 
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The Chelsea School of Art, Manresa Rd., ChalseL, London 

']*he Painting ana Sculpture 
'Departments 

20/11/78 

In the Puinting Depart. luent there are usually around twenty- 

eight students taken each year for the three year course leuding 

to the first aegree. -There are six workshops, each with an 

cuiphusis on a particul'ur aspect of. painting - aLstruction, 

construction, life studies, figurative art, etc. Students are 

encourageu to enter a workshop, partly onthe basis of their own 

work*shown at interview, and also with reference to their speciitl 

interests. They are advised to sample two or three workshops .- 

over a period of time.. There is likely to be a wingling of all 

three year stages in all the workshoRs at any given time, 

The central philosophy of the Department is trunsiated in 

terms of freeaom for exploration. ' The students are not given set 

problems or projects. They are thrown in at the deep end, as 

one of the lecturers expressed it. There seemed to be a certiAin 

umount of over-crowding in some areas. 
. 

However, Jeremy, u first. 

year student, hud managed to acquire the temporary use of u very 

large room at the top of the building, which he shared with hib 

friend. Space had obviously stimulated him and he was experiment- 

ing with large scale collages in black, white and grey; hip friend 

-was working on collages using waste materials. They %vere wondering 

about designing a swing. One student said that she thought tile 

most helpful aspect of being a student was the time it otTered 

for forming friendships with people surficiently intuitivc LO "ct* 

as'eatalysts for ones creative work. - Two mature students thOU911L 

t1lat some of the younger ones did not understund what, freetsiom WuS 

U- 11-ubout, and they therefore wastý; d 
. 

ti file Perhaps they did, tout 

art students are often criticized in this way, guzing 
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into space, Wking for long periods over coffee and Upaurently 

pluying around are part of a process that needs to be viewea over 

a long period for evidence of another side of the story. Dylun 

Thowas, for example, obscured his diligence as his public uppeur- 

unces were needed for relaxation. 

Jukes, a third year student, said thut he enjoyed his tiritc, 

at the college. In the early days lie suid thut there werd some 

problems iii Ciiiding inspirution umid un urbun setting ul'tcr being, 

. us. ctl to rurul 11111dHeupe. lie thoUghL OWL the bebt wuy to eikeoul'uge 

crcuLiviLy was to select people with high creative potentiul unil 

offer them a sympathetic environment in which to unl*uld. His owil 

urt wus tending towurds surrealismp but not of a blutunt kind., 

Some of his paintings were architectural - the views of London 

from the many second and third floor windows would encourage this 

I)ut there was an element of ambiguity in theia. His picture ot' a 

solitary, shudowy figure in a large room suggesteu a surrcul feel- 

ing of apprehension, as if in painting the present lie had also 

hinted at the future. Jakes said that he thought it was ruther 

difficult to separate the dream world from the rcal world ub he 

saw them as interlocked, As far as the art history aspect OV tile 

hourse was concerned, he was sorry that only pseudo depth seemed 

to be wanted. fie would have liked to. take an original. line, buL 

his suggested to'Pic had been rejected and he would proUably turn. - 

to a safe and well-worn theine. 

The images, that come to mind of work in the process of 

completion in the department may be described. 'kýAleidoscopicullY 

as follows: blue hard edge composition; 'silver, and black squares 

in relief; 'a captive, enclosed shape contrasted wi'th u free, flo;. At- 

ing one; collages from maps and torn bank balance st"tements; 

-grey rectangles, sophisticated and culm, echoing the 6rch. 1"'ecture; 
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Plunts und portra itso 

1n the bculpture Uepartment 

students tuken each year and si 

uround 1, A) upp lieu tions. There 

studies of fishes ana water 

there are usually uround twelve 

x Muster's L)cgrec students Vrom 

ure 1)usement. rooms ror welding, 
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blucksmiLhing, cuLt. ing, turning wid grinding; with t-lic oi)portunity 

to work in wood, metul, gluss, wiret fabric unu synthetic 

muterials such us fibre glass and polythene. Three technici; Ans 

Lruined in industry are available to give help and udvice as well 

us the speciulist tutors. 

At the t. ime of the visit-therQ were a few students working 

in an outdoor*area on tower structures. Inside one student was 

experimenting with the placing 'of coloured film rectangles 

against a large wall. He moved them slowlY into position behind* 

a transparent cover. A girl asked the techniciLn for some help 

with glLss-cutting. "We get more girls than men in this Oepart- 

ment" he said. "Sculpture is hard work, and that's what LhC boys 

don't like you-know. " 

Christopher may be taken as an example of an M. A. student. 

lie was working on a "Nut" theme. The expressionlnuts and bolts' 

is often used 
ýin 

connection with down to earth situations. But 

here. these basic engineering shapes were being exploited in a 

very imaginative way. Christopher had wade an enlarged nut in 

wire, then in sandpaper and then in torn sandpaper. Ile became 

interested in the possibilities of sandpaper frow the aesthetic 

view and also in wire mesht as shown by his working area in the- 

illustration. Another subject that excited him was the wooden 

-log. lie had built up many structures, almost like chiluren'9----- 

toys, in a most ingenious way from this sirliple forin. The stuýlio 

and the workshop seem to merge in presiýnt day art colleges. 
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M. artin's College of j-. rt, London 20/3/79 -; t 

Puinting und Sculpture 

In a sculpturc workshop mainly for foundation students, 

Lhere %ere a group of people using a range of' muterials such as 

Vlkistel', olusLics, curdhourd, meLal uIld wire 11CLLifig'. LuLor 

h"Id OWL they Ikud Over 011C Imikdred sLudeikLs Luking Lhe F01111(111LIOn 

course, Lhis W'I*ered experimentutiun iii all areas of' urListic 

work. Two students, at the time of the visit, were I'ollowing a 

projecL thewe concerned with "Internal Relationships" und neiA r by 

somcone was constructing what. looked like a weird spaceship. 

A first year painting student called John, said that there 

were thirty students on their courseq but that only about a 

fifth of them would be likely to comelin the college to work at 

any one time. He said that graphics and printing students 

atLended more regularly. With fine art the college provided the 

alternative opportunities for guidance and criticism, or t. he 

freedom to be left alone to develop one's own ideas. On the 

subject of characteristic types of art, John said that he thought 

that the sixties had been a very creative decade. Ile could n't 

say that there was any sign of significant iiiovements at the 

present time* 'Ile thought that Abstract Expressionism, Pop Art 

and Conceptual Art were all burnt out. This sounded rather sud: 

an "everything has been. done before" kind of negutive approach. 

Perhaps this is what happens when people are too concerned ubouL 

following trends. However, John was a serious student. lie S; Aid 

that he thought art was about tension and that the borderline 

between sanity and madness was a narrow bne. Ae took the View 

that if an artist wishes to achieve anything he musL become rcully 

obssessed and this jiieans unbalanced; though this could be wei&IILcd 

in one direction, not psychologically disturbed. 
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A third year painting student was worki' ng in a largp room 

on un abstract painting suggesting something ol the fccling of 

Chinese calligraphy, using black paint on a light grey buckground. 

In the corridor outside there were a series of' lLrge scale 

abstractions revealing an interest in the tactile qualities of 

paint. There was a hint of the landscape us a point- of Ueparture 

und one of them seemed, to be inspired by a waterfall. OPPosite 

these pictures there wa6 a striking composition in shudes of' 

purple. In another roota a second year sculpture student was 

preparing for an exhibition for her assessment She h; Ad createu 

u series of three dimensional shupes in separate boxes, euch one 

beiiig mude of differeat muLcriuls such us wood, SLOIie, l'oUm LtiU 

t; Lruw and plusLer. The girl WiLh whoja she shureu the room wus 

teuching at the time of' the visit, her work seemeu rather like 

a group or tombstones. 

uuvid, u Lhird yeur sculpture studentp suiu thut the College 

had been running two parallel approuches to the Subject: A&d 

type courses. The 'A' course was inclined towards freedom, 

experimentation and the multi-media line of devc1opmente The 

IBI course followed rather traditional lines, teaching modelling 

and carving. David said that he was part of the 'A' course, und 

that his recent work consisted of collages of a social realist 

natur. e representing depressing themes. There were plans to werge 

the two kinds of approaches in the department. for his thesis 

David was working on the relationship'between icons and modern 

advertising in-ages. He said that he thought environment WiAS very 

significant for the artist; the London bused students tending 

-to 
produce rather non-organid and angular structures, lie S; Aid 

that a group of six students. had recently been eliminated us 

tney formed a work-shy Punk Rock sub group. 
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-A 
Summary of Ways in which Creativity may be EncourLged and 

the Problems encountered arising froi-;; the Visits to Art Colleges 

-It may be helpful to look first at the type of student 

involved. The fine art student would seem to represent Oic 

embodiment of Lhc creiAtivc search in its most extreme and 

tmdiluLt, -d form; tit) perimps his or her feelings and ideas hhould 

be considered initially. Thesc, students stress the importunce 

of adventure and challenge, of the power of the unconscious 

and the interlocking of the real world and the dream world. 

They speak of ruiry tale, myth and legend, of wild nature and 

personal journeys. They often seem fascinated by ambiguity 

and mystery. their type of sensitivity does not always find 

an easy expression in words. They mýy be-seeking for something 

that cannot be defined except through the subjective and 

imaginative experience. What does the art college attempt to 

do for such individuals? 

From the aspect of the physical'background it may provide 

the appropriate setting in which to work. Whether this is the 

fine old house in its own grounds beyond the campus, or merely 

screens to demarcate a personal zone. * there must be the sense 

of freedom. If the creative person is divergent and flexible 

the setting must mirror this, or the whole process may be 

blocked. The physical background must offer scope for peace 

and serenity and also for stimulation and the. interchange of' 

ideas. It must be both monastery and club, retreut and curnival. 

Buildings that are too 'well planned' in the clinical-sellsc*ure" 

.. not the best for these purposes. Often it is the odd corncrs 

and the rambling basements that lend themselves to becoming the 

studios. Certain stages of the creative process involve some. 

degree of chaos and an incongruous mixture of objects. 



Turning now to the role of the tutor in the art college: 

11cre again there is a need for the freedom required by the 

student to be reinforced by the teacher. The best atmospheres 

and the most appropriate conditions for creative work appear 

to develop from the educational situations arranged by highly 

sensitive tutors. The ideal individual in this field is the 

one who shows respect for the strong personal outlook and 

convictions of the art student. He rcquires the kind =temper- 

ament that is more comfortable giving advice and guidance and 

not directions. The'tutor anxious to encourage originality 

accepts the diversity of students' ideas, he welcomes the signs 

of adventurousness. He does not impose time limits I'or the 

development of ideas. lie does not ho, ld rigid views regarding 

methods of approach, some of his students may choose to make 

detailed preliminary drawingsq others, may paint in a direct 

and spontaneous way. He stimulates an interest in the lyrical, 

symbolic or evocative as opposed to the too obviously ucriva- 

tive. lie encourages the evolution of a theme through a series 

of stuges. 

Students observed to be studying under these circumstances 

developed independence and powers of self-100tiVation'. They were 

asked many questions, but seldom given ready-made answers, 

They were on the edge of discovery most of the time and aware 

that technique should serve as a means to an end. CreLLive 

activity can be seen to be absorbing and fulfilling. Oiany of 

the fine art students said that they liked the flexible urrungc- 

ments, usually the minimum of signing in, yet the 'opportunity 

to work during the evenings and week-ends if they wished. In 

certaýn situations there. could however lie problems, us Ken Rowut 

points outo 
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vrol)Icins in the Fine Art oci)ut-Liocilts 

-Ken Rowat writes of the troubled history of art schools and 

in particular of the predicament for students in fine art depert- 

inents. fie asks if we are justified in dividing fine art graduates 

into four classes of achievement when even at the highest level 

there is so much disagreement about what constitutes art. 

Of the 48 institutions offering degree courses in the pract- 

ice of art, 41 run a fine art course. This means few restrictions 

and little formal teaching and no clear-cut career prospects for 

the students. In many ways these departments offer an exciting 

opportunity for students wishing to become artists. However, 

there are problems arising partly from the present situation in 

the art world. People training in textiles, graphicsq, ceramics 

or photography have specific skills to learn, their courses can 

have definite content and they have practical reasons for attend- 

ing their departments regularly. In fine art many of the old, 

traditional skills no longer apply or seem to have much reldvancb 

to the modern world. Progress in paint technology has inade older 

approaches obsolete; Sculpture may even be so loosely defined ad: 

'the modification of some aspect of the environment'. All this 

can open the door on adventuret originality and experimentation. 

It can also sometimes mean complete bewilderment for the studentse. 

In visiting these departments signs of creativity have been 

-noted and enjoyed. However, the negative aspect is uppurenL in 

most fine art departments. This has been well described by Ken 

Rowat as follows: "But sure enough the scene was depressingly 
familiar. No staffp and one furtive looking student who quickly 
disappeared. The usual 'shanty town ot' improvised screens und 
discarded bric-a-brac. The few paintings mostly consisting of 
accumulations ot* arbitrary brushmarks, were almost outnumbered by 
badly lettered political slogans. Not that muddle watters, for 
art often comes out of chaosl but there is a world of difference 
between saw-dust which flies from'the saw Lnd that which has luin 
for, months in the rain.,., What has gone wrong? " 
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Ken Rowat goes on to describe the present prec4rious climEte 

of attitudes towards the visual arts, noting that even the making 

of art objects at all has been challenged. His udvice to-the,, 

fine art departments is important: 

"We must be careful to allow on to these courses only thos'e 
who already show ahility to think originally or laterally, or 
whose work already shows a degree of originality* We must then. 
expose these students for their three years to a constant flo"Y of 
ideas and visual experiences through close contact with. active 
practitioners and thinkers in their field. " 

And again: 

"Art is not what it was even 10 years ago and social evolu- 
tion is accelerating at a frightening pace. With no longer any 
established discipline as a base to work fromt the art student 
bravely faces a devastating crossfire of questions about art und 
life. Only those who are themselves in the thick of battle can 
help him. " 12 

This, of course, is the plea for the emphasis to be placed 

on the part-time artist/art teacher inýthis area of art education. 

t 
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A LongiLtidinal bLudy ol* Problem Finding in Art 13 

Recent research carried out at the 6chooi ol' the Art DisLituLe 

ol' Chicago hu8 particular relevance to LhiS ChUI)Ler. The Uillis 

of the research - described in "The Creative Vision" - were to 

discover what type of individual becomes an art student, the 

choices made between the various art college specialities and 

how problem finding differs from problem solving. jý follow up, 

several years after graduation, was undertaken in ordt!;, -, i find 

out whether the predictions of success based on the problem 

finding model were accurate, 

The inquiry focused on over 300 2nd and 3rd year students 

-with a 'core' sample of 179. The sample consisted of 86 male 

and 93 female students specialising itt fine art, art education, 

a avertising arts and industrial arts. They were given cognitive, 

perceptual and person"ality tests and biographicul quesLionn6ires. 

A study was made of; their ratings in terms of originulity und 

artistic potential from the school records. It is interesting to 

note that when the personalities of art students were comp4Arcd 

with those of 'normal' college students the typicul image of the 

art student followed closely the expected profile: socially with- 

drawn, introspectivep independent, imaginative,, -- unpredictuble, 

mmunity expectations. and alienated from co, 

As the study probed further into differences between the 

four main art school specialities it appeared that tile fuLure 

fine artists showed: "an extreme, almost exaggerated intensifiCb- 

tion' of the basic artistic prol'ilc". 14, t was not urtistic 01' LnY 

perceptual skills that differentiated the four groups, but rut. her 

temperament, attitudes, values. and personality truiLs. The fine 

art students tended to be-the ones most"involvcd with creative 

problem finding, even 4t the. risk'of economic insecurity. 
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Relatively speaking the advertising anu industrial art mujors 

emphusised economic factors such as career security and the art 

educators stressed the importance of social vulues. 

"Only people who are willing to reject the goals that ure 

vulued in the culture seem to have the required'inotivution to 

challenge accepted artistic forms and contribute truly new ones'., 

It was further noted that for breadth and openness of experience 

requireu in creative work the artist must not be "oxccssively 

stereotyped in a masculine or'feminine role. "15 When it came to 

wunting to study the creative process in depth a smuller group or 

students was necessary and the 35 male fine art majors were 

, selected. Their profiles were the most extreme in terms of the 

characteristics related to artistic temperawent. 

jAt first the researchers watched the students at work, but 

this was found to be bewildering: "Some students brushed oil on 

canvas, others. bent wire or poured concrete , chipped blocks of. 

granite and carved wood; some made huge constructions and others 

fastidious line drawings. Some worked rapidly, others slowly; 

some daubed flecks of color on'the canvas with a light brush, 

others smeared gobs of paint with a heavy trowel. " IG It was 

- realised that it would be necessary to study eLrlier phases of 

the creative process, in other words the problem finding process. 

The central concern at this stage of the inquiry wus with problem 

finding as distinct from working towards a known solution within 

an established framework. From this there followed the further 

question as to the relationship between problem finding and the 

originality of the product. It was felt that an open uttitudc 

and the willingne5s to delay the closure-of a problem should 

contribute towards the ultimate emergence of a novel solution. 

In an attempt to analyse this process an experimental studio 
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was set up and paper and dry media were provided, along with 27 

objects ranging froin a gearshift to a velvet hat. Each student 

cume into Lhe sLudio by hiw8elf. Ile wus asked to select those 

objects that up'peuled to him, urrunge them on another tuble and' 

draw theme Ile was told that the aim of' the drawing was to produce 

something that pleused hilik. A running record was made of' Llic 

student's progress, marks were.. uwarded for selecting unusual 

objects, experimenting with moving parts and creating something 

that went beyond straightforward representation or'obvious types 

of solutions. The students were, interviewed afterwards and the 

work was judged by lay and artist judges. It was required to 

know whether those students using open, problem finding approaches 

also produced work of higher aestheticivalue and originalityp us 

compared with those operating at the level of merely accepting u 

presented problem. It was found that there was a high correlation 

between discovery orientation during the artistic process and the 

originality of the product. Creative teachers know this intuit- 

ively and arrange situations accordingly. 

These students were contacted again five or six years after 

graduation and nearly one third of them were deeply involved with 

fine art. On the whole it would seem that factors such us urtistic 

temperament traitst being open to novelty and looking at problems' 

as if they had never been formulated before were helpful fqr-thC-- 

success of these artists. However, it must also be noted that the 

traits needed for dealing with the world of galleries and deulers- 

are of the opposite kind to those needed for the production of 

original work and this presents something of a dilemma. 

It is interesting to observe that however objective the 

research in this field tries to be and however Much useful knuw- 

ledge emergesq the creative process itself remains elusive. 
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Creutivity and the Teaching Student 
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Introduction 

This chapter begins with some generul coi-imenLS on the 

importance of a creative approach in education, these are 

followed by more specific me'thods in art education, rcferences 

to research on the subject and to 'Child Art'. Adult students 

at varying stages are t. hen considered: The students attending 

the Manchester College of Higher Education, Art Induction 

Course and two B. Ed. siudents from Manchester University ut 
i intervals during their course until their Degree Show. The 

final part of the chapter deals with attitudes of several old 

studentsq following through their teacher-training eXperiences 

to their present teaching situations. 

f 

0 
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General Comiiient. s on the need for u Creative Approach in 

Education 

If young people are to grow up with the be'SL opportunity 

for the development of their creative potential, it is nelessury 

to give continuing attention to the*wuys. in which the teaching 

of teachers way be improved to this end* E. P. Torr4nce "t al. 

(1961) LaUght teachers the following five principles of how to 

teach creatively: "h. treat pupils! questions with respect; 

2. treat ina-ginative ideas with respect; 3. show pupils thuL 

their ideas have value, 4. permit pupils to do some things 'for 

practice' without threat of evaluation; and S. tic evuluution 

in with causes and consequences. " 1 Teaching in this wuy tends 

to encourage originality, fluency, claborution and flexibility. 

Teachers that are inclined to be authoritarian, defensive, 

insensitive to their pupils und over concerned with timc sched 

uies uria unlikely to be successful in this kind of work. 

According to J. B, Wiesner, there should be encourugemenL 

and stimulation of imuginative and unconventional intcrpretitio. ns 

of experience: "It is important, especially. In childhood und' 

early youth, that novel ideus und unconventionul putLerns oL* 

action should be more widely toleruted, noL criticized too 

soon and too ol'ten. 11.2 The highly. creutive pupil, on uccount 

of his individuality and divergent tendencies, will Ijuve dil'I'er- 

ent thought patterns and different ways-of behuving from othcr 

pupils. Teachers neeGI to be trained to take these devi; Ations 

in their stride, in order that creativity may not be adversely 

uffected. 

M,. I. Stein says that'. "New ideas for teuching meLtIo(is 1,11(j 

teaching. content huve to be developed. They would SUSLLin the 

curiosity, interest und motivution ol' munifestly crCiALiVe SLudenLs 
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noL ycL fulfilled their poLential. " 

J. Douglas Brown, on the subject of "Theýbevelopment of 
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Creutive Teacher-Scholars", says: .... the art of' teaching is 

itself creative, if we'll performed. The teacher must constantly 

find new wuys to communicate old ideas and new ideas and to 

nurture the development of ideas and *understanding in his. 

stu'dents. 'e 4 

fie refers to the excitenient of the teacher-scholar in the 

creative process and the way this carries over into the excite-- 

ment of helping others in the gaining of deeper insights. 

It is as if there is a twofold type of enjoyment for such 

a person, his own individual responsq and the use to which this 

may be put through a rippling effect in educational situations. 

J. Douglas Brown places great emphasis on the attribute 

of intuition. He says that it is a mysterious quality of sub- 

conscious association of ideas that leads on to the combination- 

of ideas to form new ideasp that is the essence of the creutive 

process: "It involves discovery and not logic alone. It gro'ws- 

out of accumulated experiencet but it transcends the conscious 

analysis which made that experience useful.,, 5 

He goes on to say that the intuitive instinct in a potenLi"lly 

creative teacher-scholar-can be dulled by his own habits of 

mind or by his environment, lie stresses the itaportunct: of 

courage to break with convention, the avoidance of' undue 

respect for authority and the dangers of over-concentrution in 

a single fiela of experience. A liberal education is seen as 

a vital resourceo It is the interplay of ideas and approacties 

from differing fields of learning und experience that is of 

special significance. It is the power of intuition to gather 
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riches and strength'in this way that leads on to the muking 

of' a truly creutive teacher-scholar. 

"Academic freedom, in the last analysis, is the freedom to 

thinK intuitively about all possible answers to mun's questions 

about the unknown or the unresolved, " 

i-ccording to Eisner and Ecker: "Research in creutivity hus 

probubly raised more questions than it has an'swered. How can 

creative work in art be distinguished from work that is wercly 

bizarreV Is the same type of classroom, environment conducive 

to creative performance for all students, or do different 

students need different types of environments in order to 

function creatively? How much experience in depth in art is 

needed before an individual. is -likely to function creatively? 

Does creative development in one area affect creative perform- 

ance in another? Do art contests, art awards,, and grading in 

art hamper or help the child's creative development? " The 

authors say that art education is now reassessing some of its 

most cherished beliefs concerning the artistic development of 

man. Old answers, dogma and superstition are no longer seen us 

adequate* 7, 

H. Rugg puts in a plea for nothing less than a revolution 

in the education of teacherso Freedom from-externally imposed 

restrictions is described as only half the battle. There must, 

be the development of "the inner freedom of the relaxed thresh- 

old mind of intuitive discovery. " 8. 

Most of these ideas carry an important message in relation 

to the main theme of this thesis: It must be stressed that in 

the training of teachers innovation needs to be encouruged. 

This may be done partly through philosophy of education, but 

also through teaching methods. 
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mc. Lhods or jýj)proucli In Art, 

Research curried out by American psychologists such us 

John Michael, Robert Burkhart and Kenneth Beittel is highly 

relevant to the theme of this thesis and should be mentioned: 

J. Michael says: "Recent studies indicate tbat udolescents 

tend to upprouch their art work with either a preconceived 

, idea of what they intend the final product to be (product- 

oriented) or with little or no precise idea concerning the 

rinal product, a trial-and-error approach (process-oriented). "O 

Michuel has carried out studies of both the high school 

and the junior high school levels; he. says that the results 

show that art products of pupils using the trial-and-error 

approach received a higher rating on aesthetic quality than 

the products of the pupils using the preconceived approach. The 

studies also show that extrinsic awards and standards tend to 

diminish the use of the trial-and-error methods, since they 

direct attention towards the final product. 

In the early 1960s Michael and Burkhart, examined the muin 

characteristics of pupils following these approaches and 

Burkhart identified the two groups in the way indicated below: 

.I 
Spontaneous Group 

Process orientation 
Intuitive development 

Mistakes often taken as a 
challenge 

Dynamic visualizations 
Unreaiistic symbolic orientation 

often student unaware of passing 
of time 

Ueliberate. Croup 

Product orientution 

Preconceived t'orms 

Mistakes oi*ten-considereil 
9wrong' and a threat 

Static visualizations 

Iteulistic, orientation 

Time elewent considered 

Expressive objectives 
Increasing interest for working 

process 
Variety in concepts of detail 

Technical objectives 

DeclAing interest in working 
process 

Monotonous in concepts of 
detail 
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E-11JOY'llent ol* new modia In spite 
4)1* dil'I'iculty 

WO)"Kilig all over picture 

Disgust with dil'ficulties 
presellLed by 11cw Illediu 

Work on 011c, 13(! CLIO[i Ut ia 
t, I III (,. 

L 4! 11 it C1 4) It 411 .. C011cep0i duving VCV13LIACIlt, Ud1j(: I, cncc LO 
workilig procelis Olic LIkc*Mc 

"I'Oud VU119C 01' 1)()IiiLivc to Narrow ruit'ge of rcsponsc; 
negaLive feelings accompanied static or 

-gradual 
changes 

by r,; Aj)id CIIUlkgCS in Mood in mood 

Michael points out that the implications from this type 

of-rescarch suggest the need for dn open-endedv flexible 

approach to creative art expression. As far back as 1947 

Viktor Lowenfeld contrasted Self-Expression with Imitation In 

a similar way., 12 Elliot W. ' Eisner says that perhaps the most. 

sustained research in creativity in relation to art education 

has been carried out by Burkhart. 1'3 Burkhart undertook further 

studies with K. R. Beittel and 47 junior art education majors 

participated in an art learning experiment for one month. 

Beittel and Burkhart became aware of another working 

strategy in art apart from the Spontaneous and Deliberate ones* 

They described it as 'Divergent'. It wag felt that the object 

of this strategy could be identified as primarily discovery, 

whereas the objective ot' the Spontaneous students was basically 

problem-solving, The teria 'Deliberate' was dropped in favour 

of. 'Academic' for the third group. The research was therefore 

described as: "Strategies of Spontaneous, Uivergent and 

Academic Art Students".. A strategy may be regarded as a totaX. -,. 

system ol* behaviour including procedures and goals. It-is. a 

useful term to employ to describe what is really going on. 

Both the Spontaneous and the Divergent approachcs may bc 

seen as dynamic strategies and the Academic approach us. stutii. 

"With a Spontaneous studentp the problem is held tonstunt and the 
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proccdurc is varied until an appropriate procedure emerges 

which leý, ds to the solution of' the problem. *Th'us the innov; 6, tion 

in Spontaneous work is-procedural. The Uivergent student; vaeies, - 

the goal rather than the procedure. lie controls the process 

in order to search intellectually for ideas which will lead to 

new discoveries. " 14 The two approaches are compared with 

Beethoven und Bach. The two types of individual may work in 

u coinple, tientary way together. Whitehead and Bertrand iw'sscli 

cooperating on'Principia Mathematical is given as a scholarly 

example of this. 

Spontaneous students Seem to accept and even welcome the 

tension between the problem and its intangil)ility. rhey show 

a preference for words such as 'unprddictable"und 'diffuse'. 

They tend to work in the hope of making a probl em progressively 

clearer. Divergent students tend to manifest qualities of 

inventiveness and organisational innovation. They guard uguinst 

prediction us their intcrest lies in discovery rather thLn in 

solutions. 

"The Academic student chooses a known technique by which to 

proceed to a known goal. He thus operates under a stutic 

struLegy. In focusing only on control, both procedure und 

objective ure held constunt and there is no innovative qualitY 

to the system. The Academic student is thus wore like u techni- 

cian who concentrates on competency* Alas, " 15 

The ^cademic student tends to accept the reulistic nuture 

of a stimulus, perhaps because the exagger"tion of elewents or 

imaginative developments suggest insecurity to such a person. 

Technical ability in drLWing is very important to this type of' 

student ana this can be well demonstrated by representational 

approaches, 
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E. W. l'isncr has noteu that creativity in art does noL seem 

to be chur;; Acteriscd by any simple unitary trait. In his uccounL 

of "A Typology of Creative Lehavior" he describes an experiment 

with eighty-five sixth-gradc students. They were asked to make 

a sculpture from cluy und toothpicks and also to produce nine 

high speed el't-LlLiVi- d1'U%%1119k;. 

iour types of creativity and two loci constituted the Classes 

of the typology. The types were: 

1) Boundary Pushing, this may be described as the ability to 

redefine the limits of objects and the uses to which they 

way be put. 

2) Inventing, or employing the known in order to creLte a ne%- 

object or class of objects. 

3) Boundary breakingp understood as a rejection or reversul of 

accepted assumptions, making the 'given' problema. tic. 

4) Aesthetic organizing, described as the ability to confer 

order, harmony and unity upon matter, 

The two loci were content and form. 

One of the findings from the experiment related to bounuuvy 

-j3reaking being rather rare compared with the other. types of 

creativity. Boundary Breaking leads to a challenging of basic 

ways of thinking or modes of expression. Coper'nicus, Einstein 

and Kandinsky may be taken as extreme exumples of this. 

Eisner notes that: "Individuals able to escupe the limits Of 

heavily embedded cultural expectations are alwbys rare. " 16 

There is, a Inessage here for the educator', and especiL11Y for 

the art educator, with reference to the importance of identifying 

and encouruging, the pioneering types of thinking and e xpression. 
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According to Torrance, creative learners learn by searching, 

munipuluting, experimenting, even playing around. Torrance, 

makes specil'ic recommendations for the teacher who wanLs to 

encourage crcuti've thinking in his pupils, he suggests the 

provision ol': - 

CXj)Cl'iClICVs CulCulaLed to sensitize Children to clivirotimelltill 

8Lillluli . 

encouragement ot' constructive rather than critical attitudes 

towurds i nforlau Lion. 

c) warming-up activities or mind stretching sessions. 

d) uvoidance of example-giving, which may freeze or unduly 

shape student thinking, 

e) avoi(lanc*e of evaluative comments during creutive uctivity. 
I 

f) unevaluated practice sessions, 

g) avoidance of critical peer evaluation during creutive 

activity. 

h) the occasional grouping of students into smull homogeneous 

groups to reduce social stress. 

i) expectation on the part of the teacher for originul thinking 

and rewarding the pupil for it. 17 

It woulu seem that the teacher needs to. tuke spcciul c; Are 

to uvoid the interfering upproach. 

Turning to the more specifically aesthetic aspect ol' creut- 

ive art educution: R. W. Witkin in "The Intelligence of Feeling'' 

sees aesthetic structuring i0erms of eight categories: contrusLO 

semblance, d0cord, harmony, polarity, identity, dialectic and 

synthesis. 18 Malcolm Ross pluccs impulse UL the centre or the 

.. arts curriculum And thinks in terms of improvising v"Nutions on. 

the theme of person al creativity. lie thinks in'tcrins ol'an arts 
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curriculum with imaging, senscso media and craftsmanship 

encircling illipulse, and the element of play encircling every- 

thing. Ile says: "Art teachers must understand creutive self- 

expression as a way of knowing, and know when to intervene and 

when not to; they must recognize the stresses and rhythins of 

the experience, and discern the direction and speed of the 

impulsive thrust. " Ross states that technique should never 

be tuught simply for its own sake. However, he points outt 

LhuL litikituLions of technique huve to be recognized us limitu- 

tions of a person's expressive vocabulary, Ross sees the inuin 

function of the teacher of art to be related to processes of 

discovery, focus and support. lie summarises the phases of the 

whole process in the following way: 

1. Stimulus encounter 

2. ' Felt disturbunce (positive or negative mood) 

3. Models of expressive formulae (deep structure)- 

4, Projection of impulse through medium 

5. Making of' a holding form (centring) 

6. Reciprocation and refinement 

7. **Resolution of expressive problem in, feeling form, (icon) 

8. Felt consummation (self-'actualization) 

9. Sharing (evaluation and communication) 

The teacher has a key role at every point along-the way. '19 
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Child virt 

This thesis is inuinly concerned with the udult field. Ilowever, 

since this chupter is about the teaching student, it is (Jesiruble 

to glunce at the subject of Child Art. This is the training 

areu of mosL of the students und the urea they plan to enter, 

UL ully rute initially. 

ViraLly, on the subject of' the literature of the subject,. 

ýLwo books seem to stand out as the major masterpieces of the 

century on this subject: IlLducation through Art", by li. Read; 

and "Creative and Mental Growth", by V. Lowenfeid. It is several 

I decades since these books first appeared, but they have providedp 

and-continue to provide, a ba6kground of significant influence 

for people working the field, 

. 
On the firdt page of his book H. kead states that his 

thesis is: "that art should be the basis of education". 20 

V. Lowenfeld, in his first chaptert speaks of the double function 

, -of-art education in terms of se, lf-expression and . self-adjustment, 

He offers some very important advice to''the teacher: I'Don't 

impose your own images on a child! Never'prefer one child's 

creative work over that of another'. Never let a child copy 

anything. " 21. 

Florence Cane should be inentioned for her book: "The ArtiSt 

in Bach of Us". A book that deals with the child and the udult, 

with art education and art as therapy; and with a lively inter- 

play between theory and its appli6ation. The emphasis is pluced 

on the need for the individual to have faith in himself. There. 

is a warning to overhasty teachers who may hinder the Crep'. 

flowing work-of the child by impoSing instruction. on 

than guiding him towards his own individual style of expre'ssion. * 

Imaginative life is seen as highly significant and art as tile 

means for its enjoyment* 22 
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In the realms of Child Art we come race to face with a- 

probleut thut is botti psychological and philosophical. '11he 

psychologicul proUlem 'oi' the chiid mind and the philosophical 

problem ol' freedom. The individual has a need of self-expressionp 

but lie has also to discover the self through the process of 

growth involving continuous impact with external reality in the 

rorui or purentst teachers and civilisation. Presumably the citild 

oelects frow his environment whatever is uppropriute to his needs, 

iluL euch selection modifies the nature of that person in some 

degree and sclcction can only be made within the terms or the. 

opportunities provided by the environment. The situation is 

somewhat paradoxical because differentiated muturity is reached 

by appropriate selection and this requires insight. 

perhaps the most the teacher can do is provide a range*of 

potentially enriching and stimulating experiences. - Success may 

be measured by the range of imaginative responses over a periou 

of time. 

There is certainly enthusiasm for Child Art as may be seen 

from the picture galleries shown in Children's tv programines 

and-the national exhibitions that cause an invasion-70,000 

strong as a typical response, - entries not people. 

Tom Hudson, writing in the catalogue of one such Nationul 

Exhibition of Children's Artt suggests that we stop worrying 

about Art and think and act in a more Creative way. Ile'-says: ' 

"The creative act is a. great force for integration. in`the_'p'erson- 

ality and a significant force for integration of, society'. We 

should promote, and expect to receive work in'ýnew'lformsj, -new- 

structures, new combinations of media. Pupils and t'eacherS 

should feel able to cut across the distinctions Iýetween-disciPl. ines 

throw aside restrictive labels; finding and inventing whatevcr 
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languagc and forM is necessary to produce their persondl ideus. 11 
23 

Perhups 501-le exumples of personal experience us a teucher 

muy be of interest at this point: 

On one occusion a -group of 15 year old girls asked if they 

could go out onto a rubbish dump during an art class, Just near 

the school there wus a factory and as a consequence great mounds 

or earth like wountain's ana in the valleys i)urrclso tins, bricks, 

. buckets, rramesq coils ol' wire, hoops, ladders und all kinus of 

cubtuway objects. It ukuy not seem a very exciting upproucii to 

u school, but from this material the children produced quite 

umuzing designs: slender purple tubes rising towards the skyg 

black silhouettes or fantastic form flouting across turquoise 

clouds, grey clouds across the sung red triunglest forms reeedlng.. 

into space, amethyst' and green diamond formso blue precipices 

and pinnacles, strange trees suspended in the airt crimson cubesq 

black spirals great solid forms twisting und interlocking with 

each other. It seemed like a rubbish heap transformed into 

wonderland. 

Imaginative subjects includedg for example: N., oonlight 

Flower Ballett The Nut Cracker Suite, Guards of the Woodso 

Astronomy, kystery, The Future and Joy. 

It-is gdod-for children to work on some large artistic 

ýproject from time_, to time. This provides a social us well U15 

, 
an aesthetic experience, and*links co-operative activitY. with 

creative-work. -A "t 
Christmas, for. instancet scores of children 

huve taken part in: the*decorating of- the school hall., one ycul' 

they were-*given_, the'theme-of "Fire and Ice.. They cut OUL liA"9(! 

shapes. f, r, om. rolls. ol* red, blue and silver' ineta. llic 1); Aper 901 d 

.. and fastened, them,, ont, o' the. black- stage curtains. T, he centrul 
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curtain was used for a gigantic red sun with I*iuming prominences 

and dancing fire birds and dragons whirling from it. Tile suiLlIer 

curtains had re-echoing flavae patterns. Other curtains round 

the hull curried the complementary theme of 'Jack Vrosts' and 

icie-1c a- Some of' the children produced large pictures of Ice 

91'OLLOCS Ulld gluCiers or snow crystuls. The suille subject WUS 

used for the funcy dress; fire dragons, ice queens and composi-te 

creutures ubounded. 

This kind of' work provides scope for children with very 

vi-ried ul)ilities in arv. There is the opportunity for those 

with imaginative powers'to plan the main designsy the chlAnCe I*or 

those with organising flair to take the initiative*and for even 

the most hesitant the enjoyment. of matking flames or icicles. 

It is alwayii rewarding for a teacher to observe the veVY 

personal type of artistic development that: takes place over a 

period of time with certain individuals. For exumpleg one 

produced a painting entitled 'The Futuret, After she had left 

school she went into an office, but continued to draw und paint. 

Her choice of subjects included science, music and mystery 

themes. A new 'future' picture showed steps, and underneath 

she had written: "Although the steps into the future look firmp 

what is below and beyond is vague, isolated and unsteady. " 

Underneath her black and white 'Mystery' picture she had 

written: "The weirdness of mystery is fully illustrated in this 

I 
picture. The vague and unknown are both'symbolised bythe 

uncertain black lines spreuding unsteadily, over thc, pagc. -, The... 

ghost-like forms and wuvering sprays give a veryuppropri. ut6 

look to the picture which completes this mysterious study'". 

This girl clearly, felt a continuing need for self-expre ssion' 

and for art as a forin of therapy outside the, psychiutric field. 
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A, unchester College of Higher Education 

tilizabeth Guskell Site 

At this college students prepuring to be teachers are able 

to study ulongside those with other careers in mind. According 

to the Prospectus: "The courses offered are designed to avoid 

the narrowness of outlook which can occur in too speciulised u 

College. Students who. are unsure or their c6insititments to teach- 

ing or to any other career are able to defer their fin; Al choice 

until the end of the first year. " 

The first term of the course for BEd, BA and BSc degrees has 

been 'designed to help the students to decide on the course to 

tuke and the subjects to study. The Art Induction Course was 

held on Wednesday mornings during thei autumn of 1978, and this 

was visited four times in order to observe methods -of. upprouch 

and developments. 

Often, in puyin, g visits to colleges one sees completed or 

near completed work. It was particularly helpful to be ullOlved 

to watch the early stages of' a project* The tutor s"id thut She 

thought that being provocative and challenging to StUdents %kLs 

the best way to encourage their creativity. She also stress'eu 

the importance of requiring effort. Early in November she intro- 

duced the group to the idea of creativity, creative truits, the 

significance of flexibility and of divergent thinking. 'This 

apparently followed on from an exploration of the natureýof 

perception. Then there was a brain-storming session, during which 

the students were given the themes of trees, buildings Und thiligs 

you cannot see. They were asked to note down their visual ideus 

using felt pens on a large table covered with white puper. IL 

was important that they understood from-the beginning thut there 

were many ways of approaching these themes apart from the obvious 
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ones; o" W114t, each indivioual until then had thought 

ThiS wus rcully opening up the mind. 

'I'licre were interesting trees and builuings in the ureu thut 

could, be usedt and in fact some skctches had already be. en done 

in reliAtion to the subject of perception.. flowever furth. Cr types 

of exploration were now required. The emphasis wus placcu on 

originality and diversification and on translation of' ide; As into 

a whole range of different media. The results over the next 

month were fascinating. 

Perhaps to zoo&-si in on the group part way through may now be 

useful: One student had sketched a group of trees suggesting a 

wood. They were simple, cone-like forms and she had decided to 

experiment with pluster of Paris; atithis stage she was feeling 

very excited about her first plaster tree, holding like a cornet 

and 111UYUC thinking of the subject of art multiples. Another 

student was uncertain but seemed to be thinking in teros 01' jig- 

saw shapes. Then there was the willow tree in the process Of 

turning into a tree-man, with a face appearing in the burkq th6, 

Dranches becoming hair and s'ome leaves representing tears. It 

Could have been symbolic of the sadness of' autunin. But unother 

student had captured the radiant glory of autumn in orunget red 

and golden patterns based. on tree,, forms and whirling lcuv, es,, Ile 

had probably had his attention drawn to the spaces between tile 

shapes, and how these could become the point of departure fol' 

abstraction. It is interesting the way realisin and_. al)struction 

interlock in shapes andthe sp4ces between. jýnother menber of 

the group was painting L Japanese style parasol in miniLture with 

coloure_d inksq delicate and fairylike; in contr"st ncurby u 

; aodern spherical form was being constructea from slotteu curu- 

board sections. Yet another person was working on trees seen 
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Utrough prison burs. There v; erc signs of trcc and cloud forms 

in-. sturtling shudes of pink, they were to be used in u colluge 

und the background was being considcred. The tutor said that 

she would not interfere at this stage, but she did ofrer the 

suggestion that a solution way be found in photography. Amid 

the vuried emerging patterns there arose a thand' tree mude of 

newspaper and wire. 

Ilcrhups one of the most interesting experiments was being 

carried out by a student who should be described in more det"il: 

Christopher had worked for eleven years in inaustrial design and 

computer science; now his ambition was to become an art teacher. 

Ile said that he was interested in progressing from the straight- 

forward sketching of detail towards freer approachesq in looking 

for certain themes and in making an exploration of perception 

and the ambiguity of form. Ile seemed to be in the process of 

Changing from the convergent to the divergent attitude of mind. 

lie was uware also that eventually these ideas would be helPful 

,. in his work with children. In his sketch-book there %vere exiAnlplCS 

of perceptual Puzzles, the cube, the hollow form and thq pyrumid 

were favourite geometrical shapes. He had taken a photogrujjh*oi' 

some very ordinary railingst the perspective suggesting to his, - 

alind the ideu of constancy, He had the feeling that he-coulu 

comiAne some of his' sketch-book shapes, by placing them in the 

spaces between the railings. 

At the end of the-teria a visit to this gro'up'oL*fcrcd't`hc 

last chance to see the work prior to the'January exhibition: i*hc 

plaster trees now took their place; starkt'-white and sophis ticut(. -dv 

mounted on a wooden base, beautifully grained 'Lind polished. The 

jig-saw shapes had become a well-balanced"composition e ntitled: 

"The Christmas Puzzle Tree". The autumnal painting's h; Ad been 
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urrangea to follow a development from the ihost oi)vious to' the 

i-iore subtle interpretations of the subject. The student working 

oti the sunshude idea had designed a miniuture pugoda by building 

up a series of delightful almost ethereal purasols to form a three 

dimensional structure, The trees and clouds in startling pinks 

haU been cut out of a shiny material to eaiphasize the quality oC 

'unreality'. Christopher had decided on a different tactic, and 

instead of his sketch-book shapes, he was experimenting with 

smaller views of his 'railing-scape' within the spaces between 

the railingst and even smaller views within the smaller spaces* 

I-row an initially ordinary subject he had managed to'create u 

complex and unusual effect suggesting infinity and-movement along 

a series of escalators* From approaches of this kind it is 

possible to use photographic and printing technics in a moSt ' 

exciting way. 

In studying a group of this kind, it is interesting to note 

u ý"Ole "119C 01* %uYs OV' d(! Veloping und exploiting Lhe illitiul 
r 

idea, Some students knew from the beginning what they were ubOut- 

For e1xiiatple, the girl. who created the pink trees and cloudst suidt 

in the very first week of the project: 11I. hope to produce a 

relief study in Perspex or some shiny material". others found 

their ideas from the process of experimentation with materi; 41S; 

and Christ. opher had an idea that was itself capable of an imagina- 

tive evolution as the weeks went by. 

Apart from the pra, ctical work in art the students were 

encourage. d to look at prints of famous paintings and consider 

certain features relating to perception: Are colours strengOicned 

or reduced? To what extent are imuges whole or frugmented? j%re 

images clear or vuguet Are the qualities ol' cl; jrity, and vLgienebis 

the same throughout the picture? - Ilas irrelcvunt det;; Ail been 
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e xe I uded? TheY were also givcn the opporLimiLy or recor(ling 

Lheir I)ersonul reaciLions Lo u 8crics ol' p; Aintings with referm cc 

LO SUCII (JUulitics us imuginutive, nicuningful, dyllumic etc. i'llese 

I'CSCUI*CIICli SCCIIICU to UC leuding to the View thUt,, ulthough tlere 

way be u measure of generul agreement, when it cume to more 

specific reactions "Beauty is in the eye of the beholder. " 

The group were also studying the psychological aspects of 

creativity. One student had written: "Creativity results in 

novel ideas" and another had noted that creutivity may be concern- 

ed with the restructuring of existing patterns of knowledge in 

a new'way. What seemed particularly helpful*for those thinking 

. 
in terms of teaching was an essay topic relating to an exal-linution 

of how and under what conditions creativitY occurs: The quesLion 

was being asked "Can these conditions be created for educational 

purposcs? tt Those thinking of teaching were also having one day 

per week in the SCh. ools during the first term. The two basic 

strands: How can I become creative? and How can I help others to 

be creative? were being catered for on this course. 

Perhaps one Of the most significant features of the course 

was the way in which a teacher with an interest in bruin-storming 

and. the creative process could get resultsi Originul. u. nd exCit- 

ing ideas and themes emerged and evolved from studentst many Of 

whom were diffident and uncertain about the outcome at the, 

early stages. 



Visit to see Two Old Students now ut the Munchester Polytechnic 

7/11/78 

i; illiun 1). -, churer 
lit 1974-75 Gilliunq as a student at the College of Adult 

Education, took Ordinury Level Art and showed signs of' creative 

potential. She produced 'Insect Urania' for the 'Mock' and 

obtuined a Grade A for the niain examination. She won a prize 

for a collage of a train made from waste inuteriuls and spruyed 

with gold paint. 

Now, in 1978, she was in her final year of a B., E'de course 

at the Polytechnic. 

Gillian continued to display great enthusiasm for creative 

exploration. She was very. much absoýbeu with the 'Insect' 

theme in all its raiairications in terms of form and media* 

During a two hour conversation she described some of her current 

avenues or approach to the subject. She had just visited an 

apiary at Knutsford and had obtained some dead bees and honey- 

comb. Her obvious delight in the whole subject was very inspir- 

ing. She talked of the beauty of bees, moths and grasshQppers 

and she had collected some very fine specimens, Photography 

came into the project9 including close study of wings and reuthery 

antennae. Turning the pages of an insect book she admired the 

exquisite design of compound eyes and the drama of metamorphosis. 

jkpart from seeing endless scope for abstract and textile 

patterns Gillian was very much involved with the introspective 

aspect and with the 'insect's eye view of the world'. She 

wanted to depict the minute structures of the veining network 

of leaves with this aim in mind. 

Then she turned to her models of insects, so;; ie iiiude fro: ii 

wire and paper and others from chicken wire. They suggested 
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movcment and a whole world of fantasy and fairy-tale humour. 

She-spoke of other models made of guuze-like materials and of 

jactullic possibilities through parallels with motor-cycle and 

motor-car fronts. 

In unother room her experiments with clay were in process 

of development towards the making of tiles. Ifere ugain the use 

of insect patterns as the source of inspiration.. There were 

plans for the exploitation of the tunnelling lines of beetles i-n .. 

wood, The over-all pýLttern of the tunnel and its radiuting 

canals looking something like a sunburst. 

iinally, there were tier amazing honeycombs, again using 

chicken wire, its hexagonal structure ideal for the purpose. -An 

enlarged honeycomb of wire was coverod with fibre-glass avid 

yellow cotton wool cocoons were covered with polythciie. Thcrc 

were plans for an intriguing hive. 

When Gillian had-first. embarked upon her spccialised course 

she hud asked herself the basic question: What is urt7 irom 

the evidence of her work it was apparent that the answer would 

not be given via an imposed or stereotyped response. Ilere-indeed 

was an explicit example of a creative individuul in actiont 

typically spontaneous and sensitive and carried along on u 

voyage of discovery. 

Gillian said that she would like to teach infants. This 

blend of visual research with pluyfulness seems an ide, ul LYPC Of 
4 

prepurution. There ure likely to be muny huppy hours uht. bad fOl' 

the lucky children. Another possibility for the future muY be 

the Muster's Uegree, 
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Gabric-lic Duvicti 
---------------- 

During 1973-74 Gui, us a atudcnL ut the College or AdulL 

1-. ducuLioit, Look urdinury Level Art and showed signs of creative 

Potelmiul. vor the Imock' examination'she produced a flower 

funtusy composition in orungesp reds and purples using the 

heiichrysuais a's a st6rting point* During 1974-75 she moved on 

to the Advanced Level Art and became seriously interested in 

art history as well as painting. 

Now in 1978, she too was in her final year of a B. Ed. course 

at the Polytechnic. 

Gai had developed an interest in a personal exploration of 

landscape. She said that she particularly enjoyed a scene as 

seen through an arch or doorway. At'the Fletcher Moss Art 

Gallery at Didsbury she had made a 

After wany hours of intensive work 

subject into an-embroidery. There 

of minute plants and the variation 

perhaps showing a parallel kind of 

person. There was felt to be a sp 

detailed study of a doorwuy, 

she decided to trunslate the 

was a response to the world 

in the colours of grasses, 

amazement as the newly sighted 

ecial pleasure in visiting uý 

rather wild type of landscupe, such as Hebden Bridge,, und-watch- 

ing the we4ther come over the hills. 

Currently Gai was working on a pile of autumn leavest a. 

subject offering scope for experimentation in terms of colOur 

and composition and a range of media from water colour to oils- - 

and screen printing. In printing she wanted a transparent 

ing und had listed some of her difficulties. The proble"Is "'uy 

-secill 
like technical ones, but they were closely linked with 

creative objectives and a concern with perception. 

I" Ultimately Gai felt she might specialise in some form of 

relnedial eOucation or art therapy. 
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iwotller Visit 11 " 7/ 3/* 79 

on the occusion of this informal and unexpected visit to 

the Polytechnic, Gillian was planning a picture based on bees 

and honeycombs arising from her visit to the Knutsford apiary. 

High up on the wall there was a large paintingg representing 

three weeks work, it depicted insect metamorphosis in a somewhat 

surrealistic way. Gillian was surrounded by. photographs or bees 

taken in Knutsford, an amazing pen and ink study of insects and 

engravings arising from a metal plate and electric tool process. 

She hau really created a "honeycomb environmen t" in her part of 

the studio with a collection of forms suggesting the theme, there 

was even part of an old spring mattress. 

Gai was working on a picture in relief arising from a stucly 

she had made of an allotment near her home, she was exploiting 

the idea of the land being in' layers. It was very interesting 

also to see the coloured sketches and large painting of the 

Fletcher Moss doorway described on an earlier visit. Gai said 

that they had both' been helped very much by the attitude of their 

tutor: He had always been prepared to consider their ideas 

without ridicule, offering encouragement for them to develop 

along individual lines, yet giving worthwhilc and constructive 

c1liticism. 

In another part of the room a third student was working-oil 

a drawing of a weusel. She produced a second one from -hcr cuse. 

They were the kind of thing that farmers hang up and looked nOL 

unlike rikuminies. Another stude nt, not present at the time lefL 

evidence of an interest in foxesp with heads. used-in relation to 

human bodies. The whole atmosphere of the room suggested the 

right feeling for creative work. There seemed to be much to 

look forward to when the time came for the sunimer shows. 
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22/5/7 9 

Looking back over her 4yr. course, Gillian suid thut the 

LhcorcLicul strands of the B. Ed. syllubus had been woven into 

the first three years and especially the second yeur. The Lreas 

of study covered art education, the psychology of education, 

the sociology of education and art history. The fourth year 

had provided more intensive opportunity for studio work and for 

the writing of essuys. She had the ideu of using a child in 

connection with her study of insects. lie provided a stimulus 

and also enabled her to notice how his mind worked and the type 

of responses he made to the 'bees and honeycomb' theme. 

Gillian said that. she felt very strongly that urt should not 

have to be justifie, d as part of the school curriculum, that it 

should hold a central place in education. She thought it 

important thut, education should escape from dreary und boring 

routines* Art offered a way in which other subjects could 

become more interestingg sometimes us part of a project,, or. us 

a spin-off from more imuginative approaches. 

L)iSPlaY ol' Art for the B. Ed. Degree 12/6/79 

Here it was on displayq the work seen at vurious stages 

during earlier visits: Gillian's amazingly detailed drawings 01, 

the delicate insect form, her large scale paintings of the honCY- 

comb and wetumorphic'theme through eggf larva, pupu to imiAgO. 

EsPeciLily fuscinuting were her interpretutions of the pupul 

stage, with the organs, of the adult bee visible through the 

transpurent skin. Of interest too were her three dimensionul 

structures of the hive, honeycomb ana wire mobiles. Tile art of' 

the child wus also included in her displuy. lie hud mude SLUdies 

of bees emerging front chocolate trays' a clay bee attending to*a 

cocoon, an insect'entering a paper flower &u woolly glove PUPPCtj 

brightly striped in orange and black and metallic gold, of a 
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bee. There were also mobiles by six yr. olds. Gillian the 

teacher was in the process of emerging from Gillian the artist, 

as was apparent from this display. 

Turning to Gails work,, her Fletcher Moss doorway was very 

much in evidence, building up through pencil study and photograph, 

to embroidered door with porch and large oil painting. Iler enjoy- 

ment of plant forms was very clear, particularly wild grasses, of 

which there were drawingst photographs, paintings und a three 

*dimensional model of a clump in fabric. The autumn leaves had 

been well exploited through drawing and painting to screen prints. 

Her relief painting of the allotment had been ingeniously built 

by using plywood covered with. canvas. 

A third stu'dent-taking the same cdurse was Susan. She also 

responded to trailing plant forms and combining painting %yith 

embroidery.. Susan also had a special interest in stripes and had 

built up a series of pictures using the diagonal. Toffee papers 

provided her with a very lively subject,, from drawing'and pu. inting 

of crumpled piles of such papers she finally produced a large 

embroidered work in high relief. Stripes and bold colours were of 

-the essence of this workt no title was given but it could have 

been called 'Summer' or 'Holiday'.. 

N. B. Although these 'students studied art within the Munclicster, 
Polytechnic they really belonged'to the UniveIrsity of 1ýlancheste. r 
School of Education. 



PhOtogrW 
Of the Meeting of Three Streams by "ilary 



olle of a series Of photographs baseu on the Holly Theme 

0Y 
Hilary 
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AtLituues 01' sORIC of my Old, Mature Students 1'rom the College of 

'ducution (0&/or A Level Art) following through their Adult 1. 

subsequent Teacher-truining and Teuching Lxperiences 

Hilary obtained a grade 'At at 'A' 'Level Art and moved on 

to-teacher-training in 1969. She enjoyed the course and developed 

u speci"l interest in imaginative photographyr taking pictures 

of, for example, spiky plants, sea-weeds, rock and bark textures, 

old rope, ships, fair ground machinery, fireworks anu illumina- 

tions, waterfalls and turbulent streams. 6he became particularly 

inspirea by the life and work of Van Gogh and even visited his 

gruve at jýuvers. For her dissertation theiiie Hilary selected Art 

Therapy and helped with art groups in a psychiatric day depart- 

went. -In this way she obtained insight and practical eNperience 

also maintaining personal contact through a mutual interest. As 

a young person she showed remarkable feeling for the patients. 

When she moved on to the teaching of children she found the' 

planning of art lessons very stimulating. She is at present 

giving her attention to her own family, buL, ')-, Iust inevitably return 

to some aspect of education one day. * Hilary has always UCen 

eager to carry on with her own creative work., Une very liv . ely 

example comes to mind: A painting in vivid blues. -very, free ". nd 

expressionistic, of the turbulent water theme. 11ilary h"d visited 

the Three Shires Bridge and found the meeting of three streams u. 

highly potent subject* She had taken photographs of the. urellt", ' 

but the painting became almost abstract, a symphony it' blue- 

Alice obtuined a good grude in 'A' Level Art in 1970 U11t, 

Wudc tile following observation in a letterl "You never disiietirL- 

ened anyone and always had a kind word. It does make such a 

differences especially to mature students, as it takes some 

courage to take up studying after a long lapse. " 
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ouring her teaching course Alice wrote several letters in 

which she wade the foilowing comments: "The tutors are nice men, 

bUL their lectures are so disorgunised. 11 and again of the art 

tutor in particular she made u number of half humorous criticisms. - 

tie's a reul Job. -Is comforter. Ile either finds fault or just 

grunts at everything. ", Ile is a queer, detached type.. %vhom 

one can't approach. lie keeps giving essays on work which we 

should have covered, but he does n't seem to have got round to, 

Its all very confusing. " 

However, as time went on Alice probably enjoyed the. course 

better, and especially the opportunity for fabric printipg in 

the third year. She is now in her sixth year of teaching junior 

children. As a class teacher she has'to deal with many. other 

subjects apart from art, but she likes the work. In a recent 

conversation she suid that she thought the teacher-training 

course was a gooo one - "Distance lends ench4ntment to the view. 11 

Mavis hau also obtained a good grude in Advanced Level ArL. 

She too had undertaken tier teacher-training in the early 1970sg 

but not at the same college as the one attended by Alice. She 

felt that her interest in art history had been aroused during 

the Wvunced Level Art coursc, opening up mully other ureu-S 

Comparative study, such as religion, philosophy and politics- 

At training college she thought that this subject'hud been sol"C- 

what neglected. * The teaching was disjointedp spushlOdic'und rarely 

followed up with written work, She felt that more auvlcc could 

have been given on reading Lis "There is too much sentimental 

warfle and intellectual pretension in the majority of books on 

art history. " On the practical side Iluvis felt that the subjecL 

-was treated in a I'Do it yourself" way. 'She realised that there 

was a danger in stifling creativity and individuality by u Loo 
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uitiacLic I'orw or Leuciang. She SLUtCS thut, it is owviously 

aesiruule Lhat these quulities be nurLured, but in seeking to 

ao Lhis Lhc art teucher often seews to be afraid of giving uny 

instruction at all. "burely the basic craft of any art form can 

be tuught, to give a student the foundation fro, ii which to work 

out his own individual style. With subjects such as pottery, 

printing, weaving, photography etc. the student is more likely 

to be given basic instruction. Painting seems to be the area 

most left to the student to grasp hiniself. " I%iavis goes on to siAy 

that such things as glazing and scumbling with oil paints, 

laying on washes with water-colour, the different ways acrylics 

can be handled, considerations of value and tone and iiuny other 

things are left for' the student to lqnatch out of the uir'. 
I 

A, avis has been teaching in an infant school for sever; Al 

years now. She has found that art education c"n be interwoven 

with the rest of the curriculum. "Nearly all children in the 

infant schookenjoy art. It is very rare, in my experienceg to 

find one who does not. I sometimes wonder whut happens to tilis 

natural enthusiasm for practising art. Is it u natural losso or 

is it due to the type of art teaching that goes on in schools? 

Some infants produce work which is a delight, having ull illborn 

sensiUility to colour and form. Even t1lose w1jose feeling for 

urt is less sure, derive pleusure and sutisCuction 1'ro. m. the 

activity. Chiiuren or this age are interested in tulk's ul)ouL 

colours and shapes in, good picture--books-an'u,, in 'their 'eliviron1liCnt 

With thirty odci children in a class' and 'many, other,, sub'jccts to 

be covered, time obviously limit-s-what--cun be done. "": 

iay final thought is that there'is now a greater-need 01411 

ever for good urt education. -. Art in'all its forms could provide 

much shtisfaction and sense of purpose'for peo . ple ilýl tile Uge of 
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iLlic silicon chip. 11 

ilatiline Ilud previously worked ill her husbund's business, 

und ul'Ler lie lcfL her, oil a routine job. At the age of 39yrs. 

site l'elL LliuL- she hud to mukc a fresh sturt. She first utLended 

Lhe College of Adult Education and worked part-time. In 1970 

she obtained good results in 0 Level, including art. Then she 

moved on to teucher-truining, for three years, speciulising in 

art, which she found very rewarding and exciting. Now, afLer 

nearly six years of teaching she is absolutely delighted with 

her work. She teaches art to secondary school pupilst covering 

pottery, collage, weaving, screen printing and painting. Pauline 

is a good example of how creative the mature student can become 

in her life style. Her own son appe4rs to be following her 

example and is also traini ng for teachingO, (See p. 146a) 

Joan had seven children, mostly of s chool. age,. when she 

attended the College of Adult Education, on a part-time 

basis from 1969-70. She enjoyed the art classes, especially the 

plant studies,. and - after an in-itial block the abstract paint- 

ing. She interpreted such subjects as "Day and Night" and 

"Dragons in Conflict" in a highly non-figurative way. She 

obtained an average grade for her 0 Level Art exumination and 

proceeded to a3 yr. teacher-training_, course, specialising ill 

dress - needlework and art. She then moved on to teach infaritt; 

for three years, with the opportunity for creative work ilYurt.. 

She is now working with a pre-school group of forty 

with one assistant. Joan is interested in child devel6phleht ; And*. 

finds the link between art and psychology fascinating. The. arcu 

is a deprived one, but all the children enjoy art, cspeciullY 

free expression in colour. They are encouraged to design uililllulS 

such as giraffes and crocodiles, linking forms with worýs. 
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11curl obtuiiied an 'A' grade in jWvanced Level Art, in 1973, 

ulla then went. on to train for teaching, speciulising in ;Art. 

olle Suid that there had been many frustruting experiences in 

connection with her teacher-training course. She felt that the 

studcnts-had been left to their own devices too much. The tutors 

seemea to be more interested in planning their own exnibitions. 

She also thought that there was a lack of good, helpful books on 

mociern art educaLion. 

In her own teaching experience with senior pupils she also 

felt somewhat frustrated, She expressed the view thut the below 

average in intelligence were not sufficiently motivuted and were 

not getting enough ou, t of art. Creativity seewed to require 

maturity arid irinovatory ability. The, O Level Art exýaainutions 

seemed restricting, especially from the point of view of limited 

time. She felt uncertain what the exuiainers were looking for. 

The results were often the reverse of what was cxpected. Peurl 

had been trained for juniors and now thut she was teaching the 

older children she felt that she was being left to sort things 

out for herself and that she was floundering. 

However, perhaps she really needs to accept that there has 

to be an element of uncertainty in arts it easily becomes too 

formal and lifeless if everything is cut and dried* 

Puuline Quinn had attended the College of Adult. ' EduCULIOn I row 

1072-74, and tuken, ainong other subjectsv 0&A Level Art. She 

had shown herself to be an eager and talented student, and 1110veý' 

on to teacher-training with geography and art us her main areas 

of interest. There was an element of disappoihtiaent in the urt' 

at training college, partly because there were no lectures on 

art history, a subject she so much enjoyed. Iloweverg sile did 

find time for reading- and thought the art books were'also very 
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helpful witii reference to suggestions for use with children; 

although Pauline was never short of ideas of her own. she was 

now Leacning junior children and finding it Very stimulating. 

The school had "Open Plan" teaching and there were ninety pupils 

and three teachers in the bay. She had, the opportuni: ty to teach 

art for every afternoon during every third lialf term, altern4ting 

with the other two teachers, and taking geography and history 

during the other periods, She said that seven and eight year* 

old5 were a pleasure to teach and showed much imagination in 

their artistic efforts. Pauline seemed to be covering the basic 

elements of colour, line and shape, following the way shtA. had 

Ueen tuught in 1972. She said that when she first atLended the 

clusses at the College of Adult Education there was no ýdea in 

tier iainu of becoming a teacher. She was merely looking for a 

way of escaping fron, the role of full-time housewifet but now 

she was very pleased with the course of events. She said tfiut 

her own daughter aýsowanted to teach. 
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iWvic(! to Teaching stuuents 

1"0110wing the uccount of Jounnu Digger's method of working 

given in Chupter II, iL would seem that the art teaching student 

has something important to learn. It is realised that not all 

artists work in the same way, in fact every approach to the 

creutive process is unique. t\cverthclcss certuin points-. C'an--b6 

aPPreCiated by taking u specific example: 

Jounnu Digger for instance needed the following background 

in order to create her environments; 

1. The opportunity to read myths, legends and fairy stories 
us a chilu. 

2. The opportunity to study science fiction, folklore, ? cligions 
surrounding folklore, mysterious and occult subjects us she 
grew up, 

3. The. time to visit'primitive and religious sites such as 
Avebury and Yorkshire's*abbey ruins. 

4. The time to discover herself in relation to natural setLings 
such as the iorest of De4n. The awareness of the atmosphere 
of' the iorest and the significance of the individual tree as 
a personul symbol. 

5. The growth of understanding regarding the relationship of 
natural material to art.. 

6. An appreciation of the beauty of inaccessible places urising 
from pot-holing experiences. 

7. The opportunity for the exploration of perforwance urt, link- 
ing legend and myth with visual ideas, druma with form. 

8. The opportunity for learning the skills related to the ; Actuul 
making of the art object, from experience of' working with 
wood, stones ana sand to geometrical construction. 

From this development it can be seen that the art Leacher 

needs to allow the student time for dayareamingg reading allu tulk- 

ing over a wide range of themes, open-ended situations ror 

personal enrichment and'exploration as well as the technical 

skills related to the execution of the idea. Creative expression 

ellierges from the interplay of a whole sequence of apparently 

uiverse factors. The teaching student shoula collect exul', Ples Of 

the ways in which artists develop. Then later on he will be betLer 

equipped to offer free and imaginative situutions to his own PuPils 
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Those wishing to teach should be prepared to take the 

dive"gent sLudent in their stride and not clanip down on the 

1111ONVOCLVII 01' k11111SUal soltiLion. New idCus ill Leuchilli's ColitellL 

uiid 111CLhOd should bc regarded us a continuous process of growth 

for education. The conservative attitude is unlikely to be 

appropriate with reference to creativity. sensitivity and 

intuition are qualities of great importance. for the teaching 

student to deveiop. Take, for example, the class room situa- 

tion. Is the*same type of class room situation likely to be 

equally creative for all students? This is very difficult to 

ansiver according to the rule of thumb type of logic.. This is 

partly because of the varied kinds of creLtiv& approach und the 

individual ways of manipulating the creative processp als. 0 

because there are always other factors interacting at the same 

time. Wherever the variables are great intuition conics into 

its own. After all the aspects of the problem have been looked 

at it is necessary to be perceptive to what feels right. 
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The Frumcwork of' the Leisure Theme 

In order to link the concept of creativity - ulready discussed 

- with that of leisure it is necessary to look at the ideu of 

leisure itself. This is by no means a simplev straightl'orwurd 

unuertaking. It is soon discovered that it is impossible to 

isolute 'leisure'. As a concept it is embedded within the endless 

ramil'ications of an inter-disciplinary jungle including ureus of 

sociology, psychology, philosophy, education and politics. The 

subject of leisure is associated with work, class structurev 

youth culture, women's liberation and ethnic traditions* In all 

these areas it is also linked with education. 

One particularly exciting development is related to the gro%- 

ing awareness of man as active and dynamic. This steins piArtly 

from existential philosophy and humanistic psychology. It has 

many repercussions in practical. fields. As-stated by J. T. 11uworth 

and M. A. Smit-h: "Factors such as creativity, spontaneity, curio- 

sity and responsibility are being recognised as important in 

behaviour. Stimulus response models, portraying behaviour us*u 

simple reaction to stimuli, are increasingly-yielding to alfrouder 

view, and this is influencing approaches to theory and practice 

in applied areasq particularly education. 111 

All this means that leisure may be seen against the buck- 

ground of human potential. To think about leisure and the 

future may be to*ýhink of the imaginative scope for ýhuping u- 

world; rather than reacting in a passive way to 'inevitable' 

social, political or economic factors.. The future'may be us 

bright as the brightest ideas that theýhumun wind cun grasp. 

Obviously People cunnot uchieve everything, but it. Is beLter t.. o 

(Ii8cOvOr limits as they urise 1'rom exp*lorution, ruther thui% Lo 

start off by assuming thein. 

0 
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Lil'c I)ar-terns for the future way well be very vuried indecu. 

wl%, A Lever it is to be itopcd ,. ut line or Lines individuals follow, 

LIkUt leisure wili be seen - as suggested by k... Glusser und otners - 

as integriA I ruther thun residual. 2 The computer and the roIjoL 

are in the process of transforming the work situution of our 

society. This progress in science and technology since the wid- 

fifties muy be conveyed by one busic exawple: \low a 14. inch squ"re 

chip of silicon way contain over one quurter of a willion truns- 

isLors, u 1957 iaodel would huve hau just one and a 19GS model 

ubout eight. Almost all technological processes will be afi'ected 

by this. iýhat began with calculators and watches is moving on 

to automated shopping systems eliminating cash exchanges, to 

automatic re-6rdering of goods and warehouses where only one 

person will need to know where a lorry load has to go, then the 

computer will take over, storing and retrieving. In car factories 

twenty robotscould Ioian' a production line. In f urniture making 

a person could spray a chair once, the stages of the operution 

could be recorded-by a computer and froia then on a robot would 

be able to perform the task. On farms automatedg driverless 

tractors could plough round the clock. In ofVices four word 

processors may make ten typists unnecessaryp texts muy be stored. 

in memory blocks and filing clerks made redundantv information 

conveyed via satellite to other countries would uffect postul 

systems, and where a paper record was needed an automutic pripter 

would perform the task, And so oneýcould go. on,. Crom autolautic 

teaching machines in the educational field to autoinatic X-ruy 

muchines. and even technological help wi . th diagnosis in the wedicul 

sphere. The microprocessor can do the job of the gi'&&Ilt con, puter 

of a few years ago. 3 

Electrical fi-rms may double their 
. 

output anU yet, be uble tO 
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reduce their work ýorcc by 30%in the 1980s. T'he future suggests 

automated factories, u handful of software engineers and enuless 

opporLunitics for innovation. Survival wili'depend on people 

finding meuningful lives. The technological Aludin's lahip should 

Icuu to people huving the time and the mental und physical 

energy for lifelong or recurring educutionLal experiences und for 

cr. cutive. development, (bee p. 354) 

The Work and Leisure Society suggest the 1000 hour working 

year. iks they point out: "If you average more than twenty hours 

a week in a j'ob that bores or worries you, your health is sul*fer- 

ing. Your abilities are deteriorating. You are ageing faster 

than you should and, according to medical evidence, the chances 

ure that you will die earlier than someone who does not work in 

such u job, " They stress in particular that people should not 

huve to Work long hours on dirtyl monotonous or dungerous tasks. 

The Society points out the futility of huving some une, itployed 

while others do overtime. They condemn the endless de. mund Cor 

new models and the manufacture of shoddy, throw-away goods 

leading to unnecessary work. 4 

Following these ideas varied working*prograitimes leading tu 

vi, ricd leisure urrungemcnts could soon come into prucLice. i: or 

example, some. inuy work three days per week, others miAy work four 

and yet others may choose to maintain a forty hour week und tuke 

half the year off. In some-situations . alternating three monthly 

Cycles Iniiy be possible. The experiment of two people sliuring, L- 

job may be another answer. Of course one could suppose tijuL there 

wiii always be those whose work, ' by its very naturev will i)e free 

lance; there will be the self-employed and artists with 'work' 

regarded as a w-ay of life* For these groups tile counting of 

hours is not so essential as for shop, office or fuctory workers. 
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Il* Lite future is to ol'I'er Tilllev then there is a need to 

andel'SLUllU the COMPlelnellLury aspects ol' how to use this t*ree 

time. Oil Lhe one hand,, there way be said to be u 6esirability 

for the cultivation of the cult of idleness: The Chinese liuve, 

Ll'"ditionally, much to teach in this sphere, especially through 
the Tuoist poets und scholars - though it seews unli'kely thLt 

present day China exictly follows these lini! s! According to 
Lin Yutang, Lhe Chinese love of leisure arises,, from a combination 

or cuuses: "It came fron. a temperament, was erected into a 
literary cult, and found its justification in a philosophy. " 

This cult of idleness was therefore always bound up with 

a life of inner calm, a sense of carefree irresponsibility and 

un intense whole-hearted en 
, 
Joyment of' the life of nature. " 6 

It hus been described as the romantic cult of the idle lifeg und 

poets and scholars have given themselves such names as the "Reclus( 

of the Eastern. 11ill side" or the "Care 
I 
free Man of a Misty Luke". 

The term loafer is often used, but not in the disparuging way 

associated with the Puritan work ethic of the west. One is 

reminGed of the joyful contemplation of mountains, trces and 

flowers. 'Po take a personal, example: It is delightful to have 

the relaxing experience of'watching a large, furry bee us it enteri 
the snapdragon flowers, to have the tiwe to study its movements 

as it gathers the pollen, and also to have the p. eace to uctui, 11Y 

hear it press down the petals of the flowers. 

The other aspect of leisure may be sI aid to be concerned %vith 

the wore active and expressive approach, 'It is'in the bul, ince, 

though not necessarily the symmetrical, bal'unce, hetween the two 

Uspe. cts that the SLUdent with an inte rest in'creutivity, will be 

likely to luouel his leisure 't'ime. The way in Which-U S"tisfuct- 

ory pattern emerges muy be intuitive and partly unconscious.. 
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Creative Lxperiences for Leisure Students 

The following accounts are included: 

1. A liangor Summer bChool 

2. Creativity Week 

3. Another Creativity Week 

4. A Week-end Course at i1olly koyde College 

5. Non-Vocational Art Classes 

6. The Uartington Conference 

Ukirtington 
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Sources of Crdutivity 

This was the tilte of the Bangor Summer School seminar. T he 

Tutor, Dr. Ruth C. Salzberger, stressed how important it is to 

look critically at the creative process; and to observe what is 

happening before, during and after the creative act. 

She encouruged the group of six students to discuss, explore 

and experiment. Her approach was to make everyone feel entirely 

free and not to worry if nothing creative developed, but to 

observe oneself and try to assess the reasons for the block. 

The blocks, to a 'research' orientated group of this kind, 

may*be viewed as of equal interest to the creative products 

themselves. 

The group had been set a choice of pre-seminar essays as 
I 

follows: 

1. Which psychological experiences preceded my writing a poem, 

painting a picture or composing a song? 
2. How do I experience myself during a creative act? 
3* Which psychological experiences follow my being creative? 

lively discussion followed the reading of these essays. 

They provided an interesting initial focus of attention and gave 

the group the opportunity to gain a hint at least of knowi'ng 

itself. 

During the week the group were asked to consider such quest-.. 

ions as: 

Who am I? 
2. What do I want to say? 
3. How do I want to say it? Why do I want-to say it in this*WuY? ' 
S. What in my life experience has given rise to it? 
6. What blocks my creativity? 

The first and last questions pro - bably gave the greatest 

stimulus to the group-as topics for c on 
e 
sideration. 

It was significant that after a certain initial hesitation 

the group developed in aI mos 
It dynamic way, reaching a peak of 
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ulmost ukrunic excitement by Wednesday. Everyone seemed to be 

creatively involved, and each person's enthusiasm produced u 

chain reaction. 

It was enjoyable that the group becume involved at every 

level: There was a sharing of ideas. at the philosophical and 

psychological level; there was the sharing of the ferment 

associated with the chaos and the paradoxes of the creative 

process; there wus a feeling of fellowship und the establishment 

of sociul links. 

Nuturully, there were periods to be ulone, working out ideus, 

then the return to the group to share ideas and reactions. 

One member of the group, concerned with self reflection on 

the theme 'Who am IVp wrote. a poem ýn. German entitled 'The 

Prisoner'. It was later suggested that he should set it to 

musict so he composed a type of chant. He-was able to sing it 

himself expressing powerful and mystical feeling. 

On one occision the subject of 'Trees' suggested by the 

Tutor gave rise to proseq poetry and painting. 

The blocks to creativity as described by the members of the 

group included such diverse factors as: authoritarian, rigid 

and hierarchical situations; critical attitudes; conflicting 

pressures; lack of stimulus; the weather; feeling tired; timc 

pressures; inhibitions, anxieties and. obsessional disturbanccs. 

Sometimes-critical attitudes from other people may act 

the opposite direction and become a spur. This may be*described 

as the 'I'll show him' reaction. 

Some of the blocks to creativity are external and others 

arise from within. Dr. Salzberger spoke of stimulation in this 

way* There may be stimulation from outside, such as meeting und 

love. 
-There may also be stimulation from inside, for example, 



memory una the feeling of love or sorrow. 

On reflection it appears that much of the internal kind of 

stimulation is really a delayed and modified external stifilluS. 

There way be, as Jung suggested, a basic instinct to create. 

There may be also a wish to contact others. 

It wus felt by the group that there is much to leurn with. 

regurd to the nature of creativity and the energy ussociated 

with the creative process* 

4 kcfereticc wus made to thc depth-psychologicul determinunts 

of creutivity. The schizoidv manic-depressive und obsessionul 

perbonulity types could be represented by Einsteinj liulzuc and 

Ibsen respectively. 

Anthony Storr says that the inuniC-depressive and schizo- 

phrenic elements in the personality may aid creativityp but it' 

there is a complete breakdown and loss of control through 

mental illness creativity is hindered. 7 

It was interesting to observe some of these personality 

structures in the group, and to say, partly in fun for the end 

of the week entertainment: A schizoid is trying to make sense 

out of an arbitary and unpredictable universe; and a depressive 

is trying to replace a world which he feels he has himself 

destroyed. 

The element of humour was continuously breaking out in the 

group. The humour itself was creative and arose mainly from the 

nature of the. seminar. One memberv for examplev wrote u PoCla 

on the theme of blocked creativityt . 4nd then wrote an essuY 

explaining what went wrong with the poem! Flexibility and 

divergent ways of thinking'are regarded'a's' creative churucter- 

istics; also the ability to see a wide range I of, possible 

solutions to any one problem. It was observed that the group 
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wel-e cupuble of spending u whole hour discussing its 1)lUns for 

the following hour. 

0101(. 01' USI)CCLS of t1le subject considered during the week 

included: emotionul involvewdnt; states' of heightened imagination; 

ecstasy and frenzy; the process of being carried awayp e. g. 

Van Gogh; the reusons for creating; the judgement of the product; 

the risk of expressing something new and the abiliýy to, tolerate 

doubt. 

Ur. Salzberger gave a list of the characteristics 9f. the 

creative person, taken'from a variety of sources. Not everyone' 

would accept all the traits as necessarily associated with 

creativity, the Tutor herself was doubtful'about. a number of 

them, but they provided material for, 'di'scussion'., 

The Characteristics of the Creative Person 

The creative person is an achiever, self-assertive, self- 
sufficient, dominant and aggressive. 
Independent, autonomous, constructively critical and dissatisfied. 
Less inhibited, less formal and less conventional than the average. 
Wiuely informed, versatile and curious, enthusiastic, 
Highly motivated, ene rgetic and persevering. 
Open to feeling, feminine, intuitive, empathetic and expressive. 
Emotionally unstable but able to use instability to advantugee 
Subjective, aesthetic, 'value-orientated, introverted. '.. 
Economically indifferent., 
Makes an impact on others' because ofý his clear thinking,, -. wi de 
interests and alertness. '* 

This summer school was described in -the M. Ed' dissertation: 
"CreLtive Art'Education for Adults",, '1976, p;. 60-64. '-It has 
been- included-here -mainly-because it,: gave rise to the 
Creativity Weeks'. 
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m 'xtract rrom my Cssuy for the Seminar i'1. 

How do I experience myself during a creative act? 

My interest as far as painting is concerned lies in the 

direction of abstraction with a tendency towards surrealism. 

The following is a description of how I may feel creating u 

picture : 

One night I crossed to the Isle of Man. The moon was full 

and I responded by holding certain visually exciting structures 

of the shipq the wavesý and the sky in my mind. 

The following week I worked on this theme in a painting 

which I later called 'Sea Dream'. Th. e response was specific to 

the experience in terms of colourv tone, form and texture; yet it 

was also personal. 

ProvideU I have a strong visual stimulusi, "I find this approuch 

Very HULIt; ryil"v, - I delight in the cxperimentution witit relULioll- 

Ships 01, l'orlas. The problems of bulunce,. hurmony, irlLerlocking 

shapes and re-echoing of rhythms are all absorbing. 

There is much in Common with writing, in the sense that it is 

composition that is the sign. ificant activity. There is probubly 

even more in common with musicp even the terms used to try' to 

describe an abstract painting are really musical. oneso 

It is interesting to consider the subject-of, perception** 

Some people think that everybody sees the same world; but-this is 

by no means the case. Even the, initial response is individual 

anci selecti. ve. Later-selection, distortion and style emphus 
I 
ize 

this. Perhups the artist almost sees the-world in terms of his 

own enchanted images. 

It is difficult to know at what point the creative trallsform- 

ationg from objective fact to world inside my head, actually tukes 

place. It is-this that causes the feeling of exhiluratione 
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The Creutivity Weeks I 

I The 1 077 & 78 Creativity Weeks grew out of the "Sources 

of Cre6tivity" beminurs urrunged by Ur R. C. Sulzi)(trger uL the 

1976 Bangor Summer School. Perhaps they demonstrute that it 

is possible for a group of 7 or 8 people to get together during 

their holidays or leisure hours and pool-thcir ideas. The most 

important point is the opportunity for. cxplorution and the 

value of shared creative experiences. 
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Tllc Kulcidoscopic Impact of Greativity lVeck 

1. August I-6 1977 3p. m. Aug. 1st - 2u. m. Aug. 6th 

55, Purrs Wood Avenue,, Didsbury, Manchester. 

An exhibition had been previously arranged. It consisted 

of*over 200 art works, mainly paintings, and-meanoered through 

nearly every room of the house. There were around 150 works by 

iny old students, including a few exhibits by psychiatric patients. 

There were about 60 of my own pictures on show. 

T Ihe list of titles suggested something of a'kaleidoscope: 

Dance of the Wild Phantoms, Volcanic Erupt ion, kitual Fir e Dance, 

Nieuitation, Heart of Green Paradise, Whirling Sea, Stairway, 

The Enchanted Journeyo Horseman Riding to the Sunt Colour Fantasy, 

After Sensations of Lights'at Night, Vibrating Forms, Scintilluting 

Drama, Cosmic-Fire and Volcanic Flower and Everywhere the Glint 

of Gold. 

During the week there were also opportunities to study some 

relevant books and dissertations. The programme included u 

display of shells and guided tours of the garden, thus offering 

stimulation through design in nature themes. 

On three evenings there were philosophical discussions', linked 

with creativity. One'afternoon Bish planned a discussion'.. Jn--. the 

garden on creativity, the creative process and education. -tic .. 

warned that if the dynamic force is not channelled along creative * 

lines of expression the consequences could be dCstructive. and 

disasterous. He asked such questions as: How do we teach creut- 

ivity? By using the creative approach in. education shol4ld the 

subject boundaries be abolished? What are the future ijaplicutions 

of creativity on societies? 

Wednesday evening concluded with a meditation around a cundle 

in the garden. This demonstrated that creativity is not only 



about expression, it is also concerned with being receptivity 

and awareness. 

By Thursday there was felt to be a need to escape to the 

Ainsdale - ercshfield coast to enjoy the wild*flowers, the dunesp 

salt warslics and sea. Uuring a four hour wa Ik 70. wild plants 

were recorded in flower', some of these were arranged in a display 

for Friday. Lynn wrote a'short poem about the exp e rience: 

"Ainsdale to Freshfield', 

Smoky snakes hurtling towards us, 

A lion in the sky 

No; its just the wind tearing up the sand and the-, sea- 

Elusive bits of rose quartz, agatep amethyst in'the grass 

No; its just the wild flowers on the dunes, - 

'A drug in our, teup 

Making us hopelessly ready for wonderful sleep,, -ý 

No; its just the errect of our 
. 
104; ý dlay. 11 

On Friday a special tour of the-exhibitions was arranged for 

a party of eight from the Avenue. Friday'had been`ýplanned as U: 

carnival-, with balloons, candles,. music, and, burbecue. But there 

was also time for continuing discussion and evaluationpand. -the 

final topic, around 2a, m,, was concerned. with, chemistry and, with',. 

the scientific approach to creativity.. 
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CrCutivity 1ýýek 

2. August 7- 12 1978 3p'. m. Aug. 7th - 4a:. Iii, Aug. 12th 

By way of introduction there was a word for everyone to 

decode and a quiz. This was followed by a topic for discussion: 

YOU Are Here 

This is a statement used on town maps and at railway stutions. 

It sounds very simple and uncomplicated,, yet on' consideration it 

may lead on to such philosophical problems as the nature of self 

and consciousness, existence, external reality, space, time and 

relativity. The statement could be explored in terms of re"lism, 

idealismg psychologismq positivism, phenomenalism, solipsisall 

pragmatism an4 existentialism. 
I 

The discussion eventually focussed upon perception and urt. 

It was agreed that if Cubism was concerned with a tangle of 

unresolved ambiguities, then perhaps this was nearer to the. fccl- 

ing of reality than so-called realistic-art. 

Aeading from "Creativity and the Art Student" was followcd 

by two poems by Bish: "Hierarchical Riddles" and "A Muthematicul 

metaphysical Riddle". A few lines from this second poein will 

, serve to give a hint of its style and content: 

"God and Nature and Man 

are three spheres 
Lodged on a peripheral axis 
of a common cosmic sphere, 
revolving in 

triungular 

confrontution, - 
justling for the omnipotent key 
to unlock 
the parodies of the Universe..... " 

The evening wus brought to a close with visual stimulation. 

one room was entitledi "The Shrine of the ked Giantess"* There 
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were paintingss flowers and objects in varying shades through 

red-purple and critason to scarlet and oraýnge-red, and there wus 

a surreal red figure extending an invitation to enjoy the life- 

giving wariath of the red ray. The room, the candles and the 

lights could be viewed through pieces of coloured filin, making 

it possible for one person to 'see' a vibrant, golden temple and 

another a deep, ether&al blue grotto at-the same time. Tibetan 

music and incense added to the experience. 

On Tuesday Vera read a poem she had composed late the previous 

night. Lynn suggested that we continued to explore creativity in. 

terms of flexibility of subject areas. She thought, for example, 

thuL the "You Are Here" theme could be combined with five puint- 

ings that Bish iiad left behind: The'paintings evoked differing 

moods fro-it the logical and ordered to the spontaneous and free. 

A feeling expressed in a picture is another way of suying some- 

thing about the self and its environment in timeo 

All the pictures were abstracts and. inclined to be complex 

and intriguing. Graduallyp individual lists of words emerged 

to correspond with each painting. Two'neighbours arrived part 

way through and-soon became part of the project. Interest seemed 

to settled on one picture. The group wanted to reach agreement. 

on about 20 words that would convey the wood and structure of' 

this, abstraction. However, eliminating wor - ds Was'not easy. Some' 

contradictions appeared, but then the painting itself enibruced 

opposing qualities and personal reactions had 'to be explained. - 

Finally 12 words were accepted and at that mioment'john arrivcdp, * 

Lynn strung the words together thus: - 
Bright Addis Ababa 
Complement and Tension 

Tone and Hue 
A tear in integration 
A focus Shift to jagged calm. 



ýJohn was asked to say - almost as he walked in - which p"int- 

ing out of the five had given rise to these words. After one 

minute of silence he chose the right picture. 

There followed another 4hrs. of lively discussion,, ranging 

through creative experience to wider issues. lynn spoke , of' the 

importunce of tolerunce and flexibility and I stressed the need 

for a series of revolutions in thinking. John, at one point, 

said "Yes indeed. The whole of society is probably ready for a- 

complete re-structuring. 11 Vera played the Devil's advocate. 

Sometimes she was reinforcing established patterns and stereo- 

types and at other times leaping forward with the avant-garde. 

Wednesduy ufternoon wus a time for relaxation and taid-week 

ussebsinente 'The evening was devoted'to, u consideration of urt 

therapy. Carmel was particularly interested in the link between 

the creative blocks in the so-called psychiatric patient and the 

signs of insensitivity-in the environment. Dre Sulzberger suid 

that art and heulth could be discussed further at Bangor next 

summer. Lynn-suggested that everyone should ke6p'a creativity 

diary. 

Thursday was once again for the Ainsdale area, leading to u 

display of exquisite wild flowers. 

Friday afternoon was centred around the garden, The. evening 

was arranged by Bish and covered a stimulating range of surprisesp 

sometimes with Chopin, Beethoven or Pink Floyd in the background, 

The activities included a discussion on the creativity spectrum; 

a psychology test; reference to Bish's varying types of rcseurch 

projects on chemistry, education, music and art. Irliere were two 

- new poems in the process of creation and a new painting. 'rile- 

painting was of flowers expressing, in an almost psychedelic waYs 

the brilliance of high summer. The evening and the week was 

concluded at 4a. m, in the morning. 
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Resiuentiul Course at nol. Ly Royde college oepartment ot 

i. xtru-murul stuaies 

I-, uinting Wethods, Muterials and Motivation in the Twentieth 

Century February 16-18,1979 

jý Selection of Impressions 

The Artist as Rebel: The artist asserts independencep to 

hell with officialdom! The great masterpiece often shocks because 

it is a rebellion against accepted systems of working. It makes 

a break with tradition. It causes people to look at the world in 

a new way. Art is concerned with a vision beyond mere survivul. 

The cubists presented a challenge to our way of seeing the %vorld 

and to our way of thinking about reality. The surrealists sought 

their inspiration in the mental lands'cape, in cireams, mystery, 

uuaospherej, primitive forcesp isolutiong, the process of ellu"gCo 

W. Und ill Like Unexpected. The styles und techilicipea oI* tile sixticb 

und seventies ol'fer muny variutions on experimentul themes, from 

deVelopments of ussciabluge, happenings, pop urt und 'neo-rculisni 

to hurd edgc, minimal art and mathematical progressions.. rhere is 

the interest in urt in relution to the environment: Lurge scule 

colour puintings encourage entry and involvement with a whoic 

realm of colour; m"ny works openly invite participation; lundscuPe 

art may offer areas for meditation. 

The practical work, sandwiched between the illustrated 

discussions, provided the opportunity for expression in terms of 

20th Century styles and techniques such us, collage with tile 

possibility of surrealistic qualities, frotLuge, informul print- 

ingg colour relationships and textural exploration. some inter- 

esting collages'emerged. There were compositions of paper circles' 

and rectangLýs, -one of towelling and other fabrics with P4iI'L 

applied and one of eastern temples with impossible reflections. 
4 
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'I'lleVe W118 I' 011-ce dimensionul work with u 11111C conc und a 

numbel' or extending Lubes like pupcr telescopes, Some of the 

collages ullose I'vow Litles in the colour suppleillenLs: I'll' only 

we could see through" und "Well they suid anything could 

happen" In most or this urt, the elciacnt, of' unprcdictability 

ivus cncouruged und enjoyed. 

In an art course of this kind there is an interweaving of' 

the expressive and appreciative aspects. Observing, with the 

help of slides, the strange space of G. De Chirico, the huunt- 

ing feeling of Tanguy, the subtle colour sensitivity of Morris 

Louis or the bizarre effects of Alberto Burri; it is possible 

for students to be stimulated to make their own personal 

statements. Such eft'orts may then increase awareness of a 

whole range of creative and adventurous qualities in the art 

of the century. During one of the discussions that developed 

from the viewing 6f, the slides the subject of communication 

arose. The lecturers tended to think that if an artist vent- 

ures too far into his own world his art may become remoLc und 

incommunicable. Bat the artist at the white heat of Inspiration 

cannot always give atten'tion to making communication eusyt or 

even think about it at all. They had said previously thaL the 

great masterpiece often shocks. The highly original artist muy 

have a message for the future. 

(T. here were two tutors and eleven students op .. tilis course. ') 
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,A Probleiii Relating to Certain Non-Vocat-ional Art Classes 

týs u result of visiting a number of non-vocational adult 

art and rcluted studies classes over the past fifteen years, one 

negative feature is apparent in perhaps ten out of twenty of 

thew; numely, the copying of paintings frow calendars,, post-cards 

and prints. This tendency is most marked in afternoon classes 

us compured with evening ones. It may be partly on account of 

the larger number of retired people'in the foraier groups; although 

it is undesirable to generalise too much regarding the age 

factor. Certainly some of the students obtain gre4t benel'it 

frow. the social aspect of the classes and froi-i the ple; Asure they 

find in working on very detailed paintings. It just seems a pity 

that they are missing out on the inspirational and personal 

reaction aspect of their hobby. It hardly seems fair to single 

out any one particular class for criticisms of this kind. The 

foll'owing comments are therefore selected from visits to a nui,. iber 

of different classes. 

Statements made by Students engaged in Copying fru, -t Pictures 

1 don't believe in abstract art, It May sound dogmatic but-. 

I could never be convinced. Its just rubbish'. 

2.1 would like to paint my own picture but I um afraid thut-it 

would turn out a disustere. Perhaps I might try a view through 

the window ut hoinc. 

never seew to see anything in my surroundings that I'want 

to paint. Perhaps when I go to Wales I will have a try. 

4.1 always copy in class. Sometimes I do a sketch or a land- 

scape in pencil that is my own work, *but I don't often develop 

-paintings from my own ideas. 

-5- was taught art in the 1920s. Then I turned to office worlIM. 

to, earn a living and now that )I 
am retired I have turned to 

. 
urte 
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I was trained mainly in a traditional way and I would find it 

very difficult to break free. I often use photographs as the 

basis for my paintings. 

I 

Students of this type seem to be unuware of art as an advent- 

ure. rhey take a pride in the careful paint. ing of every brick 

in. a wull, or else they follow a particular well-established 

style of painiing such as impressionism. - It seems especially 

sad when they echo the work of painters such as Monet or Van Gogh 

who were themselves such exciting artistic rebels. 

The teachers of these classes must carry so,. i,. c of the blume, 

although their problems are often understandable. If only they 

could free their students from their, fear of making a mess by 

en couruging them to-liuvc a wild time with puint or other muter- 

ials. Some, have tried muny times and then become resigned. ziome 

are afraia of losing their classes if numbers sink too lowt so 

they follow popular de, ý, iund. Others actually believe that copy- 

ing is a. useful way to learn.. They can*not see that anything can 

be done about it if a student in say Nianchester, want Is to p6int 

mountains. They are always using towns and winter as an excuse. 

Teachers who real-ly find this kind of situation unsLtisfu. ctory- 

should avoid advertising classes that will attract the, copYi119 

brigade. They should, ' for example, - 4se.. such'titles as 11, modernt 

Experimental Approaches in-Painting" in order I to appeal to a 

different type of clientele. It has to be made that if 

a teacher wishes-to encourage-creative expression hecannot be 

expecLed to offer af orinu la 
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A CUIIft8e Of AUUlt ;.. aucation -, tudent 

, r%. ihowas may be taken an an ex&, -., Pie of a retireu person 

iswKins a creative use or her MbUnd. 111t leisure tilile. L)(jring 1 973- 

7 -1. I'or exaay Ie, 9 tie at tende a adult classes concerned with 

austract anu ruittastic art asnu uitli I'lower painting; anu she 

never seemed to miss aiiy lectures from a series of twenty-four 

Oil Vi-kiltlVe UnU Ant-ient Art" and '11he oevelopwent of' -ouern 

'if-L" , ý, he Uescriued tier working liCe in part cynical and Part 

humorous terms as ttiot of' an industrial slave. ler new founa 

freedom Aas like u spriikg in autumn kind of experience. 

At first she nau not expected to become interested in Llie 

bUstract type of art, out she soon pro(luced well iýalrmnced piint- 

ings based on squares and rectangles anu ingenious collages. z, he 

ueveloped at feeling for the slightly surrealistic approiAch with 

something of the iairy-tale quality. on one occasion she puinted 

a tree %ith its own sh4suow rising up, branches 1, ecoming arms, 

spbces eyes knQ twigs hair, It was ciallea " lelp.. "I unu one was 

lei t with tne uncertain reaction as to wlicther it %, us tite tree 

or its kniNkteu shadow that výas upset. At another time , Is "1109kus 

made sketches ol, iguaiias anu sni&kes at the 'live' section of the 

museum anu then later produccu the "viAise igumna" as 5110%91* 

010- 

W, -4 
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Introduction to the Dartington Conference, 1979 

"The Dartington Conference, now in its fourth year, was 

set up to explore new iueas and experiences at the growing 

eage of knowledge and relate these to education. By introduc- 

ing speakers and workshop leaders from a wide variety of 

related fields, the Conference aims to be of interest not only 

to specialists, but to all those concerned with growth of' 

consciousness. 

It is becoming increasingly clear that we live in a time 
of fundamental transition, not only in terms of' life-style 
and values, but also in our modes of' conceiving and apprehend- 
ing reality. The hopes and aspirations that lay behind the 
rational and industrial concept of' progress have generated a 
new set of problems and challenges for humanity. There is a 

growing feeling that our model of' the universe has outlived 
its usefulness and that we are groping towards a new world - CY 
view which reflects a greater balance between the spiritual 
and material, the intellectual and non-rational, the feminine 

and masculine, quality and qu"ntity, equilibrium and growth, 
meaning and knowledge. We are seeking patterns that connect, 
rather than abstract categories which dissect. 

With this in mind, and in the belief that education is 

concerned with the development of' consciousness as a whole, 
this year's Conference sets out to explore the n&tare of and 
relationship between those modes of knowing and understanding 
that we associate with thought, feeling and intaition. " 

(From the Programme) 

I. p 

. la 
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New Themes for 6ducation 

viougim, Feeling ana Intuition 

The uurtington Conference, 17 - 22 April 1979 (See p. 368) 

An Example of a Creative Experience: 

Ronald Higgins spoke on the subject of"A Global Perspective - 

Our Consciousne-ss of the World Crisis. " lie outlined the world's 

problems us relating to the population explosiont iaLlnutrition 

und starvation, resource shortage, the environmental questionp 

the nuclear threat and the leaping of science and technology 

beyond hun-an control. He said that apathy was the Seventh Enemy, 

the Human Factor in the Global Crisis. In the second part of the 

lecture he suggested-the need for a visionary type of awareness, 

a new science integrating the two modes of knowing, the vulue of 

an emphasis on the feminine side to balance sterile logic and 

the importance of the awakening of the spiritual dimension. lie 

concluded with a reference to our present position as being at 

the razor's ed'ge of danger. 

Peter kussell spoke on the "Brain and Learning hicthods. " 

He referred to the associations of the left hewisphere with 

language, words, speecht writing, logic and anulysis and those 

of the right brain with the spatial, visualt emotional und with 

synthetic processes, He said that creativity may', be thought of 

us partly a right brain activity and perhaps also a matter for 

the whole brain. The lecture stressed the impor, tance of a 

balanced development. Education had been too concerned with the 

left brain and radical changes were needed in the curriculum* 

Where schools had cut down the time spent on such matters as 

arithmetic and spelling by half, the results not only-showed'the 

benefit or more opportunity for right brain ac tivities, but also 

an improvement in the arithmetical and've. rbal skills-themselves. 
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Perhups Lhe truditional schools tend to choke and smother the 

bruin, * or perhaps they do not allow the full scope for the fibres 

cotinecting thc two hulves of the bruin. Russell -suid that medita- 

tion hud been found very helpful with regurd to this opening up of 

the whole bruin. On the subject of' the fewale brain, he said that 

women's brains tended to be more sensitive and more diffused. The 

subject of the human brain gave rise to 500,000 research papers 

per year und the lecture conveyed something of the wonder-of-this 

object that looked like*a large crinkled walnut. 

Claude Curling spoke on "Physics and Consciousness". 

with the development of physics: Newton had linked the celestial 

and the terrestial; Maxwell had linked the electrical and the 

niugneLic with light waves; Einstein hud linked the electro-mugnetic 

with mechanicst and linking gravity with these lie had linkx! d all 

with space and time. It was as if an aesthetic process of unificu- 

tion had been going on making unity and geometry the core of 

physics. But things were moving fast and it was n't long before 

Curling was plunging into the smashed geometry of the black hole; 

whirling through concepts of mass, spin and charge into multiple 

universes and on to the crisis in physics itself. JýJtjj a less 

imaginative scientist one might have expected the crisis to be 

defined in physical terms. But Curling approached the threshold 

of what may best be described as the black hole of the, soult the 

realms of inner space. He said thut the road was closed, buL 

perhaps it could be opened by love. At this poinL the lecture 

became occult and reference was made to the strange pu'rallels 

between mystics and physicists. This was reully the 'Tao 01' 

Physics'. In the brain lecture the bridge between the two hulves 

had been shown to be significunt. Now we were to seek bridges 

between consciousness and outer space and the unconscious and 
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inner spucc, Perhups the archetypes were part of our. shured 

inner spuce, I)uL we would Ijuve to muke our own mups. GeLLing in 

(; ouch with where physics is going led Lo references to dreums, 

ultered states of consciousness and cosinic art. 

In his workshops throughout the conference Curling hud a 

display of visual as well as scientific material. Participants 

were asked to produce a map, a picture and an idea. At each 

session he aimed to take someone on a journey into inner space 

and also demonstrated the biofeedback apparatus. It was of inter- 

est to note that this scientist from the Faculty of Natural 

Sciencesq Kings College London, was going to speak at the 1nstitute 

of Contemporury Arts in relation to their 

of the Invisib. le" - The Spiritual in Art - 

In this exhibition artists such as Kandim 

represented on account of influences from 4 

exhibition of "The Art 

- the Art of the Spirituul. 

sky and INIondrian are. 

theosophy in their urt. 

It was of interest also to note that Curling, in. his inner spuce 

experimentsp seemed to have a preference for left-handed - and 

particularly brain-changed - women. Ile even observed that the 

figure on the conference programme was of the Dartington sculpture 

by Henry Moore, and this was of an apparently left-handed woman. 

All this kind of emphasis seemed to suggest an attraction I'or the 

the surprisingg unexpected, unusual and intuitive. 

I-. s 

, 0, 
Ground 

of 
Being 

c 

(See pp. 11&15 & 25-28. ) 
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Turning now to sonic of th-c other contributors to ttic 

conference: A sturdy log house on a northern New England, hill 

top is the physical location of the Ifill Centre for Psycho- 

synthesis in Education, as well as being the home of Tara Stuart. 

Apart from her lecture: "At the Centre Stands the Self"s, Tara 

conducted a number of workshops. On these occasions participants 

were encouraged to discover the self as a centre or pure conscious- 

ness, a power house of will and love and creative imagination. 

Encouragement was given to th e groups to make symbolic pictures 

of growth and the urge towards fulfilment. 

Diana Halliday of-rered spontaneousp non-directive painting 

and modelling in her workshops. There was the opportunity for 

people in general - as distinct from psychiatric patients -to 

discover the value of art therapy. 

Brian Helweg-Larsen conducted workshops on Learning Alethods. 

"Although Western Education is frequently criticised for being 
too intellectually orientated, neither our skills nor the ability 
to direct our own learning are usually developed to anything like,, 
the extent possible. By constantly setting tasks and failing to 

. teach students how to learn; and-by putting virtually all'Ieurning 
into a competitive failure orientated setting, freedom of-, '. thought 
and freedom to enquire are strangled. " 

The workshops explored the freeing of the learning process. 

There was encouragement to take notes using flow pattern diagrums 

with coloured pens, rather than according to the lineur method. 

Don Wilde conducted fascinating workshops tIL-moustrutins the 

biofeedbuck muchines such us the Electricul 8kin iýesistunee Nietcr 

and the Mind Mirror. -The former being used by everyone in the 

group to monitor the autonomic nervous'system: response to QctivitY. 

such as breathing hurd or talking, and conversely to being still 

and meditating. One individual was wired to'the*Nlind Mirror Lnd 

wave patterns during meditation could be observed and later 

discussed. Don was particularly interested in"altered stutes of 
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consciousness as in dreamingo me ditation and creative experiences- 

fie said that in weditation, following the journey inwards, if a 

problem is found to be circling around so also will often be its 

solution circling nearby. (see p. 15. ) 

Jel'ore one of the lectures,, Maurice Ashl the Chairman 01* 

uartington Hall Trust, had a few words to say: lie spoke of the 

hidden theme of the conference and of Tagore's dream of an ashrum 

being, established at Dartington. There was interest in the three- 

fold stress of Head, Heart and Hand. Dartington believed very 

much in research, but it had not itself been researched. Perhups 

the right questions could never have been formulated. Knowledge 

now seemed to be in danger of disappearing down its own black 

holes: There were signs of crisis in the physical sciences, crisis 

in the social sciences, likewise in the arts and possibly -in 

epistemology also. 

However, two very optimistic talks were given on "Evolutloh", ' 

with one of the workshops: Firstlyt Peter Russell'spoke of 'the 

process in ternis of voidt energyt matter, life and consciousness* 

He described a series of accelerations building up towurds the 

curve of the growth of consciousness by the-end of the century.. 

In an attempt to convey the levels of total awareness und lucid 

and compassionate concern that he foresaw in the future lie used 

three expressions - paradigm shiftt meta-consciousness and global 

brain. Secondly, Guy Dauncey spoke with an energy filled with 

hope and vision. (It was interesting to note that this young 

participant was unemployed, except that he was writing a hundbook 

on unemployment! ) Guy saw consciousness as fundumental'. Ile dis- 

missed the political parties as being too masculine. '_1le'outlinCd 

the need for the New Age ideasj'for consciousness chungesl radicul 

changes in structures and the elimination of, all-barriers, 
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Guy had mude himself responsible for the production 'of ii 

delightful bimonthly journal called "Interchange". In the Oct. 

1978 issue lie stated: "Without substantial transl'orinutions in 

the world around us, inner change remains but fragile. Me hLve 

8 to remoula the world so as to express what-we are becomir)g. 11 

Three films were shown during the conference: "The Lxperiencer" 

by Michael Kohler and Brian Helweg-Larsen took 135 minutes. it 

explored Earth, Water, Air and Fire in relation to Body, Emotion, 

Mind and Spirit. The film used inime, rhythm aRd colour to mup 

out the state of our collective unconscious and unlock the potent- 

ial for healing. It followed a young man on his'long journey for 

understanding and harmony; a psychological experience through the 

inner self - with a camera. It also represented a kind of' cine- 

mutic Zen riddle to which the viewer muy find his own unswer. The 

. second I'llin, culled "Olsin" related to the glorious wild sounah 

and sights across mountain, forest, lake and sea 1rclund's 

contribution to the conservation theme. The third film was ciAlled 

"The Eye of the Heart - The Paintings of Cecil pollins"o 

In this film the artist was shown in the process of puinting 

and also with his students at the Central School of Art and at the 

City Lit. Centre for Adult Studiesq London. Cecil Collins sLresscd 

the metaphysical aspect. He said that life was a mystery and in 

a strange way we were expected to participate and contribute to 

the mystery. He said that there was a need to let art transform 

the consciousness. Much of his work was symbolic an'd related to 

ancient universal symbols such as the pilgrim., fool, prophetess 

and angel. Collins said that if we lose touch with the archetypes 

-we will become imprisoned in their echoes, leading to frugmentationý 

and madness. -He-expressed the view that we are at the beginnitig 

of a new age - the new art faces the rising sun. 
ýI 
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A Concluding Optimistic Quotation for the Future 

.... I've also got fa ith not only in my belief as a 

socialist but a tremendous belief in human beings, and I 

know that we can produce a society where man will cease to 

simply go to work and have a little leisure, but will release 

his latent talent and ability and begin to produce in the 

cultural sense all the things that I know he's capable of: 

music, poetry, writing, sculpture, whole works of art that, 

at the moment, are literally lying dormant simply because we, 

as a society, are not able to tap it. " This statement was 

not made by a writer or artistv but by the leader of. the 

Yorkshire miners, Arthur Scargill. 
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Introduction 

This chapter provides a brief account of the historical 

background of psychiatric art'; recent developments and refer- 

ence to ulienation and universal and personal symbolism. The 

subject of schizophrenic art is considered, including its 

characteristic features, artistic and schizophrenic experience 

and the psychological problems of schizophrenia. Two very 

different artists, Van Gogh and Adolf Wo**lflip both of interest 

in the psychia tric contextt are also discussed. The concluding 

section refers to manic-depressive psychosis. 



The Ilistoricul Buckground of Psychiutric Art 

One of the Cirst psychiatrists to be concerned with the 

subject in this country was Forbes Winslow. In 1849 he wrote 

"Insanity of Men of Genius". In 1880 tie referred to three 

voluaies containing specimens of artistic productions by various 

patients in an un-numed English Asylum. This collectiont one of 

the earliest wentioned in the literaturet was made by the Medical 

Superintendent. It contained works in pencil, ink, water colours, 

chalk, sepia and oil, covering a period of 20 Years. I' 

Max Simong the French psychiatristt was one'of, the first to 

describe the characteristics of drawings by mental'putients. In 

1876 lie noted that patients suffering from delusions of persecu- 

tion made elaborately executed and symbolic drawings of their 

delusions. Simon emphasized the diagnostic value of creative 

work, 

In Italy the most outstunding early work in the field was 

done by Lombroso. lie arranged exhibitions of paintings at the 

museuja of Psychiatry and Criminal Anthropology'of the University 

of Turin. In 1880 he reported data on a group or 108 mentul 

patients with artistic tendencie so 

In his book "Alan of Genius" he considered-the puthologicul 

condition of a number of famous meng and elaborated upon the' 

relationship between genius and insanity'. lie maintained that 

there was a link between extreme forms of creutivity'and psyChO_ 

pathology, Be that as. it may, Lombroso made some' shrewd' 

obseryations with regard. to the nature of genius: - "The*coincidence 

of genius and insanity enables us'to understand- ,t- be ustonishing 

unconsciousness, instahtaneousnessp, and' intermittance of creations 

of genius 

He wrote of' genius as, characterized"by irr . esistible impulsion 
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und of the domination of gen, 

of heightened sensitivity in 

of the present time and said 

wore things and with greater 

men, their recollections are 

ions wore fruitful. " 3 

lus by the unconscious. lie wrote 

a way similar to the psychologists 

of geniuses: "They feel und notice 

vivacity und tenucity thun other 

richert and their mcntul combinut- 

'B. Ilyslop exhibited a collection of about GOO In1 900 T0 

works done by the patients at Bethlem Hospital. In the 1920's 

he wrote of the work of mental patients in relation to various, 

schools and to modern art, In "The Great Abnor mals" he wrote: 

The great war of the future will be that of self-realizationg 

with its consequent freedom from artificial bonds of slavery in 

which each individual has become so enineshed that he,, no, longer 
I 

is free to thinkq feel, or act for himself. to 4 

Here again there is a modern flavourg this time-in the 

tolerance and enjoyment of nonconformity, 

In Germany there have been many. contributors: In 1906 

F. h1ohr observed that particular drawing characteristics serve 

to differentiate the various forms of mental illness. He used -, - 

a systematic experimental approach to the subject. - 

H. Prinzhorn has been described as a monumental figure in 

the history of this research. In an article in 1919, he, described 

the newly formed Museum of the Insane atý the Heidelberg 

Psychiatric Clinicq which at that time contained 127 cases* His 

brilliant classic: "The pictorial works of a mental patientp 

a contribution to the psychology and psychopathology- of theý 

Gestaltung" was published in 1922. The book contains 187-.. ''-' 

illustrations and covers diagnosis 9 genius,., the characteristý'-C'S 

of the art from the Heidelberg Collection and-comparative 

studies, 5 (See pp. 216& 217 & Chapter'VI, p'. 264; ) 



In 1925 IV. Weygandt noted four main connections between 

art and mental illness: - 1. Mental Ulness extinguishes art* 

2. mental illness may facilitate a dormant talent. 3. Mental 

illness alters the style and content of art* 4. Mental illness 

inay not uffect urt. 

Lunge-Eichbuuw considered vurious groups in the following 

wuy: Those geniuses who were psychotic .. but only uf ter their - 

work wus completedp eg. Faruday, Those in whom the psychosis 

existed before their work began, and influenced itt but the 

formative talent remained intact, e. g.. De Quincey. Those who 

did their creative work in the midst of the psychosist e. g* 

Monet. lie also wrote of the psychopathst e. g. Beethovenp and 

said that their condition sensitized, them to factors not sensible 

to others - fltiidity of ideas and a talent for new. combinations. 0 

In Switzerland C, G. Jung pioneered the work, using painting 

as part of the treatment for his patients. 7 

-In 1921 W. Morgenthaler produced the first monograph devoted 

to a schizophrenic artist - Adolf WO*lfli 1864-1930. 

In Russia extensive early work was done by P, I. Kurpov. In 

1926 he wrote: "The Creative Activity of the Insane and Its 

Influence on the Development of Science, the Arts and Technics". 

Karpov collected thousands of specimens from many institutions 

over a period of 15 years. 9 

In America, towards the end of the 19th centuryq a number of 

psychiatrists became interested in psychiatric art, In severul 

New York institutions drawing, musict dancing, dramal singingg.. -, 

embroideryq woodwork and writing were all reported one 

In 1920 E. J. Kempf wrote "Psychopathology" and co-llected": '-*' 

drawings-from the St. Elizabeth Hospitalt Washington. 10 

Bender and Schilderg working at the Belle Vue Hospitulg 
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New Yorkp huve published a number of studies on the urt of the 

patients* 11 

s,.. C, Jucobsonp writing between 1909 & 1926 on the subject. 

Says: "I'lle genius is usurA. Lly, if not al%vuys, of -insane tempera- 

ment., but his creutive work reriects the man at his best, that 

is to suy, sunest. 11 12 

"A survey of the Literuture on Artistic Behavior in the 

Abnorwal" by Anne Anastusi and John P. Foleyp Jr. was published 

in four parts in 1940 & 41: I'llistorical and Theoretical L)ack- 

ground; Approaches and Interrelationships; Spontaneous Product- 

ions; und Experimental Investigations. " This was part of u 

project conducted by the writers under the auspices of the 

Coluwbia University Council, for keseuých in the Social Sciences. 

In 11 "Approaches and InterrelutionsidpOp the authors take 

thrue aidin upprouches: (u) The artistic upprouch in which the 

urt is viewed uesthetically, (b) The psychiatric approach, In 

which the art is used for psychotherapy and diugnosi. s. (c) The 

psychological approach, in which there is un attempt to understand 

the factors involved in urtistid productions. 13 

In 1943 Anustasi and Foley published "An Anulysis of Spontun- .. 

eous t-. rtistic Productions by the Abnormal". 01' the 295 Institu- 

tions which were circularized, 139 responded, Of theset 19 

indicated that for various reasons they did not find themselves 

able to Co-operate; 58 reported no data were available-since no 

patient at the time was drawing spontaneously;, und 62 hospitals# 

distributed over 30 Statesq submitted data on a total of 212 

patients. 

-rhe writers were able to examine directly I 
_20.3 

products bY 

188 Of these putients, The work was studied with refer_ence to 

iaedlumg suýject toutter., techniqu e and execution, colour and 
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brighLnessi, unu special ch; Aracteristics. " 

lit 1944 itnustusi alia k: olcy published lljý. n Experimental Study 

of Aduit Psychotics in, cowpurison with thut of u Normal Control 

Group. " Is 

Thc writers say : "Urawings by psychotics huve been explored 

froin a variety of viewpoints: as artistic products,, as psychiatric 

uevices for diagnosis und therapy, and as sources of psychological 

informution on the nuture of such processes us perceptionp 

tianking, imuginuLlon und ucsttictic butiuviorell 

In Lhiu experimcnL 340 piAtionts rrom 5 mentul Ilospituls were 

mutched in uge, muritul status, educational and occuputio. nul 

level, urtistic truining und experiencet and geograpi. licul. 

distribution 9 with 340 normal adultsp 

All these G80 adults were usked to draw four subjects under 

controlled conditions: Free Choicep A Manp Ounger-and A CoPY 

of a iloral besigno Afterwards the drawings were unalysed, 

Some intensting observations were mude: A greater percentuge. 

or the abnormal produced rantastic compositions and unrelated 

objects. The range of subject matter was greater in. the abnormul. 

The deliberate destruction of the drawing occurred more often,, 

with the putients; and a few. of them showed resistance us the 

task became more specific, and even refused to draw* 

However, it was concluded that absence of certain bizarre 

characteristics. cannot be taken as proof of normulity; nor cun 

6ny special peculiarity provide conclusive evidence. or. ubnorwalitYe 

Returning to this countryt in 1937 Guttman, and MaclaY 

produced a report bused on the study of the drawing6 of. fiVe 

schizophrenic patients. 16 

In 1938 an exhibition was held in London of over 50 drLwings_ 

made by the rormer Russian ballet dancerp Nijinskyq, while lie was 
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in u Swiss Sunatorium. 

11, G, buynes emburked on a research into the unconscious 

from schizophrenic dreums and drawings entitled "Ihe Mythology 

ol' the soul". This work was started in 1940, and aevelopeu 

further in IU55. It covers over goo pages, una is mainly devoted 

to the studyv. iAlong Jungian lines, of two borderline schizophrenics 

The reason for the investigation arose because he coulu-not 

understand the art produced by these putients. 17 

In 1945 Adriun Hiil wrote "art Versus Illness" and in 1951 
.0 

"Paintiiig Out Illness". As a result of Ilis work in Sanutoriug 

lie discovered that a patient may be cured. of a physicul Jiseusev 

but develop mentul illneS5 US a result or"long periods in u 

hospital. lie found that art was an important way of combating 

institutional neurosis. Is 

In 1950 irancis Reitman wrote"Psychotic Art" and in 1954 

"Insanityt Art and Culture". He was interested to know"how fiAr 

cultural differences are expressed in mental ilinessq and what 

the standards are for judging abnormality in a given culture* 

keit; iian studied the work of mental patients sent from New Zezlundq- 

Nlexico,, East Africu, Egypt, Indiu and Japan* lie received ubout 

200 pictures 1'rom So non-western patients. 

L. C. Uux pro6uced "Experimentul Studies-'kn' ii-syciiiatric Art" 

in 1953. lie was the hledicul Superintendent at Netherne-liosPitalt 

Surrey, before going out to be the Chairman of the Mentul 

Hygiene Authorityp Victoriap Australia. His book is an'inquil'Y 

into the vulue or the arts in psychological mediciinee 20 

Dax considered that two main avenues had 'been I op I ened ror 

further investigation: What are the effects of art on'illncss? 

and: What are the effects of illness on art? 

bax mLde a study of 20,000 pictures at Netherne und arrunged 
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u series or experimental studies. lie tendeu to be against the 

use of' the term art therapy, as he felt that although creative 

activity may be u usel'ul aid to psychiutric treatinentp this was 

a subjective view and not statistically supported. 

However, lie admittea that with regurd to the effect of urt 

on mental illness statistical evidence would be difficult to 

obtain, for in the field or psychological hiedicinet the clinical 

problchis are so individuals 

Ile would have liked some scientific evidence to show that 

a group of putients having art improved more quickly and in 

greuter numbers t1tun u control group. Neverthelesst lie did 

- study the wuys in which art muy be helpful to putients. 

uux observcd thut paintings muy reflect mentul illness 

closely. The objective study of the effect of IdentiAl illness 

on art is also difficult because aesthetic criteria ure not 

eusy to estublish, 

However, Uax studied paintings from the point of view of 

mood disturbance in the affective psychoses and disorders of 

thought in schizophrenia. lie also studied embroidery and 

observedv in psychotic patientsl many of the sbme features in 

this work as in the paintings. He was interested in the wuy 

patients handled different materials in modelling and the 

influence of mental illness on imagination as distinct frow. 

craftsmunship. 

In the 1940's mental hospitals beg'an unlocking the wards.. 

Gruduullyg at the patients were emuncipated the psychiatrjsts 

found amazing changes in them, The sullen and the violent 

often acquireu a new sense or purpose* They wanted social 

actiVities and recreation. Educational programmes could be 

PlUllned for them, and at the same tiwe they needed less attention 

0 

in the old custodian sense. 
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Recent tievelopments - ýiainly rrom the mid 1950's to thd 

preserlL Lillie . 

ln 1956 I'Llurt psyclioputhologiquell by R. Volmat was published., 

It Is u prol'usely Illustruted work, it bnalyses the prouuctions 

ol' 320 wentul putients. It is based .,, u. cumentution rron, the 

InLernut, ionul LXhibition of Psychopathological Artq held on the 

occusion oC the Ist World Congress of Psychiutry in Puriso 1 950.21 

Ur. Georg Schmidt, as Uirector of the iwnstniuseuiu, L; usle 

und Ilrofessor at the tuunich ACudewy of Fine Art. -i Ur. Hans Steckg 

Professor of Psychiatry at Lausanne University and Dr. A. Bader, 

a specialist in psychiatric medicine and Physician at Sainte- 

Croixg have all contributed to the subjectp and also to the book 

1"i'hough This be Madness". In this publication the work of three 

psychotic artisLs is considered from the ae*sthetic angle. 22) 

Buder sees in the pictorial work of psychotics u mirror ol' 

the human soul. He says: "The schizophrenic reproduces not 

what he sees around him but what exists inside him". In this 

respect he is not unlike many modern artists. Bader speaks of 

creation beco! aing an act of liberation: "Fear is quelleu and 

the work created takes on magic quulities". 

Steck also refers to magical processes restoring inner unity 

in a patient. 

In Holland whole hospitals are now going over to cultural 

therapy and. Professor J. H. Plokker is a leading figure in tile 

research in this field. His special interest revolves around 

the "shattered image of schizophrenics", 23 

luany of the imaginative paintings done by patients-represent 

this inner conflict. One picture mayp perhapsg 6110w a tilted 

window, because the patient says she sees the world front a 

difTerent angle compared with other people, There -in uy be a 
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rlight, or steps with the upper ones sloping, icy and impossible 

to climb. t% tiny figure on the edge of u huge vertical cliffq 

und vuriutions on this theme, - ure very comaton. 

i-Ito sciazopiweiac nightmure 11juy lie. vividly represented US 

u network ol' bluck lines enclosing a figure; or the extreme 

loneliness ol' the one isolated figure in a deserted or hostile 

Worius The feeling, typical of the paranoid schizophrenic, of 

being uttuckeu on all sides, may be depicted us a furious battle 

of figures on horseback, surrounding and closing in on the one 

central figure* There may be a wall of a large h ouse with 

every window barricaded up with intricate brickworkt or a castle 

as a distant goal with the route blocked by indless obstacles. 

A. Weathersong who was the Art Thprapist at Springfield. 

liospitalg Londong gives a vivid account of the paranoid stute: 

"The paranoid state can be seen so clearly in some kinds of 

paintings that the haunted and constantly'watched sensations of 

the victim can be most easily appreciated, A setting sun over 

a darkened landscape gradually takes on the characteristics of 

an eye - the fence in the foreground of the picture becoines a 

row of teeth and slowly a monstrous face ewergesp each phrt of 

the picture becoming absorbed, Whatever the original point of 

departure of such piecesq these faces appeurg, looming through 

what the patient has tried to express. " 

Even harmless photographs 'copied' by paranoid patients muY 

take'on a menacing appearance, it is therefore understanaable 

that real people should seew, threatening to them under'the most 

upparently innocent situations* 

The strunge,, bizarre quality of'much psychotic-art has also 

interested Professor Curstairs. fie cites the munic-depressive 

experiences of Piranesil as. expressed in the etchings or giguntic 
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imuginury prisons, spiral stairca'ses leading nowhere and a 

SCIIE; C 01* 1JUJIJUJI I, ULIlity, (; oyuls furious energyq alternated with 

I-its ol' I)lu(. -k cletiIjuirg uiid his pictures ol"Culilkibul witches U"d 

u1i munner of monsters. 

Ilroressor Curstairs has had the disconcerting experience of 

seeing himself depicted in a picture by a putieht: lie is shown, 

along with a host, of other psychiatrists, gazing in profound 

bewilderment ut the patientg a specimen in u test-tube. 

The same patient' has also painted ,, rhe Mazelf p in which his 

skull is cut opep to reveal the compartments of obsessive horror 

that summarised his life. 24 

In'1965 there was an exhibition of paintings at, the 

Edinburgh iestival, They were selected from over 39000 patient- 

art-productions and hung alongside world masterpieces. 

A booklet relating to the exhibition has been*produced 

entitled "Expressionism Through Illness"., The co-authors were, 

Joyce H. Laing, a professional artist and the -trt Therapist at 

the Ross Clinict Aber'deen and Alex, N. Main, a psychologist who 

has carried out research-on the diagnosis of schizophrenia by 

means of paintings. 

The exhibition summarised six years of work in the Aberdeen 

hospitals. The teria. 'Expressionisail was chosen b ecausei, t 11 is' 

art style is concerned with the expression of feeling. There 

was felt to be an affinity between this style ýnd patienýt - -urt. 

Joyce Laing . says: "For the artist, the criti .c und the 

connoisseur the knowledge or patient-art must excite many 

questions on the busic values of much p ro 
I fessio I nal' 

IaI 
rt , and uL 

the same time -stiukulate interes .t by the remarkable directness or 

it-s emotional content. " 

Alex. Main wus'interested in such-questions as: "What colourst 
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shapesq, etc. p eonvey which emotions? How do these patterns of 

response cliunge or podify with different illnesses? Do we geL 

more consistent uppruisuls ot these emotions in normal paintings 

or those of the ill person? Does the originality of vision or 

ihe skill of the artist change his expression in any way, and . 

if so, in wilut way? tt 25 

The nber(leen Collection is housed in the Ross Clinic. 

In 1961 & 62 two filins were produced-by the Departisignts of 

mentul Ifealth and Aledicul Ilhotographyp Aberdeen University* 

They show something of the work at the Ross Clinic. 26. 

The 1061 iilm,, Art in Psychiatry, shows the patients in the 

studio. The atmosphere is one of informality. All the patients 

-aamitLed to the Unit are asked to draw or paint. There is a 

complete choice of mediap though gouache colour is recommendede 

No instruction is given in technique and the patients are 

encouraged to work spontaneously, ' The visual record provided 

by the pictures und sculpture may be used like a graph to 

- indicute the trend ol' un illness. 

The muin purL of this film tells the story ol' one putiento 

Anne. She is shown at work in the studio where she-puints a 

variety of suicide picturesp one of, these contains'hulf a dozen 

dangerous objects including a huge poison bottle. At u medical 

conference Anne's pictures are discussedq later she is shown 

being interviewed by her psychiatrist and he uses the puintings 

to help her in gaining further insight into her problems. 

The 1962 Film, Diagnostic Categories in Psychiutric Artt 

deals with such illnesses as schizophreniut depression and 

psyclioneurosis. ' A selection of-*the pictures typital'of each 

cute-gory is shown. 

Many of these paintings are startling and exciting. Joyce 
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Laing writes of "The remarkable range and reserves of the 

humun wind at times of stress. " These paintings certainly 

prove this to be true. There are great craggy mountain scenest 

exotic jungles, terrifying cliffs, vivid red volcanic nightmares, 

crucifixion themes, gigantic birds and lurking crocodiles. One 

series Dy a schizophrenic patient shows the gradual transform- 

ation of the head of a girl into a portrait electrified with 

threatening power. 

In 1965 Joyce Laing completed a year's research in this 

field through a NurCield grant. Part of her work in this 

connection, was a fact finding survey or the position of Art 

Therapy in the Health Service. She wus also concerned with 

art projects with psychoneurotic putientsl ulcoholiqsq schizo- 

phrenics and young people in an upproved school. 

An example of a picture from "The Aberdeen Collection" 
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Contrasting with the delicately drawn folia. Ce the 

sinister figure of a crocodile lurks ominously in the 
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black water, symbolising the intangible sense at 

threat the patient is experiencing. 
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lit 1070 "Spont;, neous Painting and Modelling". by E. M. Lyddiatt 

wus published. Miss Lyddiatt has had many years experience 

orgunising urt depurtments in*psychiatric hospitals. 

Site suys of spontuncous puinting und moclelling: "It inight 

be describeu us un introverted activity, u method ol* linking the 

conbcious und unconscious so thut u new utLiLude cun come inLo 

ucinge it is a deliberute 

seeking to control it, and 

"Using painting to contact 

full ol* contradictions and 

seems that the more one kn 

there is to know. to 27 

erl'ort to leL a woou bpeuk witliout. 

without being overwhelmed by it, " 

the unconscious is dirricuit work, 

as complicated us lire itselr. It 

ows about it over the years, the more 

7he '; ýLethodl may be described as concern to provide the 

atmosphere in which patients can feel at easep and therefore 

free to be spontaneous. There is a need to keep iitterference 

anu even suggestions to a minimum. The organiser speaks through 

the conditions and materials she provides. There are no fixed 

. 
standards, no attempt to teach art in a formal sense. ' I%eferences 

are made to channelling a force and encouraging the patient"to 

watch what his imagination Is doing. 

A large proportion of space in the book is'given'to ciescrib- 

ing the work of individual patients and ullowing the pýa, ýients 

to speak about the 'art therapy experience' for-themselves', D 

There are end of the world pictures, mythsg''dreamst towers, 

mazes,, holy pictures, devilsq psychiatrist's depicted'sometimes 

as devilsq the, sun and moon crashing and-wany landscapes and 

portraits. 

According toýthe views expressed by some of the"putients, 

in art therapy one carries on-a conversatioh"with an unknown 

part of oneself; the therapy lies in the act of painting or 
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wodelling; the work may be a statement, a prayer or an act of 

rebellion. The importance of freedom, although sometimes 

misunderstood by patients and. medical staff', is very often 

greutly valued as providing the opportunity f. or growth and 

unfoldwent. 

Lyciuiatt concludes with the following statcnicnt: "This 

activity is deep and mysterious because one is contacting some- 

1hing unknown and realizing something new that i, s both constant 

and changing. It is-ýof immediate practical value and seems to 

be never-ending. " 28. 

One disturbing attitude expressed in the book is Lyddiatt's 

view, stated emphatically, that the work produced by the patients 

in art therapy is not art, But what, is art? Roger Curdinul 

speaks of two'aspects: A primary process of projecting unconscious 

forms from within, and a secondary process of controlled 

eluboration. 

It would seem that in art therapy the stress tends to be 

on the primary process* But this comes nearer to highly iwugin-. 

ative work than much academic and traditional art. With the, 

latter the secondury. process often stirles the primary one. 

nq According to Bader, and this is a psychiatrist speakingg 

there is really no such thing as psychopathological urt: "for 

the artistic pfienomenon, the creative actsare not modified in 

their essence by mental illness". Ile-then goes on to diseuss 

the work of his patients in terms of their originality us urto 

Yet another approach is to dismiss terms like 'sick 

healthy' and think of a continuum of 'human experience*' Perhups 

. 
411 art is in soii-e degrge pathological, It is possible to picture 

a society that is so sane that no art is produced, But then one 

Must ask what is sanity? 
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. 
R. D. Laing has made some interesting observations on this 

subject: As J. Kovel says: "Laing is-not content to merely 

tolerate madness as a valid form of experience; it becomes rather 

un uct of heroism, u positive virtuep the negation of negative 

experietice in ulienuted culture. The rcul mudness is of' those in 

power, Crow purcim to preSidCnt; the lunatic, sociully dcCiiiedq 

is Put-elktiulLY 'Crced by his exclusion from society's power und 

burcuucrucy; like Leur's Fool, like the muddencd king himselft 

his cruziness becomes the way out to a higher light*" 3C) 

Laing was uble to see hi-a. antipsychiutric ideas in pructicet 

especially at Kingsley Hallp London, made famous by Mary Darnes 

and*her exhuberant paintings. His method was'to Orbvide an 

intense and caring situation; the therapy'was the opportunity 

given to Patients to act out their fantasiesp'to 'go down' ýhrough- 

the journey of madness and emerge with a new insight, ' The method 

was related to existential philosophy, the concept of commtýnity 

and the view that schizophrenia may be an alternative normality 

for certain people. 

I- 
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Alienation 

J. Dubufret is an important example of an artist interested 

in the art of the alienated. -Ile began building up his collect- 

ion of 'art brut' (raw art) after the war. -By the 1960s lie hi-d 

over one thousund items, including paintings, carvings and 

embroideries, by a hundred artists, Dubuffet sought the work 

of' those individuals who were free, as far as possible, from 

cultural conditioning. He was attracted towards the innocento 

the nonconformist, the recluse and the schizophrei 

delighted in discovering examples of art that was 

the extremev unpredictable, unformed and dynamic. 

embodies an authentic raw purity can be dynamic. 

Dubuffet's opiniont selectsq filterst, reduces and 

He sought the ideal individualist, the jubilantly 

nic lie 

original in 

, Only art that 

Culture, in 

sterilizes. 

obstinantg the 

schizophrenic escaping the madness of sanity. Ile found, thut 

through asking for the minimum of conditioning he discovered'the' 

most truly creative work. 31 

It is an implied criticism of our society if it can be 

shown that it is difficult to be original without being either 

alienated or insane. Perhaps the tendency tow. urds conformi ty 

.. 
is a characteristic of most societies. This CaUsesýthe unusuU1 

individual to feel threatened. Often the conformity'is quit. e 

meaningless and may act as a limiting factor against creativity- 

People as a whole need educating to accep't differen - tiation and 

divergence. In many highly developed urban so'cieties there. is 

opposition from youth. In "The Homeless Mind" reference is made 

to. youth culture. Aspects of moderni'ty-'are questioned, by this 

'culture. 
To organise one s day by the,. clock', is, to be 'uptight-' 

rather than 'hanging loose'. To organise onýls_life by the, 

calendar i, s to be a victim of the 'rat race 
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, mic youti, culture is criticiAl of the superf iciulity ol' 

mociern soci. 1 lire, ; An(i terms such ýis alienation ana dehuman- 

ization are usea. The youth culture is also critical of st. -tus, 

ambition, wealth anu power, anU of order and conformity. 

fiowcver, there are parauoxes in the situation. For the non- 

sLandard to become the norm really requires that more than a 

few Lndiviuuals show signs of originality. 

I'o wuny people there is something wila anu inevitably 

unpredictable about 

ing; uead, accepted 

is sometimes a need 

of' everyday lil'e in 

mien you create you 

eiiipty and nearly si 

the creative process, this may be disconcert- 

art products are more comfortable. There 

to turn away from the pressures anu tensions 

order to discover the centre of being. 

are alone and the centre of life is almost 

lent. As Roger Cardinal says: "Once we step 

inside the confines of an autistic - 

sensiUility, we are faced with a 

unique and incisive truth that 

casts its distinct spell. Which 

way do we jump when confronted 

with art that makes so few 

concessions? " . 33 

. 6cot-Lie Wilson 18tiO-1972 

'Outsiuer' ArtiSL 
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UnIvers; A1 Symbolism und Ilersonul Symbolism 

originul urt it; laglay individuult buL iL is ulso linked 

with Lhc universalo Archetypul imuges emerge - us if from the 

iceberg of' the psyche - that, may be derived from the experiences 

of'. the culture or the raceo This idea has an association with 

Jung's theory of the collective unconsciouso Unconscious 

forces are linked withýcreative art and dreams through symbolse 

Symbols are produced spontaneously, though they may be consci- 

ously elaborated later, Jung observes that man has developed 

a sense of cosmic isolation. Through scientific knowledgg he 

has lost his emotional 'unconscious identity' with natural 

phenomena: "Thunder is no longer the voice of an angry godt 

nor lightning his avenging missile. No river contains a spirit, 

no tree is the life principle of a man, no snake the embodiment 

of wisdomp no mountain cave the home of u great demon. No 

voices now speak to man from stones, plants and animals, nor 

does he speak to them believing they can hear. His contact- 

with nature has gonev and with it has gone the profound 

emotional energy that this symbolicýconnection supplied, " 

One. has only to visit prehistoric sites to appreciate the 

symbolic significance to early man of great stones in wild 

places. 

Marion Milner conveys the understanding that creative 

expression requires an attitude of daring and. plunging into the 

unknown: "I want to. suggest the possibility that a number of 

states of mind that are*different from everyday conscious 

awareness may be, in part an expression of the unconscious or 
. 

half conscious'need. to give this creativeness its freedom. " 

She defines psychic creativeness as the'capacity for making a 

symbol. There is the realisation thatý, the symbol goes beyond 
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logic, for the symbol is both itself und something else. One 

of her spontuncous druwingsq "Bursting Seed-pod"t was luter 

seen to be "the irresistible -thrust of life- that wus giving 

birth to new -ideas and also how these were bursting through 

the seed-pod of the 'old, world that gave thein birth. st 35 

In order to regain something of this kind of feeling a 

leap beyond the intellect is necessary. The-metaphysical and 

surrealist artists have made this attempt, mingling conscious 

and unconscious elements in-their paintings, transcending the 

apparently contradictory. ' Paul Nash was very much attracted 

to the symbol. He painted pictures that reflected the. hidden 

mysteries of nature or the drama of an event. Ile loved 'strange 

meetings' or 'encounters'. He was iAterested in opposing, 

forcesp light and dark, sun and moont. day and nightq equinox and 

solstice. lie understood that art'was a way-of balancing the 

outer world or objective fact and'the. inner world, of ideas und, 

imagination. He saw the sacred mound or mountain as the hill 

to which men lift up their eyes in hope; the'serpent as the 

vitalq untamed, u'psurging energy; th Ie flower as fulfilment and 

the sun as the giver of life- the divine symbol, 'In nocturnal 

lap I dscapes megaliths could become transformed into. mushrooms 

and the moon could stand for the mysterious and unknown* 

"Landscape from-. a Dream"'se'ems to express something-of the. 

relationship between the inner and the outer worldsq the, individ- 

ual and the cosmos. 

Creative art can help to integrate the. various aspects of 

life, the' inner and outer experiencep hence one of the reasons 

for its therapeutic value, To find the richt imaginative 

quality of symbolism it is necessary to turn to the spontuneous 

artidtq whether. he be childt, genius or schizophrenic* 
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z)ýýIazuplirenic Art 

.i Ile picture L)e lo% 1-epresents ;A large coloar pu. Liltins - 

It UePiCts a cave ditu part of' a stringe underworlu lariuscape. 

IL %as done by -a ý, (-hiZOp1krV11iC patient imL -xingsway 
! ospital, 

oerby .It siko%%!:; im numi-er of' c har ac ter i stic Ft-ý. ture s: It has a 

spiky, brittle, Frag.., ented quality, witti a biArricaued iAproach 

to Lhe entrance ot the cave. 'Che colour scheme is suggestive 

ul' soiiiethin,. ý threateniiig or alarming anu likev%ise the two-headed 

, ý; Uclt . 
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Artistic 
- 

und Schizophrenic Experie, nce 

There seem to be certain parallels between artistic and 

schizophrenic experience. Professor Carstairs, in his article 

"Art and Psychotic Illness". has this to say on the subject: 

"The artist and schizophrenicp in their dirrerent waysp 

seem to preserve that acuteness of perception which Sir Herbert 

Read has described as ithe innocent eye' but the schizophrenics' 

awareness is not just the freshness of a child's outlook on 

the world. It is a heightened awareness indeed, but one 

heightened by dread. He is aware of an element of threat in 

his'surroundings. 

This is especially true during the active stage of the 

illness, which will sometimes break out again with renewed 

intensity after a certain period of relative calm.... 

Schizophrenia brings about bizarre and quite unfamiliar 

distortions of reality. In its early stuges it can sometimes 

stimulate a more intense, though usually rather sinister 

awareness of -the mystery behind normal phenomena* 'One is'.. 

compelled to wonder in what does this mystery lie: perhaps-it 

is an attribute of the beholder. 

Early in the 20th century Dali and Tanguy were envious of. ' 

the schizophrenic's I*uculty of. living in a dreum likc stutC9 

even though the dream should often prove a nightinure. Jýn the 

1920s the term 'paranoidt had a positive value in aesthetic 

parlance and surrealists made it their aim to paint frankly 

psychotic imagery. 

This was their tribute to the 'magical' quality or schizo- 

phrenic fantasy, a quality which was attributed in its origin 

in the unconscious mind.. **" 
36 

Schizophrenia may give rise 'to hal, l'uc'i n"a" ii o ný' s 'and distortions 
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of perception. Although the schizophrenic is in one sense 

fettered by his illness, in another sense. it frees him froin 

inhibitions and from undue concern with the so-called logical 

anu reul world, he can take the direct route into fantasy. 

In "Symbols of Transformation", C. G. Jung-s'peaks of the 

archaic world of fantasy taking the place of reality in schizo- 

phrenia. 37 

In 1924 Andre kiretong the poet, produced the Surrealist 

Munifesto. lie expressed the belief that the apparent antagonism 

between dream and reality would be resolved in a kind of absolute 

reality - in "surreality". 

The surraLlistj when he explores the subconscious# may do 

so deliberateiyt cutting his way thrqugh the conventionul und 

the traditionalt as an experimenter. The enigmatic'uspects of 

life, and the need for the artist to be an adventurer, are 

emphasised-in the opinions of inany poets and painters. 

, ýiax Ernst had only to look through an illustrated scientific 

catalogue:. "I found here united elements such poles apart that 

the very Incongruousness of the assembly started off a sudden 

intensification of my visionary faculties and-a dream like 

succession of contradictory images - double, triple and multiple 

images coming one on top of the other, with the,, per*sistence und 

rapickity peculiar to memories of love, and to the dreams-that 
4 

come between sleeping and waking. " 
'33 

Jean Cocteau, the, ooett maintains'thut even the. sanest of, 

artists is subject to some degree of schizophreniaq without 

which he can give us nothing of value. 

II. G. Baynes,, in "The mythology of the Soul",, says that the, 

schizophrenic is often a daring voyager, respondingto the 

violence of unconscious forces and fascinated by irrationality. 40 
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mliclu Jul, fe. suys: "Lite uppurent, or uctuul retreut ol* mun 

1'rom muny workas of' urt, the luck of' rcflcctiong the predominance 

of' Lhe miconscious over conuciousness oi'i'cr criticts rrequent 

points of uttuck. 

, rhey speak of pathological art and compare it with pictures 

by the insane, for it is characteristic of the. psychosis that 

consciousness and the ego-personality are submerged or drowned 

by floods of contents from the unconscious. regions of the psyche. 

It is true'that the comparison is not so odious to-day as 

it was even a generation ago. 

1932 Jung pointed out a connection of this kind in. hi. s 

essay on Picasso, it provoked a storm of indignation. 
-To-day 

the catalogue of a well known Zurich art gallery speaks of the. 

almost schizophrenic obsession of a faiaous-artistv'and the 

German writer kudolf"Kassner described Georg Trakl as 'one or 

the greutest poetsl,, continuing 'There was something schizophrenic 

about him. It can be felt in his work, there is a touch of 

schizophrenia in it too. Yes Trakl is a great poet. "' 

Aniela Jaffi refers to several modern painters, such as 

Kandinsky, Chýgallq Paul Nashq Klee and Chirico. They are 

quoted from their writings, and expressions such as fathomless 

melancholy and mysterious lonely*poetry are used. 

Chirico for example, thinks in terms of every-object having 

two aspects; a common aspectt and a metaphysical, aspect. He'. 

maintained that the artist should be aware of the' lattert and be 

able to convey it in-his work: - "A work of art joust relate some- 

thing that does not appear in its visible forin. it 41 

It is a certain magical quality related t. oýa, desire to 

break the mirror and get behind the facade that provides the 

imaginative artist with a link-wi'th the ý schizophrenic. 
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In muny surreaiist pictures there way be unusual encounters 

with strunge objects: Paul Nashp for example, enjoyed the 

sudden impact of unexpected relationships; the Avebury monoliths 

and the white trumpet of the convolvulus, or the incongruity of 

a tennis ball or picture frame poised on a remote sweep of -the 

downs. 

In 1946, just before his death he was working on a series 

of sunflower paintings, But were they sunflowers or were they 

fiery meteors whirling dazzling'and transiently''through the 

atmosphere? 

margaret Naumbergp in her concluding remarks on two SCI'iZO- 

phrenic girls writes: "Schizophrenic art often contains fragmentu- 

tion of forms, distortion of shapes. 'regression'to, archaic-or 

primitive levels of the unconscious,. the substitution of a 

symbol for an idea, an .d the drawing. of human features from 

different viewpointsq simultaneously. Such devices are employed 

quite frequently in the work of many of the most original and 

successful artis ts. But few clues are available as to why most 

of these creators chose their strange symbols. "' 

She refers to a number of artists, -such as Bosch, areu-ghelp 

Picasso, Klee and Uuli, and goes on to say: 

Iluo not such u runge and variety ol'_crcutions produced L)Y'* 

great and skillful artists of different agesp force us to 

reconsider the possibly broader significance and purpose of 

fragmentationt distortion, archaism, and double focus-us expressed 

in works of artt. whether these are projected by individuals who 

are regarded a-s normal or mentally. disturbed? The advent. or 

dynainic psychiatry now makes it'. possible to recognize that 

such modes of expressing inner experience are universal to-man 

whether he is ill or well. " 42 



i'he picture below is the work of one of my mature '0' Level 

art students from the 1974-75 year. She produced the painting 

entirely spontaneously. It says more th4n words about how it 

feels to be the mother of a schizophrenic boy. 

flelp rvie. 
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Ada wightmore 

Schizoptirenia 

rhe collage above is made of pipe cleaners, cocktail 

sticks and spills. It was designed to suggest how it , lay 

sometimes feel for the art therapist trying to understand 

a schizophrenic person: It is as if the personality has 

been shattered, fragmented into a thousand pieces, and yet 

it is radiating " message - perhaps we should listen. 
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I-, iyellologicul 1, robiews iii sciazoplireniu 

Njully peoVic liuve uttempted to unclerstund und esLublish 

cmituct with the schizophrenic, The problem ol' understunding 

way lie us profound us existentiul philosophy; the problem of 

contuct us difficult as building a bridge across quicksand. 

Two examples from the literature will illustrate this. * 

iirstly, DR, a, eares, an Australian psychiatrist. He speaks 

. with reference to a patient undergoing treatment - art used as 

part of psychotherapy. 

"she would misinterpret something. I had blundered.. A great 

gull' would come between us, We were strangers aguing and her- 

distress had returned, At such moments I would be hard put 

upon to hide 'my disappointment. The worst of it was knowing 

that these painful estrangements were of my making. The aware- 

ness was always with me that these failures were due to a faulty 

approach on my part. It was the old problem of not knowing 

enough. I would make contact with her, and then in a moment it 

would be lost., st 43 

The second example is from Dr. R. D. Laing. lie describes 

the way in which the schizophrenic feels threateneo: -"To be 

understood correctly is to be engulfedt to be enclosedt -swallowed 

up, drownedq eaten upq smothered, stifled in or by anoth. er 

person's all-embracing comprehension. It is lonely and puinful 

to be ulways misunderstood, but there is at least from this 

point of view a inpusure of safety in isolation*" 

or. Lai'ng refers to the wuy the psychotiC, IAUY I'Ccl Oil 

or imploded. oil uccount of these feelings there is u need for 

defensive actiont, henc. e the false-self systewt the elaborate 

games of pretence and equivocation. 

Life is felt to be confusing becauge what is desiredq 'the 
I 
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looment of' recognition', causes panic. 

Ur. Laing refers to the way schizophrenics use red-herring 

speech and prolonged filibustering to throw dangerous people off 

the scent: "The self, as one patient puts it, feels crushed 

and mangled even at the exchanges in an ordinary conversation. *. * 

His outward behaviour is a defensive system analogous to innumer- 

able openings, to underground passages which one might imagine 

would take one to the inner citadel, but they leud nowhere or 

elsewhere. The schizophrenic is not going to reveal hijaself 

for casual inspection and examination to any philandering 

passer-by., # 44 

Apart from the features of the illnessq which may make the 

patie 
. 
nt feel poisoned or possessed, týere are the basic diffi-ý, 

culties of the schizoid personality. People of this type have 

b. een described as: "unsociablet seriousq humourless, severe, 'ý,,.. " 

aloofj suspiciousq coolq harsh, reticentp misanthropic, 'CUIM'q 

coldt calculatingg self-centredg shut-in fanatical, " 

Neverthelesst many of the important steps in humun progress 

have been made by the sc hizothymic type of individual. Newtont 

Voltuirep Faraday and Einstein may be taken as examples; sund of 

course a list of schizoid artists would include uýhigh p'roportion 

of outstanding numes. 

Individuals of this type tend to find verbal communication 

difficult, particularly with regard to social situations. 

Macfarlane Smith mainta'ins that high spatial ability is often 

associated with the schizothymic type* 

Artistic expression may be very important for certain 

schizophrenic patientsq especially if they find verbul methods 

of communication difficult. 
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The Churacteristics of Schizophrenic Art 

Schizophrenia is by far the most interesting.,. mental illness 

from the point or view of artistic expression. 

Certuin feutures have been observed as being to some extent 

typicul ol' schizophrenic urt, Reitinung uux ancl Bader havet l'or 

exuaipiel rel'erved to theirk und they may be sumniarised us follows: - 

I, rinkiLiVC SilapliCity 

The schizophrenic is not usually interested in illusions 

of space, volume, tone or accuracy of anatomy. Linear contours 

are always clearly defined. His work may look like primitive 

cave art or like the deliberately simplified work of modern 

artists. 

2. over-elaboration 

This may be described as the habit of using various dots 

and murkings over the surface of the picture and cramming the 

page until all the space is used up* There may even be a phobia 

aguinst empty space, 

Stereotypy 

This is a mechanical repetition of shapes and themese 

'Writing In' 

Wordsq sentences"and signs may be used as part of, the -, 

picture. iýeitiAan says this is a symptomatic feuture, of Western 

chronic psychotic painting. It cannoto of courset be so consid- 

ered in Chinese or Japanese art. 

Uecorative Abstraction 

There is-a tendency to move as far away us possible from 

human themes. 

6. Transparency 

The habit of showing X-ray-viewsp as for example, when the 

objects in a room are seen through the solid-walls.. This is 

often observed. in child art. 
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7,, The Inuppropriute use of Colour 

Ol'ten bold colours ure used such us redo' There way be un 

unp leLAsunt choice of colours. Purple and black are frequently 

selected. Aggressive aspects of schizophrenia may be worked out 

through the use of violent colours. 

8. oistortion 

Shapes and forms may be twisted and pulled out of their 

regular pattern. Animal and human figures*wuy have exaggerated 

parts. There may be parts of the body cut off. For exaniplet a 

painting from Ceylon called 'Beheading' showed the patient hold- 

ing his own head in his hand. 

9. Pictorial Agglutination 

Pictures showing this feature can be frightening. One head 

may be united with another. The figure of a boy may become part 

of his futher's leg* 

10, Bizarre Appearance 

There may be composite figures half animul and hair humun. 

There may be figures with many heads and limbs. Some of these 

pictures may be bewilderingo but also exciting, 

11. Mystical Themes 

, rhe schizophrenic has a tendency to present his own concept-: 

ion of the universe. He may be interested I in. painting in order 

to transform the real world by the magic of his paintings lie may 

wish to restructure reality with reference to some. system of 

delusion. 

12. morbid Themes 

'rile patient jauy be afraid ol" being' trampled iiown by pCOPIC*- 

This may show in his art. He may be obsessed with deathq or 

excited by fire. There may be intense feeling of inexplicable 

mental frustration. There may be'a persecution fear. 
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One patient described by 1ýeitman, was dischaArged from 

hospital and site believed that 25 people were persecuting her 

with electricity. She modelled 25 masks, all in different 

colurs to represent these people. It must have been one of' the 

strangest motives for artistic creation recorded. 46 

13. Chaotic Disorganisation 

If there is conceptual deterioration the'disintegrated 

patterns may be the expression of a disintegration of the 

personality. 

14. The Schizophrenic Barrier 

Muny paintin gs are broken in two distinct halves by a line 

or barricude. There may be a picture depicting the real universe 

in one section and an imaginary unive'rse in. the other. 

Anastasi and Foley give an amazingly comprehensive list Of 

the characteristics of psychotic art: - 

.... Incoherent, inconsistent and chaotic orguni. sation; 

incomprehensible mixture of fragments of objects or persons; 

lack of integration; distortions or perspective; ideoplasýiC 

rather than physioplastic representation; disproportion of 

body parts; lack of symmetry; exaggeration; individual munnerisms 

and idiosyncrasies; neologisms; untidiness; crude, nuiveg 

schematic representation; stiffness9 absurdity and grotesqueness; 

baroque over-elaboration and ornamentation; uniformity and mono- 

tony; stereotypy; perseveration; the production of"Chain figures' 

and grape-like or cauliflower formations; minuteness of, detail 

and meticulous execution; stylizedp abstract, geometrical repre- 

-sentation, originalityg bizarreness, eccentricity, obscenityt 

obscure and exaggerated use of symbols; unnatural, fu. ntastic and 

.. 
Violent use of colour, unusual and curious use of materials, * 
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uutism, free Ussociation und flight of' ideus; 'horror vaculil 

or the compulsive filling in of the available space; reliance 

upon fortuiVous arrangementsq' such as cloudsp smokeg spots on. 

paper; inclusion of letterst words and algebraic symbols in-draw- 

ings; evidences of motor in-co-ordination, and tremors ia' certuin 

orgunic cases. Stylistic resemblances have been noted between 

such products and those of children and primitive groUp*S.,, 47 

With respect to subject matter the peculiarities most fre- 

quently cited are: representation of delusional ideasp illusions 

and hallucinations, predominance'of religious themest allegoriesg 

supernatural and fabulous beasts. Ambitious projects, portrayal 

or gruesome objects as well as scenes of-ruin and catastrophe,. 

visuul hallucinations naturally hiýve a great influence on 

artistic expression, One schizophrenic patient at the hluudsley 

. uospitul Iml u vision ol' lolooo figures. rikey were 20 meLres 

Iligi, ujid passed across the sky in hall' an hour. A putient muy 

paint and describe an experience of this kind for many yeurs*48 

J. 11. Plokkert who is a Professor of Psychiatry and also a 

trained artist, says that schizophrenia remains something of a 

mystery. As the disease is so varied in its manifestations 

generalisations are hardly possible. He therefore gives wurning 

against making dogmatic statements regarding the characteristiCs 

of schizophrenic art, It is-necessary for a patient to be'known 

thoroughly as a. person, in order that his work, -may be studied in 

context. 

Many of the publications on this subject are concerned with 

the 'Content' of the artistic productions. Plokker isýparticularly 

interested in the' 'Form' of such work.. There are many, factors-to 

be taken into'acCount The-schizophrenic process muy be rather 

difficult to isolate., A work could be either unskilled or just 
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deliberately disrupýtive and appear pathological. 

Plokker is interested in the disturbances in the experienc- 

ing of space and time in schizophrenic patients,, and in the 

pictorial expression of such disturbances. There arep for example# 

paintings which give the spectator strange feelings regarding 

distance; there are often X-ray pictures that reveal 'Alice in 

Wo. nderland' ideas about body sizee There are paintingsthut secui 

outside all normal notions of pistt present and future. 49 

Colour is another important subject. The. balancing of the 

colours often' presents problems to patients unable to apprehend 

mutual relationships. There is a need for caution with regard 

to the interpretation of colour symbolism. 

On the subject of contentp-therelis sometimes'difficulty in 

distinguishing between pure fantasy and the representation of 

hallucinations. There is need for discussion with the patienti 

though of course the verbal account may itself be misleading or 

incomprehensible. 

There are often mask-like portraits and landscapes that show 

the world to be a facade: meaninglessp hollow and empty. Many 

of these pictures express individual and personal tragedy 

through the symbolism of' world disaster; they give, more- thun u 

hint or the schizophrenic fear of being threatened*'- 

Many schizophrenic pictures are exciting, the so called 

psychotic characteristics could well be applied to the art or 

highly original individuals, to the genius in fact. Perhups we 

ought not to judge people along the crude pol 
'Lrity- of madness 

and sanity. The Viennese artist Ernst Fuchs sees. mudness as the 

-logical next step after reason 
: 
in the dialectic leading-Io true 

intellectuality. - 
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Probably the most far-sighted individuul to write upon this 

subject was 11, Prinzhorn, *. 

Ile observed thut ulthough-certuin features, such as over- 

elaboration; urbitrury, free treatment of the outside world and 

absurd discrepancy between what is visually pres. cnted and its 

-meaning may indicate schizophrenic tendencies; ncverthelessp 

these feuturcs may not be distinctive to schizophrenic configur- 

ation. Prinzhorn saw the fundathental characteristic or the 

schizophrenic's approach to be the inability to seek resonance 

in other people. lie spoke of detachment from humanity: "The 

schizophrenic .... by definition is neither willing nor able to 

reestablish contact with it. If he were he would be healed. 

We sense in our pictures the complete. autistic Isolation and 

the gruesowe soliprism which far exceeds the limits of psycho- 

pathic alienation, and believe that in it we have found the 

essence-of schizophrenic configuration. " SO 

Prinzhorn saw many similarities between the schizophrenic 

outlook as expressed in the art of the insane and the break up 

of the traditional outlook leading on. *to modern expressionism. 

He saw the difference to lie in the fact that the schizophrenic 

artist had to adapt ýo the psychotic transformation of his worldt 

while the healthy artist turned away deliberately, froin his 

familiar reality. 

"Untrained mentally ill persons, especially schizophrenics# 

frequently'compose pic. tures which have many of the- qualities of 

serious art and in their detafls often show surprising siwilari7- 

ties to the picturejs of children and primitives, as well Us'to 

Prinzhorn (1886-1933) studied phýosophy and art history in 
.. -Vienna. Subsequentlyq he turned to inedicine and psychiatry. 

He collected about 59000 artistic samples for the Heidelberg 
Psychiatric Clinic and undertook a comparative study of the 
works and patients, 
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those of many different cultural periods. Their closest relution- 

8111pop howevert Ure WiLh Lilt: art or our ILIIIIC becuume of the 

fact thut contemporary art, in its search for intuition and 

inspirution, consciously strives after psychic attitudes which' 

appear us a matter of course in schizophreniu. 11 51 

In factq Prinzhorn sayst and we must remember he wus writing 

in the early 1920s: "If we carefully observe the arts today we 

find a nuwber of tencencies active in all of them, the fine arts 

as well as all*branches of literature, to which only a genuine 

schizophrenic could do Justice. " 

lie speaks of nuances in modern art familiar to-us in schizo- 

phrenics; of a craving for direct intuitive experience, mystical 

and metaphysical interests and a tens, et ambivalent hesitation 

in facing the problems of the times. 

It is interesting to note that Prinzhorn studied the varied 

reactions of many people to the psychiatric art collection: 

"As far as the pictures' relationship to contemporary art 
is concerneds we were able to observe a succession of reactions 
which clearly showed the influence of emotions or personal 
interest on every individual judgment. iihereas culturally 
conservative and historically oriented persons either did not 
react to the individuality of the pictures at all or tried to 
reinterpret fleeting impressions into cultural and political 
tendenciesq all the observers who live with the problems of 
pictorial configuration or are closely involved with abnormal 
psychology responded eagerly to the strangest works. Some of 
the artistst among them conservatives andq on the other handq 
extreme expressionistst gave themselves up to a calm study of 
the pictures' peculiarities, admired numerous pictures without- 
stint, and dismissed others, without even considering dividing 
thein up into those that are healthy and those that, are sick. 
Others againg- belonging to very different schoolsq renounced 

* 
411 

the material as nonartq but nevertheless paid lively attention - 
to all its nuances. A third group, finallyt were shake'n to their 
foundations and believed that they had found the original proces ,8 of all configuration, pure inspiration, for which alonep al'ter 
all, every artist thirsts. Some of them underwent a series 0, f 
developmental crises from which in the. end they found their waY 

-back to greater'knowledge about themselves. and their work. " 52 
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Van Gogh 

. 
J. 11. Plokker suys: "The diagnosis of 'schizophrenia' is 

not completely certain in the- case of van Gogh.. although many 

think thut it is correct. " 53 As far as the influence of the 

achizoplivenic process on creativencas Is concerned; it, would 

uljl)eur LhuL it oluy uct us u sLimulution, ut certuin timcs, in 

CCI*Luill circumaLuitceu und during cartuin pliuses. III Vun G()gll, s 

cuse it; would acem tliut w1ken lie left for Arles in 18,48 u period 

of greutly heightened uwurcness and feverish activity begun. 

During Lite years 1'rom 1888-00 more paintings were curried out 

than in all the previous years together. Many people consider 

his art of the Provencal period as his most important Uesthet- 

icullyt with the Dutch, Antwerp and Paris phases merely the 

prelude. He was probably only understood by one person, his 

brother. In reading his letters to his brother there is the 

feeling of the emergence of a highly differentiated artistt of 

a person working in response to inner conviction. of course 

the influences. of Impressionism and Jupanese prints also 

played a part in the way his art developed, 

From Arles he wrote that he was hard at it and painting 

with enthusiasm. He vividly described his plans. for the puint- 

ing of the great sunfl, owers, sometime's a dozen or more at a 

-time. lie stressed the fact that he had heaps ofideas for new 

canvases. He wrote. of his personal approach__, to, the uctual 

technique of paintingo of stipplingt haloest orýi. ginal and. 

varied strokes with the brush and the search for simplicitye 54 

A decade earlier, in Amsterdamo he had written of the 

importance of never letting the fire go out 
'in 

one's soul. It 

was at Arles that he kept that fire burning. His paintings 

were truly amazing, his sunflowers painted as if his brush was 
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oil 11irL. u1ju tIlL, petuls proinincnces from the sun. But intcr- 

woven with the inspiration' there were hints of problems and 

paradoxical situations. The official tradition in art was 

described as worm-eaten and impotent and yet alive. New 

painters were described as alone, poor and-treated like mad- 

inen. Of himself, he said: "The more I aw spent, ill, the 

cruckea pot, by so much the more am I the artist - the creative 

artist. " 55 Ile wrote of working at white heatq of the greaý 

struggle, of enthusiasm for the vineyarasq the need to beware 

of his nerves and of living for four days on bread and twenty- 

three cups of coffee. He described how sixteen hours of sleep 

at a stretch restored him. 56 He made the observution that 

so many painters are cracked in one Way or another and this is 

a consolation. He seemed to feel conscious of being u stepping- 

stone for others, but would like to know for-whom and for whut. 57 

One wonders what he would have thought of a luter scenep of the 

Van Gogh Museum and people quietly studying his pictures or. 

buying his prints. * Can even the cultural section of th. e 

community only accept high creativity in safety and in retro- 

spect? 

"The Starry Night"t painted. in Junet 18899 must surely 

represent one-of the peaks of creative expressioný not only 

for Van Gogh, but for art generally. Yet this. picture was 

produced just one month after he had been taken to the sunator- 

ium of St. Remy following a second mental breakdown* In th. is 

painting he achieves a cosmic synthesist with starsq eurth 

and sky revolving In a. flaming atmosphere. Arnason suys or 

this work, that it is both intimate and vast: the little 

village in the valley rests peacefully under the protection of 

the church spire; 'and over all the stars and planets of the 

universe whirl-and explode. *. " '58 
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*t1together an entrancing series of paintings emerged from 

the year at St. keýmy, olive trees, mountains and above all the 

cypresses. Landscapes such as "Cypresses with Two Figures" and 

"The 1,,, oad with Cypresses and Star" are so alive that words like 

electrifyingg pulsating or scintillaLing-seem inadequate to 

convey their uncunny power. As Meyer Schapiro . points outl"By'', ý 

force of van Gogh's ecstatic exaltation, a real*landscape acquires 

an unearthly character. " 59 These paintings seem like a kind 

of bridge spanning the inner and outer reality. They also bridge 

the intellect and the emotions in terms of calculatedýstudy and. 

integration on the one hand and depth of feeling, on'the other. 

Van Gogh wrote from St. Remy: "I gather from others that 

they have heard during their attacks strange sounds and voi; est...,, 

as I havet and that to their eyes too things seemed to be chLng-. 

ing. That lessens the'horror that I had at first of my atac k's 

which when they come on one unawares cannot but'frighten on6' 

beyond measure. " 60 Van Gogh makes a number of observutions 

regarding the therapeutic value of paintingp for example': . "The 

work on my pictures seems essential to my recovery*" Und, -UM- 

LP to working like one uctuully possessed. I think this. will, li . 1p 

cure me. " and again: "I am struggling with all my energy to 

muster my workv thinking that if I wing,; that. *will be the -best 

lightning-conductor for my illness. " 61, At Auvers, 'In 

final workst and especially "Crows over the, lVh'eat Fieldllý there 

is the feeling of the individual being merged into a trobbingt- 

and flickering vastness. Perhaps the' tragedy lies in how litt_le,, 

Van Gogh could sense future appreciation of-his genius., und or-.., 

his value as a stepping-stone to so many people., ' 
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Adolf* Wu"Irli 

Wolfli was diagnosed schizophrenic in 1895 and spent 35yrs. 

in an asylum in Berne. In his youth he had been a farm labourerg 

railwuy workert fisherman and migrant; but also a poet, composer 

und druughLamun. In his imaginary biography lie wus St. ýdolf II, 

waster of Algebra, Captain of the Almighty-Giant-Steamship and 

Doctor ofArts and Sciences. In the asylum he became a prolific 

and creative schizophrenic. lie produced 44 illustrated books - 

covering 209000 pages, with over 1,000 drawings and 1,500 collages. 

His books corresponded to folios of' newspaper form4t reaching 

over two metres high. His poems, prose, musical compositions 

and pictures form a complete whole with ingenious interrelation- 

ships between the arts. 62 

A Visit to the Exhibition of the Pictures of Adolf' w6irli at Lhe 

ICA 6/6/79 

ýNo'*Jflils pictures filled two large rooms and an alcove. The 

gencrul impression conveyed by the work was a twin response: a 

1'ecling of awazement. regarding the range'of themes and equal 

amuzement regarding the way the themes, sometimes violentq were 

brought under pictorial control. Many different kinds of artists 

might find inspiration here: His art demonstrates how disconcert- 

ing and aesthetic elements can be combined. It reveuls schizo- 

phrenic and surrealistic features, symbolic imageryp fantasy, 

mandula-like constructions and labyrinthine complexity, as well 

as the qualities of illuminated manuscripts and certain . churucter- 

istics of textile design. The titles alone suggest a diversity 

of interests: "Town Plan of Berne", "Negro Goddess"t "Pacific 

Ocean". "Organ with the- Gift of Speechl't "Steum-Propeller and 

0 

L)ynanio-Ceneratoril, "Wisdom at the Zenith"P "Ballobn" and "Mental 

Asylum". 
4 
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Breaking Down the Barriers between Psychiatric Art and Fine Art 

There have been a number of exhibitions'iq art galleries 

recently ol* work by psychiatric patients and 'Outsider Artists' . 

Larly in 1978 the Museum of Modern Art in Oxford showed "The Inner 

Eye" Exhibition, the. art of patients from psychi'atric hospituls. 

In the summer or 1978 the Third Eye Centre in Glasgow displiAyed 

the art of three schizophrenics from Swiss mental hospitals - 

Wdifli, Alolse and Muller. The Hayward Gallery, London offered 
4 

the "Outsiders" Exhibition early in 1979. The 'Outsider Artist' 

Scottie Wilson (1890-'1972) had his pictures displayed at the 

Fieldborne Galleries, St. John's Wood, from February - April. The 

ICA showed. the pictures of WO'lfli during May and June 1979. 

Perhaps this interest in the subject is something more than inere 
1 

curiosity. It May be that there is a genuine feeling in certain 

quarters for the creativity of the individualp regardless of 

whether it emerges from a background of art college, psychiutric 

hospital or private retreat. During the course of conversation 

Dr R. C, Salzberger stated that it is necessary to ask whether 

it is justifiable to allow one's evaluation of an art product to 

be irit'luenced by information concerning the artlstlsýstute Of 

mind while producing it. It can be appreciated that a work of, 

art has an intrinsic worth, in this sense such information is 

largely irrelevant. 
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INIunic-L)epressive Psychosis 

This is a mentul disorder which alternates between, periods 

of excitement and periods of depression. John Gale was a staff 

writer on the 'Observer' and wrote an autobiogr. aphy entitled: 

"Clean Young Englishman" in which he described this kind of 

wenLul breukdown: IIIum what they like to cull a manic- 

depressive; tiiey love to label us. When I am manic I am close 

on six feet tall; when I am depressed I am not much over five 

1'ect ten inches. If I am munic, my watch guins five minutes 

u week; il' I um depre ssed gtit loses five minutes a week. When 

I am inanic my beard and fingernuils grow faster., In depress- 

ion my hair lies down; when I am manic it stands'tip electric- 

ally, catching sensations like antennae. " 

Electricity is God; so I thought when my mind was 

unhinged. Madness is a time of perception, of' reality. " 

I caught the thoughts of others in the air then. But 

people do not always forgive you for what you see in this 

state: for you see what is behind a man' s eye. " John Gale 

said that when he was manic he felt fine, but got into trouble; 

depression is safer and lasts lo nger. 

When he wa's in hospital he made a seven-legged mechanical 

monster during therapy sessions and wrote the following note 

about it: I'Make the key of life. Make"it the shape it has to 
be, the shape that echoes all the senses: visualv musicall 
sensualg and the way of all life. Make the surface roughq so 
that it can catch the stuff of life:, seed blown by the wind, 
humus and earth; make-it so that it can feel, breathe and 
drink water, let it be rough on the surface and not swoothp so 
that it can catch and nourish life; for if"smooth anq sil 

* 
iceous. ' 

it is a reversal of nature, it is the ant17life, -the bringer of 
fire and burning, of Martian and Saturnalian shapes* Letýit be 
ear, mouth and eye, the insect's nest, the Minotaur's labyrijkth; 
the synthesis of that lost insect and animal. parudise' fr'om--, -, 

"-. '---' 
which we all came. " 
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John said that the first shape he made to fulfil these 

conditions blew up in the kiln when it was being buked, fie 

observed that the fate of that shape and the conception of it 

seemed typical of his life. He made another shapep because he 

felt a compulsion to do so, this time the kiln broke down, and 

the shape came out dull black. lie took the forim homeg but it 

so upset his wife that he stuck plaster on parts of its surface 

and painted the plaster red and varnished it. The red seemed 

to make it less forboding. It was allowed to stay on his desk, 

a talisman. "The mechanical monster has mouth and eye 

(reminiscent of a spanner's) andq between the legs, six gaps 

which, together with the mouth and eye, represent the musical 

scale. It is in some way prehistoric. " 63 

Wk(i .. I 

1 "i. 

'On My dt$k i$ 4 shape offoreboding. I Made it in .a clinic when I tvas crazy: 
they. called it occupational therapy. -The Aape is. like a simn-legged monster., 
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John Uale"s account conveys much of the characteristic 

feelings relating to the 61anic-Uepressive type'of illness with 

the very striking swings in mood. During periods of elation 

the attitude tends towards optimism and extreme self-confidence. 

Everything is undertaken with feverish rapidity and concentra- 

tion may be difficult. ' Art produced at such times may be very 

lively and colourl*ul, often involving textural qualities and 

bold brush strokes, Uuring periods ot* depression there may be 

a complete lack of interest in the environment and an attitude 

of abnormal pessimism for which no explanation can be found. 

If painting is undertuken at such times it is likely to depict 

scenca of extreme 11OPelesbness: bluck cuvesp trees without 

leuves, no flowersp. dar'k cloudso drooping forms or threatening- 

storms. 
In the field of literature Virginia Woolf. may be taken as 

an example of a person suffer. ing from týis sort of illness* 

Uuring her creative periods there were avalanches of manuscripts 

and the habit of writing and rewriting endlessly., 'She found 

great joy in writingt but came'near, to collapse with the cOmPlC- 

tion of a book. ' Leonard Woolf doubted if she-was ever really 

sane and 1'elt that her genius was closely connected-with her 

inental instability and the remorseless inverted logic of her,,, 

insanity* 

+ 
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che Inner Eye 

An Lxhibition of work maue in psychiatric hospitals 

The i%iuseum of lviodern'Art, Oxford 15 January - 19 February 1978 

Chis exhibitio*n contains work from patients of all age groups 

selected from u lurge number of hospitalsp. child guidance clinics 

and day centres throughout the country. 

February 15 

Lundscapes from the enchanted land of the imagination seews 

an appropriate way to suggest the subject matter of many of the 

pictures on show. Some are abstract fantasies of high or low 

woods; there are dreamlike images, transmissions of deeply held, 

often unconsciousp feelings and obsessions. , .. 

I)avid Elliott# the Wtuseum, Director# suys: "The intensity 

of the-images in this exhibition is overpowering - their implicu- 

tions are shattering, A similar intensity and possibility for. 

creutivity exists in all of use This exhibition is a tribute to 

those who have let us see their work. " V 

In Caroline Tisdall's review reference is made to the way 

some-of the pictures capture a contemporary kind of terror: 

"Symbols of repressive authority crop up repeatedlyt helmeted. or 

not. Wulls separate individuals or trap pathetic groups with 

sn4ke tongued mother-figures and fire-breathing fatherse If the 

selection at Oxford is anything to go by, -such a collection would- 

be a damning document of our times.,, 

As MUCh us unything it was the runge and variety ol' expression 

that was stimulating; 

One epileptic patient had produced drainatic-scenes ol' sturry 

skies and flashing lights. He had documented his fits over u 

period of two yeurs, representing the epileptic fits by u cundle 

symbol, 
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'"here was a lurge piece of exquisite embroidery thut hud 

taken five yeurs to complete. In purely artistic terms it must 

have been priceless, The patient thought of herself as high- 
. 

born, or Persian origin, and yet always alive all over the world* 

It wub us it' her embroidery hud grownt in an orgunic wuy, to 

suggesL un integruted pattern, amuzing colour relationships and 

u Certile imaginution, 

Another patient hud written down her ideas about art, and 

concluded with the following statement: "Just think or all you 

can paint. It is wonderful. " 

Although most of the work on display was recento there were, 

also examples from the two significant collections of psycho- 

pathological art that have been made in this, countryg namely the 

Guttmann Maclay collection and the Adamson collection. 

irota the Guttmann Alaclay collection were the famous cats by 

Louis Wain (1860-1939), The Maze, by Výilliafii Kure lek, the 

paintert illustrator and author who died in November, 1977. 

From the Adamson collection there were Kurelek's. Life-btory 

and his Self. Portrait Where am I? 
Who am I? 
'Why am I? 
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The Inner Lye 

The Open Seminar held at the oxford Museum or Modern Art 

February 15,3p. m. 

There must have been something like two hundred people at 

this seminar. Some had come in groups as tutors and students 

from such places as Goldsmith's Collegev St. Albans and the 

Birminghum Polytechnic where there are full-time courses in 

art therapy. There were also many individual practising art 

therapists and teachers of art and the officials of the British 

Association of Art Therapists as well as the Director of the 

, Museum, There wasq therefore a good cross-section of the people 

involved with art therapy and education* 

The seminar lasted for nearly two hoursq. it was very liv'ely 

with a wide selection of individuals taking part. 

The first group of questions and comments centred around the 

subject Is this work art? 

Many of the people present said that they thought the work 

done by-the patients could be seen as art. After ull if a 

person outside an institution produces a free, spontaneous 

piece of textural delight, it is called abstract expressionism. 

If such an individual produces something obscure and'dreamlike 

he may be regarded as a surrealist. jvhyt therefore should the 

work of psychiatric patients not be accepted'on the same'busip- 

termse It wus us if the group were saying something ul)out. tl'C 

l'undamentul d. 11clonju of' being humun. We' are all in this' togetlICCp 

so why the divisions, why the them and us approach? 

When one thinks of psychiatric art there-comes-'to mind a 

number or anomalies and ambiguitiesp but'is not this so with 

the whole drama of life on this plunet?. 

Certainly, showing the pictures. -framed and in-u modern urt 
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exhibitiont helped to convey the feeling that the work should be 

considered within an aesthetic context. But there were a number 

of specific questions from the group that seemed to imply that 

further steps might be taken to break down barriers. For examplep 

Why, upart from the special collectionst are the works without 

numes? Was it individual patients or their institutions that 

wanted unonyinity? Somebody suggested that when patients bring 

forth imuges from their unconscious, imuges often linked with 

personul problemu, they muy be sensitive. Another question wus 

a concern about labels such as schizophrenic, thut were giveni 

Behind all this probing there came across a genuine humane 

desire to identify with the patients in a rather non-clinical 

Wily 

Another areu that was considered by the group reluted to 

the link between art therapy and art education, -It was observed 

that an art training is thought. necessary for working as an art 

therapist. Some people were interested in how far personal 

experience through self-exploration as an artist was helpful. 

Reference was made to the philosophy of art colleges and to the 

philosophy of art education* Someone mentioned the fact that if 

the modern approach in teaching is assisting the learning,, processi, 

then perhaps-the gulf. between teacher and therapist isýnot too 

great. The therapist has to hold back, but so also has the truly 

creative teacher. 

Terms such as creativity and the creative process uroseý,, 

many times during the afternoon. It would have,, been-interesting 

to. record the number of times that the creative process was 

linked with the, healing process in the comments. It wus. stated 

that all people may have need of creative therapy. Personall 

private artistic expression should not be viewed as something 
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different. lit churucter 1'rom urt therupy. The discussion now 

concentruted on the subject or healing. There were asany people 

unxious to speak. What is getting better? What is being cured? 

One man suid it reminded him-or kippers'. IC all that society 

wanted was to see the patients fitting in without causing any 

trouble, then 'art may make them worse - more alive and more of 

a challenge to the status quo. *Somebody mentioned the fact that 

the Department of Health like . to think that the art therapy 

jaukes a contribution towards the healing process. Perhaps they 

would not want to finance pure recreatione. It was suggested that 

even psychiatrists don't always know how to heal their patients. 

it was agreea expression is in some way helpfult because a 

problem or a'feeling is externalisedw 

Finally, the subject of drugs was brought up, not the type 

that may stimulate, such as the psychedelic drugsl but the ones 

used since the 1950's to sedate the. -patients. It was felt by 

some people that these drugs were often used more to help the 

staff. If patients are subdued in this way their creativity is 

likely to suffer and something of value may be'lost in the 

process. 

Someone remarked that the beautiful piece of embroide ry on 

show in the exhibition would probably not have emerged froM''the"'' 

present day use of powerful drugs, 

There was a general feeling that the people speaking in t. he 

seminar were flexiblet open and sympathetice They were in'tereste, d 

in the borderlines between art, education and therapye'. TI. tey were 

aware that questions were more important thun unswers in this 

field. Most of, the questions were offered in a pioneering wuy, 

rather than because specific answers were expected. 
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Cheadie Royal Hospital - The Day Hospital 

1964 

On the occasion of this visit there were three people painting. 

They were using powder colour or oil paints. One woman was 

painting the sky and fields, for the background of a landscape 

in broadl sweeping strokes. A man was painting a landscape by 

using individual brush strokes, He worked with great concentra- 

tion and his expression never altered for a whole hour, The 

third patient was painting a large head. 

This patient was more communicative than the other two* 
-The 

head looked like herself, with lively blue eyes and'curly haire 

She suid that it was a continuously recurring theme. In her 

folder there were another five or six paintings of the saine 

person. She said that she did n't know exactly who it was, ' but 

it could well-be herself. 

She described her life before coming to the hospital as' 

being completely without freedom, She was middle-aged and just 

beginning to reel a sense of purpose, The art was helping-her 

to experience control over her situation. 

The therapist stressed the importance-of a group ratAer thun 

a class and of letting the work develop naturally from the 

interests and feelings of the patients.. 

This corresponded with a personal view that the'best teaching 

is often unobtrusive and indirect* The important thing'is to 

teach self-reliance and faith in oneself* 

The therapist thought that as every person was uniquet it was 

not very helpful, from the point of view of her workv to think. of 

different 'types' of patients-, She regarded each one as an 
individuul without a medical. or psychological label. 

This also fitted in with a personal view. It is possible to 
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over Simplify human beings by terms that, perhapst only uescribe 

a fruction of whut they really are. There can be no easy under- 

standing of the complex groupings of psychological character- 

istics that go to wake up a human being. There are no short cuts 

to understunding anybody, 

The Occupational Therapy Department provided creative opport- 

unities for the patients everyday, These activities included. 

weavingg eiabroideryg toy makingo music and drama. 

At the time or this visit the patients were helping With..... the- 

Christmas decorations. They were designing angelsp ice. cry. stals-,. 

stars and Istuined glass' panels, There were soiiie delightful' 

camelsg cut out of canvas with riders in metallic paper. 

Afternoon activities in the Day Hospital were organised by 

the patients themselves. Usually one person would be responsible 

for an afternoon and arrange a quizq games and perhaps a discuss-ý 

ion. The relaxed atmosphere seemed very helpful. 

2/2/78 

Apart from seeing a very interesting psychiatric art 

exhibition in 19739 this was the date of the next visit. 

There were about half a dozen patients painting. 'The art 

therapist haa changed and she attended the hospital, on three 

days per week, 

She said that she liked the patients to use powder colour. 

Otherwise they. %ere left freep with no subject suggestions Mude 

by the therapist; Painting was seen as a way for the patients 

to express their problems in a non-verbal situation. . They might 

choose to state a problem or obsession shrouded in a'. type of very 

personal symbology, frog and a butterfly may be painted to 

disguise - and reveal - the artist and his problem. 

There was a desire to avoid thedevelopment or a too careful 
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technique, even the suggestion that a patient should explore 

the possibilities of working with the 'other' handl in ord er 

to escape from a tight and luboured control. Naturally, ' _f inge. r. 

painting was also seen as a useful, spontaneous approach. -The 

Therapist suid that it was not what she thought about a picture 

that was important, but'rather what the patient thought about 

his own work and how it might, be used us a starting point in 

communication. 

The meaning of colour was felt to be significant* One 

patient was painting solid black clouds and a white path leading 

towards the golden yellow 'solution' broken by the clouds. 

Another patient had been working on a long series of very fine 

horse pictures and also a series of original bird designs. Art 

in this case was linked with specific interests. One of the 

paintings on the wall was of a divided globe with roots and 

hands reaching out, and a dafl'odil growing out of the top, The 

patient seemed to be searching, perhaps for a philopophy of 

. some kind. The art therapy was held in its own . separate 'house' 

in the grounds. This was probably helpful in crea ting a 

distinct atmosphere and a feeling of refuge. There was also 

scope for the continuous and idiosyncratic methods of display 

of pictures and models, 

S '5* 5*5 

. 
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Hill Lnd Hospital,, St, Albans 

The owt Therapy Department 1966 

The Uepurtment has a complete identity of its own and' its 

own separate corridor; there is the feeling of being away from, 

'the hospital. The studio is a huge room, giving the impression. 

of the almost aristocratic elegance of a stately home. The 

large windows. provide views of the beautiful grounds, 

There were still-lire groups, arrangements such as pottery, 

fruitq bottles and magnificent arum lilies; a range or books to 

stimulate interest and work by the patients displayed on. the wallSe 

The patients may work at easels,, choosing alcoves if they 

wish to be alone, with scope to arrange their-own, subjects,, 

With an average of twelve people using the room, at any'. ' one ti ine, 

there is little fear of o%ýer -crowding,, ' 

The Studio is open every dayq and one sense s an immedi ate 

welcoming atmosphereq it may be described as C81111 and PCacefulq 

yet also Stimulating, This must be very important f or, the 

patients and of great therapeutic value* 

There was an approach to the individual patient-by. the art 

therapist, encouraging the natural'unfolding ofýartistic,, abilitYv' 

combined with the exploration of personality 
'problems., 

The Work done by Patients 

The pictures by four paiients were studied,., und three are 

considered here. The medical hi'stories*have been supplied by 

the consultant concerned* 

. Mr. C "This man is a psychopathic'Irishinan, who has been,, 

addicted to alcoholp is irregula I rly employedq repeatedly In 

prison, and is sexually promiscuoust-addicted to., Antphetamin. -'He-, 

hasq however, a degree of charm and'plausibility., 

lie has. been in hospital on'a', nu . mber'-of.,, occhsionsp and' 
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received uversion treutment ror his alcoholism, Nothing is 

known of him since 1 963.11 

The picture from this putient is Un oil puinting, The 

religious message conveyed by the Crucifixion is represented 

in u powerful, haunting and original way. The large head seems 

to suggest both a Universal symbol of The Christ, and also a 

personal symbol of the inner Christ - the self. it is made 

from part of the cross and yet the style if, almost cubist. The 

eyes have an expression of sufferingt but also of profound 

uwareness. The hands are painted with great sensitivity. The 

small figures and the shadows are beautiful. There is bloodq 

fire and a heart. The cross, is shown in many positions, and it 

is used very skillfully from thepoint of view-of' the-whole 

composition There is a wonderful feeling of depth, it seems 

to have visuul and also poetical meaning. The colour is very 

subtle and personal. 
I 

"This patient has been suffering from a chronic schizo- 

phrenic illness, for about ten years. His symptoms have fluct- 

uated, sometimes he has been grossly deludedq and at other times 

has had a pariial remission. He has had delusionsq for exaMPlqv 

that he had powers to rule the world, at times that he was'- 

fearful that he was subject to attack from some mystical sourceg. 

and refused to go out of doors. 

lie has been regarded as a potential-danger by some psychia- 

-trists9 including a danger to his, parents*'', rhisý-is completely 

quiescent at the moment, and he is working ror-u*firm as U 

structural design draughtsinun. 11 

Two. pictures are included. from this. patient:. 'The hand. seeias 

to suggest strength of character and drivel but the-background 

is like. a barricade. lie obviously has'the ability *to express 
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1'ecling iii u direct wuy in visuul terms. 

The other picture is a rapid sketch in charcoal. It conveys 

vividly the schizophrenic fear of being attacked from all sidese 

i-'rom the artistic point of view it is outstanding in its degree 

of power, movement and simplicitye 

Mr. T "This is a young man who was in this hospital on several 

occasionst the last time being in 1965. lie Is recorded as a 

personulity disorder, lie could at times be very plausible and 

pleasantq but at other times was disturbed emotionallyp having 

feelings of unhappiness and bitterness. lie wa ,s very often unable 

to face obligations and, persons,, becoming very anxious and 

agitated. lie appeared to show a good deal of aggression at times, 

and needed tranquillisationo He wastrecommended for an 

'Industrial Rehabilitatio n Unit, " 

The painting by this patient included here is like a dream 

picture* It is a work of ou tstanding originality and visual 

impact, The black and white sketch shown below was done by the 

same persong evidently when he was in a less tranquil mood. 
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iiere aguing the beautirul groundso with the stately trees; 

the endless corridors and the wonderful display of creative art 

by the patients - sometimes relievingg sometimes reinforcing the 

sense of terror - and finally the Art Therapy Department* A 

- patient has expressed what it means: 

"Irlic itrt Therapy Room 

No-one would suspect 

That the door at the end of that bare corridor 

Would lead to such serenity. 

Bruised windst starved spirits, ' despairing thoughts 

Are soothed and comforted 

By an atmosphere or peace and tranquility, 

A sense of purpose and preoccupation 

Guides the hands of those who handle,, 

Pencilq brush or pastel* 

6very colour of the spectrum 

Glows from the table surfaces, 

Or hangs, mountedt on the walls, 

Through that creative process 

And a sense of brotherhood 

This oasis of calm and colour 

Will be remembered 

. 
Long after 

Life outside 

Claims 

Its own 

Again. " 3 

L. W. 

A different therapist states her approadh: 

"In the large 
I 

area of our art therapy department we try to 

maintain a quality of quiet in which an individual with support 

and-encouragement is able to explore the powerful'field of 

subjective emotion through the media'of paint, clay'and, poetry. 

All work whether subjective or otherwise is considered valuable 
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as an expression ol* the person's state of mind at that 

Myra Cohen 

On this visit there were about ten patients engrossed in 

their expressions. On display were many striking and. imaginative 

picturest sometimes with related poeticai-themes. 

There were abstract colour fantasies, a sun, a golden eyep 

u mirage, a mandalaq dragon flies, sun flowers and faces. A 

man on a bike gave a warning about being in too much of a hurry. 

moon Footprints carried the comment: "If man can scar the moon 

with footprints und be so significant why not on this earth?.. " 

A strange withered brown hand reached out to say: "Don't you 

understandl, Ilia dead, you are wasting your time on me. 11 
, 
But the 

sensitive way it was painted belied tthe statement. 

one picture was called "This is the Path to-, the Light" und' 

uiiother "The Self" showing spectrunk patterns, ýSyllkbolic'ully in 

three luyers. There was u tree with striped tiesq insteud of 

leaves and an egg-head with crosses for eyes, not unlike Uulie 

There was an attempt at racial harmony by ineans of two abstract 

figures, one orange and white on a black groundt the other the 

opposite. Perhaps the strangest picture of ail was the one of., 

skeletons, a skeleton emerging from a graveyard,, holding.., 'a dog 

on a lead skeleton in one hand and, with a delightful sense of'ý, ý, 

incongruity, an umbrella in the other. It was called'"The 

R. esurrection"t but it was not easy to decide-whether it was 

intended to be wacabre. or amusing'. 

To the question: Does art provide liberation'and'release?,. 

The art therapist replied with an emphatic_, 'Yest, `the'ý 
I 
'p r oc e's a is 

.. self-healing as the patient paints hii-oWn', feelings and, then 

discovers thd weaning. 11 

series by one patientp show . ed how at first. he wus"Withdrawn 
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and afraid, His art lacked the confidence of a positive state- 

ment. Ile drew insect-like people and wrote: "The way people 

lookeu and stared they seemed frightened - half insect - and- 

frightening towards me. " 

He painted the outside world in sombre tones and even the 

'roses 
were black; but the art therapy room glowed with colour. 

He wrote: "Black outsidep the roses did n't seein red I just 

painted them as I felt them. to beg but the art. room felt secure 
9 

Symbolicaily, he painted a man within a inan and felt that 

he was trying to push him apart. 

This patient depicted himself being attacked by drawing 

'mind-flies' pecking away at his head. 

When he felt very depressea he painted himself in an eye- 

shaped boat with arms outstretched* He wrote: *"Ile's escaping- 

he's had enough - he does n't like it. " 

Towards the end of a two month period in the hospita. 1 the 

pictures became more cheerful. He drew the mind-flies leaving 

their abode'in his head, Some were travelling along ladders 

and others were playing games on their way out. 

Ile urew a mun within a man within a man within rA man* Ile said: 

"The one in the centre is the man himself and the others are 

parts of him bigger. " 

A patient called Diane had done a series of pictures of birds, 

flying horses and lions. Against one of the bird pictures she 

had written: "bird flying - Let my feelings fly, " One or the 

horse pictures waýs entitled: "Raying Lunatic". Her work. seemed 

-spontaneous and'very lively and three examples are included. 
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From the information kindly supplied by Diane's consultantl 

Diane was born in 1947. She was adopted and has been in 

residential care since the age of nine years. "During her teen- 

age time she had a repeated pattern of stealing, persistent bed- 

wetting and most disturbing episodes when she swallowed various 

foreign bodiest usually needles and pins. There-has been a 

slight improvement recently, She has been diagnosed as a severe 

personality disorder case, although there have been occasions 

when the query of schizophrenia has been raised and the subject 

discussed. Her prognosis is poor regarding her leaving the 

hospital. Her behaviour is still most inadequate. " 

The situation has to be*faced that not every patient is 

going to emerge ? cured' after six weeks or so in a psychiatric 

hospital. Howeverp for a long-term patient the opportunity for 

art therapy and the support of the department may be important. 

At the very least it offers a humane and caring way of making 

a prolonged and difficult experience more bearable or perhaps-. ý- 

less frightening, At the best it offers a positive theme that 

may be placed-against or interwoven with the negative one. - 

- f"- 

- I.. 
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Netherne Hospital, CoujLsdon, Surrey 

Netherne appointed an art therapist, E. Adamson, in 1946. 

From 1943 lie worked full-time in the hospital. lie was previously 

u comwercial artist and lecturer in sanatoria and mental 

hospitals* In the early days he was known simply as "the artist". 

Ile was only interested in the paintings from the artistic angle. 

'rhe work went to the psychiatrists ror diagnosis and he tried 

not -to become involvcd with this. 

As time went by he may have found it difficult to cut the 

patients into artistic and psychological halves. 

The studio was a modified army hut, Twenty patients a day 

may paint, chosen by psychiatristsp the activity being a part 

of the treatment. I 
Poster paints were provided in eleven colours, two bruslies" 

and a standard size of paper to aid classification. No, other, 

limitations were imposed. No suggestions were ukade wit. h regurcf. '. ' 

to subjectr constructionq form or colour, The guidance from the. 

art therapist must have been almost purely technical* 

Adamson said of the puintings: ý"Thcy often have a rure 

incidentui quulity of beauty. The mugical properties of puint- 

ing allow the patient to live vicariously on his paper,., Ile IIIUY' 

build, destroyl create and. even murder or love throdgh'the 

wediunk of. his painting. 

Thus, it can give great skitisfaction'. and pr'ov ,ea harmless 

outlet for dungerous frustrations. 'Art has f or muny yeurs' 

been recognised as a healing medicine. " It is'synonymous with 

harmonyq balance and beuuty, and thus ex'poses the puinter to 

a benericial radiation. " 

Ile described his role as an artist to encouruge und stimu- 

. 
lute the patients and act as a cutiklyst in the expression of 
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their ideas. 

All external influences are kept to a minimum. It might 

be thought that the patients would influence cuch other. They 

uppurently tuke no interest in the work done by others; they 

enter the studio, paint a picture and then leave. 

As soon us the paintings are I*inishedpvthey are taken to 

the psychiatrists I*or analysis. The patients are asked ror their 

interpretationg al'ter this they do not see the work again. 'The 

paintings are filedt nothing is destroyed. 

Sometimes, certain patients way have the-oppprtunity to 

work in oils, or pen and ink; or they may attend the studio to 

write poetry. 

In the early 1950's. when E. C. Dclx was the A. 1edical Super- 

intendent at Nethernep he made a study of 20,000 pictures. He 

studied the ways in which art may be helpful to patients: 

As a pieasing hobby and to give satisfaction. 

To provide emotional release. 

As an aid to diagnosisq treatment and even prognosis'. 

(Paintings. have been used to give warning of possibie 

suicide or other crises. ) 

As an adjunct to psychotherapy - the paintings may be used 

like dreurus'for interpretation of symbolic meaning. 

As progress charts. 

Uax arranged a series of experimental studies. Ile, describes 

one-of these experiments in synaesthesiu: He says thut the 

experiment took six afternoons, with four records each t. imee 

The patients were not specially selectedt the ones using the, 

studio were used. The patients painted to musicq in order that 

their emotional responses could be studied, 

Out of 17 patients painting to Mendelssohn"s Overture 
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Midsummer Night's Dreamt there were 13 crises; Including war 

scenest murderv suicide, stormsq robberies, black cloude over 

the sun# dragon flies burning their wings in a fire and a black 

figure with angels. 

Mahler's Fifth Symphony produced 13 out of 20 depressive 

paintings$ including five burials and a cremation, 

It was found that the music played had a significant 

influence on mood, and depression or elation could be evoked 

by it. 

There have also been some experiments of_group work. 
-The 

idea was to encourage certain types of difficult patients to 

-expcrience some satisfaction through working together on a 

project. About eight people would work on u huge cunvus. It 
I 

was found thatv although these patients did not get on well 

with each other on the wards, while they were Cutting out 

animals for "The Ark", or painting figures for 
. 
"The ChrisLinas 

Party", they were friendly. 

It would seem that the use of the artistic project may 

provide an excellent forin of group therapy. 

A Visit to Netherne 1966 

On this visit it was possible to discuss the work with 

Edward Adamson; to see some of the paintings in theýgullery. - 

the only one in the country devoted exclusively to schizophrenic 

art - and to enjoy a tour of those aopects of the' hospital thut 

were relevant to the subject. 

It was only'possible to have a glimpse of the Patients at 

work in the studio, as visitors are discouraged from entering 

when work is in progress. However, there were other things to 

see: In the hospital grounds there were a number, or round 

shelters, and these had been modified for modellingv pottery 
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and wood carving. 

Perhups the most interesting of all the work at Netherne 

is the relief sculpture in the chapel depicting 'The Twelve 

Stations of the Cross'. In the piece symbolising suffering 

there is the figure of Christ and a group of people representing 

humanity. In the Crucifixion there is no detail, only the 

rhythmical movement of figures blending into the cross* The, 

work Is extremely sensitive and expressed with true simplicity 

of style. 

A few years after this visit Dr. Nf. Betensky visited Netherne 

und hud this to say about the sculpture: 

p 

Dr, M. betensky's Visit to the'Chapel 

Dr. Betensky destribed the sculpture as an extraordinary 

series of large plaster reliefs: "This was'the fruit of a 

religious experience communicated to the art therapist by a 

schizophrenic woman not previously trained in art. The rectang- 

ular panelsq beautifully mounted by Mir Adamson, were powerfully 

expressive ind moving. 'So strong was the emotional experience 

of the patient that she had no difficulty in overcoming pr. oblems 

of artistic organisation and technique. The naively conceived 

scenes were an expressiont a solution and a communication ull at 

once, Perhaps by virtue of its simplicity an -d directneasp the 

. 
series is one of the rare creations of a putient that apeuks to 

u wide audience. " 

Dr. Betensky uses art therapy herself in, her'private practice 

of psychotherapy in Washington D, C. 

Nh 1) r. Betensky describes Netherne us 
I 
proba 

. 
bly having the 

lurgest collection of psychiatric art in-the world. 
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Springfield Hospital, London 

The Art Therapy Department 1966 

At the tijae of this visit the hospital had had. un art thera- 

pist for twelve yearsp he was a professional artist, a clinical 

psychologist and a university lecturer. 

He said: "As a basic premise I believe that art therapy can 

be beneficial to any kind of patient whatsoever. It is an 

immediately accessible activity# presenting a Ininimum of, physical 

and intellectual obstacles to the achievement of an end-productv 

where the gap between volition and act can be reduced us far as 

is humanly possible. This kind of immediacy appealed to me 

principally as a way of approach to chronic patients who present 

perhaps the most conspicuous problem 'in psychiatric hospitals. 116 

Any patients particularly interested in art. have the opport'- 

unity to paint; but the emphasis is placed on the chronilc 

schizophrenics. All the most regressed and demented patiehtsg 

all those that everybody else had rejectedg were encouraged to 

attend the Department* It was felt that painting, and d. rawing 

were the only-means of communication left for such people. This 

was -a way for the withdrawn to reidentify themselvese,, 

At the time of the visit there were about fifteen p, atients- 

painting. They worked'in an independent wayq a truly permissive 

atmosphere having been achieved. One patient asked if she might , 

give a piece of paper to another patient who was nit doing anY-' 

thing, The art therapist said that she should be left. alonet if 

she was not painting it was because she did not. want. top and 

that was all there was to it. 

It cannot be'too strongly stated that the creation of the 

permissive atmosphere is'one of the most important contributions- 

an art therapist can make. The therapeutic atmosphere in the art 
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depurtment gives re. 'lief to patients weighed down with the 

regulations und prohibitions of socieýy,, It may also give relief 

from the controlling influences of the rest of the hospital. 

Freedom has been found to be especially important with 

regard to paranoid patients. The feelings of persecution from 

which muny of these people sufl'er may be reduced by the Ituke it 

or leuve W utLitude. Certainly, all actions und reactionsq. 

imugined reactions and possible reactionst are viewed with 

suspicion by many of these patients. It is therefore necessary 

to avoid taking the first stepq and to react as unobtrusively 

as possible. 

The patients are not told what their pictures-meanp this 

would be considered a wrong approach, They are asked to discuss 

their work and express their own feelings about it. 

Uuring the course of the morning a psychiatrist visited the 

department, This is a regular procedurep and enables the art 

therapist the opportunity to discuss the patients and their art. 

Importance is attached to the diagnostic'aspect of the paintings 

at Springfield. 

In the opinion of the art therapistg duri*ng the course of 

twelve yearsp he felt that he had been able to give considerable 

help to many people through art, For a few patients he thought 

that art therapy was probably the most t important part of the. 

treatment. 

The Period Between Visits 

Shortly after this visit Springfield had a, 
'new 

art ther. up'is. t 

and he left shortly before the second visit. Howe. verq something 

of his int. eresting philosophy may be gathered from the fo'iI. o1Wi`ng. 

comments in an exhibition catalogue: 

"Thp art therapy departIment in a psychiatric hospital is often 
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an asylum within an asylum. That is to say it is a refuge 

fromthe depersonulising manoeuvres of a large institution and 

. its ugents. 

It also provides people with space to express inconvenient or 

unspeakable feelings. The relationship between an'art therapist 

and the hospital thai employs him is often abrasive. It can 

scarcely be otherwise since it often happens that people paint 

their best pictures when they are most 'ill' and the pictures 

often get worse'as a person gets 'better'* This paradox is 

central to art therapy. 1i 7 Robin Holton 

7/3/78 

I 

On this occasion there were about ten patients in the depurt- 

ment and two art therapists. (one attends on 4 days per wk. the''. 

other on 2 day's per wk. ) They said that it, was not possible to 

think in terms of art therapy offering a cure; it may do so but 

proof would be difficult as many factors are involved. Ilowevert 

they both thought that it should be accepted as a'means of 

enriching experience and opening up ppportunities for expression. 

They were very much aware of t'he value of the art therapy 

department as offering something significant in its own rights 

and not as secondary t. o the. work of the. psychiatrists. 

'"he paintings on the walls included u greenýfieldp a put 11 to 

the sun, a figure of a girl emerging from a large root vegetablet 

a tree growing from a head and pictures of-the supernbtural with. 

symbolic wings and skulls. 'On looking through previous workv 

there were some paintings of trees said to have been done by U 

woman'who had had a leucotomy years ago. They probablyýshowed a 

negative development in terms of creative limitation. 

Two patients. muy be mentioned in order to give an idea or 

the department: One was a young man who had been attending for 
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severul ycurs. lie hud u pilc oV puintings und wus at, first somc- 

whuL reluctunt to show them, lie pluced u number of rccords on 

LhC topt lie sUiU thut il' the pictures wcrc seen the records might 

geL broken in the process of moving them. Luter he moved the 

records himself. Muny of his paintings were of an abstruct typep 

and often followed variations on a theme. For exampleg there 

were city streets - as if seen from the air - the roads und 

trarfic signs seemed to convey the feeling of a maze with muny 

? no go' areas. Likewise the patterns inspired by the. London 

Underground with their appropriate symbols offering exciting 

10p Art' possibilities. 

The other patient was called Brian. lie was a middle uged 

man who had been at Springfield since, his teenage years. Ilis. 

immense pile . of pictures were signed, but the name yaried. lie 

said: "They are of course all by the same person". They were 

very lively scenes of farm animalso trains, crowdsq fairgrounds 
I 

and one especially humorous one entitled: "Fun O'Boy". 1ýrian 

said that he had previously worked in Fleet Street. lie also 

spoke of having visited a farin when he was seven years oldt and 

of really being a duke with large estates. He took a delight in 

talking about his work and said that he believed the 'rate Gullery 

would like to Possess it. He was a very good conversuiionulist 

and somehow his contradictory information sou . nded convinc'i'ng., It. 

was as if Truth existed as alternative themesp, rather than follow- 

ing one rigidp factual lines 
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lVarlinghaia P; Ark Uspital, lVarlinghamo Surrey 1966 

,. kt Warlinghum Park Ilospitalt both staff and patients huve 

ý.. found, in the art department, a greater freedom than they had 

ever known. 

-The art therapist said: "As a result of mental illnessq 

the patient may become isolated, he may feel that lie has lost 

himself and experie4ce a frightening sense of unreality". 

She expressed the view that through painting the patient 

may regain. his sense of identity. "To make a painting is to 

create a new area of experience, to extend the boU'nduries ol' 

the self, to explore the possibilities or future development. 

In my work I aiia to get people to feel and see and enjoy whut 

they are in terms of what they create". 

A Patient at Warlingham Park 

The patient was a woman of 43 years of age and formerly u 
I 

nursing sister. 

The mother deserted the family when the putient wus a 

child, She was subsequently brought up in a children's homeo 

At the age of 16 she left to go into domestic serviceg which 

she hated. 

Later she took up mental nursing. and. general nursing. 

Eventually, she became sister-in-charge of a surgical ward. 

She was very efficient, but her relationships with people were 

superficial. She gradually became socially isolated and, very 

depressed, She finally' broke down, becomi ng periodically 

aggressive and showing marked paranoid characteristics. 

The patient used the art departincnt as a place where she 

could carry out her aggressive and destru. ctive wishes in u sal'e, 

environment. She orten expressed the desire to puintp but she 

0 

could only use the paint as a vehicle-for he r aggressions 
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I. 

It took some time I*or her to unuerstanu that painting a 

picture was not a matter of fabricating a pretty object, at 

the expense of her true feelings. Gradually, she saw that 

her feelings could be channelled in a constructive %ay to 

wake a painting. The purpose of the art therapy for this 

patient was to help her to find a satisfactory outlet for her 

feelings anu then to build her confidence in her ability to 

deaL with them. 

The paintings suggest a rather threatening and uncertain 

world. It is interesting to note that her first landscape in 

oils is uore exciting and original than her later work. 'I he 

wountains have receded and she is achieving a sense of space. 

Perhaps she is getting better in psychiatric language, but 

something has been lost in the process. From looking at the 

paintings, it is not merely someLhing negative and destructive; 

but a sense of poAer, u"areness ol' draiiia, vitality and drive. 
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The Art Department at Warlingham Park 

The Department forms a separate unit within the hospitu'l 

grounds. It is a modern building of imagina tive design. On one. 

side u glass ýwalll provides a view of the gardens. Leading on 

from the entrance hull is a spacious and exciting studio. The 

putients muy work at. cusels, either sitting or'standing us they 

prerer, with individual tables for their materials. There 'is a 

luxur ious suppýy of art materials on-opcn shelves running the 

lengtb of the studio, During the course of a week t1jere may. be 

as. many as one hundred people using the room. There is an office 

for the art therapists, u large store-room and a fine-exhibition 

room with scope for the display of fifty full scale pictures and 

sculpture. 

At Wurlinghant Park: "What would'you*, like to do this after- 

noon? " is the kind of question a patient is likely, 'to receive 

on entering tfie studio. The question'of interest in this thes1s 

is does this individual method encourage creativity? It would 

seeiat that given certain conditions, it does. The main support- 

ing conditions are the sympathetic attitude of the therapist and 

a surrounding 'seat of creative activity. Nobody enjoys the 

kind of f ree choice that arises merely f rom indifference i .. Und it 

would not he much use asking a client what he wanted to do if the 

room was full of people copying from pictures. Only a highly-,. 

original and determined person could transce'nd this'type of 

situation and the effort involved would be a drain, on, his energy* 
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Burnsley Hallo Broinsgrove 

. Sor, iqtiines u patient may discover a li-itent talentp and find 

satisfaction in artistic work of high imaginative quality. One 

person at 13urnsley Hall may be taken as an example. He was a 

dent . ist. fie did not respond to any of the orthodox types of 

physicul treutment. The inluence 'of art on his condition was 

amazing. The psychiatrist even'went so far as to say that this 

wus the significant factor leading to his cure. 

At first he produced figure drawingsp technically goodl but 

not exciting. Ile was encouraged to paint, using very lurge p4perg 

the result was explosive. 'He painted with intense'aware . ne. ss, 

energy and confidence. ' He was given'the opportunity to spend:. 

extra time in the art room. 

An example of his free work included here is suggestive of 

a fire storm or some cosmic catastrophe* The'red forms ure very 

interesting in their organisation over the picture'as a-wholee 

The dragon-like shape is moving at high speed from rightl6to lertp 

and the other red shapes are moving dramatically in other. 

directions. 

The other painting may well be called "The'Deintist's' 

Nightmarelt. The original picture was 30"by 20" with-over 40 

w1iirling drill wheels! Perhaps this was'his way of recovering 

from an unbearable task-orientated situation'. 'Some'times', th Ie rat 

race is so full of stress that illness'e'quated'witil free time 

is the only road to sahity. " 

Perhaps one of the most impressiýe p'ic'tures-p 11 r od -uI de d . 'by 

. this patient was the head of an animal wit4'mugnificent untlerso 

On the end of euch point there was' a 'bea I ut I ifulp coiled 'shell in 

glowing shades of red and turquoise. The most delightful piece 

of incongruity it is possible to imagine! 
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Itainhill Hospital nr. Liverpool 
. 
1966 

At Rainhill Hospital the Education officer-said that t1tere 

were. many difficulties for people organising art or other cultural 

activities in a hospital of this type. Many. of the wards were 

. still locked, there were over 80 with 30 patients to u ward, and 

the emphasis was placed on physical methods of' treatment. The 

.., general impression is of highwallsp vast grounds and endless 

corridors - in fact one of the largest psychiatric hospitals, in 

the country. hevertheless, in one of the buildings there is u' 

large hull for concerts and exhibitions, a fine library and a 

room which may be used for gamesv. music or art, The opportunity 

is provided for individuals showing special interest, The work, 

displayed in the room gave a good idea of the time that must*huve 

been devoted to these patients. 

one series in' particular . was superb. The colours glowed und 

vibrated, the style was very personal and the subject matter 

dramatic. One was left with a feeling. of u person standing on 

the ed ge ol' a rugged cliff and contempluting a world buthed in 

CLIiereal light, The Education Officer said that this patient 

had done some of the paintings a year ago, and that he had now, 

regressed. He said that if someone had given hiia support bnd 

tried to understund him earlier he might have been alright. 

lie thought that there was a tendency for an over-emphasis to 

be. placed on physical methods of treatmentq probably because 111uny 

people feel safer with. things they can measure. Arto on the other 

handq being beyond measurement. He was also an analysty and 

speaking from that angleg he said that he thought art was useful 

as an emotional outlet, for inspirational-reasons, as an aid to 

diagnosis and as an alternative, or supp'lement to conversation 

in Psychotherapy. 
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i. liddlewood Hospital, Sherfield 

In i9t; 5 ttic rollowing inrorwation wus reccived from this 

hospiLul iii response tc) u questionnaire: middlewood is u large 

psychiutric hosPital with ovei: 2tOOO patients. The urt depurtmcnt 

holds Len sessions per wcekq uveraging twenty putients per session. 
i 

I'lic depurtment. is urgunised by the head occuputlonAl therapist. 

There are also crafts, pluy-readings, discussions and music. al 

and social activities. The educational activitles have been 

found helpful, but shortage of all grades of'staff and inadequate 

salaries for art therapists inhibits progress, 

Now, in 1979t there are two qualified urv therapistsf,, The 

problem centres around-the relationship between urt*undýoccupution- 

al therapy. middlewood has. over sixtý occupaiional therapýists, - 

laostly untrained. The head of this .. department sees his function 

as one of overall responsibilityt whereas the art therapists 

wish to'operate autonomously. 

Mee ting at hliddlewood 30/3/79 

one aspect of this small regional meeting of art therapists 

was a fairly informal discussion of work and methods., An urt 

therapist who came from an adolescent unit in'York I said t hat she 

used art in u variety of ways - spontaneous 1'ree-expression, 

structured group painting of a theme followed by discussionj 

intensive individual methods someti'Mes linked with, psychothqrapy. 

An art therapist froin another Sheffield hospital said he. 'ýud-... Av to, 

14 patients, aged 16 -*90 yrs. They were short-stay psy-chiatrics. ' 

with problems ranging from phobias to schizophrenia. During, t'he 

few weeks or months they were in the hospital he encouraged thbiii 

to overcome their blocks to puinting. , lie sometimes sugg. ested 

tOP105 or projects, discussing developments on 'un individpul busiss 

The most disturbing information cume from one of the two urt 
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therapists working at Middlewood. She said that she had been, 

given a patient who had tried to swallow a coat hanger. His 

drawings were direct line sketchesq using a black felt tip pen. 

They were the most explicitly violent that any. of the group hud. 

seen. ' one large sheet, for examplet was'covered with figures. 

Cach figure, pair or gýoup was a separate statementabout 

aspect of violence to some part of the bodyg knives wereý flying 

everywhere* The question arose as to what would happen to this 

patient it' he was given encouragement to use art to regress 

deeper into Lhe nature of his problems and their causes. * But 

perhaps as worrying was what would happen to Lhe art therlapist 

it' he exploded, and what of the dangers of transference?, -'rhe 

therapist was a young girl who had only finished, her one year 

course of training in art therapy in 1978 and had previously 

studied fine art. 

Perhaps a view expressed by Joel Kovel related to the 

contours of psychotic disorder is of some interest at this point: 

He says, that in madness, the III falls apar t and is shattered: 

"Ana beyond all this is the unnamable sense of dread stirred up 
by the feeling thatq as the sd1f breaks, s6will the world itself 
disintegrate, for to, each person the world only exists through 
the lenses provided by the structure of the self., The replace- 

, ment of the lost world - the contrast with the transcendent 
experience, with. its sense of universal love, is instrucLive 
is a chaotic swurm of broken-off bits of the self diffused in iA 
sea of hatred. This Is the core ol' psychosist and though the 
overall picture is often mixed with more intact ele, tientsp it is 
well to keep this nucleus in mind when thinking of mudness. " 
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Macclesfield 

Parkside Hospital 

4/4/79 

One art therapist attending every morning shared an' area of 

a large room with several occupational therapists. They decided 

as a group, which of the patients sent to the departmentp were 

the best suited for art therapy. There was the opportunity for 

paintingg modelling, pottery, model-making and screen-printing. 

Usually from 3-12 patients attended for art. At the time of the 

ViSitopOtLery, model house construction, modelling with clay and 

collage were taking place. 

on seeing the folders of work, perhaps Janet, may be taken 

as a good*example: She was a'woman in her forties who had come 

in about three years ago. She had been an accountantq but after 

the death of her parents felt unable to copet suffering from 

feelings of stress and insecurity, Her first paintings were 

highly conventional - the house in garden and swan in pool*typc 

of thing. After being given an interesting piece of driftwoodq 

Janet produced an imaginative scene* She used the wood to suggest 

gnarled treesp. plucing them on a hill top., well bulunced in 

relation to a brilliant fireball of a sun. She went on to P uint 

more pictures ol' a bold and exciting character: one in vivid red-! 

purple of the sky and several abstract or symbolic themes. Fortas 

such as leaves tended to be used in threest two acting as. the 

supports, one on its own distorted in growth, The' Same. subject 

developed in, the modelling and it, seemed-as if a rt was providing 

a release of tengion. Janet's work was satisfying'artisticallY 

as well. A psychiatrist suggested a leucotomy for her condition, 

Janet accepted his advicep but during the, months that she wpited 

for the opera . tion, her art not unnaturally took on a somewhat 

sinister and fearful character. One painting consisted of hunds, 
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brightly coloured and moving in all directions. It conveyed the',, 

feeling of being pushed around. It is comforting to know that 

this operation is not used so much now. Egaz Nlonizq the inventorpý, 11 

received a Nobel Prizet but perhaps more significantly, ' a-bullet 

through the spine from an ex-patient! The art therapist said', '' 

that Janet now worked part-ý-time, in a garage, but she was'anxious- 

about her impulses to set-fire to property. 

The Young People's Unit 

The art therapist at this Unit said that he used art in the- 

following ways: The expression of feelings which, cannot be' 

verbalized; the portrayal of the difficult situation; as U way, 

of 'building up relationships; sublimation and the, sheer joy of 

creativity as a vital part of, personal growth'- 

At the time of the visit. there were five teenage boys... i'n 

the art therapy studio. ' One of them.. with severe fiome. problemsý 

was in the process of building a. house, -on a raft. -He had-created., 

a number of models of castlest symbols of retreat. ' In 'his draw-, 

ings castles were defended with modern systems of alarmst but. 
-,. 

also by hurling rocks and pouring oil&''. Another boy had'painted, '-- 

a black square. Ile said'that the* shapes' inside were his feelings., 

of being trapped*t those outside his wishes to esCape. 1'. Ile spoke 

a similar language to that of the art*therapist., _, It could be 

that unconscious influences were at work leading to the-creutin 911-11. 

of model therapy pictures. The most'dramatic paintings-h4d, 

been done by a violent boy who: had left the Unit. They portrayed,, _. 

blue skulls glowing against red and orange backgrounds-IThey 

represented to a pathological degre'e'the need, to impress*-, 
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How Schizophrenic Patients may see Themselves 

blonica Iteddyhoff is an art therapist now working at Salford 

und Ilrestwicii imspituls. i 

It muy be interesting to glance back to her earlier experiencee 

In the mid 1950's. for examplet before powerful drugs were given 

to schizophrenics, she had an unusual patient in Dorset* At 

the beginning of her illness the woman in question painted herself* 

It was not a bizarre pictureg but the mood suggested apprehension 

and one figure in the background was turned away and the other 

was threateninge A later. picture represented a halfway stage 

between the familiar and the strange. A third picturer shown 

oppositep shows something of what it may_feel like to live in 

the schizophrenic world, Again she paints herselfp but there 

are hints of illusions of grandeur in her position and beuring 

within the landscape. The features have been partly, transformed 

into a rabbit-like form, conveying an Alice in Wonderland type 

of situation.. The plants are strange and there is uncertainty 

about the little red,, boats.. The flying machine with bicycle- 

shaped wheels Is weird. The sky suggests a suminer dayp-but 

there is fork lightning, a star and a blue moon as well as u 

sun. The sun in fact appears to be rising above the lightning. 

There is a figure two in-the sky and perhaps,,, also'a figure eighte 

The horse looks uncertain about progressing further. 

Another patientv working in the mid-1960's, had paintad beuuti- 

ful seascapes before her illness.,, Then her., art took on an 

ambiguous nature, Large creaturesq part reptile and part striped 

dogt inspected a fantastic landscape, One rested its chin on 

,a 
crescent moon and another gazed in wonder at aýhugep yellowq 

honeycombed domev whilst a third seemed to be making a noise like 

a. vixen. The first two creatures could'also 
I be thought of as 
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sheep-faced and fishy at the same time: 
I 

In another picture she showed herself gazing out of a small 

window, its heavy shutters only partly open.. 'Much of the paint- 

ing was take, n up with a fragmented brick wall. Part of the wull 

was broken into by a strange plant with a green flower. Shafts 

of diagonal blue light appeared to come from a blue circle thut 

framed the woman and her 'prison'. ' 

Prinzhorn, in his classic workp "Artistry of the Mentally 

Ill", says: "We think of the descriptions by many schizophrenics 

of how eerily changed their surroundings appear to them and how 

people move like corpses or machines. " 9 

lie wrote of the impress - i*on which often recurs, when dealing' 

with schizophrenic expression, namely: a certain enjoyment 

in grotesque distortions of the envir. onment, It is not as 

though schizophrenics Cultivate realistic eidetic'images'and 

deliberately disfigure them, as intellectuals like , to imagine; 

the distortions instead result from the renunciation or the 

simply conceived world us well as from a predoininuncc of grotes- 

queg eidetic imuges which so dominate conceptual life thut 

normality seems rather pale. We would relate this uninhibited 

dealing with an autonomous world of forms to the play urge in, 

which we already saw a basic.. cause of allýconfiguration, " 

Prinzhorn goes on to ask - as he, himself de scribes it -a 

profound question: "what and how much of the psyche exprepseS 

itself in such an autocratic world of form? " 
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An. Experimental Study Day on Creutive Therapy 

The following account or an experiential day at the Prestwich 

Hospital Conference Centre will give some idea of the ways in 

which art and-drama may be linked, Although these methods have 

a wide application, 'they are particularly suited to providing 

creative experiences for psychiatric patients. 

Physical ACtiVity followed by Painting 

eirst a warming up session concerned with a loosening of the 

bodyq groups of people. touching the ground at a given number of 

points when the music stopst leaping in the airp COInmunal massage, 

free movement and relaxation. 

This wus followed by a brief, spontaneous 'paint how you 

feel' session. 

Introduction to Psychodrama followeU by Painting 

For this experiment the group lie down with eyes closed. 

There follows. u description of an imuginery truin journey into 

the past. Individuals alight at a station where they are seven 

yeurs old. They are asked to bring into raind-'an object in, u 

room of that period in their lives,, What does the object observe 

of the peopleg their activities and interactions? ' The train is 

br'ought back to the present* But first do you say good-bye to 

your seven year old se. 1fq or do you, bring something of her'with 

you? 

This was also followed by an opportunity to paint, the litood. 

or experience. 

Gestalt Encounters 

The groups are divided into fours with a leader. The leader 

is given a subjpctp e, g, INI. aking-a Decisiont. : She does not tell 

the Others, but paints the subject atthe top left of a lurge 

sheet. The second person paints the, 'messag .e received from this 

painting at the bottOM left*' The'-third person paints her feelings 
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regarding the apparent meaning of the second painting. Finally,,, 

the fourth person likewise responds to the third picture, 

Arterwards a verbal interaction follows the process through-, 

in reverse. 

Further Encounters in Groups of Seven 

a) The individual seeks isolationg sitting, apart with eyes, 

closed'for a while. This-experi. ence is follOwed, by'painting the 

feeling on a large sheet of. paper. -with the other six'group 

inembers doing the same. 

b) Now it' the individual wishes she may seek contact with the 

larger group for a short time. Then, this exp'erience is'again 

followed by painting the mood, -with-the six, 'otherýpeople., ',, 

c) Finally the large group, are encouraged to hold handst- move-, 

around to the music, get-all tangled up, and then' untangled. ' This... 

reeling is. then trunsrerred-to pai, nt-on, a sheet of,, paper `. with "the 

group of six as before. 

The Value of the Non-Verbal Creative Therapies' 

Although anybody may enjoy these activitiest-itýcan be seen,, 

that for psychiatric patients "With blocks''and communicution, -",, -,, ', ' 

problems they, are of, 'spedial imp ort'ance 
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Following Electrical Treatiiient 

Kur. hleen 



'xpe'rience using Art Therapy with Psychiatric Patients Personal h 

My first experience'of using art with psychiatric patients 

was in 1962. Prior to that my interest had been art in relation 

to modern trends in child psychology. - I had seen something of 

the value of creative activity'with reference to the groývtht 

emotional development and integration of the child personality. 

The work with the patients seemed a natural extension of this. 

E. M. LyddiatLp who has been the art. therupist at 11alliwick 

Hospitulv London, says: "At times it will be infuriatingg 

bewildering, surprisingg frightening, nevertheless, those who 

persist find it rewarding. " 

experience. 

This, on the wholep has been my. 

, rhe Putients and their Problems 

, rhe people coining to the art groups huve included un uniuzing 

VuriaLy 01' tYj)C8, - 'I'liere huVe I)c(,., n pcopic 1'rom ull wulks of' lire, 

roi. exiAmpic, un art, lecturer, a retired uro, iy 
'orri'cer, _, U cl, temist, 

and an engineer. There have been people with u wide-range of 

compulsive tendenciesq including shoplirtingg drug raddictiont 

uttempted suicide und pyromunirA. People with mood swings und uil 

manner of fears and phobias, 

hhatever the basic problem may be, there, is, often something 

in the environment of the patient to provide the breaking point* 

It could be physical illness, worry about work. an accidentp the 

-loss of a relative or marital difficulties. 

Pe'rhaps the best way to convey the feeling . or the, prbble, ns 

would be to quote from the patients themselves: 

"I have never been able to, talk, in a gr. oup, p, I alway, s 
. _shut, 

-Inyself away. 
The family have n'o sympathy I. and, do- n -1 ot'like mental I llnessi. ' 

I have'nothing to live for. no w. that. the. -'childr erý are-grown up* 
Teenage Pop music is unbearable". 
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Previously I was easy-goingp now everybody irritates me. 

I uni always in a state of panic, I imagine everybody is 

watching me. 

Nobody understands me. 

I feel us if I am always in the dentist's waiting-roomo 

I have no confidence in myself. 
I just accept everything. I cannot make the effort to 

challengep even when people take advantage. I simply go 

under and cannot rise again. 

I find therc is no point in making the effort to dress. 

I huve alwuys attended the department by taxi, I-could not 

face the thought of travelling on a bus. 

I've hud eno ugh. physical illness for three yoursv fumily 

rclutionships broken down, no peaceg pop 11jusic all the time, 

I don't want to work - my idea or a good time Is lying in 

bed all duy. 11 

Some patients did not want to speak l'or a whole hour*, Those 

that did tended to want to talk about their*own symptomsp rather 

than relate to other people in the group. _ 

One of the most distressing characteristi cs of much mental 

illnessp is the feeling of being alone in the universe., There 

is the need for'methods that are likely to create bridges between 

individuals. 

Discuision and Related Methods of Approach 

I have had experience wi-th both-long-term and short-term 

patients and also with, people in a day, dýpartment -, _sometimes, 

with mixtures of these groups at, the same', timet even, with'con, POsitc 

groups of patients and W, E, A, students., 

A psychiatric group is always changing,.. Patienis-may be 

attending the hospital for a few weeks, o'r. for several, years. Any 

programme of educational activities needs to-be very flexible* 

Discussion is iiaportant, but because.,, many patients find 

speaking in a ýroup painfult-it, is not an, easy. method to use. 

On one occasion asking, for written commentsr, about paintings 
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opencd the wuy. Strong feeling und intereElt AWY lie behind 

silence. A few exumples will indicate this: - 

Exe it ing 
Peaceful 
Sombre and depressing 
A feeling of' horrible insecurity 
A flight of fancy 
Unified, but I like discord 
metallic and impersonal 
This troubles me a great deal 
Wonderful 
Absurug 'total confusion' 
An enigma 
Paradise 
Volcunic and brimming with life 
Delicate feeling 
An adventure in fantasy, mad fantasy and logical fantasy 
I think my mind must be like this! 

The discussion progressed from a consideration of the 

patients' own written comments,, to more elaborate opinions' 

regarding the significance-of art in understanding past CiVil- 

isations and artistic expressions in the world to-day* 

The therapeutic and educational aspects of this work 

cannot be entirely'separated. If discussion stimulates interest 

through the exchange of ideas, this is an educational gain, 

but it is likely to be therapeutic as well. 

The informal atmosphere necessary for real discussion 

provides the opportunity for the breaking down of emotional. 

barriers. Discussion is one of the Most il'iPortant wuyp Of 

building up relationships and group feeling.. It is truly 'u 

co-operative venture* It causes people to look at their own, 

arguments and examine the evidence* This muy lead to greater 

flexibilityp*mutuul modificution and deeper understandiiige 

Uifficulty in communication is not the only problem in the 

way Of developing discussion, another is depression. If there 

are twenty patients present, and a number of-*then .k are very. 

deeply depressed, this can be felt by the others, 'muny of Whom 

tend towards a passive-acceotance of-thýe prevail'ing' wood. jVjy 
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own function in these circumstances must be to convey the topic 

of the week with such enthusiasm that the atmosphere of depression 

-is# in some degreeg cancelled out. Sometimes this will show 

.. iLself in spontaneous humour: For example, one member of' the 

group said that a 'llenry Moorel reminded him of his wife'. 

Topics that have: ýbeen considered by groups for discussion 

have included: 'illu, sion and reality, creative powerg art and 

science, painting and music and the interpretation of the work 

of an artist. 

Sometimes I have found it helpful to give short lectures 

to stimulate i nterest, on 

Ancient Art, Chinese Art, 

Nature, Art in Education, 

Often a lecture may b 

of group Involvewento It 

subjects such as: Primitive and 

The Basic Elements of Artt Design in 

Cubismp Symbolism and Surrealism* 

e followed. by discussion, or some form 

i. s always, worthwhi 
' 
le. to'experiment 

With composite methods* 

Practicul Methods 

The main concern, as far as this thesis is"concerned, is 

with the practical work. I have held-painting sessions in a 

variety of rooms. Perhaps one of the M*Ost interesting was b 

libraryg. an amazing round glass building with a tree growing" 

through the Centre. In this buildingq, -su, rriotundedýby 

paintings and strange plantsg'"'it was easy to' create''the right, ' 

atmosphere for informal group activity. 

A feeling or freedom and a warm, friendly uttitude are the 

basic Considerations for the teacher/therapist, ''-It"is under 

these'conditions that patients I are li . kely'to-find an emotional 

outlet and a výayý of integrating the ý'v4rious "aspects Of their 

personality. It is under these conditions that ceeative woek 

is most likely to emerge. Informality. is essentialp but there 
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no standard approach, standardisation would be the death of 

art, 

In this work I have avoided the critical atethody except 

where the patient himself wanted to be critical. There has 

. often been discussion of the paintingsp both individuallY and 

between members of the group. 

I have sometimes painted myself in order to avoid the 

aisturbing influence of someone standing about watching; and in 

order to emphasise that the experience of painting may-be wore 

. 
important than the product, 

Most of the patients, have had as much criticism from life 

as they can tukeo They often need. reassurance to express them- 

-selves freely and handle materials experimentally. 

The following list gives an indication of some of the themes 

and subjects that I have found to be helpful: - 

1, Large-sCaleq rhythmical line Pic tures uS'ing flowing brush_ 

strokes. 
2. Experiments in colour, tone and. texture, 
3. compositions using inetallic 'paper or fabrics. 
4. Experiments using, various media, such as chulkt crayonj wuxt 

pen and ink or scraperboard. 

. 
5. mind or mood pictures to express energy, anger, joy or 

depression. 
6. Spattering compositions using a tooth brush* 
7. The exploitation of natural formsq such, as! shells, or. leuvest 

in the development of a design. 
8. Natural forin studies, for exajaple,: ýu-tortoise, or a rosee 
9. Portraits of group members. 

10. Imaginative themes suggested by poet 
, 
ry or dreams. 

11. Abstract compositions based on biological diagramse 
12. Painting to music. 
13. Outdoor sketching. 
14. Group work using ! cut out? shapes. 

Sometimes the inedia alone may provide the stimulation* An' 

example is the making of collages from tissue paper. The popuct 

of seeing overlapping sheets of-jadeg'violeto lavender, gold, 

crimson and turquoise papers-inay be exciting.. There is much to 

be. said for this technique in educational-terms. ', As the' pictures 
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ure built up-graduallyp in layerst there is scope for obtuining 

a complete tonal range by veiling. Tearing the paper gives a 

subtle effect and is also therapeutic. Timid people can 

experience a feeling of adventure without frustration. 

Shells, seaweeds, bones and fabrics may be combined to 

suggest feelings and moods. 11 

Following. this ideat a group experimented with shells and 

fabrics to express their own feelings: One patient used orange 

and purple materials to suggest "The Symphony of the Planets" 

and another produced "Winter Wonderland" . One of. the gropp-was 

really angry ubout something and she produced a violent patch- 

work. im important advantage of 'this kind of activity is the 

way it encourages informal discussion and the sharinýý of 

materials. 

Sometimes the-work muy be linked with a visit. For example-, 

an invitation to a display of fireworkst followed by designs 

inspired by the experience; or group activity designingo cutting 

and arranging 'Zoo' unimalsq after a day at Belle Vue* 

It is very noticeable thut psychiutric patients like to 

choose their own. titles for pictures'. -The following selection-, 

will give some idea of their problems and imagination: - 

Isolation; New World; Imprisonment; Indecision; Bombardment; 
Crash of a space station 
The carpet fitter's nightmare 
If Christmas was-on bonfire night 
A snake strangling a tortoise on Sherlock Holme's cap 
When life grows cold and stiff 
You better laugh while you can! 
Whatever rules we must; obey, who or what-has right to rule?,.: '., 
The drunken dr; ý 

, 
ught-board 

They call this 'sorrow 
Store in a hot, wet place 
Cut here (dotted line round a woman's neck) 
Hell --a large eye with red and orange rays, ' 
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A Dragon was used as the b asis of. -group work. Eight people 

inade' a collage mounted on canvas., 'It measured six feet acrosS-,, -,,,.,,,. -1, * 

and consisted_ of pieceslof coloured felt" decorated. ' with', 

The same subject was also used for a wall*hanging using' metalliC, ',, 

paper. 

All this, isla. way-of, using art to, bring colour into' the 

lives of the patients during difficult-periods*. 
- 

One of the problems that muny of the patients" f uce', it. the 

fear of living, in the shadow of other"people's assessment. -of 

their worth. They tend to assume that the often casual-and,,. 

over-confident assertions of others,, -represent s ome-kind of 

owniscient objectivity. 

Very little that anyone can say about another person is 

really objective., The patients need encouragement to stund-on 

their own feet and evaluate themselves. Art may open the. door 

to a greater- degree of psychological',,, f reedom. ' They,, comd, to 

realise thut nobody can tell them'if a-picture is'right" or, wrong 

us if it were u inuthell'UtiCUl solution* They cun only 'discuss 

ir its charucteristicsp and refer them back-to the yalidity''of tlh, C_L 

own subjective judgewent. Inýthis, way, they, come to iccept-the - 

integrity of-thcir own viewpoint. 

From the work with the patients, there is-the reminder of, -'" 

many unusual and adventurous-spirits:. -- 

Murielg-according to'the psychiatristt', had'pseud. o 

hallucinations and nightmare So The., treatment, given, to her,, in 

. the 1966's,, included LSD and-some of, herýpictures showed theý, 

influence, of this-very powerful'drug,, She'used'viollent colours,, -, 

and symbols. such as fireq knives and, blood. '.. -, She was. f us, c.. i. nuted 

by the. 'dual nature of fir! e and, also, by, 'ý submergdnce and'', drowning 

themes, Murie 1s symbolism wasýwholly'conscious'* 
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Keith ale .o had LSV treatments, lie painted figures with 

musks, flumboyunt robes und cluborute heud dresses, Ortcn the 

muin figure ill his piCLurc looked like u sorceress or iniAgiciun 

wiciding greut power, throwing thunderbolts around or giving 

electric shocks. In on picture the Imugiciunt. is hurling large, 

flower-shuped fire forms at a couple of dozen serpents, Ills 

colours tend to be viVid and glowing against a black background, 

Peter always painted several pictures in the course or an 

afternoon. lie had usually produced three pictures before the 

group assembled. Iii. s pictures were crowded with symbolic forms: 

A green hand reaching for something beyond its grasp, with Peter 

written along the arm; large open mouths with sinister teetho 

ever watching eyest serpentsq arrows and keys. One painting 

showed a meditating figure, with the word 'Peace' written nearby 

. 
and all around dozens of chaotic shapes. Peter worked in an 

effortless and nonchalant wayt making-witty remarks as the' 

weird forms emerged. Sometimes he paused to'write a, poem or 

hold a philosophical discussion. 

Dorothy showed imaginativ e ability. She later attended my 

classes at the college and obtained Grade A at 'A' Level Art 

and went on to Manchester University. 

Tony was a practical man. His masterpiece in art was a 

wood carving of a highly original nature entitled: "Valiant and. 

Vanquished". The three figures in the carving were described 

by Tony as follows: "This is me pleading for help. This is me 

feeling'imprisoned. Thisýis inp just killed a, man". Tony Ulso 

produced a metal sc'ulpture called"'Flight" and a number of small 

wooden ubstract forms. 

There were two schizophrenics with. the. ubility-to produce 

aliluzilig pictures out of the unconsciousl as*, it were, They never 



necded to asý- me for' a title. Their pictures emerged as if 

they were unwinding a ribbon off a spool in their minds. 

Isadorel another schizophrenict was so withdrawn that he 

hardly ever spoke ýnd his paintings were like Minimal Art. 

Usually he produced a black line or the outline of a square. 

However, if there were flowers on the table he responded in 

terias of basic simplicity to form and colour. 

27S. 

Monica had been suffering from severe depression. She suid: 

"You gave we some scraperboard, and the white line that* appeared . 

when I used the cutting tool symbolised for me the first. hint 

of the lifting of the black cloud in I my mind. " 

Monica spoke or the way many of her. early des. igns were 

rigidly conventional* Thent she said: "I realised that I 

wunted to move away from formality and experience the free 
I 

engulfing joy of splashing paintqýcutting, twisting clayg tearing 

paper and creating beauty. I liked to look around for unusuul 

materials for collages. Above all I wanted to set up my own 

table with my own equipment - and experiment'le On one occusion 

she told me that she had burnt some spaghetti, It hud become a 

collage entitled "Aftermath'19 referring to a global atomic 

disaster. 

Monica spoke of the healing power of-art., She thought-that 

art therapy could help to restore the balance for people suffer- 

ing from the stresses and strains of everyday living* 

Allull hud been studying for his 11h. U., in chemistry. Ile, hud 

severe epileptic fits nearly every-, dayp possibly following an 

accident at football. He attended the Day Department rather thLn 

stuy on the neurological ward. all the tirae. ', lie needed to be in 

hospital while various tests were being made. lie was given drugst 

- but eventually offerea a brain operation as the only possible 
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solution. After signing his agreement he had to wait three 

weeks for a bed, Needless to say this period was something or 

an ordeal, Allun was glad of' art therapy to take his wind off* 

thingso I gave him some geometrical instruments and coloured 

inks, and he produced many complex designs. Ile had been warned 

that if the operation was not a complete success he could be 

puralysed down one sidet or his speech could be impaired. The 

day before his operation he painted the spectrum and helped to 

decorate the d'ining-room with rainbows made, from tissue paper. 

He wrote afterwards to say how much he had enjoyed the. discuss- 

ions on art and philosophy. He said"he had many happy memories, 

at the same time conveniently forgetting the more serious events, 

(N. B. Reference was made to personal experiences with psychi- 

atric patients - though in less detail in the M, Ed* 

dissertation: "Creative Art Education for Adults"t 19769 pp. 68- 

74. ). 

Three Psychiatric Patients 

The following descriptions of three psychiatric patients 

do not give a clear-cut impression of art therapy offering a 

complete answer. In the general, area of human relationships 

there are probably few clear-cut and complete answers. In. the, 

psychiatric field this. is even more apparent, What the descrip-, 

tions aim to dog is to'high-light the complexitX of situati. ons 

encountered and some of the problems that arise, Perhaps the* 

accounts show at least the potentiality of art therapy-us a way. 

of opening up avenues for individual enrichment and for self 

discovery, 
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uvid 

I met David 'through 
conducting an appreciation of art class 

in 1963 at a psychiatric hospital. lie was nineteen years of age, 

At the first painting session of the series the group. 

painted autumn leaves David preferred to paint scientific 

formulae in black with a large brush. Some of these pictures 

made patternsp rather like Chinese calligraphy.. He was very 

interested in Einstein's equationso and in energy diagrams that 

he could describe in a most interesting way. 

One week Davio painted a gipsy, followed by a really wild 

action painting; another week he produced a delightful picture 

on the theme of 'Flamingo in Flight'. 

During these sessions we talked of many thingst from music 

to philosophy, the relationship between colour and soundl. and 

the parallels between creative thinking in art and scienceý, 

He had that unusual degree of intellectual, curiosityt, 

intense delight in abstract ideasq introspective power and 

rebellion against established patterns in societyl that one 

associates with the gifted individual. 

Duvid was really more interested in science 'Und mathematics 

than art. However, I discovered a point of contact: When I 

attempted to justify modern art by saying that as life is un 

enigmu its no use expecting the artist to produce only obvious 

and rational statements, I was speaking his language, Ile knew 

that life was more than logic and his face lit up as if lie Were 

electrified. 

When I'described the dream pictures of the surrealists, 

this meant something to him. When I spoke of cubisitip*the way 

the single view point of the observer disappearsq and of the 

fusion of mass and vo 
e 
idq this had., U startling, significances 
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11-Ge Ilaynes, in "The Mythology of the Soul'19 speaks of the 

schizophrenic as a daring voyager, lie explains that there' 

u contradiction between the outer aspect and the inner lif e. 

Much surrealist painting and poetry is concerned with this. 

The schizophrenic is fascinated by irrationality and udventuree 

David was very sensitive. He said that nobody understood 

him. But he was often able to appear detached from his 

personal problems. lie would often make entertaini ng remarks, 

Sonietime. 4 he sounded like a psychiatrist. With reference to. 

one of the patients he remarked that it was going to take more 

than six weeks to get him sorted out. 

For Christmas David made six bottles of raisin winee There 

was something very enterprising about'him. Unfortunatelyp-he 

was not always the same. Sometimes he, was hostile and would 

withdraw from the class for. several weeks@ 

At times I. Celt that free-expressionj lively discussion 

und the shuring of ideas were helping him* At other times It' 

was impossible to reach him. It was as if his feelings were 

too ambiguous for a relationship to be muintained.. It'wus as 

if his personaiity became fraginentedg causing, bewildering 

problems of integration and even of identity, Baynes. refers, to. 

a shadow personality lurking in the unconscious., 

David was discharged in Mayp after spending a year, in the 

hospital for twice setting fire. to a church. 
'Two 

days after,. 

his discharge he set fire to part of his own home., For the 

second time in his young life he had. to face the. Assizesjor.. ' 

arson. 

David returned to the hospital and'inýthe autumn or 1964 

he came to the-art class, agairi. e w"a s r'e a dy to. continue. the 

discussion on*colour and sound, where we-had left off months 
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before. lie a sked a continuous stream of questions'on urt. The 

questions were ol' a deep and complex. type; but the flow of 

ýhought was so acceler6ted that only a moment's consideration 

could be given to each idea. The experience was exhilaruting. 

This discussion on colour and sound led to experimcnts in 

puinting to, inusic. David produced "The Shepherd's Song", 

inspired by the Pustoral Symphony by Beethoven. 

Much of his curlier work Ilud been in bluckp -usitty, either 

churcoul or puinL to give u heuvy outline. In his luter pict- 

urcu lie tended. to udd bright green or reop -und lie becume fond 

of gold paint. One of his trees hýd a gold trunkv and u 

luxurious mass of green and golden foliage.. 

uuvid would not have thought of hims. elf as artistict but 

when he was in the moodg he could produce the most original 

pictures and di. agrams; apparentlyt directly-from the unconscioust 

without any hesitation. His rapid style or pictorial expression 

corresponded to his verbal fluency. 

A "Black Magic" picture was produced by David a few weeks 

before his discharge* He hau been in hospital for two years 

altogether. 

on this particular. evening there were nine people painting. 

The topics brought up spontaneously-for conversation'included: 

witchcraft, black magic, occultism, hypnotismt telepathyp"-., 

thought powerg electricity, science fiction, madness and, geniUso 

During the discussion DAvid painted several diagraias'froin physics 

and COSAlology and science fiction. lleýconcluded with "Triffid" 

and "Dead Triffidlt. * 

Reference was made to David in the substantial essay for the 
Uiploma in Adult Education# 1965: 'Adult Educational Activities. ' 
in Mental Hospitals with particular reference to Art TherapyP, 
pp. 98-1030 
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Ann 

Ann attended'a psychiatric day department around 1969/70, 

She was sufferIng from depression following. the birth of her 

third child. She came to. my art group twice a week and often 

complained about the situation at home* She wanted a career, as 

this represented freedom in her mind. ' Her paintings showed 

signs of high artistic ability, Howeverg the colours were' 

inclined to be sin, isterv usually stark purple, black and red. 

On one occasion she painted what could only be described as a 

bird of, death. Perhaps this picture-should have. been used 

prognosticallyt shortly afterwards she attempted suicide, by 

taking an overdose of tablets 

After a few weeks Ann recovered apd returned t6the art 

group in the summer of 1970. Around this time an art student 

seeking relief from teacher training and"a, gra4uate che'mist were 

also members of the group, and there were many lively discussions.. 

ln the autumn, much to my surprisep Ann arrived at the college,.. 

She studied 10' Level Art with mep she also took u. prograni'me of 

other subjects, such as literature and biology,. 

Every week she produced an interestingl original painting, 

well planned and executed with obsessive care. She thought'',, 

nothing of staying up until three otclock'in the morning in order.., 

-to enrich her pictures with minute textural details*. ' She WUS 

.. 
really claiming time for herself, finding herself through' the 

process of Painting. Painting may be, both an escape. and also a 

liberation - freedom from the world and freedom, 'into another 

world. 

As the weeks, went by her folder of work grew thick with. 

representations of plants, animals and landscapes as well as 

many abstract and fantastic themes, It occurred to me thut 
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perhaps* the career she" so much wanted might be sought in the 

sphere of art, for Ann was an unusually gifted individual. 

Her puintings included an underwater compositiong a design 

evolved 1'rom a prawn and an imaginative abstraction entitled: 

"Green Fire". But these were paintings arising from my suggest- 

ions. When left: to choose her own subjects Ann produced another 

strange 'bird on the wing' and-a cubist style gymnasium from 

which the message conveyed was there is no escape! 'There was 

the feeling that within this picture one could leap aboutf. b. ut.. 

only within a restricted area. 

Perhaps one of her most revealing pictures was the one she 

called "Futility". She had represented herselr curled under and 

submerged. Above her the stranget sinister, blacko wing-liki 

foruk with oppressiv6 points, all pointing towards herself. ' A 

string-like form passes from the far extremity of the 'wing' 

finishing without an*end, as an oval across what Ann described 

as a couple of waste-baskets. They are symbolic, she saidp ol' 

all the help you get from society. A rather lively, bright 

green form near the top of the picture has been three-quarters 

obliterated. by the 'problem' shapes. 

In t-he autumn of 1971 Ann commenced her studies at a teacher. 

training college, with art as one of her main sub. jectse'"', She 

often came to see me, to tell me about her progressp she seemed 

. 
to be enjoying it. But the happier she was in, -one area of her, 

life, the more distressed she became about, the other side, the 

home situation. She scemcd to be in need of warmth. and'sympathy; 

soinetimest though her behaviour seemed'puzzling"and'. -some of the 

things she said'were contradictory$- 

Ann survived the first two terms and then she'entered a 

period of deep depression over the. Easter holidays. 
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Apparentlyg she rang her'husband to tell him that she was 

either going to take *her lire or leave himp then she said good- 

bye to the children and went out with her tablets. She was 

found unconscious and died a few days later. 

Here was a case where art had been an'enrich. ment and a 

stimulation, where it was opening up a whole new world and play- 

ing a part in changing a life style. ý However,, at a time when 

the balance of the mind was disturbedq it seemed 'as if the way 

forward was blocked with too many obstacles* 

Joyce 

Joyce had been a teacherg she had also. undertuken advunced 

study in education at the university., She had been diagnosed 

as schizophrenic. - She blamed her illness on an, accident., One 

day uf ter staying late at school to work with'the children on 

a playp she was involved in a crash as she travelled home-, on 

the bus. Although not physically hurtq the shock appeared to 

trigger off a mental illness. It would be difficult to know 

whether this was really so, or just a coincidence. 

She found teaching impossible. She-described how she 

wanted to machine gun the children and would throw the _Ihiacbethl, 

books at them, telling them to sort the' play Out for them- 

selves. She seemed to f eel- that the school'and-the children 

were to blame in some way:. Because she, had stayed late to, 

work with them, so she. reasoned, wasAhe cause of, the-troublet- 

otherwise she would not have travelled on that ill-fated L)us.,,.,,. 

When Joyce first attended my. artýtherapy group she'was in 

-her early forties and had not taught-for'-several, ýear, s, 

Howeverp she was able to live iný*her--own home, she hadu good 

social life and many friends.,, When. she mentioned the accident' 
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she sounded bitterg but otherwise she seemed able to stund 

buck 1'rom her trouble and discuss it philosophically. She 

uttended the urt therupy group every Thursduy ufternoon for 

about four ycurs, She never missed unless she was ill or 

away on holiday and we becume good friends. Joyce was an 

interesting blend ot' churacteristics, she was both vivacious 

und also contemplative. She would often carry on a lively 

discussion of an intellectual nature; however study was now 

outside the range of possibilities because concentration. was 

difficult. This she regretted as previously her interests 

had been acudemic. Her illness had not robbed her of her 

sense of humour or confident manner. She rurely showed signs 

of depressionp though she-sometimes described having experience 

of dark moodsp especially in the night* The drugs given by the 

hospital were inclined to make her sleepy. Sometimes she felt 

it would be interesting to be without them. The nurses und 

Psychiatrists would come fuce to face with her wore uggressive 

ana challenging. characteristics and it would-be too much for 

them. ' 

Joyce's art was very interesting, occasionally she would 

produce a conventional patternt flower or tree* But Usually 

her work tended to be imaginativeg often wild and abstruct. 

Something of the schizophrenic shattering of the personality 

would come through: Perhaps she might wake. an exciting collugct 

selecting violent coloUrs to suggest Hallowleent or each of the 

seasons in turn. In'this mood she would delibcrutely leave the 

edges of the shupes rugged. Her arrangement of shapes seemed 

like planned chaos - if that'is more chaotic. than'accidental 

chaos. Bizarre subjects made an appeal: One of her paintings 

I 

was called "The forty million dead after the French Revolution 
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in the Catucom . bs of- Paris'. 1. I suspected that without the 

schizophrenic element her art would have been rather flat 

and uninspired. Here was a person with a basic and underlying 

personality suggesting orderliness and regularity producing 

wild pictures* Yet what is a basic and underlying personality? 

In this field one must enjoy the apparent ambiguities. Perhups 

they are the essence of reality at a deeper level. 

Unfortunatelyq Joyce developed cancer and had to have u, 

serious operation followed by radiotherapy.. Much of her time 

was taken up with visiting hospitals and seeing doctors for one 

reason or another. She seemed better for a cou. ple of years 

und when I left the hospital she attended my botany classes at. 

the college. Then she began to experience breathing difficult- 

ies and died in t975. 

on looking back, the art. therapy an ,d the social aspect of. 

the-group definitely. helped her. She said herself tfiat it 

helped as much as anything at times of stress and was truly 

enriching in periods of happiness. Joyce was as perceptive us 

anyone I have known. She would have been capuble of making 

her own contribution to this research by. Writing in u most 

understanding way about the schizophrenic situation, She would 

have written in a wonderful wayt like an explorer'faced witW 

obstaclesq without the awkwardness that many people feellwhen 

confronted with mental illness, 
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A Summary of the Significance of Art Therapy from Personal 

Experience with Psychiatric Patients 

1, Free expression is in itself an enjoyable experience, the 

"esthetic qualities in paintings may add a further source of 

satisraction. 

2. Art is u way of emphasising the value of the individual and 

this helps to overcome the idea of the hospital as an 

institution. 

Artists tend to dislike conformity, The art therapist muy be- 

the person most likely to establish contact with those. types 

of patients who feel to be in rebellion against societyo 

4. Painting may be both relaxing and stimulating, It provides 

u way or relieving both tension and depression. 
I 

Art as a way o. f expressing emotion may act as a safety valve. 

6. Art way be a form of visual communication. For the withdrawn 

patient it may be easier than speaking or writing at a certain 

stage. 

Working alongside other people in a studio, discussing the 

paintings in progress and planning exhibitions may help towurds 

the building'up of group feeling. 

Through art a sense of purpose and self-respect may be uchievede 

9. Spontaneous painting leaas to the expression of previously 

'unconscious feelings. This is helpful -in psychotherapy und 

in understanding the patientts probl6ms* 

10. Art may be useful, to psychiatrists as an aid to diagnosis 

and in research. It provides . evidence of states of mind in 

relation to specific phases of an illness. 
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Art Thel-apy utid the Psychiatrist 

It muy be of interest at this stage to consider the opinions 

or a consultant psychiatrist: In answer to the question Ivilut do 

psychiutrists hope to achieve., when they. prescribe art for their 

putients? She said that of course psychiatrists held differing 

vitws on the subject. The following comment. s ar6 ii summary of 

her own ideas regarding the ainis of art therapy: 

1. The importance of immediatenesso directness of. expressi*on 

and achievement. The sense of satisfaction and enhancing 

positiveg creative aspects of the personality. 

The discovering of latent potential in educational terms; 

such as learning to see things with interest, as an artist 

does. IlLstrongly agree that mental'and emotional illness 
I 

does not preclude or even necessarily limit cultural potential 

(cultural, -including the broadening of vistas in many 

directions). The awakening of interest in the physical 

environmentq and of interest in general, is a powerful thers- 

peutic agent. 

3. D. iagnosticallyt I personally would not ussign great'value 

to the patientst paintings. There are many pitfalls here. -,., 

The productions must always be viewed in context of the total., 

clinical Situation and with the patient's comments and- 

associations in wind. 11 

4* Access to unconscious fantasies and themes through their 

symbolic expression in art: 

"I suppose this uppli. es in psychotics, schizophrenics having 

defective concept formationo find it easier to communicutc 

plastically than verbally, But in neurotics, any symbolism 

in painting is usually conscious though a. patient may suy 

jU*st comes out like thato I'don't know why. ' Once the 
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picture is l7inished, they occia to have'a very cleur n6tion 

or its syt-'ibollsra und ure usually anxious to tell you about 

it, Therefore, though neurotics often enjoy expressing 

their stute of mind in puintt it is u forw or acting out' 

rather thun un explorution or their unconscious ru"LusY6 It 

cun therefore be used in therupy as we use other types oC 

ucting out - us u sturting point for discussion and inter- 

pretation. It does not seem to tuke us any further thun do oil 

other methodol, into uncovering unconscious themes und mental 

wechunisms or which the patient is unawure, 

So 'Assessing clinical progress: This is where " putient's 

productions ure useful guides. There way be a chungejrpia, 

nurrowp confined rigidity towardsigreater expansion. und 

fluidity; the bolder use of form und colour; the chunge from- 

stereotypy to udventurc und movement, Iffille it would be 

tulstaken to reud SignifiCunce into these developwonts in 

laolutiong tuken in the context. of tIlL. putjentlbi prograiis in 

gene-rul, tney ure useful conrirawtory guides. Occuslonullyg 

a preoccupation with certain themesq which the patie"t Is 

not reudy to produce verbuliyo will come out in his pbintIP98 

and can then be tackled with him* Depressive affect and 

suicidul thoughts are examples of this, " 

The views of one or two other psychiatrists ittuy be noted us 

follows: At Cheudle Royal a psychiatrisL explained t1jut u group 

of student nurses had become impatient ufter u week in the 

110SPitulo becuuse they wa . nted to see some evidence of 'treutinentle 

ClIcudit-I ROYul lu 'u Isrogreasive hospitul wid Lhe LrututmeaiL does 

consist. of puintingg crufLsq, concerts wid clubs, 'A 

psychiatrist at the Tower Ilospitult Leicestert wrote: "The kcY, tO 

i 
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treating psychotic patients is the atmosphere of the hospital, 

i. e. one of freedom, encouragement and a selection of aetivities. 11 

A psychiatrist at Barnsley Hall, Bromsgrove, took a personal 

interest in the art produced and in arranging exhibitions of the 

-patients' work. lie used the art as a way through to a patient: 

On the wall of his room he had a painting of a tiger in vivid 

orangep with a contrasting background of re-echoing shades of 

blue. Ile said that the woman probably thought of herself us a 

tigerv and this picture was really a self-portrait. A consultant 

psychiatrist at the Sunnyside Royal Hospital, Montrose was 

sufficiently concerned about the importance of the subject to 

arrange for u four page summary of "Art us Education and Therupy 

for AdulLs in 11sychiutric Hospitals 4n Britain" to uppeur in 

the hospital magazine. In writing to the editor of-the paper 

the "Sunnyside Chronicle'19 he wrote: "I wonder if you feel 

your readers would find this of interest as I did". Ile said thut 

in his opinion the findings were of considerable interests 

t 

-- -. 

V. -. - 
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The Teaching Background of Art Therapy 

It may be useful to commence this section with some inform- 

ation from Michael Edwards: 

"There are now three centres in Britain which offer full-time 

training recognised by the British Association of Art Therapists, 

These are at Ste Albans, at Goldsmiths College in London and at 

Birmingham Polytechnic* All three centres are in Colleges of Art., ' 

At both Goldsmiths and Iiirminglium, one-year postgruduute 

progrummes leuding to qualified art teucher status offer students 

the opportunity to specialise in the use of art for therapeutic 

purposes. This can be a main study* The St. Albans specialist 

course is also for one yearv leading to a Diploma in Art Therapy. 

There is in addition at Birminghaý a Masters course which 

is available for qualified and experienced art therapists wish- 

Ing to extend their professional understanding. At St. Albansp 

Rank Xerox finance a researcb fellow. 

In 1977 the British Association of Art Therapists set up a 

working partyq the first of its kind, to look into full7time 

training for art therapists. Despite some differences of 

emphaiis between the three centres now offering full-time train-ý 

ingg the working party has found general agreement about the. 

outlines of a one-year post-graduate course. In broad terms 

these include: - 

1) a desirable minimum of 60 days in a practical situation, under 

supervisiont, preferably by an experienced art therapist#* 
2) a directed reading programme and related lecture/seminar series 

to include developmental psychologyq psychoanalytic and 

related theories, psychiatry, special educ. ation. for the 

mentally*or physically handicapped or the emotionally disturbed) 
3) a Study-programme which'similarly'covers a co'mprehensi ve 

, 
range of specialist approaches to the use-of art mediu for 
therapeutic or special educational purposes; 
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4). the extension of students' personal creative work; 
5) provision for some kind of on-going psychodynamic experience 

for all studentst for example through 'art therapy' orientated. 

workshops or through psychotherapy sessions co. nducted by a 

.. group therapist; 

6) generous tutorial-contact for discussion of individual work 

problemsq bridging between theoretical and practical elementst 
dealing with course assignments, etc*; 

7) pructice in written workt to include both case studies and 

some conceptual analysis. " 12 

Visit to. Birmingham Polytechnic, School'of Art Education, 29/6/78 

From a long discussion with Michael Edwards it wý: s appar'ent 

that the art therapy course was making good progress at the 

School of Art Education in Birmingham* Out of an average. of 

57 students per year in post-graduate education coursezaround 
0 

8- 10 were selecting art therapy,, Most of them were obtaining 

work in the field of remedial education or in psychiatric hospitals. 

Iloweverl it was mutually relt that art therupy was a problem 

area for a variety of reasons, There was the basic difficulty 

of the overlapping of so many disciplines, There, was the unend- 

ing dialogue with art educators in general - many of whom were 

very much aware of their own field as being-complex and paradox- 

ical enough. Perhaps most difficult of all were the problems in 

the hospital situations. Traditional psychiatrists und wunY, 

hospital staff1were inclined to undervalue art; seeing it as 

merely occupational activity on the one hand, or as the tool of 

psychotherapy and diagnosis on the other. 'It was felt that art 

needs to be understood as something of deep-significance In terms 

of the inner life. 

Michael Edwards gave an interesting example of the difference 

in attitudes: A piychiatrist had just told him how sorry he 

was-for a man who dressed in strang'e' 'gear and collected rubbish 
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from the scu-shoreo This brought the reuction: "But he Could 

so cusily huve been one of our Fine Art students! " 

On the Master of Philosophy course were two people study- 

ing urt therapy. Peter Byrnd'was involVed with the catalogue, 

ano was undertaking research related to various aesthetic 

models of art therupy. John genzell. was concerned with a study 

of different kinds of madness from the historical point of view* 

The impression was conveyed of a lively exchange of ideas 

between these researchers and the people in general art and art 

education fields. 

Goldsmiths' College, University of London, 8/3/78 

The post-graduate programmes. at Goldsmiths' College allow 

for a special study group in Art Therapy within the Art 

Teacher's Certificate course, There are also facilities for 

about six graduates with teaching qualifications, or experi- 

enced art therapists, to undertake a year of individual study 

in art therapyg or two years of part-time study. There are 

In Service opportunities for teachers who wish to retrain as 

art therapists. 

During the course-of the visit it was possible'to. dis. c. uss.,.. 

the work with Diane Wallert the Lecturer responsible. She. 

said that the students have practical experience in speciul 

educationt child guidance, remand and a8sessment centres or 

psychiatric hospituls. The practice is bucked up with U 

series of seminars, lectures and tutorials. LAune suid: a 

"Art therupy is u. fairly young discipline and this means 

that it is still building up its theoretical frameworkt. taking 

into account work in the related fields of educationt psychol- 

ogyp Psychiatryq anthropology and the arts. " 
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The general attitude or the students was fundumentally 

a challenging one as regards their approach towards their 

future situutione They conveyed a healthy Uislike of the 

more truditionul and hierarchical ways of working. They showed 

sowe distrust of' psychiutry and stressed that it might be well 

to treud curefully with reference to offering labels to people. 

They much disliked the most general label in usep thut of 

putient; feeling it to be implicit of an atitude of required 

passivity inuppropriate for mental illness. It was agreed thut 

'client' would be a better term to apply. 

During the ufternoon there was a talk from the Art Therapist 

of the Ingrebourne Centre, Essex. The Centre is a community 

for people in. their late teens to earIly 50s and is mainly for 

treating neurotic illnesses* He prob. ably thought that he 

sounded progressive as he described his role as a facilitator* 

he spoke of freedom outside the art room as well as insidep-of 

the use of themes, such as the Pied Piper, linking art with 

. 
drama and musict and of the alternation of verbal and visual 

approaches. Howevert he had told the-students that you are on 

your own when you go into the art room. This was iminediutely 

challenged: It How do you mean, how can you be on your own 

when there is a who 
; 
le group of people? " asked one of the art 

therapy students. He was also queitioned for speaking'of- 

patients. They seemed anxious to eliminate all barriers-, to 

free and genuine relationships and avoid'-the 'them' and 'us 

type of mentality. 
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School of Art Education, Birmingham Polytechnic 

As regurds the business meetingg the main subject-under 

copsideration was the position of art therapists within the 

National Health Service. The D. H. S. S. had issued a Consultutive 

Document on Artp Music anu Drama Therapyq and the B. A. A. T. 

strongly criticised the clinical. and management structure outlined 

in the document, The central problent revolved around the relution- 

ship between art therapy and occupational therapy (with music' 

and drama therapists likely to have similar problems). Probably 

because occupational therapy departments were often the first 

to be established in most hos'pitals, they have traditionally 

been given a supervisory role. Howev6r, the B, A. A. T. are hoping 

that art therapy will become accepted as a graduate profession 

with a strong post-graduate core. They naturally question the 

idea of being part of 0, T, Art therapy has a history and character 

of its own. It is undesirable that it should be diluted and 

devitulizeu in the interests of bureaucratic convenience, It is 

hoped t1tut tha. situution will eventually be resolved. in sonic, 

hospitals these problenis do not arise. At Barnsley Hall, for 

example, the Art Therapist said that nurses, occupational and 

art therapists fortmed a group and elected a co-ordinator who 

acted without power. Non-hierarchical models of this kind offer 

a w4y of solving the difficulties. 

At*ter lunch Michael Edwards, in charge of the art therapy Post- 

graduate courses-in Birmingham, gave a talk on six aspects Of 

art therapy: 1. The balance between art and therapyo 2o Tile 

diagnostic valueýand limitations. 3. -Clinical skills. 4. 'I'he 

process and the product. So Regressive play. and 6. Reseurch. 
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InLroduction 

This chapLcr is mainly concerned with three people: Ninu 

Green, Zbigniew Jurzecki and John Cox. They are all clearly 

differentiated individuals. Nina and Zbigniew (known as Bish) 

huvc boLh found a high dcgree of creative fulfilwenL through 

painting, Lhough Lhey also write and enjoy discussing abstract 

and philosophical ideus as well. John's special contribution 

to the creativity suga lies mainly in the area of the spontun- 

cous flow of ideas in conversation and through the written word 

- though lie did paint fairly-intensively for one year. iviuch 

of. what he writes about his experiences ana problems could have 

an application*to the visual artist. The final part of the 

chupter describes the 'Outsider Artists', also very definitely 

individualsq and the exhibition of their work at the Ilaywurd 

Gullery. 
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Ninu Green- 

Nina attenued my Advanced Level Art class at the Coliege 

of Adult Education from 1972-73. She had previously enjoyed 

uru%ving and painting. "nd soon showed herself to be capable of 

i, naginative work. During the year she particularly liked to 

paint in oils. Her výork was not ubstract, although she had u 

tendency to lose unnecessary detail, ullowing 1"ndscapes to 

become almost colour-scapes. She also worked on a series of c"t 

stu6ies in crayon and bird thewes in scraperboard. "i'led Iforizon" 

and "The Secret Valley" were both pictures painted during the 

year. For the examination Nina had the opportunity to selCcL U 

title offering scope for her atmospheric feeling, namely, 'IE. urly 

Evening". She also did. a plant study, for the observational paper 

and her Personal Study was called "Poet of Light -A Study of 

Turner". Nina obtained a grade tBI result, but unlike many of 

the students she did not want to train for teaching. Instead 

she - chose to stay at * home - she had two boys of. school age - i-nd 

carry on with her own creative work as a painter. 

Nina had'her own personal tutor for a time, but he died in 

1975. The following year she wrote frow Devon to siAy thut she 

had had a major operation, but felt thut she would be able to 

cope as long as she could paint. She referred to thc opportuniLy 
I 

that. the area provided, painting the coast, the hurbour und u 

local fisherman's*boat, and also illustrating a children's )OOk- 

but Devon was only a temporary arrangement as her husband was 

working on a contract. Her home was now in the north of Black-. 

poolrWhere she hau a lovely studio made out of the loft st)uc(-- 

"Its w0fiderful to huve somewhere or my. own to retire to froll, L11C 

distractiolls oI, the outside world. " she wrote in her letLer, 

Paintiug had cerLainly become very importunt indeed to Ninug 
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und in 1977 an invitation urrived to a pre-view of an Exhibition. 

of puintings unu Poetry at the Lythaw Ste Annes Art Gallery... 

Tne exhibition was a shared one with two other Ioca1rt is t s., 

Nina had fifteen paintings on show, - mostly in oils and some very.. 

large. Her interest. still centred around the landscape theme. 

There were pietures ol* sky unu sea giving a mystical feeling of' 

infinity. It was possible to*, view thew in a slightly schiz. o- 

phrenic way by allowing oneself to blend into and werge ;, iith 

the scene. One did not want to look at the paintingsq but rather 

to flout within them. ColoUr and etherbal light were represented 

with power and subtlety. Between the pictures, -there were frawed 

poems and poetic statements that seemed to reinforce the ii, essage 

conveyed by the visual work: "Please #tell me where I, am This 

is a terrifying place; But its also, rather. beuutiful, this'' 

whirling inner space In which I find myself. " 

Nina also exhibited in Garstang, Luxembourg'a'nd'locully Us 

it member of the Lluckpool Art Society. She worked very hard in 

this wuy, planning and arranging things. 11owever, in the 4AULU1111% 

or 1977 she wrote to say thut at the time she 1,01L 'driecl up'. 

I*row the creative angle: "At the moment I CUh1_t1'd1oL thing. 

Looking at the situation from a philosophical_, vicw-'poinL iLJs' 

probably a passing phaset there-have been, setbacks like-this, 

before, but usually they resolve themselves in time. 
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Nina. Green 

"Crcutive art begins not so much with paint and brushes, 
although these make its manifestation possibIc*j buL from the 
desire to express the intangible In a tangible form, and to 

. 
give visual expression to one's deepest feelings and convicLions. 

Virstly, Llien, one intist. discoverýwhut thelic foclings are 
iind U -CcrLI-111 41111011111. oil sell' knowle. dge. I 1);. %rsonally l'ind LhaL 
pi. -riods oil soll. iLuth: u6d iiittoospecLion ure neces. s. ury III ordev Lo 
gal n Otis InSiý; IIL, uiijilcusunt though these discoveries may be 
UL LiIIICS. From this approach I found that although an Individual 
I usa also a part of the 'wholet- and was able to identiry with 
my surroundings and to feel part of them. I tend then to scck 
inspiration according to'the prevailing mood. By taking solitary 
walks along dcscrt(, d beaches or 

, 
bleak mountains and moorland I 

feel a sense of belonging, of recognising my origins and an 
awareness of an answering solitude which echoes the feelings 
deep within myself. I am solitary - yet not alone. In short 
for ine'it jiveans acrccpting the unknown spiritual aspects of life 
as, well as acknowledging. the obvious material ones. A solitary 
bird in flight momentarily stirs in me the urge to follow - to 
be free of the inateriLl confines and r6strictions, andfollow- 
Ing this sensation comes the familiar and exciting urge to 
paint. , %Iusic,, and the thoughts and memories evoked by it also 
proves a powerful stimulus. .0 

When feeling more extrovert I feel the need of people 'around 
me, and the desire to communicate and belong similarly stimulates- 
the creative urge. It is in this context that I found art 
classes most rewarding - the interchanging of ideas and above all 
the opportunity to meet people with the same interest at heart 

, Yet all with different approaches, so that one gains a new 
flexibility of ideas, a willingness to learn and*pcrhaps change. 
I-st-ated that paints and brushes i-tiake'manifestation of ideas 
possible, yet without some expert guidance into the mysteries 
of composition, colour, form etc, one would*probably sufeer L. "ic 
frustration of lacking the confidence to even bcgin-to attempt' 
self-expression in paint. The teaching aspect-alsoýhelps to 
develop self-discipline towards study an*d therefore encourages 
art. appreciation in general, and by establishing an enquiring 
iaind, provides a firm foundation on which. to build and progress 
long after a course has-been completed, " 
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r, hell Lbigniew's First Painting - Ile used d large 

1916 aS U StarLing point L*arly uecelliber 

Awakening to Significance' and 'Psychedelic SO 

were both painted in February 1977 
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Zt)igiliew iurzecki - PurL I 

Vl'euLiViLy Set; siuns with one Student, 

FriduY mornings since November 1976 huve been something rather 

speclul. There has been tin attempt to cstublish contuct through 

uestlictic experience und intellectual u(iventure. 

Bish urrived at the college as a science graduate and a teacher. 

with an interest in poetry and music and open to new experience. - 
As I tuught him art I could muke the following observations 

regarding my own thought processes: I was very much aware or 

teaching us a two-way process, but this is only possible in the 

fullest sense when the student is a creative individuule I was 

anxious to contribute, in the form or offering knowledge and 

inspirationt but also in need of receiving a stimulus myself . in 

order to carry the teaching further. Teaching easily becomes 

sterile when it consists or merely giving out the known, without 

-any chance for true growth 
'and 

development on the part of the 

teacher. 

For teaching to be really. creative it is necess . ary for the 
teacher to be fired with enthusiasm as a result of what the 
student wakes ol' the-experience, 

Bish very soon made a great deal of the experience. - After 

about one month of experimentation with the basic elements of artt 

such us colou 
. 
r, tone, rhything harmonyp texture and depth; some- 

thing suddenly happened: Over the Christinbs holidays a truly 

original abstra 
, 
ct picture was producedq obviously the work of u 

highly dift*erentiated individual with a strong personal outlook. 
What was even more Important, the experience of painting it had 

been an'upocalyptic one, Here was a serious student of colour 

and-form with immense potential and a new world opening, up, before 

hiýie. Teaching him to progress further would no doubt be: full Of 

even more dramatic surprises. 

His next painting followed the theme of one or his poems., - 

The Scream - It was called "Society's Claws at my Throat". it 

was a very powerful picture, evoking the same kind of response 

as Munch's work. 

Then in a different mood he produced "Awakening to Significance 

ugain following the theme of a poem. This picture reached a new 

Peak of creative achievement. It was highly complex und yet 

extremely. well integrated and. full of interest. It was possible 

t6 enjoy looking at it efther as a whole or inch by inch to absorb 
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the fascinating details of colour and tonal gradations und the 

strikingly original juxtaposition of flowing forms* This painting 

camc very near to visual poetry and yet it was also on a parallel 

with the drama and turmoil of the most exciting chemical processes. 
Looking over bish's sketch-book I observed an amazing drawing 

entitled "Self-Portrait". In a different way it was us powerful 

us his abstract work, It possessed something of, u mystical, . 
Christ-like iinage and also suggested an enigmatic, introspective 

being* The eyes had, a penetrating gaze, and it was as it' the 

expression was saying something profound both about the nature of 

the human predicament and also the human opportunity. It was 

decided that the portrait should be photo-copied many times, and 

that he should work through the spectrum range on a chromutic and 

tonal series. 

Around the same time Bish was also working intensively on his 

poetry; and every break throughout the week he could be found in 

"Rebels' Corner" noting down ideas anq significant phrases, 

%round the same time Bish was also working on a painting that 

came. 'to be known as wrhe Psychedelic seall. It-arose spontaneously 
from a suggestion of mine that he might like. to, use black paper 
and gold and silver paint. The sea developed, over several Fridays, 

as a wonderful blending of redt greens, blues, yellow, black, 

white, gold and silver. Pouring into the sea were a rainbow and 

a retort-like form that appeared to be distilling a rainbow. High 

above was a strange sun-with golden rays-and an-eye. This picture 
had surrealistic undertones. To me personally, it represented 
everything that was important, both in terms of creative art and 
aýso with*reference to-teachi*ng method the freep uninhibited, 

expression of the individual. As we watched the. 'painting tuking 

shape it was as if we were both observers in the creative proccsse 
It-was as if the process could-takeýcare of itself once we had 

taken the initial steps. 
This picture also followed the theme. of a: poem: The poem that 

Bish wrote about me entitled: "Ada - Hope in the-, Chosen Few 

Part I. In this poein he refers to nature's yearnful cry und' to 

creativity's inward eye, 
As hish works on a. picture of this kind he keeps up a running 

commentury or 11is thoughts. Some or thi*s I wrote down ub follows: 
"I all' going to take the purple now-and- see what thut does. 

Something is happening over here, it- . co-uld-'. dcvelop given timee 
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Its going to be Psychedelic. There is not going to be any 
compromise to be beautiful. - more psychedelic. 

I am playing around with the brush now -just playing around 
to see what will come out. 

Beautiful greent interlocking waves, colours that are trcmend- 
ous, ripples and lights coming into it. Its a case of getting the 
flowt that's what I want,, the alternation of gold and silver, re-* 
echoing, super impos i tion of colours, spreading the gold, so that 
it goes here, here and here. The theme of the gold, it works 
actually. 

I want to express tonL1 range. . 
Alere is a tonal link - blue, 

green to purple, a real link, This is all going to blend,, then 
something revolutionary is going to happen here. " 

As the weeks went by a certain pattern for the Frida. Ys 

cmergedt with flexibility as the key word* A typical Friday in 

March, ror example,, would tend to include a contribution from me 

in the form of a reading or series or comments on art theory, 

adult learning or creativity; there would possibly be visual 

material for stimulation. Then Bish would produce some of the 

themes thut he had been working on, such as poetry or paintings 

or ideus; these became known as surprises. The paintings would 

often be unrolled an inch at a time, with dramatic pauses to 

increase the enjoyment by prolonging ea-ch revelation. After 

break - which- incideRta11y__was_a1w. ayp_; a period 
_o. 

r. intense discuss- 

ion - Bish would usually paint, som 
, 
etimes returning in the after- 

noon to continue. Finally he would roll up the picture with a 

remark about giving it another five hours at home* 

After so many pictures with a wide colour range, in his 6ext 

work he restricted himself to black, greys, white and yellows. 
.1 

suggested it should be called "The Soul of the South Polelle lt 

was very much a 'depth' abstraction and seemed like the sun on 

caverns of ice. 

On March 25th there were 5 surprises, On April I st there 

were 10 surprises, but these were held iý reserve for the evcningo 
on this occasion an "Aesthetic Evening" was - arranged at 55. Parrs. 

jqood Ave. , with a meal at the Caf e Royal, Johnls'scintýlluting 
f low of ideas added a third dimensIon, to the "Happening". 

, 
Bish's 

surprises began with a poem "To John Frozen Hope" and'ende. d at 

5,30 a-mo with a psychology testo 

It was interesting for Bish's twin brother to see. his puintings 

on loan in my home on a rainbow wall. 
Bish felt a strong u'rge to know more of. the-background 

development of art in our time t and 'so we.. arranged to visit theý 

Tate Callery and this proved to be very stimulating. 
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Early In the wonth of may there were a wondcrrul range of' 

surprises: Several poems were at the interesting Isimincring' 

stugc. For example, 11The MAP of' My Life" expressed sonic very 

Powerful ideas about the nicaning of' music, art and poetry. Two 

Paintings showed terrific excitement about colourp and Bish said 

that hd was working on another psychedelic sea. 

Perhaps the inost fascinating of all the surprises around this 

time were the complcte'd-. "Chr'oma: ti-c-'an-d Tonal-Scrics" *- The Sell*- 

Portrait pictures now depicted Bish with hair and beard in purple, 

blue,, blue-green, yellow-green, yellow, orange, red'and red- 

purple. These picturep were given to me, and. after arousing inuch 

interest in the Foyer, they are now displayed on coloured felt 

against a white wall; 

And so the great wave ot* creative activity carries on. Never 

was a class title so appropriate. Bish Is now working on a very 

calm, serene picture entitled: "The Heart of Green Paradise". 

This forms a contrast to "The Soul of ihe South Pole. " lie is 

also making skeiches for my portrait, . 
Bish hbs hud to seek temporary employmentt in order to make a 

really adventurous, summ. er.. pqskible.. 4uý;. 
_the 

ideas continue to 
flow. and evening sessions. are in 'progress. 

&-w. 

p 
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A Personal ACcount by Zbigniew Jarzecki 1978 

duckground 

I was born in Wrexham, Wales, in 1.9SO, studied for 4years 

in Liverpoolp but have spent most Of MY life in Manchester. Itly 

parents are both Polish and emigrated to England during the 

latter stages of the Second World War, My fatherp an officer 

in the. Polish Army, was forced through circumstances into factory 

employment. My mother enjoys sewing and embroidery. I have a 

twin brother (fraternal) who is a science teacher and a sister 

also trained as a teacher, both now live in Yorkshire, 

My educational and social backgrounds have emerged from a 

very turbulent and fickle existence both in childhood and early 

adult years. One of my common traits appears to be the ability 

to delve into almost any human activity and to keep on re 
, 
shurfl- 

ing between activities. In my formative school years I became 

easily bored with the very dull school I attended. I seemed'io-'' 

suffer from lack of challenge and stimulating'people in thos'e 
days. Chemistry was the first subject I became interested in. p 
but the fact I graduated in that subject came about only through 

chance and limited subject choice at college level. I wus 

successful in the subject and therefore encouraged to pursue it 

further. 

In retrospect I have discovered that as a result of my own 

explorations and selective interactions with people_I um more 

artistically inclined. The educational systeia has had a detri- 

mental effect on my individual development since it has suppressed 

my wandering talents and attempted to mould me into a stereotype. 

Only by being allowed freedom in the last 3-4 years h"ve I. 

been able to discover my natural self. Immersing myself in 

subjects such as philosophy# psychology, musicp drama, painting 
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and poetry has brought out facets of my personality and my inner 

make-up thut were previously thought to be non-existent. 

A philosophy of dissipating the dynamic drive via creative 

self-expression has gradually evolved as a result of my intense_ 

and versatile doses of education. The culmination of this 

developing ou-tlook on-life has been expressed in a poem entitled 

"The 'Nlap in My Life" which highlights,, analytically, the function 

of ýTusicq Art and Poetry as media to bear out ray peak moments 

of creative expression* 

The Theoreticul Background ýkl 

Creativity is a complexq constantly changing and elusive 

process and therefore'difficult to pinpoint precisely. Uefining 

it may not be that important, but since practical evidence shows 

us that a creative process is taking place, tracing and monitoring 

this proc. ess may be the most valid method of assessing creativity- 

However, before we can trace and monitor the process we must 

examine the media through which Creativity is most effectively 

manifested. This then involves the artist in self anulysiS Of 

the work that is being carried out. 

An objective definition of Creativity is virtually imPOssiblee 

Some definitions may be noted as guiding suggestions of the 

Creative Process. Creativity could be considered as'a hybrid Of 

component ideas. A RLSONANCE MRID model could postulute munY 

component definitions of CreativitY-und the average sun% Of all 

these ideas could represent Creativityp or. the concept could 

Oscillate or resonate between extreme component ideus of Creativi 

Alternatively, each component definition could be selectively 

used according to a specific instance of the Creative Proce5se 
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Formal Definition using Resonance Ilybrid Model 

A number of selected definitions can represent the Creative 

Processq euch one in itselr does not curry enough weight to 

describe Lite procesag but the sum of ull the selected ideus 

represents un intcgrul liybridiscd account of the' Creutive Process, 

Vrom personul experience there uppeurs to be two types of' 

ercut. iviLy: 

A general synthetic type. 

A selective analytical type. 

11) ThIS generul type Of Creativity would be Inherently embedded 

In everyone. The way we react to the environment constitutes 

some sort of behaviour that is different with each. individual. 

No single moment can ever be exactly repeated by this interaction 

procedure. Examples bear out the point: The way one's life 

unrolds day in - day out, year in - year out, is a manifestation 

or ultimate Creation. The hitch-hiker creates his own existence 

only by the decisions he makes. A Creativity potential appears 

to be stored in everyone beyond the functionary activities thut 

uphold the busic survival drive. A difficulty that arises here 

is drawing the line between the mechanical, necessary functions 

of life and the energy used up in reacting with the environment. 

b) The selective type of Creativity is attached to a deeper und 

finer extraction or analysis of the environment und subsequent 

use of the thought, image or abstract idea in a recorded forint 

recapturing sorae property of nature - real or abstract - possibly 

on paper. The mental state or the creator-and the wedia through 

which the image or idea is conveyed seem, to be the importal. it 

feutures or this type of Creativity. 

CO; rtPosers, p paintersq poets, scientistsl philosopherd and 

mathematicians are examples of analytical creators-diversifying 
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the Lree or knowledge by their indiViduul interpretations. All 

the vuried Creutive expressions huve u common, denominutor link 
I 

i. e. with 4xpcrience und Nature. The rcul world is out there to 

11c dihtOrted und difrerentiutcd by our fickiev Modulating senses, 

CompolIC11L OcIrillitlons 

is'elle-1,461 Typeo 

1. A wental/physicul reaction to the external environment 

bringing, about, ch;, nze. 

2. it rorat or expression that utilises the dynamic drive in 

any activity not involving survival tendencies such as 

uniwulistic italtution. 

3. An activity that tries to simulate or complement nature. 

b) Specific Types 

4. Exposition of a new idea based on previously assimilated 

experience. 

S. gra-dication of influence and knowledge from one's 

repertoire and starting from a completely new point, e. g. 

innovation. 

6. ueveloping a theme progressively and synthetically from 

a unit point, for example, elaboration. 

Retracting into a vacuum, then asseCting individuulity 

by allowing synthetic experiences to buildl ramify und 

crystallise. 

S. Transforming matter into some new state. 

9. An expression of evolved traits, 

C) hiechunistic Types 

10. An inspired action triggered by some biochemical*proeess, 

It. An action inspired by a complex mentul/spiritual or 

extra sensory perception process. 
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, ýccognising Crcativity 

Traits: All art has a coaimon denominator of being subject to 

the spectrum analysiý. On the one extreme there is a clear area 

of pure art that possesses distinctive quulities of unique 

creation or expression. On the other extrewe one could find pure 

"non-urt" that has not been derived from constructive or imagina- 

tive thought. The difficulty that arises is the line that 

apparently needs to be drawn to distinguish the two. The sLime 

dileiawa seems to exist between creativity and non-creativity. 

The central area of overlap poses problems of ambiguity and 

tacaningfulness. 

Creativity can be inserted against the background of the 

two extremes in order to instil some meaning into the concept 

uphoiding the word itself. Thus the degree of Creativity could 

be measured according to which scale of traits a given work of. 

art leaned towards. Most works of art must possess both types 

or traitsl the greater works possessing the more distinctive ones. 

The Traits Characteristic of - the Extremities of 'the Creative 

Process 

Creative 

Invention 
Improvisution 
Innovation 
Chungc 
Progression 
Divergence 
Novelty 
Originality 
J:. luboration 
Explorution 
Subversion 
Modulation 
Mutation 
Metamorphosis 
Transrormation 

Non-Creative 

Copying 
Imitation 
Duplication 
Simulation 
Emulation 
Stugnation 
Lateral drift 
Clinical functions 
Mechanical computing 
Idoiisution, -'. 
Plagiarism 
Repetition 
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conditions for Creativity 

iuoiuents or creation may come at the most unusual times and 

pluces: In the middle or the night, in the bathv during the 

course or an important ritual or even in the wake of adversity 

and rebellion. From my experience creativity can never flourish 

when a person is subjected to the static condition ror too lon'g..,. 

People and the right type of conversation may be very iinportant 

in preparing the platform for creativity, Usually a high-powered 

Intellectual exchange acts as a precursor to moments of intense 

inspiration and novel thought* On the other hand, a trunquil 

setting Is important also, particularly for' clear ideas -kind 

pure expression. 

So; aetimes surrend ering. the concept of time helps to erudicate 

negativeg detrimental influences. The individual, in isolation 

and unhindered by the constraints of time, can unfold naturally. 

He can start and stop, tune in and switch off as he wishes. 

Physical health, control or*mind and freedom are important 

factors. The individual needs to be in command of himself and 

his environment. 

Regimentation, social pressures, war and disease are a few 

. exumples. of factors that may inhibit creativity; but some great 

geniuses huve triumphed over them, 
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rite t. -ediu ror Orcutive t-, *xpression 

The exumples I liuvc choscn to illustrutc my creutivc 

jourticys iii exprcssioti are Musicl, Art and vloctry. The Creativc 

isrocess in each is the sawev though the wunifestutions vary. 

I'lic similarity revolves around the appropriate* prerequisite 

conditions: 

Stimulating utmosphere/people. 

Some previous knowledge. 

All initiQ1 thesue, idea or starting point. 

The dirferences in the manifestation or creation are reflected 

in the different instruments used in each subject. 

Because the attributes of harmony, tone and 'colourl may be 

attached to all three art forms important interweaving links 

must be innately present within these areas, Each art f orm may 

therefore provide inspiration for the others. 

a",, usi 

My main instrument is the recorder and I have composed 

some Of' mY Own tunes for the descant recorder. 

The basic require; uents ror composing music are having u 

feel for key and tonality: awareness of the characteristic 

intervals between notes and the pull of basic notes onto the 

fundamental key note. A general feeling for.. rhythin and inclody 

accounts for the structuring of the coampositione' The rumili'arity 

or the relationship between notes comes. about 
--through 

practice, 

on the instrument. 

Personal Account 

Uuring the lust three years I have been studying something 

of the theory or music and practising-'on the-'recorder. It is 

important to have stimulating people and competent MUSiCiLns 

around us they build the platform for indiviuual inspiration. 
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My tauin inspirution hus come from experimentul conditions 

where the utuiosphere is loosev the people prepared to searCh 

for new tunesp new sounds und even to ubandon rules- Listening 

to the musicul masterpieccsv the sounds of nature and enjoying 

moments of' trunquility have all contributed towards theurge to 

cowposeo Situations and surroundings way influence the individual 

to adopt u certain mo"od and then simulate that mood in. musicul 

terms . 
On holiday in Poland last summer (AuS. 77) I was able to find 

the right conditions to be able to compose a simple, yet special 

tune for the recorder. Part of the inspiration came while camp- 

ing in the woods at night. As*a result of this I decided to 

title the tune "Call from the Woods"., 
I 

Analysis 

The tune gives the reeling or going on a journey and coining 

louck sureiy lionic, Tile feeling Or BUtisruction is achieved 

becuuse tile tune stays within tile confines or an octuve or the 

I. key, yet utovement and manipulation occurs from first to lust note, 

"'he safeg satisfying reeling is reached because the tune sLarts 

and finishes on the tonic note (E). 

The tune can be broken down into two parts:. Theme A is 

exposed within the first six bars, theme B concludes the tune in 

the last three bars. The tune was composed in three stuges. 

The inspirational, creative part came at the beginning when try- 

ing to establish thý main theme which sets the mo6d,, i. e, the 
first two bars. This was done by triLl and error and searching 
for a weans to convey the precise mood of the performer. The 

remaining two stages were completed mainly through-the logicul 

feeling the individual-has for music, coupled with the generul 
feel for musical progression, 

The creation appears always to be. the, initiation, the instigu- 
tion of a general theme and the rest rollows-by. a process of 
moulding und shaping. 
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itrt (Visual'Atedia, Puinting) 

The Role of Painting 

In my own experience I have found that this media has 

widened my mode of expression. Ideas that before I could only 

express in words can now be churned around and furnished into a 

painting. The end product itself can serve many functions for 

the artist. A painting may symbolise naturep. capture a moment 

or setting or reflect an intellectual or emotional state. An 

expressionist painting may prepare the groundwork for a psycho- 

logical study of a person. An individual component such as 

colour may be isolated and studied on its own through abstract 

experimentation to reflect the human condition. Drawing and 

painting together sharpen the-faculty of observation and insight 

into nature's processes. The activity'itself may offer thera- 

peutic release and the development of the personality. 

personal Account 

have had no earlier training in art, but in 1976 1 attended 

non-vocational art classes at the College of Adult Education. 

It was here that I met Miss A. Wightmorep the author of this 

thesis and initiator of creative express . ion in these classe's. 

IMen I aturted puinting I never expected it to be us uboorb- 

ing und fuscinuting us it turned out -to I)e. ' I liuve always been 

fUll Of idCUS and needed a flowing medium to carrying them along* 

I was introduced to the principles of colourt tonep linev shupep 

harmony und texture. was able to. imprint my personality on 

paper in a very short space of time, ', 'mainly via'abstract urt. 

The freedom of approach drove me on to develop a distinctly 

individual style of painting. The unique nature, of the classes 

I shared with Miss Wightmore was the fact that both sides. 

featured in the creative, process., It began in an exchunge of 



ideas and developed into a sequence of reinforced inspiration, 

mutually 6hured. It was like a ziz-zaz link thut, existed between 

us. Idcýxs would build, progress and then modulate. The implica- 

tions of this meeting seem to suggest that. collective cre-1, tivity 

could have an important role in education, 

Analysis of a Specific Painting 

"Awakening to Significance" 

. This picture expresses, a state of mind. The general feeling 

of. the painting is of harmonyq: balance and restful intrigue. 

This was achieved by use of interesting colour contrasts, bold 

and winding shapes and haunting implicit links between the shupes, 

These links provide a meandering movement around-the design. ' 

There is no dominating colour .- thus,, 1ýhe eye can- absorb equal 

amounts of red, blue, yellow orange and green;, -this adds to the' 

peaceful feeling of the painting. 

The initial theme lies in the title. The-word significan ce. 

made me think of how often life's forces converge-onto one point. 

Then the words Ilightt and 'awakening' followedýand their ussocia- 

tions with white induced inserting bright areas of white paint -- 

to highlight u point of focus at the right hand-'region. All the 

white areas seem to emanate from the focal tcentre, -or" I converge on- 

it. The other coloured shapes fall into the pattern, -the eye is 

carried around but eventually comes to'rest-at,, theýsignificant 

point. Both logical procedures'ýand trial,, and . er ror seq - uences 

featurev, in the creation of, a'painting. " 4-bulUnced, colliposit-ion 

usually requires a selective -Interweaving -of -th6 ýtwo ki'nds"of 

upproach, (See p, 299d, ) 
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Poetry 

Poetry is closely related to music and painting, since many 

of the underlying rules in the composition of the art form are 

similar, for example, tonality, harmony and rhythm. Writing 

effective poetry depends on having insight into such factors. 

Secondly, the poet needs to experience; only through living can 

a person attach significant meaning to the words he uses. A 

poet who does not write from experience has difficulty in 

communicating his work to others and is in. danger of writing 

flatq academic poetry. 

The spectrum approach can also apply here:. At the one extreme 

there appears to be a 'Computational Poetryl and at the other. an 

'Inspirational Poetry The.. computa, tional poet plays around 

with word sequence and word atniosphere, -permutating the number 

of possibilities of word arrangement. There: appears to be more 

creative potential in the inspirational'poet, 

Personal Account 

My concern is with ideas, relationships between-ideast 

concepts and the paradoxes of the universe. I am fond of 

economy and elegance of expression of thought patterns. I am 

interested in what makes a work of art function. successfully. 

I have only been writing poetry for two years, but I feel, 

I have succeeded in developing an individual style. I attended 

a poetry course for a while and still attend writing classes; 

but much of my inspiration comes from unexpected situa 
' 
tions. It 

was n't school that launched m. e into poetry, but-sheer adversity 

and boredom, performing ultra-mundane tasks in a laborutory. 

Poetry has become a mode of expression that-captures a 

dynamic moment of experience and locks it into a static position. 

kecoraing my experiences serves to monitor'a crea tive progression 
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ol* thc mind, 

, methods of jýpprouch 

I huvc written 30 poems. There is no standard procedure in 

composing poetry. There always appears to be an initial thenic 

1'rom which a poem grows und a searching for the right words so 

Lhut Lite whole piece of work holds together. 

The methods employed have included: 

1. Writing directly from an emotional experience, such as 

responses to people and nature.. 

2. hriting from intellectual discovery, exploration and hybrid- 

isation of ideas. 

3. Bouncing off a particular atmosphere of a place or people. 

Words, ideas and imagery can flow because associations are evoked, 

4. Writing in isolation, with a viei4 to era'dicating as much 

influence as po . ssible, in order to express individual purity. 

S. The combination of poetry and painting and the use of links 

between the two in order to find points of inspir. ation. 
Alternatively, a painting may be used is the starting*point, 

of a poem or vice versa. 

Conclusions 

Creativity is a process -a process like time that can 

never stop - there is no beginning, middle or endp the process 

is in a constant flux, a wheel in perpetual motion. The creator 

is like a magician who unlockst unveils or unfolds the creation 

out of nothingness and presents it to our senses to be perceiv- 

ed in wonderment. Peak experiences and genius are hull-inurks 

of creativity, it remains for each individual to f ind his own 

method. 

Matter and space are waiting to be manipulated reshuff 1c d'' 

and recombined in some new form, Man and nature inextricably. 

collaborate to furnish the creation, a new assembluge is born. 
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Creativity possesses dual properties, like man himself,. the 

complement law applies: The innovator digs out holes,, t4ie 

benefactor fills them up. 

There appears to be an important formula or interre. lation 

between creativity and knowledge, experience and influence. 

All are important for creationg yet all are subservient to the 

creator, Too much storage of knowledge may block the creatIve 

process, sap the surgent energy and the urge to be explorative. 

Lxperience is important, but with an overload neophobia sets 

in; sometimes muturity makes a person complacent. The innovator 

is trying Lo uvoid the 'know It all' situation. Influence 

. pluys u signil'icunt part in croutivity, purticulurly to Ignite 

the firsL spurk, buL Loo I'luch lauy stýfflc the pure indlviduiA 1 

developmenL. 

Pure creutivity may be imagined in an ideal mouel depicting 

the mental state in isolation,. devoid of knowledge, experience 

and influence. This type of model would predict that pure 

creativity lies embedded in the inner make up of the person* 

A practical representation of creativity WoUld incorporate 

the external world and its interaction with the individuul 

state. 

Examples of Zbigniew's Poetry 

The'poems cover a wide range of subjects; 'from IlLuborutory 

Drudgery" to "The-Scream. 11, from "Time" to "The Wandering 

Molecule". The-three selected for this, chapter are entitled: 

"The Aiup in My Lif ell "To, Ada" and "A Mathematical Metuphysic; A 

Riddle": - 
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The Map in My Life 

Tile Mup I follow in iny life 

Is Music, ,,, rL and Poetry; 

I see my inission In a Vision,, 

To search along the winding roads of inner darkness 

To reach ubovc the wediocrc bounds of reason 

To touch beneath the precious depths of human awareness 

To suvour Love and Hope for every season 

And rind the secret. puth that leads to blissl'ul ubsoluteness. 

Nature holds the key to this worldly prize 

Mother earth, supplier of the goodsq waits to be unlocked 

Father time, watcher of the skies, 'marks out the periphery ol* 

our scope 

Child or wisdom, seeker or the expanding Universeq 

1eaches as the instinct of imuginution. 

My Alup is a tripartite book of destiny, that guides by. intuition, 

music via the proficient instrument 

Art, through the 1*1owing brush 

Poetry by means of the inspiring pen, 

musics 
A symphony of dreums 

4% dunce 01, lifct 
Simuluting miture 

hLirring Lite hcurt 
Of souring heights 

or meiuncholic depths; 

The ". 1usician exploresý 
Rhythin beating 

Melody flowing 
Tunes emerging 

Tonality changing 
Harmony adding 

Counterpoint balancing 
Instruments blending; 

God giving 
Soul meeting 

Composer treaLing 
Perl'orwer rendering 

Listendr absorbing 
Man preserving. 

r 



Art 

A world of' insight 
4% synthesis of the external, 

Observing naLure 
Rccording experience 

An co-ij); Athic expression 
1,1(, -nding skill and cinotion; 

ýhe vuinter absorbs, 
Lines 1*orwing 

Shupcs developing 
Colouvs blending 

Tonulity wandering 
Thewes echoing 

Texture enhancing 
Harmony bulancing; 

Inner becrets 
Outwurd pouring 

ResliLping stimuli 
Projecting individuality 

t(evculing spirit 
Credting symbol 

Instilling power 
licsiowing pleasure 

Adorning creation. 

Poetry,, 

The langauge of experience' 
A structured wisdom 

Of elevated thoughts 
or noble emotions 

A Universal SLatement 
or personal imagining's; 

The Poet ponders, 
Inspired thoughts 

Expressed fragitients 
beveloping theme 

Scheming rhymes 
Poignant ii-tagery 

Wiae vision 
Loving words 

Arranging ideas; 

ieeling life 
ImLgining situat ion 

Unveiling the hidden' 
Recollecting-the known 

Upholding judgement 
Crystallising virtue 

Delivering honesty 
Oncler'standing Mankind. 
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-ro Ada 'lope in the Chosen Few 

i%hcn you %alked across my path 

I knew our %orlds would collide, 

A I*IUSII 01' light restored tity faith 

A I*renzieu Lorrent stirred inside, 

A spark ol* I*ire enkiiidled my desire 

Urcums, thought dead, were reborn to inspire. 

Your world so open yeL so complete 

Your awareness pbrumount for all to meet 

Your ideas so boundless yet so concrete 

Your skills pervading to both elite and delete 

Your colours so imbginutive, such u treat! 

Your aft'inity for understanding none can beat! 

You taught ine the art 

To paint what's in my-heart 

'ro choose and blend colours thut delight 

To explore ""nU express a world so bright 

To uncover nuture's yearnful cry 

To discover creativity's inward eye. 

Ana 

blinded by the awakening light 

Emancipated by such a strong creative force 

Exulted by the prospect of embelished fulfilment 

Was relieved of every desperate plight 

Blessed with a supreme empathic grace 

Kcsurrected from life's gnawingp relentless oblivion. 

Now every time you cross my path 
I fecl my hope ceamentcd in yours, 

zoie 
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A Aiuthcmaticul Metaphysicul, Ridale 

GoU anU Nature and Mun 

revolve 

, rhe Universe evolves 

And . %Vho is Centre 

of the Universe? 

Probing Concepts 

Question: Who rules Who? 

. Lf God be Centre of the Circle 

and Nature the space between, 

then Man be lodged onto Circumference 

obeying C= 27rR. ý 

ir Man be Centre of the Circle 

ntric'ripples, reflecting in conce 

then Nature resides at infinity 

obeying e= 2-r[R. 

it' Nature be Centre or the Circle 

man be a radiant observerg 

then God 1)e an intangible image 

disobeying C= 2-KR. 

Maths and Metaphysics 

point the way 

Logic has its say 

to link each point 

in the progression chain, 

The observer assimilates 

The experience rormulutes 

The concept engraves 
The process circulates 

It' Logic be the straight line 

. and the circle the result 

of straight line extended to infinity 

then circle outlines the concept. 
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Concepts like Circles 

can be traced ott paper 

l'ollowing circulur paths 

simulating; cyclic lu%vs 

, 'he point of' focus 

defines the problem 
The compuss inscribes 

the nictaphysical phenomena, 
Authemutics vrOscrl. hes 

bymmetry ana design, 

the circle completes 

Life's wheel turns 

Analogy prompts a solution. 

The Circle is the system 

of bocietyg "orld and Eurth, 

The Sphere is t1te network 

or Universe, Galaxy and Cosmos*. 

God and Nature and Man 

are three spheres 

Lodged on a peripheral axis 

of a common cosatic sphere, 

revolving in 
triangulur 

confrontiAtion, 

justling for the omnipotent Key 

to uniock 

the parodies of the Universe,, 
2. obeying C=4 7V j.,. 

If God be the Light 

Nature the Vision 

Man the Reason, 

then 7ý be the chain-maker 

the chain-linker'"', 

or point with line 

line with length 

length with' sp: ace 

spuce with time. 

Zbigniew Jurzecki, 

June. 21st, 1 D78e. 
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Comments on Zbigniew's Contribution 

Basically Bish and I hold similar views on creativity. 

- i%hcre Bish speuks of creativity being. sometimes limited by 

knowledge, experience and influence; I have stressed the 

dangers or creativity being -limited by too much -structure. We 

both seek for flexible and open situations. We are both aware 

or the I'uct that the creative person, -like an exotic greenhouse 

plant, muy have special requirements if growth is not to be 

stunted. We both recognise however that there are varying 

levels of creativity and varying degrees of commitment to the 

creative force, varying degrees of. nvolvement with the creative 

process. Total commitment in any sphere is rare and the result- 

ing expressions should be respected and studied, 

It is particularly interesting to note how a person with. u 

specific scientific training approaches an. analysis of creutivity: 

Bish does not-try to force the subject into-a straight-jacket,, 

or to impose precise'definitions that would be merely urtificiul 

in this : rield. Conscious of the limitations of objectivity, he 

says that definitions should be treated as guiding suggestions. 

he then goes on to use a spectrum of creative/non-creative 

traits. Terms such as. dilemma, paradox-and ambiguity crop up in 

the account just as they do in the thesis gener I ally. 

It is of special value to have a person continuously creutive 

in music, painting and poetry, finding* common ground-between the,... 

three activities, and deriving inspiration froui the areas, in 

which they merge. 

Bish has described his situation as an "unusual, turbulent 

but versatile existence"; perhaps something of this-. is conveyed 

in his expressions. 
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, ý, ccting in Duality The week of the Spring Equinox 

Friday, Lurch 23,1979 9.30P. M. - 4.30aell1q, 

ouring the course of the evening Bish in"intained his flow 

ofideas and his usu; Al succession of surprises. fie brought two 

completed paintings: "Summer Euphoria Distilled" based on vivid 

flower forms and "Tripartite Meeting", an,,, abstraction suggest- 

ing Lhe interweaving of three patterns. In the process of 

development were three pictures on the bluev green and muuve 

thewe uemonstrating an intensified evolution of shapes and tonal 

qualities. He said that when I had introduced him to art it was 

fortunuLc that I had not intcrferred WiLh his udventurous fecl- 

ing for colour. Ile thought thut creativity was best brought out 

by nonconformist methods of. teaching, allowing free reign to the 

student's own inclinations. Conventional teaching tenued to 

ol'fer a sul'c,, but less interesting route along the lines of 

accepted colour harmony. At this point Bish asked for informiA - 

tion about Kandinsky and the way he had responded to colour. 

Then, turning to the material collectea from my recent visit 

to the "Outsiders" art exhibition, Bish observed that such 

artists were prepared to be adventurous. It was as it'. they were 

saying: "There ýIight be a paradise of dreams within. yourseli't 

so why not take a risk and unlock your own ideus. " It was ugreed 

that 6reativity was in some way linked with during. to be un, 

individual. 

Following wine and'the music of Schubert, a whole range of 

topics were reviewed at an ever acceleruted speed. lish noted 

that it was sowetimesýenjoyable to present an. unusual or abstruse 

idea without elaboration: "Why spell things out all the time? " 

he asked. Sefore long the discussion turned to Einstein. Bish 

revealed that he was plunning to write a poem. in tribute to him. 
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First he said that he had to 1-cud and think more about his 

theories. Ile hud war-ched the TV programuie entitled "Cinstein's 

Universal' Lwice and written down some points as raw material: 

The terse and potent equations, for example, and expressions 

such as "warped space" and "space tells matter how to inove,, 

matter tells space how to curve". also the post-Einsteinian 

expression "Time stop7s at a black hole! " I provided some notes 

and articles on the subject and noted that as Einstein was work- 

on his Special Theory of Relativity around 1905p Picasso was 

on the point of shattering accepted pers'pective in art through 

his invention or Cubism; Kandinsky was on the brink or a whole 

new world or abstraction. Para: llels between modern physics and 

Surrealism and Zen Buddhism were considered. The discussion 

turned to metaphysics and the freedom of the will and finally to 

uish's latest poem: "Death and Juality". Thýis being a non-personal 

and intellectuaý expression it was not in any way morbid or 

ciepressing. 

It was interesting that Bish had recent completed paintings 

and poetry and also paintings and poetry in the process of 

development. This way be described as his typical way of reach- 

ing a peak and working out his ideas. 

summer 1979 

Bish's latest pictures are an indication of the importance 

of creativity seen as continuing development and innovut-ion. 

His abstractions are part of a process of genuine exploration 

and his portraits range from the-Istraight'. to the extremes of 

distortion - sometimes. more 'schizophrenic' than schizophrcnic 

art itself. Examples are shown on-the following two pages: - 



I- Abstract Garuen Mural 

Two-Way Portrait 

3. Three-Way Portrait 

4. Aultiple Portrait 
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John J. Cox 

John cume to my botuny class in 1972. 
- 

lie was a full-time 

sLudellt. ut the eollege studying G. C. H. History and Literuture. 
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lie needeu u non-exumination subject ort one afternoon per week 

to complete his time-table. 

From the first he showed a lively interest in the subject. 

lie was 28 years of age* He had left his hoine -a furin in the 

west ol* Ireland - some years previouslYt and worked for a. period 

as a sulesinan and as a policeman in England. Thep he felt the 

urge to study., It was one afternoon in particulur. -during a' 

discussion on ecology, that I realised John was definitely 

University material. 

After working on a building site, during the, summer Johný 

returned to the college the following autumn to continue with 

his studies. By now his thoughts, probably moving in., the, Airect- 

ion of university, and he needed another 'A' Level. '-He asked if 

there was any chance of doing 'At Level Art with-me. Ile had, not 

done*'O' Level Art, in fact he had not done'any'art, before.., 

I think I only hesitated for a fraction of a secondt-bel*ore 

replying to the efrect that if he'was prepared to be auventurous'. 

so wus I. Previously I had had four or five' stuucnts take : A' 

Level ArL without the 101 Level und they, 
_were 

'successfulv- 

The 'A' Level. at the college was somewhat intensive' f or - 

everybody, as it was done in. one- year, # which meant eight-months. 

John had six hours per-week of tuition, and'three exuminations 

to prepare for. For the analytical. observution'paper. lie,, dýrc'cted 

his attention towards plant studies. -For the, imuginutive puper 

lie concentrated mainly on, abstract-conipositlon.. ' For, tile written 

work he had a 4., 000 word Personal Study ý'to, complete, by,, - Easter. 

His initial standard in the' area, of, direct, drawing and 
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painting of a plant may have been regarded as off-putting, but 

we probably both saw it as a challenge. '. Week by week he worked 

on interesting plunt materiai. 

-ý)tudents were ullowed to bring their, own. specimens to the 

examinution, selected from u specific jist, of types, When I 

suw John urriving at the college in a, taxi and, carefully carry- 

ing his succulent in flower; I knew. frojit his manner &And, express.. - 

ion thut lie wus going to be, ulright, on this, his most criticul-. 

urcu ot' work. 

The imaginative composition came, ruther wore, easily to him. - 

he enjoyed experiwents in colour ,- tone', and texture and the -. _ 

exploration of form, For the IAIock'1-. Examination he, chose the 

subject ol' "Zoological Wonderland", Ills painting seem to, show 

the diversity ol' primitive forms of., life., It, also showed an 

or. lginal mind, The forms seemed toýbelsayýingl: -Look outl.,,, IVe 

are inventing the I'uture of life on this. plunet., -' 

However, for the examination, itselfg-Johnýwas-rather nervous*. 

This was surprising,, because, students were-, allowed; three weeks 

to make their preliminary studiesp then 12hrs. to produce the 

painting. One would have thought this -less of, ', an ordeal-than' 

the -mere 3hrs. ullowed for, the plant studies., - 

During the first 3hr. session of this. examinution, jolin_did 

not get any further than the p-ainting-of, the. buckground. -The 

title he had chosen was "Winter_. F, orms. 1., lie had-iii . any interesting 

ideas for frost patternsq, snow crystals and. icicles. 9 but wus 

almost the 11th hour before, the, shapes begun to. materiulise. lie 

seemed to be fighting against the June-heatwave to 'create un 

arctic blizzard., In the end he w, as'probably successful* The 

painting expressed in terms of tone, texture and movement tile' 

drama of what it feels like to experience the'wonder. and' the., 
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cxhilurution ot* winter, the wild excitement and freedoM. It 

was purc cxprcssionism, his favourite art form. 

As regarus the written work for the Personal StUdy, John 

was in his element. lie selected a topic that offered the 

opportunity to concern himself with the rclationship-between 

urt and society: "Expressionist Art and Political Instability, 

in Germany 1900-1933: The Expressionist artist as social critic 

with particular reference to the work of Kathc Kollwitz". The 

final purugruph is given below: 

"The political and socially conscious Expressionist artists 

all hud one thing in common; they were fired by a strong sense 

of justice and rebelled against injustice through theirýurt and 

actions. They are living monuments in their works, of noble 

spirits who bravely protested against ignorance and the imprison- 

ment of mankind's dignity and nobility, representing as they did 

the indomitable spirit that has illuminated even the darkest 

times with hope, a guiding light that was only, and can only be 

temporarily dulled, but never fully extingui. shed. ", 

1974 

All went well and John passed with over 50% (only between 

five and ten marks lower than many students planning to take 

art as a specialist subjieýct), By the-autumn of-1974 John had 

"been accepted by Liverpool'Univerqity to st'udy politics and 

history. John way be taken as an example of an individual 

for whom art - both painting and, appreciation prýovided-un 

enriching and mind-expanding experience, ., 
Thefriendship thut 

developed hLs given rise to a continuous dialogue-'on the theme 

. 
of creative thinking and related, topics.,, ' 
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Personal Account by John J. Cox 1979 

Creutivity escupes neat definition. It has no one pr'ecise 

pattern, for patterns would cripple and destroy it. It is 

easier to say what it is notv than what it. is. It is not 

unthinking and rigid *obedience to the 'accepted conventions' 

of our times; nor the blind following of intellectual fashions. 

It is not the suppression of our inimitable selves, for creut- 

ivity is as boundless and immeasurable as space. It has its 

own impetus and laws which are largely undefinable. Its forms 

are constantly changing, separating and merging in a mysterious 

flux of being. Its many facets are evident in nature: in the 

perpetual ebb and flow of the tides, in geological change, in 

the cycle of birth, growth, decay, death and rebirth of all 

living forms. 

The flowering of individual personality has its motion, in., "'. 

creativity. It manifests itself'in the art of"the paintero 

the writert the musician and the poet, where it may express 

its purest form. Yet it will not be confined unywhere and, 

exists in-all strata of life. The people who, do meniul-jobs 

often displuy creativity In the humour and funtusy they 6: rcute 

in order to overcome their muterial and psychological deprivu- 

tions. 

Although creativity of some kind can exist at all levels, 

there are some prerequisite conditions before it can develop 

beyond its earliest s. tages and achieve ItS, full potentiul. 

Political, economic, social, religious, and cultural constraints 

often inhibit, crush and block its growth. 
_ 

Creativity's 

_-earliest 
manifestation is best seen in- the innocent imaginution 

of childhood; in the child's earliest search for meaning in 'IliS' 

everyduy environment; a search that isýadventurously' pursued 
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1)crol-e tile heavy hand of' conformity programmes the child for 

the udult world. A free imaginationt a tendency towards 

originality9 an adventurous nature and the courage to stand 

outside the main stream of conventionsv are probably the most 

, important chi-racteristics of a creative person., 

When I first tried to draw and paint trees and flowers I. 

discovered that I had never really known what they looked like: 

I only thought I did - and. the shapes I made-bore 1ittle-" 

resemblance to the real objects. I had to, learn to see again,,... 

and to understand Lnew form, colour, light and shade. To 

become creative we must also learn to, give. imagination free 

reign and treat every idea with the-freshnesslof a child. It- 

is more difficult for us adults with, our bl-inkered, and distorted-' 

focusg, but the gains are commensurate, with theefforts. Equally 

important is the exploratory 'adventurousness of the, child, ,A 

, 
quality that should be nurtured throughout,, - our., liv, es. 

, 
The 

ultimate aim of the creative individual should be to, uchievc,,,., 

harmonious fullness of character and, a oneness, with all, thingse_ 

'There is probably no one. route to being u, crea'tive person, and 

we must each charter our own unique course.,, Each individuulý,, 

has to start with the building materials available fr, om,, th6, _,,,, 
' 

background of his life and, pursue his potential'. wilerever', it'ýý-..,., 

may lead. 

My foundation stones were ostensibly meagre, '_1)orn. 
__of., ý. a. 

1, 

poor furming family in Ireland. 
� 

However, there". urc 'gifts 
ill 

every situation and my lack of formal, post-primary education 

was complemented by contact with a. number, o, 1" hlghly,; ý. 
_dc, 

ve loped 

eccentrics* They did not'accept the,, conventionul Wisdom und 

had the courage to think -their own way., ", The'se were' tile people 

I gravitated towards, their display, of-curiosi't'yp'-funtasy. und 
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ethical speculation fascinated met introducing. me to the reulms 

of' the mind. For examplep from Pat Martin's stories I gbt my 

first glimpse of the world of fantasy. I realized that his 

I Ulleducated' mind was far richer and had a greater int*luencc 

on my development than the rigid doctrines of my school teachers. 

lie had the great power of combining a thirst for knowledge and 

U willingness to speculate on the unknown with a warm humanity. 

It was easy to join with him in the adventures of the mind and 

consoling to re"lize that the freep creative mind can overcome. 

the harshest material and psychological conditions. 

They siAy that the greatest spur to individuul change stems 

0 -I'row puing a resolution to change and realization thut chunge is 

I)ossible. At the uge of 16 1 realized thut the worid of my 

childhood was too small, that the numbers of 'indivi'duulsl 

were too few und the predominant culture was not conducive to 

my further growth. My search for expanded horizons took an 

almost predestined Irish form, 'namely emigration. My exposure 

to English culture forced me to rethink'many of my ideas and 

provided an opportunity for new ones. bly life at that ti'lle 

was dominated by-the needs of material survival. Without the 

necessary secondary education I was unable to take advuntuge Of 

fulfilling and stimulati ng'employ 
. 
ment. My Cho I ice, aparL from 

manual work, was limitedf-and MYneed to'communicate-brought 

me into selling, 'which was the best' III could'do*at the ýilac- 

The ideLL that'--it wo'uld-*be "possiblc'"to. 
escape ''my, *-'e'ducutionul 

limitation was absent during this time,.. as the'rigid'ideu thut 

one cannot have a sec, ond"educational chance wus'too strong to 

question. The. opportunities to meet people who Might 1, UVC 

counselled otherwise did not arise'. A lmake, -the-ým6st-or-it, 

attitude prevailed for several years. But'inoreand more the 
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fecling that there must be more to life than this rose in my 

mind us tile dis-cusc with a hedonistic lifestyle increased. 

The second exposure to new stimuli was during an 8 month., -. - 

period ol' travelling and voluntary service in Europe and North 

Africa. Then I met a variety -of cultures and peoples providifig 

me with a further opportunity to re-examine my ideas and 

attitudes towards life. It was at this time that I "let. sever'til 

SLudcnLe und univerSiLy teuchers and through -them I r(,. u lAzcd' 

how great a handicap my lack of academic education was. The 

experiences of that time led me. to further self-analysis. .I 

begun to appreciate the relativeness of ideas-and-developcd 

a greater tolerance for the views, of others.. It was, at thut 

time that I first questioned the, valups, of-western culture', 

with its excessive hedonism and-fanatical, materialisni., -ýýý'BriLn 

and Des were my travelling companions. ,. --Des had a, major influ- 

ence on my ideasq he challenged everything, and everybody u nd 

hud developed, a very high, degree.,. of., individuulity. Aith-him 

we visited art guileriesl museums and ancient sitese: , ýOne,, Iligllt 

in 111-omso we hud - cumpcd in u cave" overlooking the rishing 'port. 

We were Commenting on the beauty of---the'town lights reflecting- 

on the waterv when suddenly nature presented', the Anost, splendid 

displuyv the aurora boreulis. The'sky was'alight. withu-thous- 

and magic colours, each shimmering, " translucent -and 'cphemerUl 

We watched awe-struck realizing-the-paucity; of'iaun-and-. the, -'ý, 

wonders of nature and f. eeling, the need for. further exPeriences- 

of oneness with nature. After, furthertravels'in'Sivedeng''Spain, 

Egyptq Greecet Yugoslaviat Italy and Austria we'reLurned to 

England. 

4 

Still hampered by educational neglect,, and -unable to obtuin 

a selling job I became-a policeman. Theýneed,, for a rcgulur ý, Jbb 0 
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again took prcccdencc over the increasing wish to find self- 

fulfilment in u life-style freely chosen. It took*rive more 

ycars (including two4 further years s'elling) to break the treLd- 

will of a IgiVen' life-style and finally start to rectify the 

imposed limitations of my background. -I stopped work and begun 

full-time study at the College of Adult Education.. For-two 

years I led a life of material austerity but'was,,, genuinely 

happy. This was my self-chosen life'and, my mind was rree to 

leurn and explore as a highly motivated aduit.. - The necessity 

LO obtain 101 and 'A' level qualifications-was coupledýwith a 

desire to be a thinking human being and to'discover the-'real' 

reality behind lif e1s veneers and 'illusions*, " ýThis was'. a time 

of puin as we. 11 as joy, The, sheddiný; of-an', old', identity. and' 

the birth and growth of-a new one"is. -al ways'. 'accompanied . by, - 

puin, But as Gibran says: "Your. pain, "is. -the. breukirig. -of thc, l-., 

shell that encloses your under stunding.!!, I 

encountered many people who counsclled., caution 

studying uL. discouraged meq suying that. I was too-old to, start 

the age of 28 and that I should be settled . down.:, Th-is,,. udvic*c-; 

saddened me, but it also madeýme. more determinedýto. prove them 

wrong. At leust. I wanted to attempt, to'change- my 
. 
lil*e 

'Jiad 

nothing to lose. To have heeded them -would ý have, ineunt 

time of frustration, regrets and despair.,, "IMost --guils, don't 

bother to learn more than the simplestýfacts of-flight, -how to 

get from shore to rood'and', back- again. ' , For,. inost, ý g'ulls, it's not 

flying thut matters but eating. For. this gull it was not euting 

that mattered but I*light. More than -anything. else -Jonathan 

Livingston Seagull wanted to fiy, "'(Richa rd Bach)'. 2 The per'son 

that wunts to discover his true self musv also break., aw4y I*rdw 

thý flock and accept the positive, and. negative, aspects, 6t' tjjutý 
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decision. 

At the College ol' Adult Education and later at the 

University of Liverpool I had the privilege- of meeting and , 

knowing a number of creative lecturers and students. At the 

College of Adult Education I was particularly -impressed J)y 

Adu Wightmore. -the Art Lecturer. As 
-a , 

teacher she displuyed.. 

great intellectual honesty; she encouraged,, students to think 

for themselves and by her exumple, she ., I)r_oke down_'barriers of 

myopic segregation that too often existlbetwe. en, teachers and 

.. students. During lunch und coffee breaks at the college most. 

of the other teachers sut together indulging in superf, iciul, 

pleasantries - theirýexpressions often, bearing the tired 

sterile look of years of conformity. iýhereas.. at-, Ada'sýtableý, -, ý- 

like minds assembled together, and there. -werelendlessýdiscuss- 

ions and an air of enthusiasm. The influence ofw, goodt'creut- 

ive teacher is of paramount importqnce,, in,,, theýdevelopiiient of 

creative students, for creativity,, like entliusiasiii-. is, -. infectious,. 

At the beginning of my second year at collegej decided I 

would like to go to university and'I, had-a variety of responses 

from my teachers. Ada was encouragingg 
, other.,, teachers -. 

responses were largely negative. One teacher suggested, ýthut, '- 

I should go to a polytechnic p as the education. was more,, -'of- a, 

practical nature. Another suggested doing 
-teach er-tr I aining 

without a university course, Myl, his, tory, ýtL-acherý, -, whol. liad 

retained a lively intellect from1his own., universityduys, 

approved of my intentions. 

One day I spoke to the admissions tutor. at Munchester 

University. His response was totally_. negative, and, suggested, *, -, 

thut I should apply elsewhere, He said that 'there. was-, no, 

guaruntee that I would puss my' 'A"' Level' entrance ý'requir 
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thut ycar. I was particularly saddened by his curt disiiiissal 

as until then I believed that an educated inind was a more 

itumi, ne one. But the chains of conformity and emotional inf6ncy 

tic the educated and uneducated alike. Each individual must. 

seek escape through creative distruction and reconstruction of' 

his life. Derailment- from the accepted norms of an era-_is t- he 

first step towards creativity and true freedom, The self-. --', 

isaposed discipline of an autonomous individual, is' fýr' more 

strict than society imposest but it is-, far more purposeful 

and tailor-mude f or particular need. 

At Liverpool University I' had the' opportunity to continue 

my education and thcre I gruvitated towards the: minor. ity of 

creative lecturers ahd students. "There, I st'udied', Politics if or 

-three years and the influence'of another '"lecture'ri ý Walter, ý 

Little, wus very important to me. ' , lie' too 'sought to breuk down'. 

barriers that divide lecturers 'and 'studentsý 'and 'academic- '' 

disciplines. His lectures were'fresh'and--interesting', and lie 

promoted individual thought: ý"Do not be overawed by the 

academic books you read; most'of them are written by people 

little older than yourselves; and if you choose to do sop you 

ure cupuble ol' writing sluillur books in the l'uLure. 11 -tile 

tutoriuls he looked I'or originality or i'deus uIld criticul views 

of* plugiurists and I suf e thinkers were 'expressed. ý-' S; idly 

even at an average age of 189 the majority-ol' the', 'stUidents 

were creatively returded; they, hud, been trained to puss, exuln- 

inations and not to think. They found-it uncomfortable to 

change the habits of years, and disturbing' t'O "Chullenge their 

, 'given' beliefs. It is tragic'to see*intellectuul sclerosis . 

in the young. I made friends, with,, a- group 'of students -t1jut, 

represented several'different faculties. The'desire to think' 



for thel"14elves was colillikoll to ull ol, theill. 

j%I'tor UttiversiLy I decided oil u LjIw Coul'sco Thi s. wu 8 

coitsidercu it buckwurd step by u rew oi* my. friends who feured 

tiltit, luw prol*ession wus not conducivc to creuLivity. 
.I 

distiý, rccd with tliut view. However, u series Of setbucks - 

1,1111111eliki dill'iculLies Ulld plAvent'al ill. liculth evelittlully 

forced me to choose another profession. In, debt f rom the luw 

course thut I was unable to complete because of 
. 
my f ather Is 

illness, I suw my hopes of autonomous individuality 
-sli 

p from 

Illy 91*115p. Individuulity is not a quality of value in the 

environment of' my parents, that, particular rural environment 

coes not allow its As soon as my father's, illness was I over 

and the work on the farm donep I escqped to England once. more. 

There followed'a couple of months of alienution I before I begLin 

to tentatively consider whcrc, my future lay. Uuring an 8 month-, 

period of exhausting manual work I felt totally uncreative. -and 

the abyss or my despair is probably re flected in a-poem t-wrote 

at the time: (one verse included). 

The subconscious mind is fighting back 

It attempts to throw off the fetters 

It cries for relief from this hell 

Sodium vapour'street lights emerge behind the. building 1 in c, '. 

Beacons that symbolize safety and offer hope. 

I realized that I had concentrated too long on the'problems 

of the world outside, that I should turn towards my, own-inner 

space, for there probably lies'the clue, to-all, creative, devcl- 

opment. The greatest blinds exist within our own minds'and we 

must be aware of the limitations of words: "In much of our 

talking thinking is half murdered-. For thought is a-bitd: -or1--' 

space that in a cage of words may indeed. unfold its'wings, *ýbut 

cannot fly., ' (Gibran). 
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Coramencs on John's Contribution 

. _""" 

or 
4ýII. 

4"%;; ý ,I 
Abilý 

wpl: ý_- -P , 

John's description of his process of growth indicates the 

importance of the need for the potentially creative or intell- 

ectual individual to follow his own intuitions, not being put 

off by the implied expectations of society or the advice of the 

uniwaginative. His own unique experiences make him something 

of an expert in the field of 'blocks' to creativity. He stre-zises 

the help that he has received from a range of creative people, 

saying: "They are the beacons that challenge ignorance and 

apathy and despair, offering an exciting and worthwhile alter- 

native. The Odyssey towards full huiAan aevelopment would be 

impossible were their influence absent. " 

His path has not been an easy one. The photograph above 

shows the view from his farm in the west of Ireland - arid it is 

the same through the whole 3600! * It is from this wild and 

lonely remoteness that he comes, via a tortuous routep to 

Goldsmiths' College of the University of London, to train for 

teaching in 'September; even this may only be the begitining. 
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Coneltiding Comments on Creativity and the Individua. 1 

it, Itus liecit very inLeretming to . 
1mve relutiveiy iong 

conLrilmLions 1'rom two individuu1s. Much of psychology has 

Lenued to be concerned with the general and the norm. I)eople 

liuve ol'ten been useu in order to aid the understanding of the 

charUCLeristics ol' the species., But-unother aspect ol* study 

is concerned with a person in h is own right as a unique focus 

of traits and experiences. With a subject such as creativity 

it would seem to be both arrogant ýnd contradictory to stress 

the personal und original and then proceed with an account 

merely from the viewpoint of an observer.,. If the creative 

powers come rr6at within the matrix of the inner*self, then the 

individual should be given. the-opportýunity, to speak for himself. 

Education and therapy become significant for growth and develop- 

ment only when the teacher or therapist'are'dble to, listen. 

The creative experience would seeiii to be-a very c6mplex- 

process to unravel; involving intellectual exploration, the 

search for meaning, oussionate-conv ictions"and the longing'for 

autonomy combined w, ith the welcoming of influences. The intro- 

spective traveller is often likely to discover 'timt little cun 

be. inade explicit about the process. Few artists will cver be 

able to say whut the sources of their art are. Odilon kcdon is 
i 

said to have o. nly smiled when asked-to explain-his'ýpfctures: 

"The truth is that one can say nothing about onells self. 

Nothing about what the-hand brings to birth, at the unguished 

or passionate hour of gestatio'n'. -' It 'is' of ten-a surpris'e'; ' one" 

Nis simply gone beyond onels'goalt- that i S, a. 1 1 ý't her es to be' - 

said. 11 4 
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OULSiders - ýn jýrt without Precedent -or Tradition 

Arts Council or GreaL Britain 1 979'Exhibition -_orgunised by 

Victor it'lusgruve und Roger Cardinal The Hayward Galleryl, London 

First let. the Uutsiders themselves speak: 

"It's a feeling you can not explain. You're born with it, 
and it jusL comes out, That's you, and that's all about it. 

Perhaps I can see as clearly as do because I-ran away. from 
scilool. " 

Scottie Wilson 

"There's more att here than in all the Illu s eums 'in the entire 
country! iorget the Pyramids and the Mona'Lisa! ", 

Clarence Schmidt 

"Rules, restrictions and work torture people, kill them, 
quarter thew, undermine themo deform them, crush themý, rot-them, 
mutilate theia, bind them. " 

irancis &, iarshall 

"I'm on the side or irreverenceg oinsubordination, unrC41ism. - 
the absurd, daydreams, madness9 utopiat desire. " 

murio Chichorro 

116hen I am working, I have the impression of being in unother 
at;; iosphere than the normal one. If I am alone, as I love to. bel 
I fall into a sort or ecstasy*, It's as if 'everything around ilia 
were vibrating. " 

Augustin Lesage 

"I felt that I was definitely guided by an unseen force, 

though I could not say what-its uctual'nature wus. 11 
Nli-dge Gill 

"Natural man cannot be a mistake for himself. " 
Jano Pesset 

"I had it in mind to do something big and Id i'd . 11 
Simon 1ýodia 

"When you I re on your ownt you find y*our own thing*. ". 
Pascal Verbena 

"If the impossible exists, Ilm on -its track. 11 
Louis Soutter 5 

The painter Jean Dubuffet was, thefirst, person to systemut- 

ically collect Outsider Art just after, the, 'Second World iýar,, 

Ile calleu his collection 1111: ýrt Brut". - ., Dubuf f. et holds the view_ 

thut inspirution is not1the speciul, property, -oL' an 'elite., -Ile 

sees true art history as a succession of revolts and, heresies: ý'-' 
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", %rt does not lie down on the bed that is made I'or it; it 

runs uway us soon us one says its name; it loves to be incognito. 

Its best moments are when it forgets what it is. " 6 

Outsider Art is not the same thing as naive or neo-primitive 

art. Nuive art tends towards a specific stylej w'hereas Outsider 

ArL covers a whole range of styles. Outsider Art is not tribal 

urt, the latLer follows its own traditions with Certain accepted 

norms for u given community. Again, Outsider Art-is not a type 

of psychiatric art, ulthough some Outsiders have had psychotic- 

experiences and some have spent years in mental hospitals. -The 

true Outsider is a highly individual character, following his 

own line, unconcerned about recognition, usually aware of inner 

visions and often almost untouched by culture. A few Outsiders 

may have had training as, for examplet. in art, : architecCure-., or 

literuturep but they have been-determined to resist coAditioning 

and strike out along their own path. ' 

ur Leo Navratil, the director of' an Austrian clinic, hus 

shown himself to be particularly sensitive'to independent 'types 

of aesthetic expression. He., says that. what we cull originality 

may be regarded as the intensification of what is'truly individual. 

lie believes strongly in providing the absolute ininimum of. inter- 

vention in the creative process. Ile dissociutes' himself from 

the type of art therapy that imposes guidelines. - According to 

this view therapeutic value arises from the atmosphere of. non- 

constraint. 7 

Turning now to the Outsiders' Exhibition itself. ' It can only 

bd said that, frow a personal experience of five hours viewing 

over four hundred workst, there was a deep feeling''of wonder'und 

amazement at so much diversityp inventiveness and vitality. - 

The art was displayed mainly. in large, -dark. areas, with, the 
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i1juividuul works illuminLted in u focal -way# thus giving u 

drumutic eiaphaSiSe 11crhaps it would be of interest to refer-LO 

some ol' the artists muking the most impact: There were the'lurge'- 

scule, colourful, operatic funtasies of Aloise, t. he Swiss govern- 

esse Her use ol* areas of f lat colour contrastdd strongly with 

the inLricate linear style ol* iviad'ge Gill. The, latter's - 
. "The 

Crucifixion of the Soul" . in inks on f abric, * took f if teen puces 

to cover and consistea of over one hundred views of her symbolic' 

face, a triumph of blended design. The' dynai. nic and confident 

drawing of' Johunn Hausert the war refugee from,. Cz. echoslovLkiup 

jauy be contrastea with his own cold ai)d geometrical' work when in 

u depressive phase. It may also be startlingly contrasted with 

the unbelievable symnetrical complexilties of -Augustin 
Lesage, 

the winer from Northern Francep who heurd a voice telling Iiiin, 

that one day he would become an artist. Lesuge's compositions 

liuve u mystical quulity and the controlled use of suutle tint. S. ' 

of orangev yellowg vermiliong lavender and green can only be 

described as superb. The technique is'excellent beca'use it 

serves the expression. 

Although many of the artists in the'exhibition'had livC'd 

through difficult experiencesq one could. sense the-feeling of 

adventure that art could bring to their lives. ý, Yoakum-nad 

travelled the w6rld as a circus hand and stowaway.., Aie begah to 

draw after a dream that he called- "a spiritual'unfoldment" u'nd 

his landscapes symbolically suggest- that 'we are on a journey. 

There are twisting pathways through the mountains una a series 

ol' his pictures give the feeling of a floating'dreainscupe. 

Niartin Ramirez wus diagnosed as a paranoid. schizophrenic. He 

was a mute and a withdrawn psychotic, yet his vast pictures, 

executed in crayon, convey the same quality Of ., Visual power 'us 
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a dridgeL Ailey painLing. His trains i., nd tunnels offer pure 

optical excursions. Henry Darger witnessed the destruction of 

an entire town by tornado in Illinoisv 1913. He worked as a 

cleatker in a Chicugo hospital and lived for forty years in a 

single room. lie left behind an astonishing illustrated epic of 

wur anti uevustation in thirteen-handbounu voluines, entitled: 

"Realms of the Unreal". Adolf INo*'lfli was committed to-Berne 

usylum in 18959 where he remained until his death in 1 930. fie 

was ol'ten violent and after 1917 he. was kept in a one-man cell. 

ifis cell was crammed with manuscripts'-, and drawings and material 

for his funtust-ic autobiography., Ile: liked to use coloureu 

pencils to build up complex*pictures: suggesting such topics us: 

"i, ilental Asylum"o "St. Adolf -Retreatp la,. Giant Town on the Stu'r 

Zion" and "The Fire-liammer-snake". -, Jn 1921 he was the. first 

schizophrenic artist to have a monograph devoted to him. 

Turning now to the three dimensional work: The we'ird-und 

colourful monsters by the architect tur'ned Outsiderv Aluin 

BourUonnais, suggest a fantastic and whimsical world: "The Duck 

on the Turbulzited Tricycle" for example,. and "The Marsh 1', ird" 'in 

woodq paper, fabric and lace. Monchatre is an urtist fuse'inated 

by aviation and he has produced eccentric and ingenious muchines 

f rom strips of metal 9 with such titles as: * "Girocra, f V "The 

Crazy iviachine'19 "Propeller with ears on" and IISO-I Can go uny- 

where I choose". ýRatier,. the French farmer",, has. 'Inikde models. in' 

wood-of strange towers, carts,, bridges'-and, wheels. "'Puscal 

Verbenat another craftsman, in-wood, , 'is a. Fr . ench night-ýworkdr in 

a postal sorting-office. A former sailorg- he loves'to creute- 

from drift wood collected-along'the,, beach. Caroline. 1visdull hus 

Uescribed him well: "His boats'and'habitations bring together 

some ot* the mostýpoWerful archetypes, of the huunted mind:, the, 
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solituue or the siAglc figure in spaces that menace und threaten 

to close in on humun fragility. " Juno PCsseL is an 'interest- 

iiig exuinple or u social non-conformist: "lie seeks in his work 

to mugnify rejected experiences, and to -reverse" 'the negative 

value or humdrum materials. " ''His cow in a meadow relief is 

made of ivy, bark and paint, 'it shows the internal aspect in''L' 

humorous way, though this mayýbe unintentional. 

Three 'environmentalist st should', beý me n tib ned , although one. 

would really need to see their constructions, -in -the actual place 

itself rathee than werely the photograph I s: Chevalý'-was th'e- 

spent thirty-three'years during'the-last` erench postman who 

century building his "Ideal Palace" in 'limestone 'and' cement. ' 

Simon Rodia, the Italian who settled'oin Los Angeles as aý tile-' 

setter and telephone repairman, also'-spent' thirty-*three years--, '' 

on his Vision. lie transforaied'his plOtý'into 'an exotic' gurdeý`, ` 

with mosaic floor and walls and'b uilt fantastic towers 6rý detul' 

and cewent, and then abandoned. it In, 1954,, Clarenc'e' ýchnlidt is 

the New York plasterer and mason who-crea, ted a'seven-storey 

, 'House of Mirrors" with a roof, garden, of found "objects and'' 

mirrors and grottoes extending%, downhi'l 1'. When' the' hou s c', was* 

burned down in 1968 he built'a second one, having a simi lar, rate 

in 1971. 

And so one could go on, describing_flumboyant u'ndImpossible 

motor cycles, sailing chariots, rag dolls and the art of Muh 1er 

the Swiss inventor of. appuratus for pruning grapevines.. who had 

a breakdown when his idea was stolen.. ' However, something Illu St be 

said about Francis Marshallf since-his work seems. strunge even. 

in an Outsiders exhibition. His Bourrages iaade-bf old rugs 

picked up along the banks of the Seine. 
. 
110ok like, - Potato jye. op le 

set in tableaux of rural, furniture., 
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Walking up a ditaly lit ramp at the Ilayward Gallery from 

one part of the exhibition to another_the spectator's shadow 

woves in front. It seemed appropriate that the rather strange 

anti mysterious feeling conveyed by the exhibits should be 

reinforced in this disconcerting way. ' The-shadow-brings a 

person face to face'with the self in a symbolic sense and this 

exhibition represented the individual reality. The problem is 

how to ussess it. The 'outsider' artists show. spontaneity, 

vitalityl personal intensity, imaginative pow 
, 
er, inner vision 

and awbiguity, all factors associated with creat ivity.. Where 

do they fit in? They cannot be regarded as entirely sepurute.. 

After all, where do such artists as t he German Expressionists, 

Van Gogh, Ensor and Jackson Pollock fit in if it comeSto that? 

1ýhere does any original artist' belong until som . eone' has invented 

an lisin or label for him? Caroline Tisdall has. made an inte'r- 

esting observation: "When the exclusive judgwentýs of scienLists 

and doctors are at last being opened up to question it stands 

to reason that the same challenge should be directed against thel' 

professionals in art. Proof of creativity is certuinly there., 

What is more elusive is a vision of ho IWth Ing s should be ''und 

that eludes the professionals too. ", IQ 
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To, Aarus d ourkin, efinition of V. LSLlal Art 

lt, %e must see art ioth as an expression of so, iie inner 

mechanisms of one indivioual in relation tO h. Ls environaient, 

anu iat tne siAiiie tiaie "s an esthetic matter witicit ueserves to 

have %ioe repercussions in any society. Ae ali have some 

responsibility for ttie art within our own comaiuuity, which means 

t. iat aL iAn inuividual, educational anu group level, particuiarly 

in this cnaotic worla, %e neglect art at our own peril.; ' 

NoN. museum of Science and industry 

mural oesigneu by Ken billyard 1 976 

Painted by ýýiAlter Kershaw 1977 
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Introduction 

The first part of this chapter is concerned with the broudcr 

educutionul issuesq developments thlut would be likely to Usbist 

the growth of' creutivity in the community; as for examp le partiul 

deschooling, informal methods of teaching and the idea of"a free 

university. The second part or the'chapter is devoted to the more 

specifically artistic projects. usually described as community arts.. 

Go to the people,, 

Live among them, - 
Learn from them, 

Love, them,,, 

Serve them, 

Plan with them, 

Start with what th know, 

Built on what they have, 

Chinese Proverb,,. 
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, rhc Need for Partial Deschooling 

Time is an importunt factor' with regard to the development 

of ideas, Stimulationt'some of-it,. from'other pebplep-inay, be 

very helpful. ' But there must be the opportunity for quiescence, 

contetüplation und exploration, in order', thatý th'e incubation ý- 

period may lead on to genuine'j, - individual, illumination. 

Throughout this study reference'has been, made to this, -most' 

essential requirement of the creative, process.,, The, need for-the 

freedom to dream, think und'dxplore has*ýbeen, stated in much of- 

the psychological research on the-subject;, it, has been, mentioned 
I 

over and over again by creative, people, and'; it has been-noted, in 

a personal way, through teaching experience and through thera- 

peutic situations with patients., --, ' "-, 'ký- ,, . 
ý-' , 

However, if we really value creativity-, ý. it is not, enough-to, -'. ', 

merely speak of the importance"of-time for discovery;. it 

necessary to nurture it., - 

One place in which to start is"in'the'educationalI'systeiik. 

It is necessary to ask why children are'held in schools for-so'-- 

ýyears'. ' -Much "has many hours of the day, for so many, weeks of the, 

been written in recent times of deschooling:, One'can admire'. for 

examplep the daringly imaginative ideas of Ivan-I. llichp Ian Lister 

and Everett Reimer. 2 

Given the present structure of our societyfý complete'ways, -,, -,., 

of deschooling may be dif f icult to ', achieve. ,ý If,,,, we'', 'abolished .. 

compulsory education completely 'we ý may move. from the,, dangers of, 

the stuffed person to the problems of the hollow, one, 

Perhaps we might begin-, with a compromise and-introduce U, 

pattern or regular attendance on. mornings -only.., By this weans 

a balance could be achieved between, planned, interaction'- and the 

opportunity for individual-growth., - 
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It is essential to begin by asking what schools are for: 

If they exist in order to turn the child into a walking 

encyclopedia of all important knowledge 9, then they face an- -- 

iiapossible task. Perhaps more has been, written since. World 'War 

II thun in all previous recorded history., . In any cage wh'o- isýý: 

to decide what is important for another individuul, to know.. ". 

11' schools exist in order to. shape and mould an inoividuUýl.,..., 

to fit into socicty - Illich, s hidden, curriculum# 9, then, again 

they face an impossible task, The, changes taking. place and the 
1.1 1.. ý 

chunges ui)out to Luke plucc,. ure. so, - umuziiig, thut moulding is ýhe 

lust thing u child requires, The, 
_ 
very, wulls ol'ý. the, would ure 

in the process of crumbling. ', -, 

If schools exist'in order-,, to prepare the, childforý, u life- 

time of workq then they are hopelessly behind the times. Perhups 

the ruture , with all the-wonders. 
,, of-,, automationitwillý, not:. so., ý 

much require workers, as human beings. who soinetimes-work, tind ý.,: 

probably f or short periods, -a very . 
dif f erent,., emphasis, - ý, -: -. ,- 

If schools exist in order to, keep children. off. the streetst 

then this could be achieved by offering-facilitiesýof-a child- 

Iiiinding nature. This could, - be j achieved: -at 
far--,. iess-, 

-cost., 
ý,, thun 

the present educational-system., -&, -4 

Returning to Llic I knowledge 1, aspect of', tile, worký, 01', tile 

schools. It may be accepted. that,.., there-are.. certain. busic, skills' 

und types of information, that, -could, be. usefullyýoffered... It,, - 

Play also be accepted that, there, are types, of imaginative sLimu- 

lation that children would. welcome. This aspect of' education- 

could be fitted into the morning time-tableg--. -'leavingl the ufter, - 

noons free for more flexible arrangements, '-, 

It cannot possibly be known -just'how --creative-, chi ldre In- cun 

be until they are liberated -, from a routine which; says: '-learn 
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this, remember that, do this exercisev answer this question, 

turn to page so and so, and translate the following passuge, 

If this goes on all day and then the homework follows a Simi Jar 

pattern, when does the child have time to think, for himself?, 

of course, it may be arguedg that schools are no-longer like 

this. Progressive, enlightened education*is taking place, the 

children are seen as capable ofýtaking part in project*s, and learn- 

Ing how to ask questions as well as answer them. Where this, is 

so then a process Is already underway that leads naturally*tO' 

the kind or r1exibility being advocated here. 

Some schools are in fact already really reso urce centres, 

Some schools have one foot in the future.. The changes that may 

be needed could well be achieved as much by evolution as by 

revolution. 

As a consequence of leaving the afternoons free, not only- 

would the children have time to follow up their ideas-and pursue. 

their hobbies: The teachers would also benefit. They would huve 

time to prepare their morning programmes with farlmore energy 

and enthusiusmg offering wider scope and greater depthO 

It is hoped that what Freire'calls the banking concept, of, l 

education would gradually disappear. According to th'i 8C oncep to 

the students ure seen us the depositories and the teacher us' Like 

depositor, Instead of communicating the teacher Imukes- deposits'. 

which the students receiveg memorize, - and repeat, The students 

file and store the deposits.. There is, no. creative transt'orm; Ation 

of' knowledge, no true interaction. Knowledge is bestowed us' a. ý 

gi: ft. 

Banking attitudes towards. education help to muintaiwthe 

oppressive society. The teacher t: alksp 'chooses and presents -the 

programme, the students listen and*conform, '' There is no probin' go 
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discovery or exploration. The students are taught to iie 'copy 

cuts'. In the banking concept the pupil is a inere book-keeper 

of knowledget never a producer or owner of knowledge* 3 

If the teucher only-sces the pupil as an object the're is no 

true couuiunicationp only conditioning and- indoctrinatiort. 

Illich likewise condemns the 'package' idea with education 

sold as u coiunodity. 

According to ireire the revolutionary educator will not 

impose a prograwme on the students. He will first observe and 

learn and understand their problems* There will be a process 

of inter-cominunication. The programme must grow out of the. 

needs and interests of the pupils. The significant word is 

dialogue. There is no dialogue withdut humility and love is 

the first essential of dialogue. 

This process will become easier with more flexible educut. -' 

ionul arrangements. The 'free' afternoons, for exulliple, would 

offer ideal opportunities for a whole range of situations. 

It is not suggested that schools should bolt their'doors 

at midday, only that the cowpulsory aspect should disuppear. 

Some pupils may wish. to use the 'facilities of the school 

during the afternoon, others may visit the library, the muse. uin 

or the art gallery. There may be'optional'grOup, activities 

with the teachers. 

One of the. most outstanding people working along the lines 

of learner-centred teaching at, the present time is, the 

psychologist from California, C. R. Rogers. 'Ile, has been able to 

transfer ideas relating to client-centred tqh, e ra p'y t o', ', t`he 

educational situation. His message. is th at t. he'teacher or 

facilitator of leurningt*should, drop'the ma'sk' and be 
co mc', 

'a ''r 
ea 

person capable or acqepting, prizing. and,, trusting the S tudentse 
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lit this way genuine, satisfying relationships develop that 

are the busis for growth and. experiential leurningý 
... 

"If I 

distrust the human bding then I must craw him with information' 

of my own choosing.. lest he go his ownmistaken way. But if I 

trust the capacity of the human individual for developing his' 

own potentiality, then I can provide him with. many opportunities 

and permit him to choose his own way and, his own direction in 

his leurning., i 4 

Rogers is critical of many assumptions 'in the' educational 

field, especially the over-emphasis on static knowledge. lie 

points out that no knowledge is secure, only the, process' of 

seeking it. This approach is threatening to many institutions: 

originalg curioust autonomous stludentsv pursuing their own 

goulat are nearly always d1sturbing'to have around., They chullýý 

enge pet beliers und fixed ways'of doing. things ... 

Sometimes a person believing in learner-centred approaches. 

has to work out a method-that satisfiest as, far as possible,,, the 

requirements of the system as well-as his ownýpersonal idealism. 

An interesting example 
-of,, 

this is DF. Vol. ney, Faw'-of America, 

working in the area of 'Undergraduate Education in Psychology'., 

For years he has shown that it is possible to combine freedom 

with academic requirements. He, has gone further and shown thut 

for most students the learning achievements are, more worth-ýwhile 

than by the 'mug tnd jug' procedure. 

Ur. Fuw hus planned thle course around the-st I udent, so tile 

course begins with the student. ' This would Seem U"Jogicul WUY, t 

especially in psychology: The introsp'ective'searching for 

'motives 
and interests is itself part of the subject. The vuri'ous 

projectst experiments and deýonstration's. are,, related . 
'to, the 

questions arising from the studentp'they, are therefore more 
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incuningful. It is better to have the opportunity to plan an 

experiment thun for everybody to see or-. do the same thing, Theý 

cuiphasis is on the importance of being free to be oneself, 

This is carried over into the area of'the. teacher and the con-". 

tent.. A teacher may 'sign up' to-give a lecture, but this is 

done in the spirit of presenting ideas to encourage a spontan-ý 

eous response. Even the evaluation is, to some extent, a shared 

experience. 

Attempts have been made to study this work by comparing it. 

with a respondent'group. It is apparent that the freer meth'ods 

are a weans of stimulation. They encourage a far greiater'range 

of activitiesq Crow article reporting, field tripsq interviews., 

and research proposals. This would seem to be the W. ayý to get' 

people working. It would also seem to be the way to-train 

people to be open, creative and liberated from the, stereotyped 

response*G 

Some people might argue that this approach may-be all very 

well with highly motivated adults, but have their doubts Ubout 

extending it to children. 'But these methods should be started 

early in order to lay the foundations of. self-directed study. 

It is not suggested that didactic methods should never be 

used'. Where the aim is to promote the-recall'of taught mutdrial, 

or to give a review of culture, the didactic method way be the 

suost appropriate. Where the aim is, to develop the-learner's- 

self-organising and creative resources-and. encourage initiative'. 

then the student-centred approach is likely, to be. wore helpful, 

If learner-centred teaching is viewed in its widest sense, 

covering cxperituentution or ull kinds.. then educution. becomes 

very adventurous u-nd wide ranging. 



Lit'e10119 educuLion is still ut- Like coneeptutil sLugC, --'lt 

is closely linked with ideus on deschooling: It' society Inoves 

away 1'rota u Set putLern of compulsoryý roraiul'ý education . 'I*or,, 

children the tendency may'well be towards the-'re thinking". of, 
- 

education in lifelong and more flexible terins., -Ij Lifelong. ' 

educution may include both formal and' inf ortnal' patterns of 

educutiong planned us well as Incidental learning. ý 

According to Derek Legge: -"Lirelong education is character- 

ised by flexibility anti diversity, in content ,. -. -, learning tools 

und techniques und time of' learning. 

- Breukuway from monolithic uniform rigid systems 

- as knowledge expands bnd-newýskills develop, diversity, in 

the content and form or learning-increases-and the process 

of learning becomes more individualised'undýself dir*ectcd. 

geared to needs or a changing, society, it enables-individuuls 

to adapt and prepares them-for, creative participation in, 

the process of change. 

allows for alternative patterns and forms of, acquiring 

education e, g. open universities computer-aided -Instruction, '., 

Ileurning bunks'. programmed individual' learning, study 

circles etc. " 7 

Because the emphasis willc'tend- to. be. On -. self -learn I ng ý'und, ': 

self-reliance, lireiong education ofrersý the frumework'. ror-u 

whole iiretime of creative# individual,, development a nd exprýcss-, 

ion. The conditions that-muy: be tho ught ideal ror,:, originul, 

work of all kinds would be reudilyýuvailabie 'through, tile oce ss 
-Pý 

of continuing education. - Motivation, choice. of. approacli' 

freedom and opportunity for experimentation, would 'all, be, -consid- 

crea in ways not possible under. t9tully institutionulised 

systems, 
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i: ree internutionul University for Creativity and Interdisciplinary 

Research bee P. 

The rounders of the Free University are aware that in m&Any'. 

established and traditional institutions there tends to be U 

separation of creative fields from social or scientific fields. 

All too often the notion or creativity is restricted to artists, - 

uicnitects and musicians etc, The term should be applied' in, 'itsý 

widest sense to encompass science, politics, economics and law. 

All too often "the reliance on accumulated fact within. each" 

discipline passes for educution. The student is rarely culled 

upon to develop an independent, -or comparative model o I- 

thinking. He is insufficiently prepared either to make an im; Ag- 

inative contribution to his'own field, or to relate it 
'to 

life of' society. " 

The separation of learning and research, the isolation OC 

acLdemic studies, the luck of dynamic interaction with the 

Community and hierarchical structures are all criticised. One 01' 

the founding concepts stresses the idea that creation involves, 

not. only talent, intuition, imagination and, aýplication, but ulso 

the ability to shape material in such a way as to indicate how, -it 

juay be extended to other socially relevant spheres.., The dangers,, 

of an "Aggressive proliferation 0r stundardised mass-culturel 

are noted and the wurning is given that where imugination und 

intelligence ure not allowed scope for expression tlie consequences, 

, nay be harmful: "Criminality can. arise from., boredom und', repressed 

and inarticulated creativity". It is relt to be necess'ury to 

research the forias of' violence, tracing themýback to (liscurded 

hopes. In its interdisciplinary approach the iree University 

does not discount the specialistt only the notion ol'-experts being-, 

the sole arbiters within'their own fields. 
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i-iic concept. or u erce Internutionu. 1 -University it; not. a 

static one and muy bc continually expandcd and devcloped. " 'rhe' 

structure muy be rormed around three principles: ' Reciproculity - 

oC stuff-student roles; inteerclutionshiP of research anu learn. 7" 

ing levels und open procedure., "Hy' focusing on, important 

conteiaporury issues which bring together, all-the related I discip-- 

lines unu comparutive methodologiesq-the'aini i*s'not simplyýto 

provide u vuried rormal education-but, to'encourage''an uwareness, 

and responsiveness to social situations together with the flexib- 

ility or upproach and creative imagination'to transform and- 

express the; a. 11 10 It is realise'd that the - ope In proced . ure'-implies 

an involveLuent with other institutions and that progress of 

1-eseurch cun only be verified through, a' continual'diulogue with 

the public. In fact the research should'itself, lead to'an*expund- 

ing network'or contacts and relationships. ' -It is a shared ýview. ' 

of the founuers that creutivity is at' the heart of`their. 'approLch: 

"The potential of creativity is of direct-'social and'Political 

relevance and far exceeds the restricted area to which it hus, -,, ý 

traditionally been confined. " 

Ideally, the Free University will be u learning'and re. seurch 

community open to the Public. It will see in 'cultural-and p. olit-' 

ical differences the opportunity ror `di'alogue. rath'er than, bai4lic-rs 

to comi-sunication. Thematic studies will lead on to -'seininursj 

workshopsl projectsq conrerences and, publications, -'- The reseurch', '. 

workers will be in constant contact'with the varying models of. 

thought provided by difCcrent disciplines -as they' are prucLiced 

in dit'j'arent countries. Tnere-will be a sensitivity to the 'need" 

to relate systematically gathered SOCiOlOgiCul duta to broudcr* 

creutive interpretations and to the experience -. ol'. the cot'ati, unity 

The iree University's aim is to develop a more organic model of 
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soCiCLY WiLit U11 inLeVCHL in the CULUlYtiC- 

in uccetutier, 197G a Symposium was held at University College, 

Lundull wiLh ubout forty purticipunts outlining rescurch proposuls 

und offeriiig discussion pupers. The topics covered such subjects 

us: monitoring the Media; Migrants; Underdevelopment in Europe; 

Alternatives to Prison; Plunning ana Cultural Identity. - Workshop 

topics covereu Northern Ireland; Mime as a Community Medium; 

'jýouien's 
xightaq Opportunities & Employment;. Stereotypes, art a nd 

_social 
pructice-und Interdisciplinary keseurcý. 

. %; any or these topics call for the bringing together-ot* the 

econoniistj sociologist, anthropologistq historiang psychologist 

und artist,, 

One of the Northern Ireland workshops wag called- Vi'sual. - 

Ij-ocuwentation" and another being researched by Belinda '. Lof us. was 

culled "'frudition and'blechanics of Conflict Imagery in'Northern 

Ireland". This could involve the exploration of the hist'ory 'of 

tne vLrious traditions in visual terms related to conflict., 

There coula be specific rccomwendations about. the ways of 'using 

visual imagery which might help t1owards the working outlof some 

of the problewg in the area. 

Voith rererence to Interdisciplinary Research R. mcDowell 

states: "CoLamunication,, exchangel fruitful and creative reluti'on-. 

chips are primury goals of the -j-Free Internation'Ll, UniVe'rsity., A 

creative approach should encompass more possibilities ,,. dr, awing 

on all fields of thought,, thun today's increa'sing. *reliance on 

laboratory thinking-and insular specialisatiOn. 11 12 

In April, 1077 an Internationul Seiiiinar,, was held ut Talerino. 

and between -june and Octoberq IP77'a continuous -programme 0 f, ý 

events wus arranged within 'kiest Germany's'internutioniA 1 culturul,, - 

occasion, nuutely Kassel Uocuwentu*'- 

S. .: 
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brief Note on sowe or. the Main Features of the Free' 

International University 

1. No director, professorships or headships, policy deciskons 
reuched through sýudent-sturf discussions- democratic model. 

2. Non-prorit waking, funds expected to come from the major 
founuutions and from research. A board of' trustees initiully 
wade up of* those uctively involved in the project. 

3. Irelund In general and Uublin in particular selected as suit- 
able for the locution or the Free University. 

4. Mic initial team to consist of staff and researchers built up 
around a group or people with relevant experience within the 
fields of creativity, educationt the social sciences and the 
wediL. People prepured for long-term studies or specific 
projects: 
J. reuys who was Professor or Sculpture at the Dusseldorf 
Aci-uemy. A dynamic educationalist with a belief that educ6- 
Lion should drLw out the creative potential oC every person. 
irancis Stuurt an Irish creative writer. 
X. D. Laing the author of "The Divided Self".. 
Nina Sutton, u French sociologist and j'Ournul'ist, 
. i'upio Vuris un expert and critic or wuss Coiiimunicution and 
the meuiu. 0 
Simon Hartog from the London School 

, 
of' Economics, the koyul 

College of Art and current affairs presentution on Lelevision. 
Nenu Uimitrijevic a Yugosluviun writer and orguniser,, of inter- 
national exhibitions. 
R. ý&coowellq studied at the Belfast College of tkrt, the Sludc 
und University of London. Founder of the Troubled linage, group 
in Uelfust in I U72 and researcher into.. the sociology of 
culture. 
Caroline Tisdall, lecturer and. Guardian writer and orguniserý 
of exhibitions. 
And severul more. 

ior the students, no age restrictions, no specific qu"lifica- 
tions, but an interest in and knowledge'of an interdisciplinary 
approach, no formal examinations, opportunity for rcsearch, 
workshops anu field work. 

j... ecent Developments 4/6/79 
Public discussions, meetings and research. is 

, 
carrying. -on in 

, nany places including Italyp Germanyp'New York and Bel-fast. T he 

subjects ranging through economics p, _ 
ecology. education and regionul 

pl-oblems. In Belfast interest. centres on the arts and-wed 
, 
ia 

, -e_search. In Dublin there have been problems,,.. partly, rel. ated, to 
funds and partly to dif ricultiei in linking the ''arts with socio'- 
jLogical research, 

4 
-� 



Aisas and Churacturistics of Colaillunity Arts 

. 
Community arts are concerned with a process of* art activity 

rather than with only as product. The process, is to involve the 

.. people or a locality in action, not merely 5ý9 but the whole of t he 

pppulation. CoAmunity artists are flexible in, their approach 

and ; aethods of working; tending to see themselves as catalysts 

rather than perforsuers. They aim to stimulate'local people to 

define their own problems, felt needs and arcus of interest, 

eventually becoming their own community -artists. Community artists 

become involved in a diverse range of activities, from wask-n, 4. king 

to bringing colour to the drab brickwork ot' old school buildings, 

from the designing and flying of kites to performing, in 'U carnivLA 1 

Community arts9 as John Lane saysp is creative social' activity,, 

energising and enriching both nomadic and centre-based work. 13 

iCrysiu NOwuk, operating in Sheffield, holds the view that if 

people are encouraged to be creative they will be less likely t() 

L)e destructive. She believes in 'Open House' at the Art Gal. lerif 

and welcomes people inside to paint. She also takes art, out . onto' 

the streets of the city. One scheme is to have the public paint-ý 

ing their own pictures on the hoardings, 14 

As stated by the Community Arts Committee: "Community'arts 

are a means or changeg whether socialq Psychological, political 

or educational within the community, and, as such, contribute 

towards community development - and quality of life. " 15 ' Sheilu 

Yeger observes that rrom the outset community arts have 'been 

, identified with a radical approach to social problems. I The kind 

of solutions offered do not easily fall*-into the community action 

I or artistic' activity categories, but way contain elements-of 

L)oth. 16 

In 1975 the Arts Council of Great Brituin set up it' 'Community Arts Committee' with sPeCiul rererence to the, 
s 

funding of community-bascd projects. 
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Art and Involvement 

As SLutcd in Chuptcr II, the Royal College of Art held a 

. two-day 'iMulti auediu Art Fair' in Alarch 1978. This was called 

'Inside Uut' and had rour objectives in wind; 

-1. 
To provide the opportunity ror the students to expand their 
work beyond their studios and College. 

2. To help break down barriers between the schools and departments 
of' the College. 

3. To create an event that would be 'open'. with the public 
invited to participate and many events in nearby parks. 

4. The idea or an 'Art iairl making use or 'outside spaces', 
could be seen as an alternative to the restricted gallery 
system. 

'Inside Out'.. as well as providing bizarre and imaginative 

exhibits and perrormancest included a full prograame of talk's 

and filras. It was felt that the event offered an outlet for 

creative energy and also stimulated a dialogue between the College 

and the public. 17 

Islington achemes 

Two mural scheLaes by Islington Schools Environmental Project 

are of interest here: 'I*he story goes back to the time when the 

artists Uave Cushman and Roger iagin first met. They both tuug ht 

on the pre-diploma course at St Martin's School or Art. They relt 

t; hat, the view or the artist's role implied by the nature of the 

course was too commercial. They began to explore ideas reluting 

t, o group creativity. They worked, for example, with students in 

school playground near St Aaartin's. -Then, in 1974, they turned 

- to the Laycock Primary School. They were employed as artists 

under an ILEA special project fund. They were given a large 

studio Lnd set to work involving chilurent teachers und parents 

, 
ip the. process or trunsforming the play area around this VicLoriun 

g; choo I The vust sLrcches oV sturk turbiuc cerLuinly presented 

cnallcnge to the imaginution and ingenuity of all concerned*' 

Then there were the plans for two murals to decorute two front 
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%%ulls. The original proposal wQs that the artists shoulu design 

und decorate one mural each* Iloweverg-Cushman noticed that the 

- ideas developed by the children were so exciting that he wanted 

to involve them directly. There followed an argument and it was 

decidea to open the watter up for everyone to put their view, 

This utLiLude atiatuluted utuch interest und evenLuully the voLe 

went Cor the children. From over 300 'brickwork' designs IG were 

oelected and the urtists transcribed them onto the walls. In 

ciescribing the process or artistic equality ut work Su Braden has 

this to suy: "Cashman had seen the crucial problem us being how 

tc) break down the barriers that prevented people being able to 
participate and, share in the creative process. His main concern 
during the initial stages of the facade project was to explain how 
t, he system would work and to enable staff and children to involve 
t, 11cmiselves in the designs. The decision about whose work should 
finally appear then became something that had to be upproprAute 

to the particular place in everybody's mind. " 19 

Before this project was finished Cashman and iugin were 

invited to take part in the artist. in residence schools programme 

and the ISEP was formed. In 1977 the Charles Lamb Community 

project was established. The mural now developeG was for a foot- 

ball pitch and children were asked by their teachers to make life- 

size paper cut-outs, silhouettes of themselves as spectators* - 

These were to be drawn around on the wall and the children free 

r, O fill in the detuils.. The ISEp is involved with improving the 

visuul appearance of the school and with the development of. work-.. 

shops and recreational umenities for the community. 
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The Ilullac Couti-tunity Arts Project 

The Ifuluic Cosamunity Arts Progrumme has existed in its 

pretient rorm silice folurch 19789 but it Ims grown out of tlic 

su, wuer und Job Creution rullded projects over the past few years, 

The Progruiume has two full-time workersp they ure based in the 

Ifuluic Librury and funded by North West Arts, 20 

lit Muy there was a week-long project in fillu-muking in 

conjunction with the students from the Polytechnic's Con"fiunity 

Art course. Over 70 I&Julaic children took an active part in the 

workshops in filining, makeup, costumeg actingg playwriting, music 

and scenery making. The theme of the film was.; '-$The Plugue Ifits 

Ilulwe". The suumer activities consisted of six weeks of duily 

art workshops for youth. Euch week centred. atound a different 

activity, such us, puppet-raakingp biscuit-dough inuralsp the 

creution of a carnival float, video TVs a trip to the Munchester 

Show and a parforatance in music and mime by a theatre group. 'fhe 

work also involves non-youth groups in clubs and churches, offer- 

ing f olk dancing and craft competitions. There is a recreation4l 

programme in Iiulme which covers a Black Theatre Workshops Uruma 

Club for , ýge Ten and Up. Photogruphy and Art Workshops and a 

Chess Club, On alternate Saturdays there is a Saturduy Club at 

flulme Library from I-4p. m., this is usually open to c1ii1drent 

parents and all ages. During the autunin, the activities Of-this ", 

club huve ranged from kite-making and-flying to mask-making. This. ' 

latter activity was visited on November 4th:. 

4/11/78 mask-wiAking 

Isetween Hallowleen and Bonfire Night is a good time for the 

event. It had been previously advertised inIthe ureu by-ilicuns. of.. 

posters inviting children-to come and muke a Imonsterl wask. 

. 
Uuring the morning the two full-time workers outlined the pluns 
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I'or the Oenefit of three or four college student helpers. They 

suid thut around sixty children could well attend. iortun"tely 

they had a very lurge room for the purpose. They had prepared 

u series of templates in card - cat, dog, bird, rut and pig - us 

starting points, but it was hoped that the. children would not be 

over anxious t6 adhere to them, and that original uesigns would 

emerge. A vLriety of interesting materials were supplied, these 

inclu'ded gold, silver an .d white cardt felt pens, crayons, pipe 

cleaners, fabrics, tissue and crepe papers and foum for hair or 

whiskers and also-coloured stringsl beads and sequins. 

When the children arrivcd there were cer. tainly*over fifty of 

them, many were arourid seven or eigýt years oldt but some were 

even younger. *They,, had a delightful ufternoon cutting and past- 

ing and decorating their masks. It was very noticeable that, 

although Huline has something, of a reputation. as a problem urcu* 

the children making the masks did not give any hint of this. 

They were well' behavedp even quiet und girls and boys, a mixture 

of races and ages all got on together without friction, TowLrds 

the end some parents called and helped with thc' stapling. -Some 

of the children were photographed'in their masks. The atmosphere 

was informal and a number remained behind to, clear UP. Aj)urt' 

from the value. of the co-operative, experienceg every child hud 

created a lively or terrifying musk to tuke to the honfire purtys 

llulme'is one of the largest housing redevelopment I schemes in 
Europe. Basically completed in. the early 1970s, I it I covers 350 
ucres and provides over 49000 houses and flats's Ifulme is a' 
mixture or 'low-rise' housing, tall blocks, squares und courts. 
surrounoea by four-storey and six-7storey. blockst and vustq s%%ccP- 
ing crescents of flats with, ldeck access'. -The, crcscejits,; Are 
alarmingly uniform in a*ppcurance and, built of unrelieved grey, 
concrete. In this harsh and forbidding environment much', of the 
vandalism that takes place must be sccn us a cry for help. 21 
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. 
The Hospital Arts Project 

. 
Buckground Informution 

The Hospital A'rt: s. *Project is unique. in. this country. -It, 

WIA s initiated in 1974 by Artist/Lecturer, Peter senior- at the 

Ist 0 hWry's Hospital,, part of the Manchester Central District 

Hospital Group. In 1976, lie was-given a Gulbenkian Foundution/' 

North West Arts uward,, later he was ableý to employ four. young 

aArtists through the Government's Job Creutiop, Scheme. In 1078 

the teum was increased to six., Their aim was to improve 'the' 
- 

cnvironwent of all the' hospitalsp health 'centres'-and clinics of 

-this 
hospital gr6up. which includes, the Manchester' Royal, Infirmary, 

St. Mary's Hospitalt. the Royal EyeAlospitalp Dental, und Foot 

Hospitals and I; arnes Hospital'q Cheadle.. 

An Arts Centre has therefore been created for the wholý 

hospital community of, the Central' District.., The-C. entrc's baset-, 

in St. Mary's Hospitalt consists 10f 'studio spacep a gruphics 

room, darkroom 'and information office. ' The Arts Team-provide 'U 

range of activites involving staff, ýpatients and public, including 

exhibitions of paintings'and prints, - muralst mobiles, pjjotogrL-phyq 

sculpture, demonstrutionsv'performancesg slide-tape sýowsj poetry, 

and concerts. ' The Team are available. to'offer, advice and encour- 

agement to stafr and patients wishing to, take part in creative 

activities. 22 

Visits to the jýianchester Royal Infirmary and St., M iA ry s 1losPitU1 

24/11/78 & 6/12/78 

Immediately on'entering--ý_thesc hospitals the artistic diqplýuys 

so often the endless corridors of such conveyed a Welcome. 

-places are, bleak and forbidding; but, here a transformution hud., 

taken place making* the atmosphere more friendly und less', Jntinlid- 

ating.. Attention focussed on *the,, paintings, 'photographs:, und 
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The Rainbow Murals 
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prints - over one hundred oC thein circulating around the wards, 

corridors und wuLtiv%. K urcus. Many or, these works had been done 

I)Y Ole j%rLs Teume There were colotirC_ta1q_, cxcitjjjg uj)strjjctiogjf;, 

relicl' structures in brightly painted woodq imuginative iundsd. upcs, 

. -scriul pictures, us for cxamplev spring to. winter und non-figd . r-14tive 

puinting through reulistic leaves and back to abstraction. There 

%cre uutusing wooden cut-outs. or unimulsl a. clown and a cowboy. 

The original designs for these had been done by the hospital 

porter, and they served as direction 
-indicators. 

* 'An outsidc 

brick wull had been painted with flower designs and in, rront were 

real plants; the effect could, be seen thro . ugh the-large picture 

window or one or the waiting rooms. The out-patients waiting 

hall was alive with pictures and collages and mobile's'.. 

Perhaps the most interesting and spectacular project to be 

'carried 
out recently is to be found on the ground floor, of the 

Opposite the consultants' dining room are, seven arches 

and they have become rainbow murals! The rainbow was chosen as 

a symbol or promis e and good, health and the 
'shape 

was, 'Well suited 

for archways. Rainbows are formed from water-and light, basic 

elements or life. Each panel depicts a different aspect, of water 

and the associated living organisms. For example, fish and river,.,., 

dolphin and seaq polar bear and, icev rain andplant gro wth, and 

insects etc. The birds are particularly fine, -one ptknel*with 

wild geese and another with scarlet ibis* All the seven. ii'iurals 

were not completed at once. The Art. Teaia wunted to p lease- a 

many people as possible with this idea so they painted one, 'und 

awaited Comments from the starr, and patients. ' At first some 

. 
thought thut the colours were too brash and might. have an 'udyerse. 

_ 
effect on distressed people, -However, it was found that 'sucli 

patients welcomed the, corrid changes to the- ore und, enjoyed the-" 



lwighL colours. Through the Alunchester 'Area Health iwthority 

inaguzine the stuCC urc usked where else they would like to see 

JI,,,,,, tl,,, t, ,, y be developed in the future include 

L11c develOptaent, 01' u Jupuncoc' style garden in a courtyLrdt orrer- 

ing scope for the designing of lanterns; and also the po*ssibility 

of large-sculc sculpture in the outside areas - somewhere nearby 

thcsc hospitals u gigantic mushroom, tree or giant may appear. 

Children have been given much huppier times in hospital 

Chrough demonstrations, race painting, mime, magic, puppet making, 

; r. jjLm shows und kinetic playboards. Peter Senior has himself had 

experience of Manchester hospitalsv both as a patient and as a 

parent when his chidren were illq and he found the, buildings- 

, clepressing. Through a psychiatrist feiendl 'he persuaded the area 

I, dsuinistrator to take him on as hospital artist. 

The success or this project must be due not only to the high 

q,, ality or the creative expressions; but also to Peter senior's 

approach. As Su braden has pointed outp he has 
-integrated himself 

I. nto the working structure or the hospital and concerned himself 

WI. th the nature or starr problems and patients' 'n'ee - ds. lie has. 

a vision or the hospital as a community involving intense r'elation-' 

fhips, between Patients and staff . "And he has. used his sk 111 s 

a painter to establish the concept of the extent'of cQntrýbu- 

t,. Lon creative expression can make to the quality of' ', lif e in 

r, "at community and contexte" 23 

"There is no stiffening of backs or. sense of h ere comes tC 

outsider' as he enters the wards. lie has made it his business 

.t ,0 
know the bu5lncss or the hospital and-to understund the 

priorities of caring for the sick .... it 24 ýA ward sister'. hus 

P, iAinted her own mural in the ward where she works. This is the 

gind or situation that has been created. floppital workers who, 
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would not o0terwise nicet - such as surgeons, plumbers and clec- 

tricians - 1'raternise over art. A head porter is seeing to it 

that hospituls in other areas get to know of, the project, through 

the meetings of his association. It is interesting to contrast 

the lively atmosphere of the infirmary outpatients' department 

with the iýncoais Hospital, Out Patients' Hall, painted by 

L. S. Lowry in 1952. 

Recreational Arts for the Community 25 

There is in Alanchester a one year Recreational Arts for 

the Community Course. It is principally based at the Edgar 

Wood Centre. - This building was formerly the First Church of 
Christ, Scientist. Its architect was Edgar Wood and the excell- 

ent tradition of the"English Arts and Crafts IN-lovement of the 
beginning of the ceptury has been followed. It would seem to 

offer very interesting possibilities for recreutional arts 

projects and especially for an experimental approach to dramu 

and music. 

The course is planned to cover the potential scope of 
Creative and Performing Arts and links-art with social work. 
The course includes Art and Design, braina Lnd Theatre Artst. 
Human Movement and Music. Throughout the year one day a week 

is used for practical experience in community situations, There., 

are also seminars and cultural visits. It is necessary for 

students to develop a flexible approach and be prepared to cross 
the traditional boundaries between subjects.. They may select 

.. two Arts options for the major part of the course., It is of 
interest to people who wish to work in a situation outside the 

normal educational provisiont such as hospitals*t prisons# 
residential homes and community centres. The term community is 

used to describe a condition in which someone works with groups 
or individuals'with particular interestst problems or hundicups. 
Attention is, given t. o areas of social or cultural deprivation. 
Students. way often need to improviseg-bringing their practical 
s*kills and creative talents to informul'spheres. The-course-is 

planned to utilize the special experiences of individuuls., 
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Durtington as an Ideal of the Creative Community 

Durtington, Totnes, Uevon, has u history going back to the 

I"CdieVuJL times. Dartington us an experiment in renewing t1he 

vitality of the English countryside goes back to 1925, the year 

in which Lconurd and Uorothy Elmhurst 
-purchased.. 

the Hall and 

Eatutee The webs or influences from theories and indiyiduuls thut 

provided the inspiration is a fascinating story* Leonard Elmhurst 

had previously studied agriculture at Cornel Universityt where he 

met uorothy. He had visited India and set up a farm school for, 

Tagore. Tagore himself, visited Dartington and conveyed the idea 

of the Ashraw, the centre of peace and light.. It was part of 

Tagore's dream that there should be encouragement for the arts: 

"The practical work of craftsmenýmust always-be carried out in - 

partnership with the divine, spiritof-madnessp. of, -beautyp with the 

-inspiration of some ideal of perfectioný ... So in your-Devonshire 

enterprise do try to attract some budding poetsp some scapegraces 

whom no one else dares to acknowledge. You will be one of them 

yourself. Get some ar, tistsv tooi,, to, lend energy to your work. 

Nevermind how small the flume may bep provided they have enough ol* I 

a gift to light, the lampq and let, yours be a league of vagabonds. " 
26 

Leonard Elmhurst was to realisep from his visiLs, toýIndiup 

that life and education could'only, become whole through access to 

as wide a pattern of experience in, the Arts as possiblet and. 

through a rich cultivation of all. theýsenses, and the. inner centres 

of consciousness. Nlany, imaginativeýand contemplative. people have. 

brought a quality of personal, -richness, to, the Durtington'experi- 

ence: Bernard Leachp the potterýand Mark Tobey the painter und, 

teacher, both with an awareness ol'. Zen; Imogen 11ol'st with her 

school of music-and Hlizabeth, PeacocktAesigner and wcuverýor_the 

banners for the Great Hall, Ao-. name: only a-few. 
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Something should now be 'said about Dorothy Elmhirst herself. 

Her father hud been a collector and lover of works of art. At 

the age of seventeen slie inherited a fortune and soon begun work 

in the slums of* New York, where she struggled to understand the 

problems of' poverty. Luter, Cor a time, she turned to theory 

atudyltig economic. til sociology und psychology, blic becume involved 

with Wonkun's sul'Cruge und with educution. Then she jourri ed und 

went o'ut to Chinu,, Her husbaýd died towurds the, end of t he First 

World Wur. Uorothy cume to reulise that the things of importunce 

in lire were, individual freedomp redistribution of wealth, toler- 

ance and world brotherhood. Then she met Leonard and their lives .. 

converged. They both realised that the arts were essentiul to 

give a sense of completeness* So this'briefly was the breadth of 

experience and understandingýthat this American philanthropist 

brought to the D'artington experiment. - Because Dartington is u 

state of mind it could only have developed through-people of 

vision. 

Turning now to education: The bartington School, emerged as 

a progressive one. Life was seen as a*creative experiment and 

every individual had to be respected. Education had to., be, seen 

as life and adventuiet' not merely a preparation for life* The 

educationýl philosophy upon'which the curriculum was based gives 

a hint of this: "To release the imaginationg, to give it wingsq 

to open wide the doors of-the mind., this is perhaps the most Vital 

service that one being ; r-an-render another. So often we have 

attempted to stifle the dreamer for fear-that he may never grow 

up a practical mang-and'yet it, is to th e men of-imaginution that 

we owe all that is greatest in human enterprise'and discovery. 1127. ' 

Reference. was made to. art, ''musiC and dram, a; to projects and, 

hobbiesq the'st'udy of, ý. plants and-animals, and to the limi I tless 
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horizon oi sulitary thougnt and meditation. AS ivirArk Tobey said: 

"Trie things vuu create nere will in the eno help create new and 

Other sLiAtes oi consciousness within yourself. " 

rt 3uwwary ol, sonje ot, the Schemes and Enterprises jevelopea it 

L)artington 

if' 1926 the rýlmhirsts started the school with nine pupils 

and the "at-sonage rarm uegan operations. During the pre-war 

period orchards were planted, textiles developed Lnd a link formed 

with artists of the Cornish zSchool. The Estate Laboratory opened, 

cider Production sLdrted, there was a new textile mill and saw 

allills, crart studio, open-air theatre and ochool of tiance-mime 

as well as an Arts Department. After the war there was the twult 

r-Clucation Centre, the Arts Department was renamed the Arts %--entre 

and From this grew the oartington College of Arts, the Devon 

Centre for rurLher Lducation was opened as well as new buildings 

for the music school. There were developments in recreation 

anu ill vocational training and the College introduced its own 

alusic Gegree. Dorothy died in 1968 and Leonard in 1974 and 

oartington is aaministered by The Oartington Aall Trust. 

a 
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ourtington College of Arts Department of Art and uesign 

Diploma or Higher Education 
Art and Design in Social Contexts 

Dartington College of Arts has recently set up this new 

course concerned with art and society, The intention is to 

explore new forms of practice in*art and to question assumptions 

upon which art -and art education are based* Students learn to 

work in the community themselves as artists and to assist others 

to pariicipate in the arts. 

As stated in the leaflet relating to the course: "The urts 

in our culture have for too long occupied an ambiguous and remote 

position. Our physical and social environments lack the richness, 

sensitivity and meaning that (in previous cultures) have been 

traditionally presentg through shared involvement in the arts. " 

This is u reminder of the importance of a culture emanating from 

the community as described in Chapter It as for eXample, with 

reference to the Indiana of the Pacific Northwest. 

The two year course covers the following areas ol' art in 

relation to society: - 

1. Art and experiencing - the focus on sharing of ideas, of 
making individuality social. 

2., Art and the symbolic - concern with the receiving end ol* art 
and other cultural phenomena, e. g. the mediu,, 'cloýhing, r, itual, 

3. 'Art and people - the focus on art, as a, meansý. of relating to 
other people. 

4. Placements - the application, of themes-to particular places. 

Self-directed - the' development of each student's own 
approach and motivation. 
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The course attempts to relate the practice of art to society. The 
following are some o*f the ways in which this theme can be -understood: 

1. Art as a means of personal realisation and the possibility that this 
could be available to all. Specific applications of this Idea In 
therapy and education. 
Learning to work creatively with others. 

2. Art as creative communication: the idea that the social role of arc 
is that of formulating and extending a shared reality. 

Questioning the homogenised reality that is presented via the mass 
media and advertising and the centralisation of culture that this, *ý 
entails. Looking for possibilities to reverse this via decentrallsed 
media, and studyiA(y the way In whiýh our idea of reality is 0 influenced by Images in the press and television. 
Investigating popular culture, its forms and themes. 

3. Art as awareness - compensating for the alienating and abstract 
quality of industrial life by enabling people to make contact with 
their own feelings and sensations. 

4. Questioning the current conventions surrounding art, which Involve 
commercial exploitation, the cult of artistic genius, excessive stress 
upon competitive iidividualism. and specialism, over emphasis on the 
authority of museums, critics, etc. 

Considering the role of producer and audience in art and the effects on 
art of the mass produced image'. 

5. Finding new ways of incorporating the production of art into everyday 
- life. 

Investigating the 
' 
new emerging forms of community art Involving: 

community murals, festivals, video, photography, etc. - 
6. Looking at the way the art of any historical period relates to the 

social context in which it was made and influenced that context. Him 
all art Incorporates a world view explicitly or implicitly. 

Comparing the function of art In anclýnt cultures with that of our own 
and how art relates to magic, ritual, myth, dream, fairy tale, In 
providing a sense of social and psychological order. 
Finding out how we could collectively influence the physical 
environment., 
Investigating the possibility that design could sprinc, from the 
aspirations and requirements of people and co=unities raLher than 
from commercial pressure or bureau6rdtic Imposition. 
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Arts Centres 

bartington Hallq in seeking to form a bridge between the 

creative artist and the community as far back us 1925,, was really 

a pioneer of the arts-centre theme, There arc now Probably 

several hundred arts centrcs in the country and the number has 

risen steeply over the last. six years. John Lane refers to a 

number of paired characteristics of arts centres within a contin7 

uous spectrum, noting that: "process and product, art and community 

historic phtro-nage and-the-contemporary artist, individual*. pa 
. 
r_tI - 

cipatýion and collective involvement are inextricably meshed, 11 

One may ask what people were seeking from these centres and John 

16ane describes the'influence of Jim Haynes*. Acting as a catalyst 

of the changes taking place, in the lat'e 1960 s, he opened. - the. 

London Arts Lab in Drury Lane: The London Arts Lab cus. L u spell 

over thousands of young people who were searching for non-., 

established forms of e*xpression. It demonstrated the validity 

of self-determining depocratic processes and the, centralt over- 

riding significance of 'doing your own thing'. 'The idea of open 

access, the fluid use of interchangeable spaces, the relaxed 

mixture of culturesp the informal encouragement of every kinq of 

personal creativity, were all forged and validated there. " 30 

Now there is a great diversity of emphasis, with reference to 

the arts centres that are emerging: Elements such as urt experi- 

ence for personal growtho for education and for' increused uwure- 

ness und percepLivity mLy be observed; sometimes' bulunced, by the 

therapeutic and social aspects and a-feeling for the local needs. '' 

There is also variety in the type. of buildings that are used, 

ranging from town'halls, to shedst'from churches to purpose design- 

ed centres-. AVithin the buildings. themselvesýthe 'range 01'. 1 ! wot, kt 

carried on way 'call for the'at . re and I restau'rantp*'stu'dio and disco 



UUrhAm Light Infantry Museum ano Arts Centre 

4"Ck Heron jark Violet With orange Panel 1971-75 
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The Durham Light InfiAntry guseum and Arts Centre 

Tile hybrid of' a regimental muscula and arts centre is unique.. 

I, he building is situated within the grounds of' County Itull in 

delightful setting of informal garden and streame It was opened 

In 1968 and the Arts Centre was officially opened by Miss Jennie 

Lee in I b6g. The Centre provides a permanent site for the showing 

cW temporary exhibitions. ' It is also a weeting place for locally 

-bused sOCietiest groups and individuals in terested in tile arts. 

It aims to respond to the ever-changing needs of the local people. 

The January to March, 1979 Colour Programme iaay be taken as 

ajR example Of its method of approach, as "shown-by t. he "ýislt "of 

'ziun(lay 25 February: 

a) The Exhibition Colour-1950-1978 

1) The Workshop Colour Conscious 

Turning firstly to the exhibition: 'It was, 'concerned with 

colour freed frova descriptive, associ'a'tion's. -' Prints 1'row Cezunne 

Vail Gogh and monet leu the public gradually towards th. i s the. 'He 

11rints of tile -lute cut-outs of Ma- tisse -indicut'ed', t lie", joYr ul' 'Ll"d 

vibrant (luulitid. s Of colour., - There were three hundý-coloul'Cd, 

lithOgruPhS by 11owurd llodgkiný und''a series of screcn. prints by 

putrick Caulfield related t'o' tile i magerY Of' poetry, The puinLings 

i"cludCd iviutLhew Smitfils" "Still Life 'with Green ba ckgr o un'o_ 

Jeremy bloon's "Green bound"O"Phi I li -1 p' War d 1-s '116thiop'ia" - 
, 
und 1) Uu 

Huxley s "Untitled 14711 Of 'out standing interest'we, re J)utrick,, 

Aeron's "ked Still Life"' from 1 955't' Iliviainly Ultramarine and 

Venetian'from 1966 and "Dark''Violet With Orange Panel"from 1971- 9 

. 
75. tiriuget 4il-eyts latest'painting "Song '0 r, Orpheus IV,, Illude 

subtle impact. William Varley -, de's'cribid, it" b's 'follows: 

orchestration of undulating band's of orangep blues und greens 

which optically mix'so that f orms -'appear', ', to waterialise -intensify 
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and diminish behind a utirage of greys hovering above the 

surl*ace. " 

There were also paintings on display by two artists living 

. -. in 'Newcustleg Paul and Tony Smith, the latter's "Four People 

-. 1'alking 01' Cw, iden Town" was particularly vivid. In addiLion 

there were colour photograph' taken at s of cars in New York9 

night under "High Crime Light". Reinforcing the friendly atmos- 

phere Of' the coffee bar were a series. of lively lino prints. 

The Colour Conscious Workshop Sunday 25 Februaryp 2 4pemo 

Tutor: Aiurk flumphrys. 

This was described in the events calendar as: "A creative 

workshop for adults interested in'-ex'Ploring new po'ssibilities 

with colour, " 

There were 12 people attending 'the "w-ork'shop, 
9' as''this wu's' 'the 

ýp inaximum number for using the equ ment and space. 'Therc, were, 

also a number of observers a'n-d people'looking round the,, exhibit- 

ion. showed great curiosity iný'thýe' activitiese' 

A'Iark Humphrys had arranged'for fo. ur-ýoverhead projectors* 

had also brought along pieces, ot coloured filin, paper, chocolate 

0t 
ý1' box trays9 textured glass and metallic'grids Ile'demonstra e 

the power and vitality of colour"very convincinglY-'bY weans of, 

a projector and his samples throw'n'against"the white, w' 

stressed the influence of on'e'colou r on' another; - drawing' 'u. tt. pnt- 

wo'colour 
, Aie 'noted ion to the 'area of action' wfi`ereýt 'S 

weet. 

an a -01 the U1 P !A et- the influence of white *'space"' between colour's'p- 

Of COlours along a ja'gged"linee I Refe L rence was ', n, ude'. to 
'the. power, 

of yellow to make itself 'notic'ed 'in' "small'' area s,, r6lativeto tic 

darker tones. Subjects such as the influence of, over luppinlg 

zones, opaque versus translucent, 'emphasis in relation to tile' 

basic Picture shape broken anu. f loating' areas'. of-colour, h c. 
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sensation of' depth, us of looking into a rock pool and the 

-Possibilities in asymmetrical composition were all noted. Use 

%, U. S Made 01' puintings In the exhibition. to illustrate_ certain 

oints. IiUL blost iwportant of ull, murk Ilul"Phrys said: "Now you 

cun forget. about rales and let your intuition take over. " 

AL this stage everyone was eager to purticipate. i., our,,.;, groups 

of threes were formed around the projectors and experimentution 

with the various samples began. The results were immeaiutely 

satisfYi"99 the ever-shifting colours emerging on the wulls 

sugg(! SLCU ripples, radiating forms, biological structures and 

symphonies in re(I and purple. 

Uuring the second hour some people continued to explore this 

approach to colour, ultimately giving' u. composition wor. e permanent 

reality through translation into coloured paper* ()thers %tookI, UP 

positions in another room, also using brightly, coloured poster 

paper. They were usked to, look*at a'pictureq such as-a Patrick 

Iferont and imagine a cut off they would linep thenjinagine how 

have developed the picture themselves" from this'Jine'. "I'lieY. , wcre 

able to finu a blank wall or pillar on which to stuple, thqir., 

shapes in view of the original picture. Other. s again choselto 

build up their coloured shapes, in, responsc to poetic proset 

. 
paragraph f rom James Joyce Is "A Portrait of the Artis tas, u 'Young, 

'ýLanll :- "The last day had come., The dI o0jusday was at 
I 

hand., 
_, 

rite 
stars of heaven were falling"up6n'the'earth like tile figs east by 
the fig tree which the, wind -has shaken. Tile suit the great 
luiuinary of the Universe had b4eco 1. me as sackcloth of hair. The, 
moon was blood red. The firmament was as a scroll-rolled 

, 
away.. 

The archangel Aliciiael, the pr - ince of the heavenly IlosL uppeured 
glorious and terrible against the; sky. with one foot in tile 'se. u 
and one foot on the land he blew from the arc I hangelic"I tl-u['IPct 
the brLzen aeath of time., The, three blasts of the angel filled 
all the Universe. Time is, time was# but -time shall be., no woreo" 

The appropriate music, from Alun I'loo(lino, tt, suggcsting'"Theý 

Sun. the Great Luminary of the Universe" Wa's, played to, give''. the, 
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-corresponding feeling in sound. 

Op usking aliout the usual occupatlons of three of the work 

shop participants, one suid that she was retircdl another was a 

Ld e Stude"L alld u third regurded art us u wuy of lif e** So much 

-wus 
"uPPel"119 dul'ilkg tile ufternoon tliut it was Impossible to see 

cveryOkiiig, 110%VCVCr, tile I'Celiiig was ConVeyed, thUL Litere huu 

1)"n u NtCudY I'lOw or people through the Centrep and that the 

experiments with Coloured light and puper hud *given an added 

dimension to their Lppreciation of the exhibition. 'Some of the 

-visitors talked to the participants and to Nerys A. Johnsont the 

Keeper- in-churge 
9 who was much in evidence to offer u welCO"'C 

and encouragement. Some of the visitors were children and they 

had had the OPPortunity for 
-their 

OwA colour, work shOP the prev- 

jous day. Some visitors were boys who may have come initially'. 

to see the guns and uniforms downstairs and found their way to 

the exhibition or colour later. 

Mark Ifun-phrys said that he was planning to take a van round 

the surrounding villages in order to*get the commu'n ities in' the 

r. ural areas interested in-the arts. He particulurly wanted', to,,, 

see. parents and children taking part together., 

Apart from . the observed programme, 'other activities 11 
- 
ud 'taken 

place during the period of the exhibition:. For-eXun'Plet vid(. 'O 

art films and Ken Gray's Electrocolourscapet, a I new installation 

of*sound/colour fluorescences offerii ig the opportunity for people 

to make their own sound and colour combinations. It, WUS interesting 

to learn that Bridget Riley'had visited the exhibitiont, and that 

hum., Patrick Heron intended to do'so. Also worthy of note D. u. r 

isting -County Library had produced a '17 page booklet 1, 

-reading on colour and art* 
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The ICA 

The Institute of Contemporary Arts provides un interesting 

example ol' an arts centre, The Nash terraces in the mall were 

converted in 1968. - In certain areas-of the building there is -0 

a contemporary feeling and'in other parts the cosy-atmosphere 

Of a social club. * 'The programme is advertised'as Gallery, 

Cinemap Theatre'anq Events and there is much to see and explore* 

During April and May 1 979, for example,, t1jere was the exhi. bition: 

"The Art of the. Invisiblell and a series of lectures'lln conjunc- 

tion with this subject were organised in assoCiBilon-withthe 

London Univer'sity Extra-Mural Department. These rangcd frow 

"Mondrian and Theosophy" to 'IT he Tibetan Approach to ýlindll'und 

"The Kingdom of'the Invisiblell: by Cecil'Collinst followcd by 

the film of his work. In contrast, therc was the opportunity 

to see "The Running Fence" by Christot or at leust, to see a 

documcntury i; xhibition of models. 'samplest, druwings, sketcheSt 

collages', engineering diagrams and, photogruphs of . the 24 mile 

long itylon curtain which wound its way across the hills of 

Northern Calil'ornia. 

Christo holds the yiew that'a work of'art is not nccessurily 

only the end product. With environmental art such as the 

Running Fencep Christo sees all the people in'volved-in thc'-- 

project as being a part of the work of art. This could mean Lhe 

people who flew. the helicopter carrying the steel supports to 

those who spoke ut the protest meetings, L)CCUUse they OwIlLw lund 

in the area, There was a one hour film showing, the' whole 

development from the first idea, through'to'the plans und OIC 

events that made up the total artistic project.. 

The public way obtain'full or associate membership Of OIL' 
ICA through payment. 

of, the subscription'fee - or duY 
membership way be obtained through puyinent of 25P 
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Christo: Running Fence 1972-76 

6onowa and Marin Counties 

z5tate of Qulifornia 

iieigrit: 18 r'eet, Length: 24 miles. 

A uay at the ICA may now be visualisea, with the opportunity 

to see, for exdmple, two exhibitions and a film, also some video 

Films; then time to browse in the bookshop and have a meal in the 

restaurant. i-oe the memL)er staying later there may be conversat- 

ion iii the bar, followeu by an evening lecture ana discussion in 

the seminar room, or anotner filia or a play. 
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Summary 

Since creativity comes from within'un, individuul, it is 

thcrerore impossible to predict Its. expressiOns witil ulty 

degree or certainty, Ilowevcrp 8 ituat'i Oils , that are flexible 

An terms of space, time and psychological approacht informal 

and free from structural rigidityt-, are likely, to encourage 

iiidependenceg scir-motivatioi)p open-mindedness and enthusiasm, 

It is against this kind of background that creativity is most 

likely to ei-ierge. The creative traits and 'the features of the 

creative process are in'line with such situati . ons. When a 

growing edge de'velops*along. 'experience an'invitation is gi, ýen 

to the processes of discovery and exploration. This chapter 

has aimed to point out that certain aspects of creativity are 

capable of finding expression through sharing, dialogue, 

community feeling, participation and involvement. Some people 

are capable of acting as catalystsland barriers may be broken 

down between artists, and the community. 
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From Chupter I 

The traits associated with creativity are I'luencyp flexib- 

ility and originality. The creative person tends to be 

aivergent. He regards thinking as an adventure rather than 

a routine. 

2. The main stages of the creative process are Preparation, 

Incubation* Illumination and Verification. 9 

It is in the nature of the creative process that elemenLs 

of surprise, irrationality and ambiguity should be welcomed. 

4. As regards the appropriate conditions for creativity: To 

some extent these may be unique to the individual. It is 

therefore necessary t'o encourage the individuul to discover 

for himself his own ideal conditions* 

5. Certain eleifientWof anxiety are naturally a part of the 

creative process, but situational frustrations jauy divert 

energy. Attitudes of permissiveness and acceptance are 

therefore important. 

6. Nothing inhibits the flow of creative ideas more than 

criticism. Evaluation belongs to a later phase. 

7. The advice of keeping to the familiar and aiming to reach 

a solution as. soon as possible tends to act against the 

, 'open' attitud e necessary for creative thinking. 

8,,. The bringing together of, 
_upparently 

irrelevunt clements 

and thinking, in terms of analogy may be important. 

9. In recent studies, of-the, L)rain ther'e"is an awareness or tile 

significance of the right hemisphere and of. interucLion 

between both halves,, rather than too much emphasis on only 
the left brain* I 

10* Artists may profit from psychedelic experiences. However, 

drugs can only provide a spring-boardo the individuul hus 

still to make something of it himself. 

11. On the subject of percepýion perhups there is no such 
thing us an object as it really is., Perhups each pavson 
forms his own image. Experiments iý modern urL D16y be 
important as ways of extending the bounduries of the possible* 

12. Embedded in the esoteric wisdom of the East is to be found 
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the idea of the creative power of the mind through 

concentrution and contemplation. - 

13. Concepts of' time,, spuce and consciousness are becoming 

immensely enlarged. A number of artists ussociated with 
pioneering the modern movement in arL were awaAre of the 

Unconscious, tile SPiritUuI U11d tile OCCUlL. ýrLists ruce 

tile continuing chullenge to convey cosmic Linuges. 

14, Creative people cannot easily be conditioned, they tliere- 

fore present a threat to dictatorships and authoritarian 

systems of all kinds. 

Some light is thrown on the nature of creativity and the 

creative process by looking at what'highly inspired individ- 

uols or their biographers have to say: Vun Gogh wrote: 
"At the point where you drop the description. the real throes 

and anguish of creating begins. " Paul Klee wrote: "Art 

does not reproduce what we see. 'It makes us see. " 

16. The creative process may be discovered through archetypal 

forms. The blandala, for example, may be regarded as an 

orientation map. Because the avlandala implies a relation- 

ship between man and the cosmos it points the way towurds 

a fundamental harmony. The image of the Great Goddess hus 

a ueep meaning with reference to infinity and the creative 

unconscious. 

17. Creativity may be studied as it finds expression within U 

-specific locality or culture* As an example, the way of 

life of the Indians of the Pacific Northwest has provided 

amazing scope for involvement in the visual arts; cultural 

unity ot*fering a framework and a stimulation for originulity. 

18. In the field of art education Ken Rowat may be quotedi 
"Whatever art might be. ' one thing is certain: it cannot be 

directed, planned, * confined or measured. 11 
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From Chapter II 

Provided the approach is flexible examinations need not 

kill Lhc creative spark. Of course everything depends on 

the nature of the examin4tions and what the exuminers are 

looking for. 

2. Teaching art is really teaching for freedom.. If you want 
Zhe unexpected to happen its no use over-structuring or the 

predictable will occur. 

3. There was evidence that an exhibition running -in the main 

hall was proving to be a source of inspiration: -'Bernut Klein- 

the designer and his work. ' Arranging for high level types 

of stimulation is important for the building up of a 'truly 

creative atmosphere. 

4. A student's description of the ideal art studio as a palace 

of peace ana serenity is significant. 
I 

The nature of overt teaching in art and where it-should be 

fitted in is a matter for individual colleges. Solutions in 

this area can only be temporary ones and subject to the need 

for continuing review, 

6. It seemed pedagogically correct to see the students as 

travellers on very personal journeys, requiring advice and 

guidance rather than directions. 

7. If a student wants to become a designer, using for exumple, 
wood, metal or clay, he needs to understand that'the'iwagina- 
tive aspect is only part of the task. Actually produC: 'ing the 

object requires hard9 dedicated work. 

80 A tutor said that he often advised students to avoid develop 

ing along a straight line, to be prepared to adventure 
round corners and welcome ambiguity. This must be very 
important with reference to creativity. 

9. An open-ended situation is always vulnerable-to abuse and 

sometimes is abused. The ideology stands, . or falls ton the 
basis of the self-discipline and self-enquiry of the studClItse 
But authority is'the negation of creativity. 

10. The interview panel: They seemed to be looking for u high 

degree of independence, for people on the. edge of discovery 
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who would establish their own mode ot* creativc expression. 

New variants of creative ideas muy be expected to 'emerge 

from students studying ways of integrating the arts, 

12. A larget old house outside the campus offers an ideal type 

of retreat for fine art students. An environment in which 

they muy become completely ak)sorL)edt finding peucc,, informal- 

ity and inspiruLion, 

13. Joanna uiggerq who combined mathematics with poetic feeling 

in her sculpture, said of her work: "So it is a private 

seurchq the stages or which 
i reveal in outward forin for 

anyone to interpret in their own way. " Perhaps this is the 

essence of the creative process. 

14.. A student at the RCA stressed the power of the unconscious 

and spoke of the way colour seemed-to take over and have a 

life of its own in his pictures, 

15, Takae Horton sums up t he value of enlightened art education 

in a delightful way: "I would like to thank the great 

characters who let me study in my own way. And I Lm happy 

thanks to the protection of my mountain Gods. " 

16. Jakes suia that he thought the best method of' encouruging 

creativity would be to select people. with high creative 

potential and offer them a sympathetic environment in which 

to unfold. 

17. John said that he thought art was about tension. He took 

the view that if an artist wishes to achieve anything he 

must become obsessedq unbalancedp weighted in one direction, 

not necessarily psychologically disturbed. 

18. With reference to fine artq Ken Rowat says that we should 

expose the students to. a constant. flow of'ideas and visuul 

experiences. 
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From Chapter III 

1. It is Important that teachers give encouragement to the 

Imaginative interpretations of experience and take diverg- 

ent tendencies in their stride. 

2. Harold kuLg puts in a plea for nothing less than a revolut- 
ion in the education of teachers. 

3. btrategies or u dynawic ana creative nature muy be observed 
in students at all stages through procedures to the goal. 

4. L. W. Eisner has noted that creativity in art does not seem 
to be churacteris. ed by. any 'simple 'unitary trait. 

50 According to Torrance, creative learners learn by seurchingt 
manipulatingg experimenting, even playing around. 

The teacher -needs to provide a rangeof potentially enriching 
and stimulating experiences in. order that the student may 
select and modify according to his needs. 

7, A tutor has observed that the best way of encourbging the 
creutivity of students muy be through being provocutiVC and 
chulleliging. This sometimes, meuns using braiIISLorming 
techniques. It means encouraging a whole runge of possible 
ways of developing and elaborating the initial idea. 

S. Students learning to be teachers of art necu to think ubout 
how and under what conditions creativity occurs. Then LIICY 
should consider it' these conditions cun. be created for 

educational purposes. 

9. Creativity may find expression. over a period-of time by 
exploiting the pattern of. variations on one particular-theme: 
in the case in mindq "The World of Insects"* 

10. Art should not have to be justified as a part of the 
curriculum. It should hold a central place in educution 
from which the inspiration it-engenders may have signifi- 
cance for other subjects and other lines of enquiry. 

ll. It is not always possible. to 
'predict 

artistic potential 
from the first attempts at painting. Students need time to 
grow, discover and develop, It is better, 'not to close 
doors against them by a hasty evaluation'-- ol' their powers. 

12. There has to be'an element of uncertainty'-in art and - this 
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13. Teaching-students ought to collect exumples of' the ways in 

which artists have developed. They will then be in a better 

position to offer imaginative situations to their pupils. 

From Chapter IV 

1. factors such as creativity and spontaneity are increasingly 

being appreciated as important in behaviour. This is 

influencing theories and practice in education and leisure. 

2. The computer and the robot are in the process of transform- 

ing society. Leisure is'becoming significant for people in 

general, perhaps for the first time since the food gatherers 

and hunters, 

30 The 1000 hour. working year may be'only just around the corner. 

4., It is important to look critically at the whole creative 

processo before, during and afterlthe creative act. It is 

helpful to take the introspective approach and ask: How do 

I experience myself during these three stages? 

4* The Oblocks' to creativity should be considered: these may 

include uuthoritariang rigid and hierarchical situations; 

critical attitudes; conflicting pressures; lack of stimulus; 

feeling tired; time pressures; inhibitions; anxieties and 

obsessional disturbunces. 

5. The creutive person has to be able to tolerate doubt and 

accept the risk of expressing something new. 

6. If the cynamic force is not channelled along creative lines 

of expression the consequences could be disasterous. 

7. Creativity is concerned with receptivity and awareness'as 

well as with expression. 

Working days are concerned with the continuation of a themey 
fresting' days may generate new themes. Working duys*are 

often predictablep resting days'unpredictable. 

9. Every individual has to discover his own unique world. 

10. The feeling expressed in a picture is another way of saying 

something about the self and its environment in time, 

11. The great masterpiece often shocks because it is a rebellion 
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against accepted systems of working. 

12, Advice to people who think that they have n't a spark of 

creutivity may be to go out and do some direct seeing. If 

they feel overwhelmed they might begin by finding a brick 

or turning to the back of their own thumb. 

13. "There is u growing feeling that our model of the universe 

has outlived its usefullness and that we are groping towards 

a new world-view which reflects a greater balance between 

the spiritual and material, the intellectual and non-rational, 

the feminine and masculine, quality and quantity, equilib- 

rium and growth, meaning and knowledge. We are seeking 

patterns that connect, rather than abstract categories 

which dissect.. " (Dartington Conference). 

149 Educution hus been too much concerned with the left Uruin, 

More opportunities for uctivitics reluted to the functiOll 

ol' the right. bruin und the wholeo bruin are necessury. 

15. Bridges are importunto not only between the two hulveb of 

the braiii, but also between consciousness uIld uuLer spuce 

on uic one imiti unia ttic unconscious und inner spuce on t-he 

other. 

16. Getting in touch with where physics is going leads to dreams, 

altered states of consciousnessq inner space and cosmic art. 

17. There is a need for 'New Age' ideas: uwareness of conscious- 

ness as fundamental, radical thinking and changes in struct- 

ures, elimination or barrierst interchange on a globul scule 

anu energy'linked with hope and vision. 

18. We have to remould the world in order to express what we 

are becoming. 

19. Cecil Collins says that if we lose touch with the archetypes 
we will become imprisoned in their echoes, leuding to 
fragmentation and madness. -lie expresses the view thut we 

are at the beginning or a new age - the new art fuces the 

rising sun. 
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kl*Ow ChupLor 

A. isuder sees in the pictoriul work of psychotics u mirror 

ol' the lIUU%Un soul: "The schizophrenic reproduces not whut 

lie u(ses uround him IjuL whut. exists inside him. " 

2. The I'Ceiing, typical of' the purunoid schizophrenic, of 

being utLucked on all sides, may be depicted as a furious 

butLle or figures on horsebuckv surrounding and closing in 

on one central figure. 

I-aintings orten reveal the remarkable range and reserves of 

the wind at tijaes or stressp as noted by Joyce Laing. 

4. In art therapy there is a need to keep interference, and 

soweLimes even suggestions, to a minimum, 

5. People us a whole require education concerning the accepL- 

ance of variety. The unusual individual often feels threut- 

ened. There is an expectation or, conformity, but the creative 

person is inclined to say why? conform to what? who decides? 

Often the conformity is meaninglesst or merely convenient 
bureaucratically. 

6. There is something wild and inevitably unpredictable about 

the creative process. 

7. Roger Cardinal says: "For creation that is truly inventivet 

that genuinely stimulates passiong will be creation spring- 

ing directly from the original sources of emotion and not 

sowething tapped from the cultural reservoir. " 

46. It is interesting to note that although original art is 

individual, it also seems to have a link with the univers4l.. - 

Creative art can help to integrate the various aspects of 
lire and the inner and outer experienceg hence one of the 

reasons ror Its therupeutic value. 

10. It is a certain magical quulity related to the desire Lo 
break the wirror unu get behind the fucude utut pl, ovidch the 
imaginutive urtist with u link with, the schizoplirenic. 

11. It is as if the personality of the, schizophrenic has been 

shattered, fragmented into a thousund, piecest-, and yet it is 

rudiating a message - perhaps we should listen. 

12. J. H. Plokker says that there 15 need for cuution with regurd 
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to dogmatic statements concerning the characteristics of' 

schizophrenic art; the same applies to intcrpretutions of 

colour symbolism, 

Prinzhorn, writing in the 1920s observed: . "If we curefully 

ob8crve the urts today we find a nuMber of tcndeiicies 

active in ull of them, the fine arts as well as all branches 

of literature, to which only a genuine schizophrenic could 

do justice. " 

14, Van Gogh's paintings seem like a bridge spanning inner and 

outer reality* They also bridge the intellect and emotions 

in terms of calculated study and integration'o'n the one 

hand and depth of feeling on the other. 

15. Van Gogh stressed the importance of the therapeutic value 

of paintingo describing it as being like a lightning- 

conductor for his illness. 

From Chapter VI 

1. David Elliott described the intensity of images from an 

exhibition of work made in psychiatric hospitals us over- 

powering. He said that a similar intensity and possibility 
for creativity exists in all of us. 

2. The creative process may be linked with the healing process* 

3* We are all in this together, so why the divisions, why the 

them and us approach? 

4. Every person is unique, labels may be an over-simplification 
unable to give little more than a hint of what an individual 
is really like. 

5. An art therapy department may provide an atmosphere of quiet. 1, 
offering support and encouragement for those wishi ng to 

explore the Powerful field of subjective emotion through. t'he 

media of paint, clay and poetry. 

6. Art therapy may be valued for a whole range of reasons: It. 

provides inspiration; personal satisfaction; emotionul 

release; an aid to dianosist treatment and prognosist an 

approach to psychotherapy and a means of assessing cýinicul 

progress* 

7. The creation of a permissive atmosphere is one of the most 
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important contributions an artist or art therapist can make. 

81 Through painting the patient may regain his sense -of' 
identity. 

9.1 Soiwething may be lost as a psychiatric patient 'gets better'* 

The art may be less imaginative or less dramatic, this is 

part of the paradox ol' art thcrapy. 

100 'Hicre need not I)c very cleur-cut lines between art therupy 

und urt educution. 

InformaliLy is essentialg but there is no standard approach, 

stundurdisation would be the death of art. - 

12. MosL putients liuve had us much criticism us they can Lake 

from lire . They require reassurance and encouragement 
before they can express themselves freely. -Eventually they 

may escape from the shadow of other people-'s-tissessment of 

their worth and learn self-evaluation on their own terms. 
I 

A person may discover different aspects of himself thr. ough 

his-art, as with Tony: "This is me pleading for help. This 

is me feeling imprisoned. This is me - just killed a man. " 

14. Art therapy may open up avenues and enrichp but it m&y not 

be able to offer a complete answer. In the general area of 

human relationships there are probably few clear-cut unswers. 

15. Joyce said that in times of stress art had helped her as much 

as anything, in times of happiness it wus a source of delight, 

16. -The key to treating psychotic patients may be in the utmos- 

phere of the hospital. 

17, Art therapy may be somewhat of a problem area: There is the 

basic difficulty of the overlapping of disciplines; the 

unending dialogue with art educators; the administrative 

tangles in relation to occupational therapy departments and 

sometimes undervaluation within the psychiatric setting. A160 

it is still in the process of building up its own theoretiqal 

framework. 

18. The students at doldsmiths'College conveyed u healthy-dis. lik. e 

of hierarchical ways. of working. 
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From Chapter VII 

I For deeper feelings to be discovered periods of SolitUde 

and introspection are necessaryp says Nina and commenting 

on her own studio: "Its wonderful to huve somewhere of ray 

own to retire to from the distractions of the outside world'. " 

2. And again: "? Ieuse tell me where I am. This is a terrifying 

place; uut its also rather beautiful, this whirling inner 
. 

space In which I find myself. " 

3. Teuching eusily becomes sterile when it consists of merely 

giving out the known, without uny chunce r. or true growth und 

development on the purt of the teacher. 

For teuching to be really creative it is neccasury for the 

Leucher to be Circd with enthusiasm us u result 01' WhUt Lhe 

r-LudenL wukes of the experience. 

Zbigniewl a method of' working witil colour: "I um going to 

take the purple now and see what that does* SomeLhing is 

huppening over here, it could develop given time .... I want 

to express tonal range. Here is a tonal link - blue, green 

to purple, a real link. This is going to blend, then some- 

thing revolutionary is going to happen here! " There is an 
interesting balancý between waiting and watching for develop- 

ments and deliberate planning and desire. 

6. Zbigniew's views on creutivity: "Creativity is a complex, 

c. onstantly changing and elusive process.... tracing and 

monitoring the creative process may be'the most valid method 

of assessing creativity. 

"We must examine the mediaýthrough which Creativity is most. 
effectively munifested. 11 

"Creativity could be considered as a hybrid of component 
ideas* A RESONANCE HYBRID model could Postulate m6ny compon- 

ent aefinitionrý or Creativity and the average sum of all 
these ideas could represent Creativity, or the concept could 

oscillate or resonate between extreme component ideas of 
Creativity. " 

"The real. world is out there to be distorted und different- 
iated by our ficklep modulating senses. " 
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10. Following the line of spectrum analysist scales of traits 

churacteri'stic of the extremities of the creative process 

may be used in order to recognise degrees of creativity. 

It Is worth-while considering the precursors to moments 

of intense inspiration. 

12. Zbignicw's reference to the experience of reinforced 
inspirution, mutually shared, underlines the importance 

of collective creativity in the educational field. 

Creativity may be most successfully brought out by non- 

conformist methods of teaching,, allowing free reign to 

the student's own inclinations. 

14. Peak experiences and genius are hall-marks of creativity, 
it remains for each individual to find his own methods. 

15. "There saight be a paradise of dreams within yourselft so 

why not take a risk and unlock your own ideas. " 

16. John speaks of a free'imaginationt a tendency towards 

originality, an adventurous nature and the courage to 

stand outside the main stream of conventions as probably, 

the most important characteristics of a creative persons 

17. Exposure to new stimuli and the perceptivity-to muke use, 
of new experiences are significant factors* 

IS. "Verailment from the accepted norms of an era is the- 
first step towards creativity an d true freedom, " 

19. The clue to all creative'developoient. 'lieý'inward, In 

one's own inner space. 

20. Creutive people, are the beacons'in-life, 'they challenge 
ignorancel apathy and despair'. 

) 
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From Chapter Viii 

With reference to education; timeg flexible schedules and 
imaginative ideas are all important factors if creativity 
is to be-nurtured. Partial deschoolingt informal inethods or 
Leaching and lifelong education provide appropriate avenues 
for radical developments, 

2. According to Freire, where banking concepts of education 

are applied, there is no probing or discovery and students 

merely become 'copy cats', 

Self-directed methods of study help to encourage pupils to 

be open, creative and free from stereotyped responses. - 

4,. According to Uerek, Legge,, Lifilong education offers a break- 

away from monolithict uniform rigid systems* 

S. It is a shared view of the founders of the Free International 

University that creativity is the heart of their approach: 
"The potential of creativity is of direct social and 

political relevance and far exceeds the restricted area to 

which it has traditionally been confined. " 

6. The Free University's aim is to develop a more organic model 

of society, bringing creative interpretations to bear on 
sociological data. 

7. Community Arts are concerned with a process or art activity 

rather than with only a*product. The process is to involve 

the people of a locality in action, not merely 5% but the 

whole pop4lation. 

81 Certain experiments in comi. aunity arts, such as 'Inside Out'. 

may stimulAte a dialogue between art college and public, 

9. Community Arts aim to break down barriersp enabling people 

to share and participate. 

10. Tagore's advice to Dartington: "The practical work of 

craftmen must always be carried out in partnership with the 
divine spirit of madness, of beauty', with the inspiration 

of some ideal of perfection ... 11 

John Lane on the spell of the arts centre: "The idea of open' 

. access, the fluid use of interchangeable spaces, the relaxed 

mixture or cultures, the informal encouragement of every kind 

of personal creativity. " 
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General Conclusions 

What then does this thesis demonstrate? Looking at the 

wessage carried by the waterial from the most OPtiluistic ungle: 

L)cpartments or fine artg for examplet may be seen as being# or us 

capable or being, centres or stimulation, orl'ering open struct- 

ures of flexibility in'keeping with the characteristics of the. 

creutive process. Art therapy departments in psychiatri'c clinics* 
I Lý - 

and hospitals may be seen as havens or tranquility, and where 

appropriate, as sanctuaries or dynamic expression also. 

The messages frotu other areas suggest thut, the progressive 

and udventurous eletacnts upparent in modern urt educutiort, the 

signuls from micro-technology of the coining 'Age of Leisure' and 

hints of daring and revolutionary methods of dealing with the 

total educational situationj all build up to something that might 

best be described as the significance of 'Space for Growth' or 

'Time for Growth'. it is fascinating to observe the mushrooming 

of community arts,, and the way, for example, arts centres are 

springing up everywhere; as if in readiness for_the 'New Age' 

consciousness ref&red to at Dartington. Everywhere there are 

hints that burriers can be broken downp thus enabling truly 

non-hicrarcitical and non-autlioritariun, upprouches to 

reuch out towurds their full potentiuls- 

The idea of partiul deschooling - arising from the philosophy 

of Illich ana like winded pioneers - seemed ut. first to fulter 'in 

cuse the opportunity f or additional 
If 

ree timp, f. or the, young might 

be too devastating in its consequencesp especiu'lly in tile lui-ger 

cities. But no, not necessarily# community arts and particulurly 

aevelopments such as arts centresp. are showing-that people are 

feeling their own way towards the future., They are in the process 

of finding one of the important answers to suggestions of less 
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time for formal schooling and shortcr working hours for adults. 

They are implewenting the philosophy of lifelong education, What 

is moreq they are discovering answers in an evolutionary way that 

is really most exciti. ng for those caught up in the druma. 

Turning now to the theoretical aspect of the subject, us 

mentioned particularly in ChapterIp it is interesting to observe 

how the theory is continuously interweaving with the expression. 

The creative process appears to require alternating stimulus/ 

incubation situations. Nearly every individual speaking of his 

or her experiences with reference to creativityq stresses the 

need for periods o. r withdrawal and intýospcctionp in order for 

those intuitive flashes of inspiration to emerge. Research on 

Lhe human brain is placing increasing emphasis on the importance 

of the right hemisphere and the total bruin (us distinct from, 

merely Lite let'L brulik funcLions). This is another way of suYing 

that Lilac must be allowed for those intuitive and synthetic 

processes to work their magic. 

Scientists are reaching out towards imaginative ideusq Carl 

Sagan, for example, makes the-following observation: "In one 

marijuana experience, my informant became aware of' the presence 

and', in a strange wayp the inappropriateness of this silent 

watcher', who responds 
., with interest and occasional critical 

comment to the kaleidoscopic dream imagery of the murijuanu 

experience but is not part of it. 'Who are you? ' my informanL 

Silently asked it. 'Who wants to know? ' it-replied. This 

is really pure Zen. 

Physicists are becoming aware of many concepts once thought- 

outsid e their range' of study. They are 'into' inner Space and 

and prepared to understand that Time is Consciousness* Cluude 

Curling for instance is aware of the road between outer and inner 
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spuce being blocked, but he is aware or the esoteric wisdom 

thuL parhups it may be opened by love. 

Lium Iludsoit, the psychologist, notes thut there is u 

momacnL UWUY frook the trivial und the urtil'iciul in psychology* 

A movement uwuY f*rom over-conccrn with such mutters us how an 

octopus distinguishes between a triangle and a squure, towards 

the study of' human beings in their free range states., Ile feels 

that there is rather less interest in behaviourism and 'block' 

views on human reactions and more interest in the idiosyncratic 

and the individual, and often in what inay be described as the 

open-ended and creative. * lie observes that innovation is not 

separable from-risk and this element of uncertainty contributes 

to the excitement in art and in science, 2 

Erich Neumann is aware of the importance of both involve- 

. 
went and risk: "Every transformative or creative process 

comprises stages of possession. To be movcdg captivatedg spe'il- 

boundq signify to be possessed by something; and without such a 

ruscination and the emotional tension connected with it, no 

concentration,. no lasting interestp no creative processq are 

possible. Every possession can justifiably be interpreted 

either as a one-sided narrowing or an intetsificution und deep- 

ening. The exclusivity and radicalitY of such Ip . ossessibn' 

repre,. s_en. t. bot. h. an op'po, rtunity and a danger, But no great 

achievei, nent,, is-pos. sible ilf one does not accept this risk. " 

Ret. ur'ning to'the main theme of this particulur thesis, iL 

is apparent that art colleges, art teaching departments, - art 

therapy departments and arts centres may - at their best - all 

provide a clu. et In an embryonic wayq to certuin patterns for 

the. -Suture, of 'human society as a whole, Thcy offer a hint, 

long with other factors and influences, of a kind of society 
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in which concern with the significance of the flow of creative 

ideas is seen as more important than material luxuries and 

sympathy for the human predicament means more than status and 

power, 

Perhaps, as this thesis is in many ways dedicated to 

students, the last word, should go to a minstrel student: 

Zbignic%v Jarzecki writes of "a bold venture" and "An empathic 

voyage" and of "A peak experiencep crashing through the bounds 

of all dimension. " It is somewhere along the line between the 

venture, the experience and its expression that creativity 

emerges and re-emerges endlessly* 
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rrapscentling. Turbulmit. I)Imensions 

eoigitunL, JbigIUCIMCC19 psychedelic skies 
MCr6C With glistening turbuicnt waves 
hhirling blue-velvet Lides 

b%cep ucrabs beckoning terrestiul cupes 
bwirling rea-scurlet Streams 
Curve Out, IIULurc'z3 fossil dreums, 

Sombre ripples spreud thcir wagic phanto., as deep 

Vrojecting Lii6 inner soul's reflecteu fears 

bucreav inconspicuous oceun beds weep 
Unf'olding secret, uUrk tonal tears 

Unveiling an exotic blend of duzzling chrowaýic tliemes 
Upholding a spectrum of screuming colour schemes, 

A gi&4nL rocky wonUerlund ponders 

A solitury polidlet wunders 
Nebulous clouUs dril't und roll 
Adumunt'glucicrs encirouch uIld tuke hold 

Gubiting torrenLu purude with I*runtic cuse 

bedute terrestiul life seems to ooze or cease 
hit-Ii Lim rustling resourceful river breeze 

A feriaenting, yet reticetit, Cantusy %orld bleeds, 

, %4yst-icul, masicui, migruting: scu of life 

i, eveLis ycLrning passion and lilting sensuulitv 

6vpkes pure expressionismg intensity and istrife 

hecaptures the vividq ecstatic womentq or precious individuillity; 

A bold venture, u6 empathic voyage 'Into abstraction 

'Jistils uidbiguuus hints of daunting reality 
Invokes u dynamic surgence of restless'ideulity 

peak experience, crushLng-through'the'-bounds of all dimension. 

And nuture's nuturul colour patterns shriek: 
kedo Yelluw. ' uiue uic primury givers 
Ul'unge, t gr1c. e. 

'n, ýjjurplc t, 11c secondury Lukers 
'i'olleb urk" I'lludel's oscillate frotu light, to durk 
Vibrati. nz, rhythms pervude, bold shuPCS prot'rude 

'ifuruiony, 
uchieve -by grucerul'interpositionsi, 

'mr, trully, bul unces kL -In ivi'dliiuls 'prolitic explorutions 
I; Iuwun condition' eclipsed, i. na synthesis of ussiluiluted 

initer visions,. 
Z. J. 
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Appendix 

&%rt Therapy 

Between I 965-G7 questionnaires were sent to 190 psychiatric 

hospitals in Britain and replies were received from 144 of them. 

Over 60; ý or these hospitals suid they arranged art sessions of 

SOLUC kind, However, only about. one third of the Psychiatric 

, 
hospitals arranging art therapy had full-time Studios, and the 

aiujority or these were in the south or Englund. 

There is Lik(. -Ly to liuve been un increuse in urt thcrupy 

since the uiiu 1900s, espcciully us thcrc are now opportunities 

Cor Post-graduute courses ror people practising or wishing to 

speciulise in tne subject, The north of Englund is 
I 

stil 
.I 

behind 

the south in this respect: The Ueputy Manager of a new psychi- 

atric day Centre in Leedsq Tessa Daleyp says in a Newsletter: 

"I am very interested in promoting Art Therapy in the North. 

There is a desperate lack or any type or creative therapy, 

particulurly using art. I welcome the Regionul Groups or 

BAAT and see this as the only way to consolidate us-well as 

encourage the use or arts in therapy. "' (1979). 

Art Education 

-Personal Experience with reference to G. C. E. Examinations 

Results with Mature Students 1968 - 1975 

Ordina, ry level passes; 100/130,77% approx. 

Advanced level passes: 50/600-83% approx, 7 given 0 levelt 
3 failures). 

12 students did A level without 0 level: 7 passed, 4"given the 
0 level &I railed. 

Results of examinations: on balance mainly'as expected, A-level, 
four noticeably higher and four noticeably lower than wusl'anti--, 
cipated, 
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Suggested Criteria for Creativity in the Visual Arts 

, rhis is a subjective and highly personal matter, Not 

every characteristic is necessarily applicable to any one 

piece of work. flowevert within an art studio, the runge of 

products at a given time is likely to satisfy most of the. 

following criteria, ie the term creative is to be justified. *"'-.,. '_.. 

1. Originality: Work that is strikingly unusual and personal. 

2. Visual Impact: The haunting quality of imaginative power, 

3. Rhythm: The qualities or lifev vitality and movement* 

4. Harmony: Relationshipp balance and integration. 

; 5. Colour and/or Tone a perceptive feeling and appretiation. 

6. Texture - appropriate surface treatment and elaboration. 

7. Form and/or Depth. 

S. Interpretation: Imaginative translation into visual language. 

9. Exploitation: The development of an idea or theme. 

10. Technique: A sensitive and appropriate use of the media. 

These basic elements may be described as the language of 

art.. Beyond these rather classicalg aesthetic qualities there 

may be something', more difficult to convey in words - feeling. 

In romuntic und expressionist art there may be u desire to 

transcend all exterior reality and reveal the depth and mystery 

of the interior world: love, pain, joy, anguish or wonder. 


